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Chapter 1: Introduction 

hen speakers employ epistemic e pressions in discourse, they display epistemic 
stances  E pressions like might, maybe, and obviously allow speakers to position 
themselves, not only vis- -vis the propositional content of their utterances, but also 
vis- -vis their interlocutors and the wider social conte t  n this sense, the ability to 
decode the comple  meanings epistemic e pressions inde , and, conversely, the ability 
to use epistemic e pressions to constitute appropriate meanings can be seen as a key 
o s s p it ucce sful articipat on in social life  

 his h  thesis is a comparative investigation of the use of epistemic stance 
marking in problem-solving sequences at student project group meetings, with a 
special emphasis on project group meetings where English is used as a lingua franca  t 
has developed from a combined interest in the pragmatic functions of epistemic 
e pressions in language use and the increased use of English as a lingua franca at 

anish universities, and resulted in a detailed study of the function of epistemic stance 
marking in a particular social practice, namely that of the student project group 
meeting   
 he data under study consists of video recordings of si  student project groups  

wo groups from the International Basic Studies in the Humanities  at oskilde 
niversity, two groups from the Basic Studies in the Humanities A , also oskilde 
niversity, and two groups from a module in language and communication at a ritish 
niversity  he  groups employ English as a lingua franca, while the A  

groups and the  groups employ the dominant first language of the surrounding 
g a n p

  

society as their working langua e, i e  nish and E glish res ectively   
 espite the fact that the groups represent different language scenarios and 
constitute unique social microcosms individually, they are alike in one central respect  
they were founded with the intention of carrying out a joint project, of solving a joint 
task  his element of task orientation is reflected in the way the group members 
interact, most clearly in the way their meetings tend to be constituted by a disjointed 
succession of what  call problem-solving sequences  n its full-fledged form, a 
problem-solving sequence consists of three phases, orientation, evaluation, and 
decision  n the first phase, group members focus their attention on a problem  that 
requires a jointly sanctioned solution, an issue  that calls for a common decision  n 
the second phase, group members discuss how to solve the problem, what decision to 



make, and in the third and final phase the group ideally reaches consensus and decides 
on a course of action   
 A main argument in the present thesis is that epistemic stance marking constitutes 
an essential linguistic practice in problem-solving sequences, as the students 
frequently and adeptly employ epistemic e pressions in order to manage the fine 
balance between promoting personal preferences and participating in the joint 
endeavour of solving the problem at hand  t will also be shown how epistemic stance 
marking is co-constitutive of the social order that obtains within the microcosm of the 
individual project group, as particular patterns of epistemic stance marking tend to be 
associated with various functional group roles adopted by the group members   

1.1 Research questions 

he research questions of the thesis fall into two groups  he questions in the first 
group address the use of epistemic stance marking in problem-solving sequences in 
general, while the questions in the second group guide the comparative aspect of the 
study which consists of a comparison of the three data sets, i e  the  groups, the 

A  groups and the  groups   

1.1.1 General research questions 

he first general research question is the following   

What are the pragmatic functions of lexicogrammatical marking of epistemic 

stance in problemsolving sequences in student project group meetings? 

he notion of pragmatic function  is used in a broad sense here to embrace the various 
interactional jobs that epistemic e pressions can be seen to perform in discourse  

e ico-grammatical marking of epistemic stance refers specifically to epistemic and 
evidential uses of modal verbs and sentence adverbials  Epistemic stance can be 
marked by a number of additional means, le ico-grammatical as well as intonational, 
but these are not studied systematically in the present thesis   
 he analyses prompted by the first general research question pave the way for the 
second general research question, which is  

To what extent do different patterns of epistemic stance marking correlate  

with the different functional group roles of group members?  

  



unctional group roles, as opposed to roles based on pre-e isting social structures, are 
created in situ in local social conte ts  he intention of this question is to e amine the 
social function of epistemic stance marking by investigating the dialectic interplay 
between the functional group roles that speakers adopt, and their typical use of the 
epistemic e pressions under study   

1.1.2 Comparative research questions 

hile the practice of employing epistemic e pressions in discourse can be e pected to 
be universal in the si  groups, it does not necessarily follow that the pragmatic 
functions of epistemic stance marking are the same  hus, the first comparative 
question focuses on the possible similarities and differences between the pragmatic 
functions of epistemic stance marking in the three data sets, irrespective of the 
particular linguistic means used  

To what extent does lexicogrammatical marking of epistemic stance serve 

d similar or different pragmatic functions in the three  ata sets? 

y contrast, the second comparative question focuses specifically on the linguistic 
means the speakers employ in displaying their epistemic stances  

To what extent is the distribution of linguistic forms used to express epistemic 

stance similar or different in the three data sets? 

he purpose of this question is to investigate whether there is variation in the way 
epistemic modal verbs and epistemic and evidential adverbials are used in the data 
sets  he question has two slightly different foci depending on the data sets being 
compared  n the comparison of the A  groups vs  the  and  groups the 
intention is to investigate to what e tent epistemic stance is being e pressed by 
different means as a result of epistemic meaning being structured differently by the 
two languages  n the comparison of the  groups and the  groups the intention is 
to investigate whether the  students and  students make different use of the 
resources for epistemic stance marking offered by the English language, possibly as a 
result of different language competencies   

  



1.2 Motivation and background 

he present thesis is the result of an interdisciplinary research project which has 
aimed to contribute to the study of epistemic e pressions in English and anish, 
particularly their pragmatic functions, the understanding of the communicative 
practices of student project groups, and the study of the use of English as a lingua 
franca  As an additional perspective, the thesis is also meant to provide input to the 
ongoing debate about the use of English in anish igher Education   

1.2.1 The pragmatics of epistemic stance 

or the past  years there has been a mounting interest in studies of epistemic 
modality and evidentiality, the central functional-conceptual pillars of epistemic 
stance marking  ypically, research has taken the form of grammatical semantic 
accounts of modal and evidential systems in specific languages e g  almer , 

randt , oye b , or typological studies of modality and evidentiality as 
cross-linguistic semantic domains e g  almer , Aikhenvald , oye , 
Mortensen a  he current study, by contrast, pursues a research agenda which 
focuses on the situated meaning of epistemic e pressions in spoken interaction  his 
area of research is relatively uncharted, though of course not entirely une plored see 
e g  aumgarten  ouse , J  Jensen , rkk inen , reisler , and 
the thesis thus represents a contribution to the e isting body of research on epistemic 
modality and evidentiality, by e plicitly focussing on the pragmatic functions of 
epistemic and evidential e pressions in discourse  

  

1.2.2 Project groups and problemsolving sequences  

ith inspiration from discourse analysis and theories of interpersonal communication 
inclair  oulthard , ales , isher , the thesis provides a contribution 

to the understanding of the communicative practices of student project groups  
pecifically, the thesis offers an account of a particular activity type, vi  the problem-

solving sequence, and argues that it comprises a constitutive practice of student 
project group meetings  Apart from generating a theoretically informed analytical 
model of the communicative practice of project groups, the focus on problem-solving 
sequences also places the study of epistemic stance firmly in a particular socio-cultural 
practice  y adopting this approach, it is possible to appreciate the pragmatic function 



of the studied epistemic e pressions in their social conte t, in a way that would have 
been difficult if the analysis had been based on corpora composed of more diverse 
communicative practices or introspective data   

1.2.3 English as a lingua franca 

he thesis aims to contribute to the study of English as a lingua franca E  by 
providing a critical discussion of central tenets within the emerging paradigm of E  
studies, and by providing a careful case study of a particular E -based practice, 
namely the  project group meetings where English is used as a lingua franca  n the 
E  studies literature, everything from telephone-mediated sales of dairy produce 

irth  to elicited student conversations ouse  are treated as e emplars 
of E  interaction, strictly in accordance with standard usage of the term E   as a 
way of referring to communication in English between speakers with different first 
languages  eidlhofer   owever, in the present work  will argue that E  
speech events  including the language use they are co-constituted by  should not be 
e pected to be similar simply because they happen to e hibit the same kind of 
mis match of the participants  language repertoires  he uniformity implied by the 

reifying use of the acronym E  has a tendency to obscure the sociolinguistic 
diversity which it denominates  n chapter ,  will show, with reference to ell ymes  

EA  model , that when it comes to the analysis and interpretation of data, 
the differences between E  speech events may be just as pertinent as their abstract 
similarity  his has important implications for the methodology of E  studies, and the 
discussion in chapter  thus lays the foundation for the comparative method employed 
in the present work   

1.2.4 The use of English at Danish universities  

ince the s, English has rapidly been gaining ground at anish universities 
Mortensen  aberland , and the increased use of English in higher education 

has been, and still is, a quite hotly debated issue in enmark see e g  arder  n 
the public debate, the use of English is often seen as a problem, as a potential barrier 
for the learning processes of the involved students  owever, it is difficult to say with 
certainty whether or not this is the case  espite the criticism levelled against it, 
English as an academic lingua franca in higher education in enmark seems in many 
cases to fulfil its purpose Mortensen  his study is not intended to answer 

   

  



  

whether the use of English at anish universities is inherently good or bad, nor is it 
intended to say anything in particular about the formal learning outcomes of  
students vs  A  students and  students  t is, however, intended to give a detailed 
account of how English is used as a lingua franca in a widespread practice at anish 
universities, namely project work in groups, which will provide a hitherto unseen 
insight into the widespread practice of using English as a lingua franca at anish 
universities  he English used at anish universities is frequently criticised for what it 
is not  this study will hopefully make it more clear what it is, and thereby provide 
qualified input to the ongoing debate about the use of English as a lingua franca in 

igher Education in enmark  

1.3 Outline 

he study is organised in four parts   
 art one chapters -  establishes the theoretical framework of the thesis  hapter 

 presents the basic theoretical and methodological assumptions of the study, chapter 
 is a critical appraisal of the notion of English as a lingua franca, while chapter  

discusses the concepts of epistemic meaning and epistemic stance  inally, chapter  
contains mini-grammars  of epistemic e pressions in anish and English, specifically 
aimed to meet the analytical needs of part three   
 art two chapters -  sets the scene for the analyses in part  hapter  presents 
a general account of the process of data collection and a detailed discussion of the si  
groups under study which illustrates some of the theoretical points made in chapter  

hapter  introduces the problem-solving sequence as an analytical unit, and discusses 
the analytical procedure employed, while chapter  presents an overview of the 
problem-solving sequences selected for analysis   
 art three chapters -  presents analyses of epistemic stance marking in 
problem-solving sequences  hapter  focuses on modal verbs as epistemic stance 
markers, chapter  focuses on sentence adverbials as epistemic stance markers, and 
finally chapter  takes a more integrative approach and looks at the association 
between speakers  patterns of epistemic stance marking and their functional group 
roles   
 art four chapter  presents the conclusion of the thesis in the form of a brief 
discussion of the main findings, and some suggestions for future research  



Chapter 2: Theoretical and methodological basis  

he present study is interdisciplinary in nature and draws inspiration from a varied 
set of theoretical and methodological sources  his chapter provides a general 
introduction to the theoretical basis of the thesis and discusses central aspects of the 
adopted methodological approach  he specific theoretical and methodological 
assumptions that underlie the argumentation of the thesis will be discussed in more 
detail where relevant in the chapters to come  

2.1 A functionalstructural view of language  

he view of language which underlies the study is based on the functional-structural 
theory set out within the framework of anish unctional inguistics cf  Engberg-

edersen et al. , Engberg- edersen et al. , arder , ansen  eltoft 
forthcoming  Among the central assumptions of the framework, two are of particular 
importance to the present study   
 he first assumption is the basic functionalist credo that human languages are 
instruments shaped to facilitate communicative and social functions in accordance 
with the cognitive, physiological and social skills of the human being Jakobsen  

 anguages are not autonomous structures that e ist in vacua  on the contrary 
they e ist in a symbiotic relation with the pre-linguistic world , or what the anish 
functionalists, with inspiration from ouis jelmslev  , call substance  

ifferent languages mould the pre-linguistic substance differently into unique 
structures, they cut the pie differently  arder  , as it were, but all human 
languages are essentially subject to similar constraints and affordances, and hence 
comparable  n the conte t of this study epistemic meaning is taken to constitute an 
essential human cognitive ability which is coded universally in the languages of the 
world pace oye , cf  chapter  As such it constitutes the functional-conceptual 
tertium comparationis that allows a comparison between the three data sets from a 

  

linguistic point of view cf  section   
 he second assumption is that meaning  does not come ready-mi ed as part of 
linguistic signs but is constructed in an interplay between the linguistic instructions 
utterances are made up of and the way they are interpreted in an actual situation cf  

arder  -   



A finished interpretation is an aspect of the addressee s spatiotemporally concrete 
situation  linguistic meaning is a potential which is available for use in not yet 
actuali ed situations  arder    

he distinction between linguistic meaning as potential and finished interpretations as 
an actualisation of this potential supports the understanding of epistemic e pressions 
which is advocated in the present work  n chapter , the meaning potential of 
epistemic e pressions in anish and English is described, while the analyses in 
chapters -  focus on the pragmatic meanings they give rise to in actual situations   
 his approach also finds support in the candinavian theory of linguistic polyphony 
cf  lke  et al. , herkelsen  et al.  where the central tenet is that the 

linguistic instructions which le ical items and grammatical structures contain can be 
polyphonic, i e  multi-voiced  he canonical e ample is the linguistic negation cf  

ucrot  n a sentence like this wall is not white, not is said to instantiate two 
points ices     of view, in the sense of two vo

oint of view  this wall is white  
oint of view  this wall is not white 

he speaker is responsible for the second point of view, while the opposing point of 
view may belong to any discourse individual depending on the conte t  he assumption 
is that this particular polyphonic structure is an inherent part of the linguistic 
instruction of the negation  it is part of the linguistic meaning potential of not which is 
available for use in specific situations, to paraphrase arder  above  ome 
studies within the paradigm of polyphony theory are concerned with uncovering the 
abstract polyphonic meaning potential of le ical items and grammatical structures, 
while others are interested in the function of polyphonic devices in language use, for 
instance the rhetorical functions of the negation in scientific discourse and editorials 

l ttum , oitman  he present study primarily falls within the latter 
category  t is a basic assumption that epistemic e pressions are polyphonic to varying 
degrees, either as an inherent part of their meaning potential, or by pragmatic 
e tension in actual conte ts of use, and in chapters -  it will be argued that a central 
pragmatic function of epistemic e pressions is to manage the presence of multiple 
voices in discourse, either by opening or closing what eter hite has referred to as 

, cf  Martin  hite  -   the dialogic space  hite 

  

                                                           
 or a more thorough discussion of this analysis see Mortensen a   



 either the formalised descriptive apparatus of the theory of linguistic polyphony, 
nor the elaborate theoretical framework of Appraisal heory which eter hite works 
within Martin  hite  is employed in any strict sense in the thesis  et, the 
conception of language as polyphonic or heteroglossic which both approaches endorse 
with due credit to Mikhail akhtin  plays a central role in the understanding of 

epistemic stance marking presented in the chapters to come   

2.2 The study of language in social life 

he understanding of the relation between language and social life which underlies 
the thesis is inspired by sociolinguistic theory and linguistic anthropology, particularly 
the work of ell ymes ,  and Elinor chs ,   
 A basic assumption of the study is that language use is co-constitutive of social life  

entral to this view is ell ymes   notion of the speech event  peech events 
are defined as activities, or aspects of activities, that are directly governed by rules or 
norms for the use of speech  ymes  , and they can be said to constitute the 
loci where communities are formed and held together  uranti   hus, in 
this study, project group meetings are conceptualised as speech events that are 
constitutive of the social unit of the project group  hen project groups meet, they use 
language to talk their small-scale community into being in ways that are considered 

  

appropriate for this particular speech event, and for this particular community  
 he idea that language use is co-constitutive of social life hinges on the assumption 
that language practices have the capacity to index socio-cultural information chs 

 , i e  that the use of specific linguistic forms in particular conte ts have the 
potential to reflect and constitute social meaning cf  Johnstone  - , 

uranti  -  tance marking, including epistemic stance marking, plays a 
central role in this respect  hile the primary meaning of an epistemic e pression may 
be to convey a degree of certainty or doubt, the e pression may simultaneously, in a 
particular utterance, in a specific conte t, indirectly inde  further social meanings, 
including what kind of act is being performed and how that act is placed in an ongoing 
social activity see  for an elaboration of this point  A certain dialectic is also 
assumed to e ist between language use and the social identity of speakers, for instance 
in the sense that the social roles which speakers adopt in particular situations can be 
associated with, and in part constituted by, particular linguistic practices cf  urner 



  t therefore becomes relevant to ask how the students  use of epistemic 
e pressions relates to the functional group roles they assume in interaction, and vice 
versa  
 urthermore, the principle of inde icality suggests that language use and socio-
cultural conte t are to some e tent mutually constitutive  his assumption is reflected 
in ymes  ethnography of speaking where the organisation of a speech event is 
assumed to help define the function of its constituent acts and vice versa  n eborah 

chiffrin s succinct formulation  

he communicative structure of a speech event reveals the function of constituent 
acts, and the function of the act itself contributes to the structure of the event 

chiffrin   

his notion plays a central role in the present work  roject group meetings, conceived 
as idealised speech events, can be said to have similar purposes, namely furthering the 
completion of the overarching project task, and this element of task orientation is 
reflected in the way group members interact, i e  it can be observed how the rationale 
for the genre of the speech event  shapes the schematic structure of the discourse 
and influences and constrains choice of content and style  wales   

pecifically, in chapter , it will be argued that problem-solving sequences which form 
a constitutive practice of project group meetings e hibit a degree of observable 
regularity in their interactional structure, a certain schematic discourse structure 
composed of a limited set of communicative acts, which are at one and the same time 
the communicative children and parents of this particular activity  type   evinson 

,   
 he method adopted in the study of the problem-solving sequence is inspired in 
part by the work of the irmingham school of functional discourse analysis inclair  

oulthard , in which classroom discourse is analysed as being composed of rank-
ordered sets of acts, moves, e changes and transactions, and in part by the method of 
nteraction rocess Analysis A  developed within social psychology ales a, 
ales  trodtbeck , ales  he discourse analysis of the problem-solving 

sequences provides the necessary conte tualisation for the study of the epistemic 
e pressions in chapters - , and it also facilitates the analysis of the functional group 
roles that speakers adopt in the project groups under study see chapter  

  



2.3 A qualitative and comparative approach 

he current study is a qualitative, comparative case study of epistemic stance marking 
in problem-solving sequences at student project group meetings  he main reason for 
basing the study on qualitative methodology is related to the e plorative, hypothesis-
generating nature of the qualitative approach, and its potential for providing rich 
accounts of particular socio-cultural practices cf  ilverman  , lesne  eshkin 

 - , laser  -  he recent emergence of large corpora of E  
interaction  means that qualitative corpus analytic studies of English being used as a 
lingua franca have now become a viable and valuable option for E  researchers  

owever, the methods of standard concordance-based corpus linguistics are often 
confined to analysing particular linguistic features in their immediate linguistic 
conte t, and therefore arguably tend to have a limited capacity when it comes to 
engaging with the data on a hori ontal a is, i e  when investigating linguistic items in 
their co-te t and wider conte t  As Jennifer oates has remarked in a critical 
aftert   hought on her own pioneering corpus based study of modal verbs in English

 for all the intellectual rigour engendered by the use of a large data base, there is 
a danger of not seeing the wood for the trees  the amassing of tokens may distract 
the researcher from the relationship between token and conte t oates  

 

arge, corpus based studies certainly have their merits as oates also recognises , but 
for the kind of detailed sociolinguistic analysis pursued in this thesis, a qualitative 
analysis is called for  Although the literature suggests some typical pragmatic 
functions of epistemic e pressions in general cf  chapter , there is no available 
coherent coding scheme that would allow deductive coding of epistemic e pressions 
in a corpus  hat is called for is the opposite  a careful scrutiny of tokens in their 
conte t so that an understanding of the pragmatic functions of epistemic e pressions 
can be generated bottom-up   
 Moreover, the E  corpora would not be conducive to the aims of this research 
because they are not, for obvious reasons, optimised to represent the kind of socio-
cultural practice which is the focus of the present study  student project group 

sis on meetings at anish universities where English is meetings, with special empha

  

                                                           
 he E corpus in ienna http www univie ac at voice  and the E A corpus in ampere 

and elsinki http www tay fi laitokset kielet engf research elfa  

http://www.univie.ac.at/voice/page/index.php
http://www.tay.fi/laitokset/kielet/engf/research/elfa/


used as a lingua franca  t is a central point in the current work that studies of the use 
of English as a lingua franca must be grounded in particular social practices and take 
these systematically into account in the analysis cf  chapter  t is also a central 
point that research into the linguistic practices of particular communities can be aided 
by comparative analyses  an assumption which also lies at the heart of ymes  
ethnography of speaking which is essentially concerned with  the cross-cultural 
study of language usage  evinson   n analysing differences and 
similarities between the language use of diverse communities the researcher gains an 
analytical advantage which facilitates the identification of features and practices that 
are characteristic of the language use of a particular community, and thus contribute 
to the unique nature of the community  At the same time, it also allows the researcher 
to identify practices which are common across communities, and may therefore be 
considered potential candidates for more general aspects of human interaction   
 n the comparative analysis the study operates with three socio-cultural entities, vi  
the  groups, the  groups and the A  groups cf  chapter  and chapter  n 
comparing the  groups to the  groups, the intention is to investigate to what 
e tent the use of epistemic e pressions in an E  conte t differs from their use in a 
conte t where English is used as a first language  his is founded on a logic similar to 
that of uke rodromou   who argues that in order to understand E  on 
its own terms we must have a clear idea of what it is not  how it is similar and how it is 
different from e isting uses of English  his approach has been termed e onormative  
and evaluated rather negatively by arbara eidlhofer and colleagues , at least 
compared to what they call an endonormative  approach to the study of E   

ome tend to approach the description of E  data more through the lens of 
familiar E  forms, essentially asking, ow do E  speakers differ from E  
speakers  and sometimes also hich, or how many, mistakes do they make
to be brief, we might call this a predominantly e onormative  approach  thers 
conceive of E  differently  or them, it is in principle a language use in its own 
right which may or may not develop into one or more distinctly European 
varieties , essentially asking ow do E  speakers communicate  hat seems 
important useful to them this might be termed a predominantly 
endonormative  approach  eidlhofer, reiteneder  it l   

owever, it does not seem reasonable to think that a comparative approach will 
n towards E  speakers in the way implied in the quote  necessarily be negatively lade

                                                           
 E   English as a native language  

  



rue, the comparative approach potentially runs the risk of being judgemental if it 
posits the use of English by its first language speakers as primary authentic and sees 
the use of the language as a lingua franca as derived inauthentic  ut e onormative  
studies do not have to be founded on a premise of this kind  hus, it should suffice to 
criticise comparative studies which are imprudently skewed towards either of the 
entities in comparison, and allow more balanced comparative studies to offer the kind 
of insights which they are capable of offering  
 n comparing the A  groups to the  and  groups, the purpose is a  to 
investigate whether the use of epistemic e pressions is different in anish and English 
whether used as a first language or a lingua franca , and b  to provide a basis for 

identifying possible instances of transfer from anish to English in the way the anish 
 speakers in the  groups mark epistemic stance    

 A central concern for all comparative analyses, linguistic as well as cultural, is 
finding a relevant tertium comparationis, i e  the common ground between the entities 
in comparison  As omas  r es owski  has pointed out, the search for a 
tertium comparationis is often characterised by a degree of circularity  

e compare in order to see what is similar and what is different in the compared 
materials  we can only compare items which are in some respect similar, but we 
cannot use similarity as an independent criterion in deciding how to match items 
for comparison since similarity or difference  is to result from the comparison 
and not to motivate it r es owski   

As far as the linguistic aspect of the present study is concerned, the content substance 
of epistemic meaning is posited as the relevant common ground of the comparison  All 
languages code epistemic meaning and are hence similar and comparable, but they 
differ in the way they do so cf  chapter , just as the pragmatic functions which 
epistemic e pressions acquire in language use cannot be e pected to be similar across 
speech events cf   section  A comparative analysis that uses epistemic meaning as 

thus either focus on how epistemic meaning is coded in a tertium comparationis can 

  

                                                           
 n a more fundamental note, it is perhaps questionable whether E  research can ever be truly 

endonormative  Endonormativity can obviously be posited as an ideal to strive for or be presented 
as an analytic guideline, but the idea that E  researchers, typically persons with e tensive 
professional training in some form of standard English, should be able to wipe all previous 
knowledge of non-lingua franca English from their minds when analysing E  data appears rather 
utopian  een in this light, all E  research will invariably, to some e tent, have an e onormative 
base, and the difference between e o- and endo- then becomes a difference of e plicitness and 
awareness about the presence of e ternal norms rather than a question of whether they are 
relevant or not  



  

specific languages, or the way epistemic e pressions are used in te ts , and in this 
tus dy the focus is primarily on the latter   

 he comparative challenge also applies to the level of discourse and speech events  
espite the availability of a unifying label like project group meeting , project group 

meetings can constitute quite diverse speech events, as discussed in detail in chapter  
and chapter  herefore, in order to establish a relevant ground for comparison, it is 
necessary to divide the overall activity of the project group meeting into relevant 
subordinate activities and base the comparison on these subordinate categories, 
rather than the meetings in their entirety  ere the abstract notion of the problem-
solving sequence  becomes useful as a tertium comparationis at the level of discourse  

he problem-solving sequence constitutes the common ground necessary for a 
comparative investigation which is aimed at identifying differences and similarities in 
the way the groups manage this activity, and the way they employ epistemic stance 
marking in the process   

2.4  umming up 

he current study is interdisciplinary in nature and draws on a diverse set of 
theoretical and methodological sources  he view of language which undergirds the 
study is based on the functional-structuralist theory advocated within the tradition of 

anish unctional inguistics, and the distinct, yet complementary, theory of linguistic 
polyphony  he understanding of the role of language in social life which underlies the 
thesis is inspired by sociolinguistic theory and linguistic anthropology, and 
furthermore draws on discourse analytical approaches based in functional linguistics 
and social psychology  Epistemic meaning, which will be discussed in detail in chapter 

, constitutes the linguistic tertium comparationis of the thesis, and the problem-
solving sequence, which is discussed in chapter , constitutes the analytical unit which 
permits comparison between the groups at the level of discourse  y adopting a 
comparative approach, the study aims to provide insights into the pragmatic functions 
of epistemic stance marking in anish and English, with special emphasis on the 
function of epistemic stance marking in speech events where English is as a lingua 
franca  n the ne t chapter, the notion of English as a lingua franca will be discussed in 
detail  

S



Chapter 3: English as a lingua franca 

n this chapter, select areas of the rapidly growing body of literature on English used 
as a lingua franca are reviewed  he view taken is that English as a lingua franca  
E  should not, as it has been suggested, be conceived as a language system  

eidlhofer  , a variety  Mauranen   or an interaction type sui 
generis   irth  , , as there is no substantial evidence to suggest that 
lingua franca interactions necessarily rely on or give rise to a unique variety or a 
distinct language system, or that they necessarily rely on or give rise to unique 
interactive processes  he majority of the literature under review does seem to 
suggest that lingua franca interactions are often characterised by mutual linguistic 
accommodation and enhanced linguistic cooperative behaviour  owever, this is not 
always the case, which  argue can be e plained by drawing an analytical distinction 
between language scenario and language mode, and adopting a more comprehensive 
view of the conte tual variables that influence lingua franca talk  hus, the chapter 
ends by arguing that ell ymes  model of the speech event ,  provides a 
useful frame of reference for past and future studies of English as a lingua franca, as 
well as for the present  

3.1  From Lingua Franca to lingua franca 

ingua ranca, sometimes referred to as the Mediterranean ingua ranca remona 
, was a language of mainly omance origin which emerged in the Middle Ages 

where it was used as a trade language between Arabs and Europeans in the Eastern 
part of the Mediterranean chuchardt   ver time, the term lingua franca  
has come to be used as a generic term for languages that facilitate communication 
between speakers of different first languages ahane  ahane  - , and it is 
in this sense that the term is now increasingly being used to characterise the 
widespread use of English between speakers of diverse linguistic and cultural 
backgrounds   

  

                                                           
 he name of the language is often said to refer to rench Franc  or the rench the Franci , 

whereas some scholars argue that the term comes from the Arabic e pression lisān alfarandž  also 
spelled lisān alfaranğ , which translates as the language of the ranks , whereby the Arabs meant 
the language of the Europeans and mainly the talians, not the rench chuchardt  , 

ahane  ahane  -  



 nterestingly, scholarly discussions about the Mediterranean ingua ranca 
foreshadow one of the central issues in today s disputes about English as a lingua 
franca, namely whether E  constitutes a language or a variety in its own right  n an 
article published in , ugo chuchardt  -  notes that Many people 
are of the opinion that the ingua ranca e tends to all Mediterranean ports  
whereas others think that a ingua ranca does not really e ist anywhere  And 
he further e plains that because of the mobility of sailors, the itinerant speakers of the 

ingua ranca , ingua ranca can indeed, upon occasion, be heard everywhere  
but still one is reluctant to recogni e the ingua ranca as a genuine, established 
language  he disagreement concerns which theoretical status the ingua ranca 
should be accorded, and thus resembles a similar dilemma in the current debate 
around English as a lingua franca  he use of English as a lingua franca is ubiquitous 
and cannot be denied, but is English as a lingua franca  a genuine language, language 
system, code or variety in its own right  ome scholars e g  Jenkins et al. , 

eidlhofer , Mauranen , Jenkins b  hypothesise that English as a lingua 
franca , reified in the acronym E , may already constitute, or in due time come to 
realise, a distinct variety of English, or several such varieties, with unique linguistic 
features that can be codified in dictionaries and grammars eidlhofer  ,  

ther scholars reject the notion that English as a lingua franca can or should be 
described as a distinct variety  hus, Alan irth  , echoing uresh 

anagarajah  , asserts that  E  does not e ist as a thing  or system  
out there  hese scholars do not question the e istence of E  interactions, in fact they 
celebrate them as unique, but they doubt the notion that E  constitutes a specific 
variety or language system  

3.2  Defin ng (English as) a lingu  fra ca 

espite the differences sketched above, most E  scholars seem to agree that the 
phrase English used as a lingua franca  applies to communicative events where 
English functions as a contact language  between persons who share neither a 

 common national  culture  irth   his 

i a n

common native tongue nor a
                                                           

  

 he quotations are taken from lenn  ilbert s translation in chuchardt    
 he parallel between the debate about ingua ranca and English as a lingua franca  should of 

course not be overstated  he differences between the two historical situations and 
socio linguistic realities by far outnumber the similarities, striking as they may be  



definition of E  interactions resonates with a much-quoted definition of a lingua 
franca as a language which is used habitually by people whose mother tongues are 
different in order to facilitate communication between them  E   , see 
e g  amarin , Meierkord  n the E  literature, some prefer a strict 
definition which e cludes English  speakers from E  interactions irth  , 

ouse  , while others adopt a weak version and hold that English  speakers 
may also be part of E  interactions, although they are considered less typical 
participants, and therefore often ideally e cluded from data collection eidlhofer 

 - , Jenkins b  - , Mauranen  ,    
 o matter which version is adopted, the underlying definition essentially relies on 
speaker attributes, more specifically a specific kind of mis match of speakers  
language repertoires  n lingua franca interaction, as opposed to stereotypic 
interaction between homolinguals , the participants have different first languages, but 
their language repertoires overlap on one point, i e  the lingua franca  he deceptively 
simple nature of this definition deserves more discussion than it has received in the 
literature so far, and  shall return to this issue in  below  owever, before we get to 
that, we will need to take a look at some of the issues that have been discussed in the 
E  literature   

3.3  ELF as a variety 

Apart from the relative consensus on the definition of E  interactions outlined above, 
there is little agreement or clarity in the literature about how E  should be theorised  

he potential status of E  as a language variety is a particularly ve ed issue cf  e g  
Mollin a, b, eidlhofer , rodromou a, b, Jenkins a, 

araceni , ogo , James  his is partly due to the fact that the question 
of whether E  constitutes a language or variety brings up the e tremely difficult issue 
of how one defines a language  or a variety  in the first place  n the other hand, part 
of the confusion seems to be caused by unclear use of terminology coupled with 
incoherent conceptualisations of the object under study  hus, central scholars in the 

ra eidlhofer and Jennifer Jenkins, often refer to E  in E  paradigm, notably arba
                                                           

f

  

 hich, depending on the specific version of the de inition and the actual situation, may or may not 
be the first language of one or more  but not all  speakers  
 ee impson  and udson  -  for a discussion of the difficulties involved in 

defining the notions of a language  and a language variety  respectively  



ways that presuppose its e istence as a specific language system or distinct variety 
while, on the other hand, they e plicitly stress that E  does not e ist as such  A few 
e amples will help illustrate the point  
 eidlhofer  , endnote  comments that empirical findings raise the 
question as to whether it is justified to refer to E  as an emerging variety in its own 
right  and she concludes that the answer to this question hinges partly on how one 
defines the term variety  and partly on future empirical work  n the article, she does 
not enter into a discussion about how to define a variety, and she does not present 
substantial evidence to support the hypothesis of E  as an emerging variety, yet, this 
does not prevent her from stating that  obviously, ELF is a natural language and can 
thus be e pected to undergo the same processes that affect other natural languages  

 , my italics  his is a pu ling use of terminology  A variety  will typically 
be in a hyponymic or synonymic relation to a natural language , i e  a natural language 
either trumps or equals a variety, and in this light eidlhofer s conceptualisation of 
E  as not necessarily a variety but definitely a natural language seems inconsistent   
  he oft-repeated caveat that it is an open question whether E  should be called a 
distinct variety of English or not see e g  eidlhofer  , is also at odds with the 
following definition of English as a lingua franca which is available on the website of 
the ienna- ford nternational orpus of English E , under the direction of 

eidlhofer   

English as a lingua franca E  constitutes an additionally acquired language 
system which serves as a common means of communication for speakers of 
different first languages    www univie ac at voice page faq, my italics  

ere E  is posited as a distinct language system that can be acquired in addition to 
other language systems, presumably meaning other languages  t may be that 

eidlhofer understands something different by language system , but without any 
kind of clarification it is difficult not to take it to mean a language or perhaps a variety 
of a language, leading to the implication that E , in this definition, is conceptualised 

ty of a language   as either a language or a varie

                                                           
 ee rodromou a  -  for further evidence of this tendency drawn from an innovative 

c r u

  

orpus analytic study of si  cent al papers on E  either single-a thored or co-authored by 
eidlhofer, Jenkins, and colleagues  
 ast accessed  his is a vaguely modified version of a definition of lingua franca 

previously offered in print eidlhofer   



 Judging by her use of terminology, Jennifer Jenkins is similarly inconsistent in her 
conception of the theoretical status of E  n a recent monograph on attitudes to 
English as a lingua franca Jenkins b , she repeatedly refers to E  in ways that 
would seem to presuppose its e istence as a distinct variety  hus, she argues that E , 
unlike E  varieties,   is not primarily a local or contact language within national 

groups but between them  Jenkins b  , author s emphasis , which must entail 
that E  is perceived as a distinct variety, even a distinct language  imilarly, in the 
preface to the book, she argues, with reference to raj achru s concentric circles 
model , , that E  should be allowed a legitimate place alongside the 
Englishes of the inner and outer circles  Jenkins b  i , with the implication that 
E  is a phenomenon analogous to outer circle varieties such as ndian English and 

igerian English, and inner circle ones like American and ritish English cf  erns  
 -  who interprets the position of the E  paradigm in a similar way

 espite these views, Jenkins is keen to stress, paraphrasing eidlhofer  , 
that there is not a single variety called E  Jenkins b   his of course 
allows the possibility that there may be several E  varieties as opposed to one , and 
indeed this seems to be the working hypothesis that Jenkins adopts, albeit without 
substantiating this with evidence  he reviews a number of proposals from the orld 
Englishes literature of how to assess variety status, all of which include linguistic as 
well as e tra-linguistic criteria  b  - , but interestingly she does not seem 
interested in offering evidence that E  satisfies these criteria, particularly not the 
linguistic ones  ymptomatically, she quotes ingsley olton   for saying that 
the identification of sets of distinctive linguistic items typically associated with a new 

variety is a central feature of the discussion of  varieties around the world  without 
arguing whether or not, or possibly to what e tent, this criterion is satisfied by E  or 
an E  variety, although she does say that it may one day apply to E  Jenkins 

b    

                                                           
 E  is an acronym for English as a second language  E  varieties refer here to the use of English 

i

  

n countries such as ndia, ingapore and igeria where English has an official statues alongside the 
indigenous languages  
 inguistic criteria for assessing variety status include local features at grammatical, le ical, 

pragmatic, and phonological phonetic levels  ne of the e tra-linguistic criteria mentioned is that 
the new variety is used in the educational system, both as a subject and a medium of instruction, 
while another is that there is a literature written in the variety Jenkins b  -  



 n the basis of these e amples from leading figures in the E  paradigm, it seems 
justified for Mario araceni   to conclude that it is not entirely clear what 
e actly is understood by the term E  rom a selection of sources in the E  
literature Jenkins b, , eidlhofer , , irkpatrick  araceni 
distils four possible readings of the term  , which reads like this in slightly 
adapted form  

 E  refers to the function of English as used among non-native speakers as a 
shared common language  E  communication does not have to e clude native 

 

speakers 
 

 E  refers to a variety of English, with is own phonological and le ico-
grammatical features, stemming out of  interactions involving primarily non-
native speakers 

 

 E  refers to local varieties of English emerging in E panding- ircle settings, 
such as hina, Japan, Europe, atin America, etc  

 

 E  refers to a distinct variety of English used internationally as a lingua franca 
in a particular region of the world 

he first sense is identical to the weak version of the definition of E  outlined in 
section  he second sense could be called the strong single variety hypothesis , 
which no-one subscribes to e plicitly, but which, as has been illustrated above, is 
nevertheless lurking prominently in the background  he two remaining senses can be 
seen as variations on the weak multiple varieties hypothesis , which suggests that the 
use of E , in sense , may over time result in the development of new, more or less 
local, varieties of English   
 hile araceni s first sense is a matter of conceptual definition cf  section , the 
latter three are in principle empirically verifiable, at least to the e tent that we believe 
varieties of language can be distinguished on empirical grounds  he strong 
hypothesis, that we should see the emergence of an E  variety in the singular  with 
distinctive structural traits, seems untenable in the light of what we know about 
language variation  anguage varies, from region to region, from one social group to 
another, from one social conte t to another, from one individual to another, even 
within individuals on a moment to moment basis, so it is highly unlikely  if not 
impossible  that the use of English as a lingua franca will give rise to a global 

  

monochrome variety of English, in use from ndonesia to taly   
 he weak hypothesis, on the other hand, merits further attention  t does not seem 
entirely implausible that the intense use of E  in certain geographically or socially 



delimited conte ts may give rise to local varieties, in some respects akin to the new 
varieties of English which have emerged in achru s outer circle see napp   

 for an early suggestion to this effect  hus, it is possible that the use of English 
as a lingua franca, through processes similar to those described by eter rudgill 
under the heading of koinéization rudgill  ff, , will lead to the 
emergence of new local norms  owever, the lack of a fi ed and relatively 
homogenous speech community would seem to counteract the development of a 
focussed, i e  stable, variety  arieties, whatever we precisely mean by that term, seem 
to depend on relatively fi ed communities to sediment cf  erswill  , pace 
M hlum , and E  communities are by definition characterised by flu  rather 
than fi ation with speakers belonging to something as vague, fluid and immaterial as 
the community of E  speakers , which is always constituted anew in the ongoing talk  

ouse  , see also ouse  -  his may be the single most 
important factor why, so far, there is no conclusive evidence to suggest that the use of 
English as a lingua franca in e panding circle conte ts has led to the development of 
stable varieties  hould such varieties arise, they would most appropriately be 
referred to by labels relative to their conte t of use, for instance hina English or Euro-
English, not simply E  f E  is used in two parallel, albeit qualitatively different, 
senses to designate function English used as a lingua franca  as well as form the 
potential distinct varieties of English emerging from the use of English as a lingua 

 franca , the notion loses its theoretical rigour cf  erns  
 Andy irkpatrick ,  has investigated the use of English in the 
Association of outh-East Asian ations A EA , i e  a setting where English is used 

our in araceni s list above  hile irkpatrick, perhaps as a lingua franca in sense f
                                                           

 he relation between koin isation on the one hand and pidginisation and creolisation on the 
other is a complicated issue iegel , but one way of distinguishing between them is to say 
that a koin  is formed as the result of contact between different varieties of a single language while 
pidgins and creoles emerge through contact between two or more languages  hether varieties of 
English that might develop through lingua franca use should be described as koin s, pidgins, 
cr

  

eoles, or something else entirely is an interesting question, although one that need not concern us 
here  

 nfortunately, the general tendency in the dominant E  paradigm is to conflate the two senses 
under the E  heading a possible e ception being that of Jenkins et al   or a current 
e ample see reiteneder  where E  in Europe on the one hand is defined in functional 
terms as a common means of communication between Europeans with different first language 
backgrounds    while on the other hand being referred to as a a user language  like 
any other , i e  a variety-like entity of which the omission of the third person singular -s can be 
considered a symptomatic property    



surprisingly, finds relatively little linguistic variation in his data, he comes to the 
conclusion that A EA  E  is not a single variety   , and that it would be 
impossible to describe it as a single systematic system    owever, 

irkpatrick stresses that the lack of a joint systematic system  does not prevent the 
A EA  members from communicating successfully, which is a good reminder that 
structural homogeneity is not a prerequisite for inter-comprehensibility   
 n the European conte t, Euro-English has been proposed as an emerging European 
mainland variety Jenkins et al  , raddol , Modiano , but it has not yet 
been empirically verified  n , eidlhofer and colleagues point out that   

t would seem premature to ask questions about the degree to which E  in 
Europe can be regarded as an actual variety Euro-English  in any meaningful 
sense before a better understanding has been achieved of the general processes at 
work in such an unprecedented situation of language spread eidlhofer et al  

  

hus, one of the purposes behind eidlhofer s E corpus as discussed above is to 
provide an empirical basis that will allow researchers to investigate whether a Euro-
English variety may be emerging  andra Mollin has been looking for evidence of 
such emerging patterns, structural commonalities  as she calls them Mollin a  

, in the use of English in the conte t of the European nion  owever, her study 
does not lend support to the Euro-English hypothesis, possibly because her analysis is 
based on conventional criteria  as Marko Modiano   disapprovingly 
remarks in his review of the published version of her h  research Mollin b  
Modiano seems to find Mollin s attempt to assess variety status  of the proposed Euro-
English variety to be essentially misguided  ather than focussing on conventional 
criteria, such as identifiable linguistic patterns, Modiano argues that an 
acknowledgement of  the communicative utility of the idiosyncrasies of mainland 
European English   , in combination with top-down language planning, 
will revitalise English language teaching in Europe by providing an alternative to 
Anglocentric language-learning programs which indoctrinate learners into nner 

  

                                                           
 Martin ayman  -  argues that the precise ambitions for le ico-grammatical 

description to be undertaken by the E team have become less clear with time  as the team 
seems to have become less e plicitly hopeful of finding evidence of a distinct variety in the corpus  

his development is indicated,  believe, by the various quotations from eidlhofer throughout this 
chapter  



ircle frames of reference as opposed to international perceptions of the new era  
 

 Modiano s critique of Mollin s work illustrates some of the comple ity that 
surrounds the current debate about English as a lingua franca in the E  literature  

irth   points out that the field of E  research comprises at least three, 
partly overlapping strands  language policy and language planning, language teaching 
and pedagogy, and microanalyses of naturally occurring E  interactions  o this 
triumvirate we may add Mollin s study as a fourth approach which could be called 
sociolinguistic, with a focus on finding changing or emerging linguistic patterns  hese 
research strands come with different research agendas and different ideological 
agendas, and they often clash, as in the case of Modiano vs  Mollin  he most ardent 
proponents of E , and here we could take eidlhofer, Jenkins and Modiano as 
e amples, are approaching the issue of E  as applied linguists with a particular 
interest in English language teaching E  or these scholars, E  is not merely a 
descriptive project, but also an ideological project, launched with the purpose of 
challenging what is perceived to be an e isting English native speaker hegemony in 
the E  business  hus, Modiano, in his denigrating review of Mollin, remarks that 

her sidestepping of the entire issue of E  is what is most disquieting of all , 
and he somewhat surprisingly then proceeds to proclaim that the discussion on Euro-

  

English is primarily the concern of applied linguists  Modiano    
 his kind of criticism does not seem very fruitful  hile the ideological battle of the 
E  proponents is certainly both timely and just, it seems unreasonable to claim that 
this agenda is the only relevant agenda for E  studies  E , including English used as 
a lingua franca in Europe, is a fascinating linguistic phenomenon which cannot and 
should not be reserved for a single research agenda  n the contrary, a certain degree 
of cross-fertilisation between different approaches seems to be needed  aking heed of 
Mollin s approach might lead other scholars to avoid the unfortunate pattern of 
frequently referring, often implicitly and perhaps inadvertently, to E  as a variety 
without clarifying what is meant by that term  his tendency only leads to the kind of 

uts forward in his review of Jenkins b  when he criticism uke rodromou p

  

                                                           
 Modiano also criticises Mollin for relying on a skewed database, the spoken component of which 

largely consists of formal registers such as speeches and press conferences delivered by E  
politicians  his criticism seems to be more substantial than the fact that the analysis of the data is 
based on criteria which Modiano does not condone  



notes that throughout the book Jenkins has referred repeatedly to E  varieties   
but in  pages and eight years after Jenkins  pioneering work on phonology in an 
E  conte t Jenkins  we have still not been given e amples of the frequent and 
systematic le ico-grammatical or functional features of E  varieties  rodromou 

b   n the other hand, scholars who insist that there be structural evidence 
before they are ready to accept E  as a variety  might gain valuable insights by taking 
the ideological argument more seriously  After all, the socially perceived reality of a 
variety may in many cases be just as important as its linguistic reality  his has been 
lucidly discussed by arbara Johnstone and colleagues in their analysis of how 

ittsburghese  came to be enregistered  as a variety   hey conclude that  

 sociolinguists interested in understanding patterns of variation and change in 
the speech community need to pay attention not just to people s talk but to the 
metapragmatic activities in which they create and circulate ideas about how they 
talk Johnstone et al.   

imilarly, it is not just E  talk  that should interest sociolinguistic students of E , 
t  but also the social settings and activities that surround i

 owever, the main point to make here is that it is not necessary to make claims, 
implicit or e plicit, about variety status of E  in order to recognise the importance of 
acknowledging E  as a distinct, ubiquitous type of language use, legitimate in its own 
right, which merits serious scholarly attention  n the end, the question of whether or 
not the use of English as a lingua franca will lead to the formation of new varieties may 
not be ion   the most relevant question after all, as eidlhofer notes in a recent publicat

t may be that what is distinctive about E  lies in the communicative strategies 
that its speakers use rather than in their conformity to any changed set of 
language norms eidlhofer   

n the following two sections we will investigate this possibility in more detail   

  

3.4  ELF as an emergent phenomenon sui generis 

Another approach to English as lingua franca is to theorise E  encounters as a 
distinct type of interactional practice  n this view, the English in E  interactions is 
conceptualised as emergent, i e  constantly in the process of becoming but never 
arriving, as opposed to emerging as a distinct variety which may eventually be codified 
cf  rodromou a  -   



 he emergent approach represents a distinct alternative to the approach outlined 
in the previous section, with its own methods, in many cases grounded in 
ethnomethodology and an accompanying post-structural epistemology  tudies which 
adopt this approach tend to focus on pragmatic aspects of E  interaction and the 
communicative strategies that speakers employ when they engage in such interactions, 
rather than the structural properties of the language they use  he emphasis is shifted 
from a focus on language structure to a focus on language use  indeed the relevance of 
the notion of structure is in some cases e plicitly called into question   
 Alan irth s work on English as a lingua franca e g  , ,  epitomises 
this approach  hrough conversation analytic studies of E  interactions in business 
settings mainly telephone-mediated sales of anish dairy produce and micro-
electronics , irth has shown that while the participants  English is by no means in line 
with standard  norms, they nevertheless manage to go about their business and 
successfully trade stupendous quantities of milk, yoghurt, cheese and micro-
electronics  irth    
 his observation leads irth to adopt the position on this point very much in line 
with eidlhofer, Jenkins and Modiano  that  speakers in E  interactions should not 
be seen as maladroit learners of English who have fossilised at a proficiency level 
short of native speaker competence, but rather be perceived as proficient language 
users in their own right   
 irth also proposes that E  is a phenomenon sui generis, albeit not in the sense of a 
distinct variety irth   n the contrary, the unique aspect of E  is 
constituted by an inherent interactional and linguistic variability which irth calls 
entailment  

what transcends E  interactions is an inherent variability, both interactionally 
as a form of social action and in terms of linguistic form   irth  

  

And h  ie adds that the not on of variability he claims for E  interactions, 

goes beyond the traditional understanding of variation as deriving from a 
 and language norms  n other words, variation is at the common core of grammar

  

                                                           
 Entailment makes up one aspect of what irth calls the lingua franca factor  he other aspect, 

called metatheory , seems to be more about the field of applied linguistics than English as a lingua 
franca per se, and is hence not discussed here  



heart of this system, not secondary to a more primary common system of uniform 
norms irth   

he question is whether this inherent variability makes E  sui generis  t would seem 
difficult to acknowledge that E  interactions should somehow be unique because of 
their inherent variability  rom a sociolinguistic point of view, all forms of language 
use are inherently variable, so this is not really something E  interactions can claim 
as a hallmark  t may be that the variation observed in E  data is more pronounced 
than variation in other modes of language use, that variation occurs in relatively 
unusual areas, or that variation is less systematic than in other modes, but the 

s  mechani m of variability will presumably remain the same  
 irth further argues, with reference to anagarajah , that the inherent 
variability found in E  interactions, means that the form  of English as a lingua franca, 

 is ineluctably emergent, and appears to be negotiated by each set of speakers for 
their purposes in situ  irth   hus, anagarajah and irth seem to 
oppose the idea that the use of English as a lingua franca could eventually lead to the 
development of new, relatively fi ed norms  n the contrary, they argue that E  
interactants cannot depend on preconstituted form for meaning , and that they 
therefore, as a consequence of this fact, activate comple  pragmatic strategies to help 
them negotiate their variable form  anagarajah  , irth   Again 
the question is whether these pragmatic strategies are necessarily unique, as implied 
by irth and anagarajah  resumably, the oft-quoted let it pass  strategy or principle 
which irth  introduced to the E  conte t would be an e ample of such a 
strategy   

he hearer  lets the unknown or unclear action, word or utterance pass  on 
the common-sense  assumption that it will either become clear or redundant as 
talk progresses irth   

owever, as irth notes, this often used resource in E  interactions is by no means 
unique  to lingua franca interactions   n fact, within ethnomethodology, 

one of several ad hocing  procedures that need to be let it pass  is mentioned as 

  

                                                           
 n this point irth is apparently very inspired by uresh anagarajah   n fact, the 

sentences quoted here, as well as several other in irth s section on entailment  are identical to 
sentences in anagarajah , so it seems that many of the individual points, though not the 
overarching notion of entailment itself, should be attributed to anagarajah  n the other hand, 

anagarajah s article is part of a focus issue on the impact of irth and agner  afford 
, so perhaps this can be seen as a case of postmodern, heteroglossic cross-fertilisation   



applied if we, as researchers or members of a community, are to make sense of 
everyday activities, including the use of language arfinkel  - ,  

- , cf  the brief mention of the let it pass principle  in orsyth   
 here is no doubt that E  interactions, by virtue of being lingua franca interactions, 
are likely to prime speakers in a certain ways cf  below , but it seems forced to claim 
that E  interactions are necessarily sui generis as a consequence of this  

3.5  ELF as a mode of interaction 

o what is English as a lingua franca if it is neither a variety nor an emergent 
phenomenon sui generis  My contention is that it is, quite simply, the use of English in 
a specific kind of language scenario that will often, but not always, lead speakers to 
adopt a certain mode of interaction with particular communicative strategies  he 
notion of language scenario, which will be discussed in detail in section , can be 
defined as the linguistic resources available in a given communicative encounter 
between two or more speakers by virtue of their individual language repertoires  A 
lingua franca encounter is typically defined as a particular kind of language scenario in 
which a certain mis match obtains between the speakers  language repertoires  the 
speakers do not have the same , but they share the language adopted for mutual 
communication, i e  the lingua franca cf  section  t follows from this that a 
number of conte tual factors obtain in a lingua franca encounter   

− he encounter has a multilingual base in the sense that at least one, and 
 speakers w

 

usually several, of the ill be multilingual  
− he encounter has a multicultural base in the sense that the speakers will 

ckgrounds have more or less different cultural ba
− he encounter is likely to be based on mixed levels of proficiency, in that a 

language adopted as a lingua franca is seldom mastered to the same 
degree as an  

− he encounter is likely to be based on an enhanced linguistic awareness 
k

  

because the speakers recognise the above issues as conditions of the tal  
 

he presence of these factors in lingua franca interactions means that certain 
communicative processes and strategies are enhanced which may not be equally 
emphasised in other language scenarios, particularly monolingual  interaction  hus, 
as eidlhofer points out, the mode of communication among E  users may be quite 
radically different from that which characteri es the linguistic behavior of E  



speakers   , my emphasis  owever, the communicative processes 
involved in lingua franca talk are probably not unique to this mode of interaction  the 
differences we can observe in language use between lingua franca encounters and 
monolingual  encounters are likely to be matters of degree rather than type  his is 
to be e pected  it would be rather peculiar if speakers developed unique 
communicative strategies to deal with a lingua franca encounter  t seems more 
plausible that speakers in  encounters draw on strategies they have e perience of 
using in other settings, and adapt them to meet the demands of the new conte t  As 
discussed above, this seems to be the case with the let it pass principle  imilarly 

rigitte Jordan and ancy uller   argue that repair devices used in panish 
lingua franca talk between  speakers of Maya, English and erman are essentially 
transferences of devices used by the speakers in their native languages   
 hus, although there is good reason to believe that the mode of interaction in lingua 
franca encounters may to some degree be different from encounters with different 
language scenarios, we should essentially e pect lingua franca speakers to play by 
rules which are in operation in other modes of language use as well  his is not the 
same as saying that lingua franca interactions will be identical to interactions in other 
modes  n the contrary, the E  literature is brimming with suggestions that the use 
of English as a lingua franca primes certain communicative processes and downplays 
others  n section  and ,  will review some of the central suggestions in the 
literature, while section  provides an a elaboration on the notion of a lingua franca 
scenario in an attempt to provide a theoretical frame for the communicative processes 
which have been claimed to be typical of E  interactions  

  

3.5.1  Accommodation 

Jennifer Jenkins  work on the phonology of English as an international language 
 has been seminal for the study of English as a lingua franca, not least because 

of the emphasis Jenkins places on the role of accommodation in E  interaction  n 
the basis of empirical observations, Jenkins proposes that the sound inventory of 
English as an international language, i e  English spoken between speakers with 
different  backgrounds, can be divided into core  and non-core  features  he core 
features, collectively termed the ingua ranca ore, are features which, according to 
Jenkins  study, are crucial for mutual intelligibility, while the non-core features, many 



29  

of which are often thought of as essential in ELT, do not affect intelligibility negatively. 
Thus, just to mention a few examples, Jenkins argues that the dental fricatives /C/ and 
/S/ do not belong to the lingua franca core as they can be substituted by other 
phonemes, for instance /f/ and /v/, without this affecting intelligibility, while the 
distinction between long and short vowels is core, because it has a negative impact on 
intelligibility if a short vowel is substituted for a long, or vice versa (Jenkins 2000: 
chapter 6, see also Jenkins 2002).  
 Furthermore, Jenkins proposes that speakers in ELF interactions rely considerably 
on convergence strategies to ensure mutual intelligibility. Convergence, as 
conceptualised in speech accommodation theory (Beebe & Giles 1984, Giles & 
Coupland 1991, Sachdev & Giles 2005), entails speakers adjusting their speech to 
match that of their interlocutors, for instance by reducing perceived or actual 
differences in vowel quality, speech rate or pitch.16 The central motive for convergence 
is considered to be socio-psychological in nature, stemming from a desire for 
recipient-approval and social alignment. However, another motivation for speech 
convergence is communicative efficiency17 in the form of increased intelligibility (Giles 
& Coupland 1991: 85), and it is this motive Jenkins (2002: 91) believes to be 
predominant in her data. 
 Seidlhofer (2009: 205-211) finds evidence in the VOICE corpus for convergence on 
the lexical level, and Allesia Cogo and Martin Dewey (2006) extend Jenkins’ use of 
convergence as an explanatory frame for pronunciation features of ELF talk to 
pragmatic strategies and lexico-grammatical features. They argue that ELF 
interactants employ pragmatic strategies like frequent backchanneling and repetition 
to achieve communicative efficiency/effectiveness and indicate ingroup solidarity, and 
they present examples that show how interactants will often converge on ‘non-
standard’ lexico-grammatical forms as part of this process (Cogo & Dewey 2006: 64-
87). One of the features Cogo and Dewey focus on is what could be called the third 
person singular present-tense –s variable, the (-s) variable for short. They argue that 
zero realisation [ø], i.e. he walk as opposed to he walks, can be seen as the unmarked 

                                                           
16 Convergence extends beyond linguistic means, thus speech accommodation theory is commonly 
referred to as communication accommodation theory to allow for the inclusion of non-verbal 
means of accommodation. 
17 Communicative effectiveness, as Coupland (2007: 62) notes, is probably more accurate.  



variant in E  interactions, which contrasts with many although by no means all   
varieties of English where -s  is the default option   
 owever, the general picture emerging from studies that investigate the -s  
variable in E  data reiteneder , , eidlhofer et al   - , does not 
seem to be one of a stable system which unambiguously favours the ero variant  he 
use of the two variants seems to be varied across speakers as well as within individual 
speakers and so far no clear social or linguistic motivation for this variability has been 
ascertained  ogo and ewey  suggest that the variation is affected by the 
presence or absence of English  speakers  hus, they argue that the variation 
between  and -s  in their data can be seen as the result of upwards-convergence in 

-  interaction, which results in increased frequency of -s  on the part of the  
speakers  his contrasts with -  interactions which are characterised by 
symmetrical convergence on the  variant  his seems like a plausible e planation, 
but on the basis of the evidence that ogo and ewey present it is in fact not possible 
to ascertain whether the different convergence patterns are premised on the speakers  
different  status or other conte tual factors  hus, of the five English  speakers 
included in ogo and ewey s data it appears that two were English teachers ogo  

ewey  , and for these two speakers it is unclear whether the observed 
convergence inde ed by the increased frequency of the -s  variant among the  
speakers who are students  is directed at the teachers in their capacity of 
institutional authorities or English  speakers  or a combination of the two  here 
may even be a range of other possible e planations for the variation, including degree 
of familiarity between the interlocutors and changing topics cf  the discussion of the  
-s  variable and related variables in  oupland  - , with reference to 
ickford  Mc air- no   

 ogo and ewey  argue that language use and language structure are inter-
connected in the sense that the accommodation processes they observe are likely to 
lead to long-term changes in the structure of the lingua franca cf  ogo  his 

l s ,  emphasis on long-term accommodation idea is reminiscent of rudgil

  

                                                           
 he change towards ero realisation in the -s  variable has been observed in many situations 

where English has come into contact with other languages, mainly in colonial settings, but also in 
the ritish sles where the ero variant emerged in an English- utch- rench multilingual conte t 
which obtained in orwich for about  years from the middle of the th entury onwards  he 

ero variant seems to have been a feature of orwich and the wider region of East Anglia since the 
beginning of the th entury and still holds sway today rudgill  -  



in new dialect formation and to some e tent also tallies with Edward chneider s 
dynamic model of the development of post-colonial Englishes ,  which 
similarly stresses the importance of accommodation in the birth of new Englishes  

owever in chneider s model accommodation is only one aspect of the process of 
new variety formation  Joint identity construction and historic and political 
developments are other crucial factors in the formation of new varieties, and these 
additional premises seem to be largely absent in many current E  conte ts, for 
instance Europe  
 hether or not the e tensive use of accommodation strategies in E  is going to 
produce enduring changes in the structural properties of the language remains an 
open question, but the role of accommodation in lingua franca interaction remains 
crucial  as in all modes of language use    

  

3.5.2  Cooperation and (mis)understanding 

n addition to the widespread use of convergence strategies, several studies it l 
, Mauranen , eidlhofer et al   -  have found that unintended, 

serious instances of misunderstanding are relatively rare in E  interaction see also 
Meierkord  napp  -  his might be somewhat surprising, because, as 
Anna Mauranen  -  points out, the default commonsense assumption 
amongst linguists as well as real people  to use a phrase from ennis reston, e g  

 is that problems of comprehension are more likely to arise in situations where 
interlocutors communicate by means of a second or third language than when they 
communicate by means of a shared  hat is, a relative lack of language proficiency 
is believed to go hand in hand with a diminished communicative competence, which in 
turn is likely to lead to communicative problems  arado ically, it may be that it is this 
very e pectation which leads speakers in E  interactions to adopt a corporative 
stance and employ communicative strategies which help prevent misunderstanding  

ingua franca speakers, Mauranen argues  , work hard to achieve mutual 
understanding, quite possibly on the basis of the natural commonsense assumption 
that it is not easy to achieve without special effort  t seems that the threshold at 
which miscommunication is recognised as such is often raised in E  encounters,  i e  
speakers might encounter semantic pragmatic miscues but not deal with them as 
problematic cf  the let it pass principle  hat does not mean, however, that lingua 



franca speakers by definition adopt a na ve communicative laisse -faireism  n 
business negotiations for instance, E  interactants need to be able to address and 
resolve instances of misunderstanding, and have indeed been found to be able to do so 
most adequately and most competently  it l    

 A much more critical view of the role of mis understanding in E  interaction 
comes from Juliane ouse  ouse sets out to test the hypothesis that 
misunderstanding in E  talk is based on differences in the interactants  pragmatic-
cultural norms  er study, which is based on semi-authentic data in the form of a  
minute sample from a simulation game at an international students  meeting in the 

etherlands  , leads her to disconfirm this hypothesis  uite contrary to the 
cooperative and other-tuned behaviour which Mauranen finds in her data and which 
is also reported in the accommodation studies reviewed above , ouse finds that the 
speakers in her data sample  frequently engage in non-aligned, parallel talk , i e  
participants play their own game  without really listening to their interlocutors  

ouse  , cf  similar points in ouse  -  ouse argues that 
participants in E  talk gloss over misunderstanding by adopting a diplomatic and 
optimistic let it pass attitude which results in superficial consensus ouse   

owever, according to ouse, the reason for this communicative behaviour is not 
cultur tal differences but linguistic and interactional cons raints   

Misunderstandings in E  talk do not stem from deep cultural differences 
between interactants  native culture-conditioned norms and values, but can be 
traced, more mundanely, to interactants  lack of pragmatic fluency, i e  a marked 
non-smoothness of the turn taking machinery and conversational mismanage-
ment occasioned by a failure to employ mitigating and lubricating gambits and 

  

discourse strategies ouse    

he discrepancy between ouse s conclusions and other E  research is thought-
provoking, and not necessarily easily e plained  owever, one factor that springs to 
mind as a potential trigger for the different behaviour observed in the studies is the 
nature of the data  ouse , as the only study of the ones reviewed in this section, 
relies on quasi-authentic  data  Arguably, the level of consequentiality, i e  how 
consequential the talk is for the participants, is important for how the interaction 
plays out  Mauranen s data consists mainly of academic seminar discussions, and here 
speakers are presumably eager to facilitate successful communication because proper 
understanding of the issues under discussion is paramount  imilarly in it l s 



business negotiation data, there is a strong impetus for the speakers to ensure that 
they know what they are talking about, and that all parties are in agreement about the 
outcome of the meeting  n ouse s data, a similar investment in the outcome of the 
meeting is not urged upon the speakers as they are part of a simulation game  
Arguably, what happens in ouse s data is that the typical task-based nature of lingua 
franca interaction is transposed to an imaginary frame  ingua franca discourse will 
typically but by no means necessarily  have an instrumental objective in the sense 
that the interaction is necessitated by a real need to get a job  done, but in the case of 
simulation data this job  is not necessarily construed as the participants  own project, 
and they may consequently orient differently to it, with possible implications for the 
nature of the interaction  e can only speculate as to whether this will have made a 
difference for the participants in ouse s data, but that the difference is there, in 
principle at least, is undeniable   
 he conflicting findings reported by Mauranen and ouse point to a very important 
issue, namely that language scenario  and mode of interaction  are not causally linked  
As evidenced by the review above, the literature suggests that speakers in lingua 
franca encounters often e tend the let it pass principle, are inclined to show mutual 
convergence on non-standard forms, and tend to adopt enhanced cooperative stances, 
for instance to avoid misunderstanding  his we may take as a rough characterisation 
of what could be called the lingua franca mode  owever, as the summary of ouse 

 shows, this stereotypical mode of interaction does not obtain in all lingua 
franca encounters, which in fact makes it misleading to talk about a lingua franca 
mode  in the singular  As mentioned in the beginning of section , lingua franca 
interactions have a number of characteristics which make them stand out from 
monolingual  interactions, and these characteristics entail that lingua franca 
interactions will often proceed against the backdrop of normative assumptions about 
communicative adequacy which are potentially different from the assumptions that 
speakers typically hold in monolingual  interactions  ut that does not mean that 
the mode of interaction which lingua franca speakers adopt will invariably be the 
same  hus, we need to make a distinction between language scenario on the one hand 
and the mode of interaction on the other  n the following section,  will pursue this 
distinction from a theoretical perspective  

  



  

3.6  Lingua franca scenarios and modes of interaction 

As argued above, it is necessary to introduce an analytical distinction between the 
latent linguistic potential which is present in a particular language scenario as a result 
of the combination of the participants  individual language repertoires and the mode of 
interaction which the speakers  adopt in the interaction  t would be impossible to 
devise an e haustive typology of lingua franca language scenarios, but as a theoretical 
heuristic it is useful to identify a number of central types which may be considered 
distinct while all fitting the definition of lingua franca given above in section , 
because different language scenarios, as discussed below, arguably offer different 
constraints and affordances for mode variation  
 As a preliminary to this, we can compare a monolingual and a bilingual language 
scenario as illustrated in figure  below  he triangles labelled A,  and  represent 
three different speakers  Each speaker has a language repertoire, which in the 
monolingual scenario is limited to one and the same language for all speakers 
symbolised by red circles labelled  for  n the bilingual scenario all speakers 

have the same two languages symbolised by red and green circles numbered  and 
 for  and  respectively  he area where the triangles overlap signifies the 

language or languages used in the interaction  n the monolingual scenario the only 
language used is the speakers   in the bilingual scenario, the speakers may employ 
both their languages, although it cannot be determined a priori if they will do this and 
to what degree cf  rosjean  n the bilingual scenario, the two-coloured circle in 
the centre indicates that both languages are used in the interaction, i e  that the 
speakers are adopting what Joseph afaranga calls a bilingual medium  afaranga 

 - , cf  afaranga  orras  
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y definition, lingua franca scenarios are different from monolingual  language 
scenarios, since the speakers do not share an  n the other hand, lingua franca 
scenarios to some e tent resemble bilingual language scenarios by taking place on the 
basis of a multilingual potential shared amongst the speakers  urthermore, some 
lingua franca scenarios may indeed include bilingual sub-scenarios, as will be 
discussed below   
 igure  presents a selection of five language scenarios where English, illustrated 
by red circles, is potentially being used as a lingua franca  he typology focuses 
e clusively on the speakers  language repertoires because this particular attribute, as 
argued in section , is the starting point of standard lingua franca definitions  n 
section , the problems inherent in this reductionist approach to the study of lingua 
franca interactions are fleshed out, but for the present purposes the approach is 
sufficient   
 ype ,  and  constitute lingua franca scenarios according to the weak version of 
the lingua franca definition discussed in section  as they all represent the use of a 
lingua franca in situations where at least one of the participants speaks the lingua 
franca as an   
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n type , speaker  and  are monolingual in English while speaker A has another first 
language, namely anish, and speaks English as a second foreign language  his 
scenario could be considered a lingua franca scenario, but it could also be seen as a 
foreign language scenario because of the majority of  speakers of the adopted lingua 
franca  n that case, the default e pectation would be for the interaction to be based on 
the  speakers  norms, in e treme cases leading to what eidlhofer calls unilateral 
idiomaticity   - , i e  a situation where the  speakers do not 
accommodate towards the  speaker at all  his scenario would perhaps be the 
e pected one if the interaction took place in a workplace setting in ritain, or, say, 
Australia  owever, irrespective of location, it is theoretically possible that the 
interlocutors will adopt a lingua franca perspective on the interaction, for instance 
triggered by specific conte tual parameters, e g  power differences cf  iles  

oupland   on the importance of the power variable in accommodation  hus, 
in a situation where the  speaker holds a power position visàvis the  speakers, 
this might lead the  speakers to converge on the  speaker s speech, in effect 
creating a lingua franca situation out of what could otherwise be construed as a 
foreign language situation, by adopting a mode of interaction typically associated with 
lingua franca encounters   
 ype  represents a variation on ype , in that the  speakers of English A and  
out-number the  speaker of English , and that the situation counts three different 

s  hile these factors will not necessarily make a difference for the mode of 
interaction, they do in principle contribute to a more heterogeneous environment in 
terms of linguistic norms, and this may lead the speakers to disregard the English  
speaker as the norm provider of the interaction  hus, all other things being equal, the 
speakers would probably be more likely to adopt some of the features associated with 
a stereotypical lingua franca mode of interaction in ype  than in ype   
 n ype , the constellation in ype  is slightly modified to illustrate a scenario 
where the  speakers of the lingua franca share an  his kind of situation could 
obtain in, say, a anish company where English is adopted as a corporate language  n 

ompanies, the majority of speakers are likely to have the anish offices of such c

  

                                                           
 his might result in what atricia aegeman  calls foreigner talk , defined as instances 

where proficient speakers display an orientation to a perceived lower proficiency of other speakers 
by accommodating to their speech   



anish as a first language, but the staff is also likely to include speakers with other s, 
including  varieties of English  n such situations, where a particular  is shared by 
a majority of the interlocutors, the lingua franca is liable to be influenced by the 
majority  something that is less likely to occur in ype , albeit obviously not 
impossible  n a scenario like this, the overall choice of language or medium of the 
interaction may also be an issue, i e  the two anish speakers might chose to use 

lanish rather than Eng ish, and thus e clude the English speaker from the interaction  
 ype  represents a distinct type compared to the first three types because the 
interlocutors all use English, the adopted lingua franca, as a second language  n the 
E  literature it is usually this particular type which is considered to be the 
prototypical lingua franca scenario cf  irth  he assumption is that 
interactants are more likely to adopt an endonormative take on the lingua franca and 
the norms guiding the interaction when there are no  speakers of the lingua franca 
present to provide pre-established norms  owever, in principle there is no reason 
why this should necessarily be so  t is not unthinkable that interactants in a situation 
of this type will choose to enforce a language norm and a mode of interaction that 
resemble those of a monolingual  encounter in English  inguistic proficiency and 
cultural diversity may in many cases prevent this, but it is not impossible  At academic 
conferences E  conferences in particular  it is not unusual to find interactions 
between English -speakers that could quite easily be mistaken for English  

  

interactions   
 inally, type  combines features of ype  and ype  t represents a standard 
lingua franca scenario as all speakers use the lingua franca language as a second 
language, but like the scenario in ype  and unlike the scenario in ype , it 
features two speakers who share a first language  According to ouse   this 
will not necessarily influence interaction since national and native language and 
culture is eclipsed  in lingua franca interaction  owever, it seems reasonable to 
hypothesise that an interactant who shares a first language other than the lingua 
franca with another interactant in a lingua franca interaction, all other things being 
equal, will be more likely to import aspects of his or her first language into the 
conversation than interactants with non-overlapping s  nowing that at least one 
interlocutor will be likely to understand you without difficulties if you deviate from 
the adopted lingua franca in favour of speech influenced by a specific , will grant 



speakers a certain communicative leeway which they may or may not e ploit  Also, it 
makes the question of medium relevant, as the two anish speakers may to some 
degree choose to use anish, and thus possibly e clude the talian speaker from the 
interaction   
 his can be discussed in terms of the habitat factor , a notion lrikke l l and 

arbara eidlhofer   invoke with reference to the ymesian notion of 
setting e g  ymes  -  n analysing E  interactions between three 
Jordanian Arabic speakers and a single  speaker of Austrian in Jordan, l l and 

eidlhofer found that the Arabic speakers imported le ical items and certain discourse 
styles from their  into the E  interaction  hey argue that this  influence may be 
triggered by the fact that the Arabic speakers were operating in their own habitat , 
and therefore found it legitimate to make their native linguaculture  relevant as a 
resource in the interaction   
 l l and eidlhofer s introduction of the habitat factor raises the important point 
that lingua franca interactions, so often deceptively identified simply with reference to 
the language repertoires of the interactants and the resulting language sceanrios, may 
obviously vary on other dimensions, and that we probably need to take several such 
dimensions into account if we want to produce satisfactory accounts of the 

n  phenomeno  of lingua franca interaction   
 n order to flesh out some of the other possible salient conte tual dimensions in 
lingua franca interaction,  will in the ne t section follow the e ample of l l and 

eidlhofer and refer to ell ymes  model of the speech event  

3.7  Lingua franca speech events 

n his model of the speech event, ymes ,  identifies  components which 
may be relevant to take into account in the ethnographic sociolinguistic description of 
a given speech event  he  components can be grouped under eight headings, the 
initial letters of which form the mnemonically convenient word EA   cf   

oupland    

  

                                                           
 l l and eidlhofer do not define what they mean by linguaculture , but presumably they are 

using the concept to indicate that the linguistic features which the Arabic speakers introduce into 
the E  discourse carry specific cultural meaning  or a discussion of linguaculture  and the related 
notion of languaculture  see isager  -   



Situation setting and scene

E

 
P ee  articipants speaker, addressor, hearer and address

 outcomes and goals  
A nt  

nds

K
ct sequences message form and message conte

In
ey 

entalities channel and forms of speech  
N  norms of interaction and norms of interpretation  

strum
orms

Genre 

Arguably, these components and their interplay have not been given sufficient 
systematic attention in the E  literature  everal of the components seem to play 
significant roles in the data analysed in the E  literature, but this is rarely sufficiently 
recognised  As argued above, the standard definition of lingua franca interactions 
invites researchers erroneously to assume that a certain constellation of participant 
attributes, i e  basically overlapping language repertoires but not overlapping s, is a 
sufficient condition for the e istence of a lingua franca speech event  his is 
problematic for several reasons  irst of all, as argued above, the e istence of a lingua 
franca scenario, defined as the interactional encounter between speakers of different 

-backgrounds using a common language as a means of communication, does not 
necessarily entail participants adopting a lingua franca mode  econdly, the one-eyed 
emphasis on participants  language repertoires, which would presumably come under 
forms of speech in ymes  model understood in general terms as the verbal resources 
of a community   , often leads researchers to neglect other components of 
the speech event which might be relevant as e planatory parameters in the analysis of 
a given E  encounter  A few e amples should illustrate the point  
 l l and eidlhofer s  study cited above quite convincingly argues that 
setting, particularly the psychological  component of setting which ymes refers to as 
scene, might be relevant to consider in analyses of lingua franca talk, yet this particular 

cit at

  

component is rarely given e pli tention in other E  studies   
 imilarly, ymes  notion of ends seems to be of crucial importance in many E  
encounters, but its importance has rarely  if ever  been properly theorised in the 
E  literature  Ends is divided into two types of purposes  the conventionally 
recogni ed and e pected outcome  of a speech event on the one hand, and the goals  
which individual participants to the event might pursue on the other hand ymes 

 - , my emphasis  bviously, the two types need not be in harmony in a 
given speech event  t seems plausible that at least some of the differences in the 



findings reported by Mauranen  and ouse  about mis understanding in 
E  talk cf  section  are in fact influenced by different outcomes and goals being 
relevant in the speech events of their data  hus, their findings cannot necessarily be 
taken to show conflicting evidence about the nature of E  they simply represent 
e amples of E  speech events with different ends  Moreover, a focus on the 
importance of outcomes and goals in E  interaction opens for the possibility that the 
frequent use of convergence strategies and pronounced cooperative behaviour is not 
necessarily triggered e clusively by the fact that the speakers are in a lingua franca 
situation  t may also be an interactive refle  of the fact that the speech event comes 
with a predetermined conventionally recogni ed and e pected outcome  which the 
participants all orient positively towards  his certainly seems to be the case in for 
instance irth s  telephone sales data where the participants quite 
understandably are more interested in doing business than correcting each other s 
grammar  irth s data may also be distinct due to the channel of speech 
telecommunication , which is a marked channel compared to the major bulk of data 

in the e isting E  corpora, e g  E A in elsinki and E in ienna which both 
ocus onf  face-to-face interaction   

 Genre is similarly an important component to consider in the investigation of E  
speech events  As noted above, E  encounters will often have an instrumental nature, 
with a focus on getting a job done , but this trait is related to particular genres of talk, 
and need not be part of all E  encounters  hus, the role of genre needs to be 
investigated in conjunction with other factors influencing E  talk    
 espite the potential problems with their analysis discussed above in , ogo 
and ewey s  argument that the presence of an  speaker of English in their 
E  data affected the patterns of the -s  variable clearly illustrates the importance of 
taking the participant component of speech events into consideration, preferably in a 
more sophisticated manner than it is commonly done in E  studies  As ymes argues, 

l of speaker-hearer specifies sometimes too many, the common dyadic mode

  

                                                           
 ymes  notion of genre has been subject to some criticism  n ymes  conceptualisation genre 

hinges on formal features of talk  he says that the notion of genre implies the possibility of 
identifying formal characteristics traditionally recogni ed  ymes   et, arguably, there is 
more to genre than formal characteristics  wales  -  argues that genres are intrinsically 
linked with communicative purposes, i e  ymes  ends component, and mainly for that reason he 
suggests that genre should no be considered a component of the speech event but synonymous 
with it  or wales   definition genre see chapter  



sometimes too few, sometimes the wrong participants   , and these problems 
need to be addressed if we want to arrive at adequate descriptions of the rules of 
peaking  that parti ts seem to ors cipan ient to in a given speech event  

 Message content and message form concern what is being talked about topic  and 
how things are said linguistic form , respectively  he latter issue has received 
considerable attention in the E  literature, but the relation between linguistic form 
and message content, which ymes stresses is crucial, has perhaps too often been 
neglected in the attempt to abstract patterns of linguistic form   
 erhaps the most salient aspect of ymes EA  model in relation to E  
studies are the two components grouped as norms  Norms of interaction relate to the 
specific behaviors and properties that attach to speaking that one must not 

interrupt, for e ample, or that one may freely do so  ymes   while norms of 
interpretation are established community-specific ways of understanding various 
types of speech behavior  t seems to be e actly these two aspects of the speech event 
that many E  studies have targeted when they have noticed that speakers in E  
encounters show e tended mutual speech convergence, that they frequently deploy 
the let it pass principle, etc  imilarly, when ouse  finds that less polite styles 
than one would normally e pect in English  interactions are used in E  
interactions seemingly without this causing politeness problems, it can be an seen as 
an indication that special norms of interpretation are in play  hus, what  have 
referred to above as the lingua franca mode of interaction may essentially be seen as a 
reflection of particular norms of interaction and interpretation being at work   
 ymes  model of the speech event allows us to see that the norms of interaction and 
interpretation are analytically distinct from the speakers  language repertoires located 
in forms of speech  his distinction is useful, because it e poses the difficulties inherent 
in any attempt to establish simple causal links between language repertoires of 
speakers and their norms of interaction and interpretation  t is difficult, if not 
impossible, to claim with any certainty that a specific language repertoire potential  

necessarily lead to the adoption of specific norms of or language scenario  will 

                                                           
 nterestingly, ymes e plicitly mentions the interpretive procedures arfinkel , cf  
arfinkel  introduced under the heading of ad hocing  as processes of interpretation that 

w ures 

  

ould fit the norms  component ymes   et it pass  is one of the ad hocing  proced
identified by arfinkel   

 his is aptly captured by ouse s English ative orm rrelevance ypothesis    



interaction and interpretation  t may be that speech forms understood as the 
participants  language repertoires  are a determinant factor in shaping the discourse 
of ad hoc E  communities, but until we know this for a fact, we need to work as 
methodically as possible to test for other possible constraints and influences on the 
nature of E  talk  ymes  model of the speech event can serve as an important 
heuristic in this respect  f researchers habitually take into account and report on the 
most salient components of the speech events they study in their E  data, this would 
probably result in more comprehensive analyses and allow for more accurate 
comparative studies  
 his is not to say that all studies of E  speech events should necessarily report on 
all components in painstaking detail  As Allesandro uranti notes, ymes intended the 

EA  model to function as   

a guide or etic grid  for fieldwork and crosscultural analysis  he idea seemed 
not so much to invite a series of ethnographic descriptions of speech events or 
speech acts that illustrated each of the si teen components with e amples  these 
descriptions tend to be particularly dull to read , but to offer a sense of the 
factors involved in the study of language as part of social life  uranti  

 

Applied in this way, the model of the speech event could provide a useful frame of 
reference for past and future studies of English as a lingua franca, and will be 
employed as such in the current study  

  

3.8  Summing up 

n this chapter,  have critically e amined select areas of the recent literature on 
English as a lingua franca   have argued that English as a lingua franca  or its reifying 
acronym E  should not be taken to denote a distinct variety of English, nor an 
interactional type sui generis  nstead,  have argued that the characteristics of E  talk 
frequently reported in the literature but sometimes contested  in part can be 
attributed to the fact that E  mode interactions are based on certain language 
scenarios which, in a ymesian sense, often lead participants to adopt specific norms 
of interaction and interpretation  he norms of interaction and interpretation that 
characterise E  mode interaction are not unique to E  speech events, but they often 
seem to be enhanced in lingua franca talk  till, it is important to stress that there is no 
inherent link between a lingua franca scenario and the adoption of a specific lingua 



  

franca mode  ymes  model of the speech event was used to show how important it is 
that investigations of E  talk  not least comparative investigations  remain 

m vensensitive to the co ple  interplay between various components of the speech e t   
 n the conte t of this dissertation this means that the interaction of the project 
groups under study, in particular the students  use of epistemic stance marking in 
problem-solving sequences, will not be seen in isolation from the wider social conte t 
which the interaction is embedded in, i e  the speech event emically defined as the 

roup meeting   g
 
 
 



Chapter 4: Epistemic meaning and epistemic stance  

n this chapter, the concepts of epistemic meaning and epistemic stance are defined   
assume epistemic meaning to be a functional-conceptual substance domain which can 
be defined with reference to a concept of justificatory support oye  efined as 
such, epistemic meaning comprises a functional-conceptual tertium comparationis 
which constrains the comparative analysis of English and anish in hapter  
Epistemic stance, on the other hand, is a concept that applies strictly to the level of 
language use  t concerns the pragmatic functions epistemic e pressions acquire when 
they are used in discourse, and the potential they have for conveying and constructing 
social meaning  

4.1 Epistemic meaning 

n asper oye s definition, epistemic meaning involves the provision of justificatory 
support for a proposition    his support can either be realised in the form 
of epistemic support  or epistemic justification  oye   nformally, 
epistemic support meanings can be said to concern what ans ronning  has 
described as the force or strength of knowledge kunskapens styrka , while epistemic 
justification is concerned with what ronning calls the source of knowledge 
kunskapens källa   

 he difference between the two types of justificatory support can be illustrated by 
means of the following e amples where the two types are realised by different 
adverbials Mortensen a   

 
 

 vampen er sandsynligvis giftig 
s probabl

epistemic support force strength of knowledge
ledge he fungus i y poisonous

givelig gif

epistemic support force strength of know

 vampen er an tig epistemic justification source of knowledge  

  

 he fungus is reportedly poisonous epistemic justification source of knowledge  
 

Epistemic support meanings specify the strength of epistemic support for a 
proposition, ranging from full epistemic support to absent epistemic support, with 
partial epistemic support located in-between  ull epistemic support corresponds to 
certainty, absent epistemic support to complete uncertainty  and partial epistemic 
support correspond to various degrees of certainty located in-between these two 



e tremes  n many languages, including anish and English, the meaning of full 
epistemic support is typically e pressed through the absence of an epistemic 
e pression, i e  conveyed  pragmatically by the utterance of a plain declarative 
indicative sentence  oye  , as in e ample  and  n anish as well as 
English, partial epistemic support can be e pressed by a range of linguistic means, 
including epistemic adverbials like sandsynligvis and probably as in e amples  and 

, and the absence of definite epistemic support, either negative or positive, can 
similarly be e pressed by a range of linguistic means, including epistemic variants of 

odal verbs as in e amples  and  m
 

  vampen er giftig  
s poisonous 

full epistemic support  
 he fungus i full epistemic support  

 vampen er sandsynligvis giftig 
s is isonous

partial epistemic support  
 he fungu probably po

n v

partial epistemic support  

 vampen ka re giftig 
 he fungus may be poisonous 

absent epistemic support
absent epistemic support

 
 

 
Epistemic justification meanings can be defined in terms of source of information , 
evidence  or justification  oye  , and as such correspond closely to a 

narrow definition of the concept of evidentiality  e g  Aikhenvald  , oye  
arder  he primary distinction within this subdomain is between direct 

tevidence e g  visual or auditory  and indirec  evidence e g  reportative or inferential  
Many languages code this information in elaborate morphosyntactic systems cf  
Aikhenvald , but in English and anish the contrast is mainly le ically coded, for 
instance and most clearly within the evidential adverbials, as illustrated in -  
cf  Mortensen a   

 
  vampen er tydeligvis giftig  

s clearly poisonous 
direct evidence  

 he fungus i

givelig gif

direct evidence  

 vampen er an tig 
 he fungus is reportedly poisonous

indirect evidence
indirect evidence

 
 

 
 

  



n contrast to epistemic support meaning, evidential meaning does not necessarily 
include the specification of a particular degree of epistemic support strength  till, 
since sources of knowledge may be more or less reliable, evidential e pressions may 
by implication be taken to imply different degrees of strength and therefore acquire 
meanings which are similar to the meanings of epistemic support e pressions cf  

oye  arder    
 n the tradition of loyd  Anderson  and Johan van der Auwera and 

ladimir lungian , oye illustrates the domain of epistemic meaning by means 
of a semantic map, similar to the one below reproduced from oye   he 
figure represents the epistemic meaning domain as constituted by two sub-domains, 
viz. the evidential or epistemic justification  meaning domain and the epistemic 
support meaning domain  t also captures the fact that the two meaning domains are 
scalar in nature, in the sense that the strength of justificatory support is organised on a 

line within both sub-domainsc
 

  

 
igure  he epistemic meaning domain 

 

oye s concept of justificatory support  which unites the evidential meaning domain 
and the epistemic support meaning domain is inspired by tephen oulmin s  
Uses of Argument  cf  oye   owever, as far as  have been able to ascertain, 

oulmin does not refer to a concept of justificatory support  as such, but rather talks 
nts brought forward in support of assertions  oulmin about  justificatory argume

  

                                                           
  shall not go into the details of semantic cartography here  or a full account of the arguments 

behind the drawing of the map the reader is referred to oye  ch  , and oye forthcoming  



 , my emphasis  Justificatory arguments are the kind of arguments speakers 
produce when their assertions are challenged, i e  when other speakers ask them what 
have you got to go on  oulmin   his is quite different from oye s notion 
of justificatory support, although it is clear that e pressions which specify justificatory 
support can be used by speakers to indicate not only what but also how much they 
have got to go on   

4.1.  Epistemic meaning as a distinct and complex meaning domain 

he literature on modality is notorious for its terminological confusion cf  uyts 
, so in an attempt to avoid further confusion,  shall briefly e plain how the 

notion of epistemic meaning outlined above relates to the concepts of modality , 

1  

epistemic modality  and evidentiality  which are frequently used in the literature   
 ollowing oye ,  take epistemic meaning and modal meaning to constitute 
two different, albeit partially overlapping, functional-conceptual meaning domains  As 
a functional-conceptual domain, modality can be defined in terms of force-dynamics 

almy , weetser , oye b  hus defined, the three types of modality 
traditionally recognised in the linguistic literature on modality, i e  deontic, dynamic 
and epistemic modality, are seen as variations on a theme in the sense that they 
constitute specific manifestations of an abstract force-dynamic potential oye a  

 he notions of possibility  and necessity  are reinterpreted in terms of forces, i e  
possibility  equals a relatively weak force and necessity  equals a relatively strong 

force, and the three major types of modality, epistemic, deontic and dynamic modality, 
are likened to rational  forces, social  forces and physical  forces respectively oye 

a  , almy  ff, Mortensen a  -  eontic modality and dynamic 
modality do not relate to the domain of epistemic meaning, but epistemic modality 
constitutes a particular subtype of epistemic support, i e  epistemic modality is the 

re i d p   

  

a a in wh ch modal meaning an  epistemic meaning overla
 oye s notion of epistemic support to some e tent resembles the notion of 
epistemic modality as it is standardly used in the linguistic literature on modality e g  

almer   owever, oye stresses  -  that epistemic support 
meanings cover more than just modal epistemic meanings  Modal epistemic meanings 
are epistemic support meanings which can be characterised in terms of the notions of 
possibility  and necessity , and defined in terms of force dynamics  on-modal 



epistemic support meanings cannot be defined in terms of force dynamics nor be 
characterised by the notions of possibility and necessity, but like modal epistemic 

i pmeanings, they specify the strength of ep stemic su port for a proposition  
 Epistemic modality thus spans the domains of epistemic meaning and modal 
meaning  ike other modal meanings, epistemic modality is concerned with the 
notions of possibility  and necessity , and like other epistemic meanings, it is 
concerned with epistemic support  his relation is captured in the figure below which 
is my modified version of a similar figure in the manuscript for oye b  he blue 
rectangle represents the functional-conceptual domain of modal meaning  t is divided 
by a broken line to indicate the distinction between epistemic modal meanings and 
non-epistemic modal meanings i e  deontic and dynamic modal meanings  he red 
rectangle is essentially a simplified version of figure  above  t represents the 
functional-conceptual domain of epistemic meaning, divided by a broken line to 
indicate the distinction between meanings of epistemic support and meanings of 
epistemic justification  he overlap between the blue and red rectangles represents 
the location of epistemic modal meanings, and thus captures the fact that epistemic 

eaning overlaps the two domains   modal m
 

 
igure  Epistemic modal meaning and the epistemic and modal meaning domains 

 

his clarification of the relation between epistemic meaning , as a general concept, 
and epistemic modal meaning , as a sub-concept thereof, is important for the current 
thesis, because the epistemic e pressions studied in the data are not just items that 
code epistemic modal meaning narrowly conceived like possibly , but also items that 
code non-modal epistemic support meanings like probably  and items that code 

Epistemic support 

Epistemic justification evidential meaning domain

Epistemic 
meaning 

Epistemic modal meaning

 on-epistemic modal meaning

Modal 
meaning 

  



epistemic justification evidential meanings, for instance evidential adverbials like 
apparently   
 he inclusion of evidential meanings under the heading of epistemic  deserves 
some comment  he list of proposals in the literature about the relation between 
epistemic modality and evidentiality is long and includes at least the following four 

  suggestions cf  endale  asmowski  - , oye forthcoming
 

  videntiality and epistemic modality constitute separate categories  e
e g  Aikhenvald  , almer  ,  

 
  pistemic modality is a superordinate category which subsumes evidentiality  e

e g  almer  , rystal  , rkk inen  ,  
 

  videntiality is a superordinate category which subsumes epistemic modality  e
e g  hafe , fantidou , iber  inegan  - , and  

 
  epistemic modality and evidentiality constitute separate but overlapping 

 -  categories e g  van der Auwera  lungian 
 

oye  proposes that epistemic meaning has epistemicity as its corresponding 
linguistic category  ith this, oye adds a fifth suggestion to the list above which to 
some e tent solves the problem of distinguishing evidentiality and epistemic modality 
by arguing that they do indeed constitute separate categories with different meaning 
domains hence their differences  but that they also both take part in realising the 
comple , superordinate category of  epistemicity hence their similarities   

4.1.2 Epistemic meaning as a cognitive survival skill 

oye s theory of epistemic meaning as a functional-conceptual substance domain is 
based on a typological study of a collection of data from a number of geographically 
diverse and genetically distinct languages  oye   Although he stresses that 
the sample is not perfect, the meticulous provision of cross-linguistic empirical 
evidence still seems to lend ample support to his hypothesis that grammatical or 
le ical coding of epistemic meaning is, in fact, universal oye   f we grant 
that some degree of coding of epistemic meaning is universal, then this is a clear 
indication that the functional-conceptual substance domain of justificatory support  
which defines epistemic meaning, constitutes a basic aspect of human cognition  hy 
else would it be reflected in the structure of, supposedly, all human languages   

  



 oye  ch   offers a detailed cognitive analysis of the relation between 
epistemic meaning and the proposition as an e planation for why the coding of 
epistemic meaning seems to be so widespread  he analysis, which needs not be 
discussed in detail here, leads oye to conclude that the e tralinguistic justificatory-
support structure which defines the functional-conceptual substance domain of 
epistemic meaning, constitutes a cognitive survival skill    which allows 
human beings to judge the reliability of information  they have about the world  

haring these judgements in interaction through the specification of epistemic support 
or epistemic justification consequently becomes a social-communicative survival skill  

a k s il m  twhich llows spea er  to share reliab ity assess ents hrough language     
 n the basis of this cognitive analysis, three basic assumptions of crucial 
importance for the present study can be formulated  irst of all, it is assumed that all 
speakers in my data have  and rely on  a cognitive ability to judge the reliability of 
information about the world  his is a cognitive ability which, in principle at least, 
e ists separately from language  econdly, it is assumed that the two languages which 
the speakers make use of in my data offer a number of means for e pressing and 
sharing judgements about the reliability of information about the world  hat is, both 
English and anish, as will be shown in chapter , code epistemic meaning through a 
range of le ico-grammatical means which  shall refer to collectively as epistemic 
e pressions  inally, it is assumed that the speakers, in order to be able to 
communicate and cooperate, to some e tent need to share judgements about the 
reliability of information, i e  e press epistemic meaning in their interaction   
 owever, the cognitive account of epistemic meaning only partially accounts for 
what speakers use epistemic e pressions for in interaction  ndeed, the core cognitive 
function of assessing reliability of information about the world might be among the 
least salient functions of epistemic e pressions in discourse cf  rkk inen   
n the following section, we shall look into the pragmatic functions of epistemic 

e pressions and consider their role in displaying and constructing social meaning   

  



4.2 Epistemic stance 

tudies of epistemic stance are concerned with the use and function of epistemic 
e pressions in discourse  he focus of attention in this line of research is not the 
nature of the functional-conceptual substance domain underlying epistemic systems 
or the structure of epistemic modal systems in a given language, but rather the 
multifaceted use epistemic e pressions are put to in discourse, whether written or 
spoken cf  e g  yland , rkk inen  n the following,  shall mainly be 
concerned with studies of epistemic stance in spoken discourse   
 esearch in this tradition has shown that epistemic e pressions in language use 
have a range of pragmatic and social functions that go beyond the basic cognitive  
social-communicative function of assessing reliability of information and sharing 
reliability assessments with fellow human beings  n general terms, we might say that 
epistemic e pressions are commonly used by speakers as positioning devices, not only 
visàvis  the propositional content of their utterances, but also visàvis their 
interlocutors and the wider social conte t  As we shall see below in section  and 
section , this entails that epistemic e pressions take part in the realisation of a 
range of pragmatic functions, including politeness marking, mitigation, and persuasion, 
and that epistemic stance plays a central role in the realisation of social meaning  
 ome scholars approach the study of epistemic stance as something quite apart 
from the study of epistemic meaning e g  hite  , whereas others treat the 
two as interconnected e g  imon- andenbergen  Aijmer   consider epistemic 
meaning and epistemic stance to be intimately related in the sense that the study of 
epistemic stance is essentially concerned with the analysis of conte tualised functions 
of epistemic e pressions that belong to language specific systems or structures  that 
encode the functional-conceptual domain of epistemic meaning  he major benefit of 
grounding the study of epistemic stance in a coherent theory of epistemic meaning is 
that the selection of linguistic items to be studied as epistemic stance markers  or, as  
prefer, epistemic e pressions , can be made on a principled basis  he conceptual-
functional notion of epistemic meaning serves as an e tralinguistic tertium 

parative analysis is constrained by, meaning that the comparationis which the com

  

                                                           
  use the term epistemic e pression  as a common denominator for linguistic e pressions that 

specify either type or degree of justificatory support, i e  either epistemic justification evidential 
meaning  or epistemic support  



primary le ico-grammatical items studied in the present work are selected because 
they can be argued to participate in the language specific coding of epistemic meaning 
in English and anish respectively see chapter  for an overview of the e pressions 
studied  t also helps to distinguish clearly between epistemic stance and other kinds 
of stance  his is necessary because stance  commonly acts as a broad umbrella term 
for linguistic features that facilitate the e pression of personal feelings, attitudes, 
value judgments or assessments  iber  , cf  iber  et al.  -  
Affective stance chs  chieffelin  and other types of stance traditionally 
distinguished in the literature are related to epistemic  stance in so far as stance 
marking or stance taking can be seen to constitute a common denominator between 
them cf  u ois  owever, the present work is delimited to the study of 
epistemic stance, i e  the kind of stance marking taking concerned with the 
pes cification of various degrees and types of justificatory support   

 t is important to stress that while the coding of epistemic meaning is the common 
denominator of the e pressions selected for analysis,  make no claim about how the 
functions of epistemic e pressions in discourse relate to the functional-conceptual 
domain of epistemic meaning  n fact, as will be discussed in the following sections, 
epistemic e pressions do not merely serve as linguistic inde es of cognitive processes, 
they also have a range of pragmatic functions and thus contribute to the construction 
of social meaning   

4.2.  Pragmatic functions of epistemic stance 

he use and function of epistemic e pressions in discourse has been studied quite 
intensively, especially in English, but also other languages, e g  orean im , and 
Macedonian and Japanese Mushin  he study of epistemic stance has not 
enjoyed a similar focus in anish linguistics  ere the focus has primarily been on 
language structure and the language specific coding of modal epistemic evidential 
meaning, and less on the pragmatic function of epistemic e pressions in discourse 
though there are of course e ceptions, e g  J  Jensen  ch   herefore, the 

following discussion of the pragmatic functions of epistemic stance primarily draws on 
research on ritish and American  English  his is important to keep in mind, since 
the pragmatic functions of epistemic e pressions in English cannot a priori be assumed 
to be identical to the pragmatic functions of epistemic e pressions in other languages  

1

  



Expressing politeness and tentativeness 

oliteness is among the most commonly noted pragmatic functions of epistemic 
e pressions, especially, though not e clusively, negative politeness  as defined in the 
framework of illian rown and tephen evinson   t has repeatedly been 
noted in the literature  with various theoretical underpinnings and in different 
terminological guises see atts  -   that speakers use epistemic 
e pressions as illocutionary force modifiers pragmatic force modifiers , mitigating 
devices , downgraders , downtoners , hedges  etc  to protect the negative face of their 
interlocutors, and sometimes also to maintain their own positive face cf  e g  ouse  

asper , oates , olmes a, arretero , rkk inen , ikula 
, oumans , Adolphs  he substantial amount of research on the 

politeness function of epistemic modality , of which only a fragment is referenced 
above, makes it quite clear that politeness marking must be counted among the 
prominent pragmatic functions of epistemic e pressions in English  owever, 
politeness marking is by no means an inherent function of epistemic e pressions, nor 
s ii t the only function of epistemic e pressions as discussed in more detail below   

 he politeness function of epistemic e pressions is often seen as related to their 
potential for e pressing tentativeness  his follows quite naturally from the fact that 
being tentative is a common way of producing polite linguistic behaviour, at least in 
English  et, the link between tentativeness on the one hand and politeness on the 
other should not be overstated, since the latter does not necessarily follow from the 
former cf  the related discussion of the relation between indirectness and politeness 
in lum- ulka  entativeness conveyed by means of epistemic e pressions that 
e press weak justificatory support can also represent sincere  uncertainty on behalf of 
the speaker and may as such be seen as an e pression of speaker attitude  onversely, 
e cessive use of linguistic tentativeness may be overly polite, and be interpreted and 
possibly meant  as sarcastic, impolite, or even rude behaviour  

Boosting  nd persuading 

Epistemic e pressions may also be used to e press conviction  E pressions that 
indicate strong justificatory support will often function as what Janet olmes calls 
boosters  olmes ,  and thus be used to e press a speaker attitude of 
certainty  his is apparently at odds with the well-known parado  that we only say we 

a

  



are certain when we are not  alliday  , cp  yons  - , i e  the 
observation that non-modalised declarative sentences e press greater certainty than 
modalised ones, even when they are modalised by e pressions of epistemic certainty  

rom a formal point of view, alliday and yons are of course right, but in language 
use there are certainly  cases where utterances are modified with epistemic 
e pressions to e press  or emphasise  certainty cf  oye  -  his does 
not mean that the point of view e pressed under the scope of epistemic certainty is 
uncontested  n fact, it often seems to be the case that the need to emphasise certainty 
is triggered by an opposing point of view being relevant in the conte t  he important 
point is that this opposing point of view does not need to be shared by the speaker 
who uses an epistemic e pression to emphasise his or her point of view   
 his points to the potential of epistemic e pressions to be used to construct 
persuasive utterances  hus, Elise rkk inen  finds that epistemic modal 
e pressions in English, in addition to being used in politeness and face saving 
strategies, can be used to constitute a strategy of persuasion and manipulation  

, -  imilarly, Angela owning  argues that the modal adverb surely 
in combination with inclusive we can be used as a persuasive device  to seek agreement 
from interlocutors   his is a pragmatic function not unlike the function of 
the anish epistemic dialogic particles jo and da  hese epistemic e pressions are 
treated in detail in chapter   

Opening up the dialogic space  

A further pragmatic function of epistemic markers in discourse is that they may help 
speakers open up the dialogic space  hite  and thus accommodate the 
presence of multiple, possibly conflicting, views and voices  oates has noted that by 
using epistemic e pressions, speakers in friendly conversation   -   

 design their contributions to ma imise the possibility of other, possibly 
divergent, opinions emerging   hey e press a tentative point of view to enable 
them to modify it later, if necessary, in the light if subsequent discussion  

his is a very useful strategy, especially in group interactions where the rise of conflicts 
may b

  

e detrimental to the activity at hand   

ithout hedging, speakers take up uncompromising positions and this produces 
conflict  peakers are not able to adapt or moderate their views in order to 
develop a more subtle, jointly agreed position oates    



n this sense, epistemic e pressions can be said to have a dialogic function, as they 
participate in the orchestration and calibration of various points of view in the 
ongoing discussion  hey are used as resources for interpersonal negotiation and 
positioning  hite  , and as such act to acknowledge in some way, and 
thereby to introduce into the te t, the more or less divergent positions which the 
utterance in question responds to, or anticipates dialogically  hite   his 
dialogic potential of epistemic e pressions has been studied from a parole perspective 
within the framework of Appraisal theory hite , Martin  hite , and 
has also received some attention on the level of langue within the framework of 

candinavian polyphony theory see contributions by Elvira rylova and ans 
ronning in herkelsen et al. , and Mortensen a  oth traditions draw on 

the work of Mikhail akhtin on heteroglossia and polyphony e g  akhtin , as  
also do in the account of epistemic e pressions in English and anish in chapter  

Expressing subjectivity and intersubjectivity  

efinitions of epistemic  modality and or evidentiality often invoke the attitude of 
the speaker  or similar notions yons  , almer  , iewierska , 

hafe  , and epistemic modal e pressions are often seen as indices of 
subjectivity enveniste   in the sense that they represent what John 

yons has described as self-e pression in the use of language  yons  , see e g  
oates  , , oates  , rkk inen   owever, even though 

epistemic e pressions are typically linked to the speaking subject, there is no 
straightforward link between epistemic meaning and subjectivity  his can be 
illustrated by a discussion of epistemic modality  irst of all, epistemic modality is not 
inherently subjective  he justificatory support specified by an epistemic modal 
e pression may be located outside the speaker, in which case we may talk about 
objective epistemic modal meaning yons  - , cf  oye  -  

till, the link between epistemic modal e pressions and self-e pression seems justified 
in so far as the default interpretation of epistemic e pressions in language use is that it 

  

                                                           
 Martin and hite  -  distinguish between dialogic contraction  and dialogic 

e pansion  and associate modality and evidentiality e clusively with the latter, i e  with what  refer 
to as opening up the dialogic space  owever, in chapters - ,  will argue that epistemic 
e pressions in some cases can also be said to close or narrow the dialogic space, or be dialogically 
contractive  in the terminology of Martin and hite  



is the speaking subject who is responsible for the justificatory support they specify  
econdly, the assumption that the non-objective  meaning of epistemic modal 

e pressions is e clusively subjective may be an analytical simplification which does not 
necessarily correspond to the way such e pressions are used in interaction  Epistemic 
e pressions are used to display or constitute epistemic stances  tance is a property of 
utterances rather than sentences  and since utterances are inherently embedded in 
their dialogic conte ts  u ois  , stance taking is not just a private matter 
that speakers do on their own, as it were  hus, rkkainen and colleagues  
argue that stance taking, which  take to include epistemic stance marking, for instance 
by means of epistemic modal e pressions, is   

 an activity that is essentially dialogic, interactive, and intersubjective in nature  
it is oriented to by co-participants who frequently engage in jointly constructing 
and negotiating their stances, in connection with various social actions and over 

a gtopic lly coherent or oal-coherent courses of action rkk inen et al    

hus, the meaning that epistemic stance markers acquire in interaction will often 
d ec omove beyon  subj tivity int  the realm of intersubjectivity   

 John u ois  theory of the stance triangle  u ois  can be useful in 
e plaining the intersubjective nature of stance taking  n taking a stance, speakers 
understood as social actors  evaluate an object, position subjects mainly themselves 

but sometimes also others , and align with other subjects  u ois  ,  
hus, in epistemic stance taking, speakers operate on an epistemic scale of 

justificatory support, concomitantly evaluating the object  which is in the scope of the 
epistemic e pression and positioning themselves visàvis this object  n doing so, they 
also define their alignment whether convergent or divergent  with other relevant 
speakers in the conte t, and to the e tent that they engage with objects that have been 

 or will be  evaluated by other speakers, the stance can be construed as 
intersubjective by virtue of involving the joint attention of several speakers to a 
shared stance object  

n the dialogic reali ation of stance, the subjective orientation to a stance object 
may be shared among more than one participant  ndeed this object-orientation 
may e tend across multiple stance acts by different speakers  his gives rise to 

e j s

  

what  call the shared stanc  ob ect u oi    

hus, even though the use of epistemic e pressions is undoubtedly linked to 
subjectivity, understood as self-e pression in the use of language , it is clear that 



epistemic stance also plays an important role in aligning speakers in interaction, and 
this can be described as an intersubjective function    

The pragmatic multifunctionality of epistemic expressions 

As we begin to appreciate the multifunctional nature of epistemic e pressions in 
discourse, it becomes clear that the cognitive motivation oye offers for the 
universality of the category of epistemicity cannot be taken as a sufficient e planation 
for the pragmatic functions fulfilled by epistemic e pressions in discourse which, of 
course, was never oye s intention  n discourse, epistemic e pressions serve a range 
of functions, most of which are only indirectly related to the basic cognitive function of 
providing justificatory support for a proposition  Moreover, as oates notes, it is rarely 
possible to pinpoint what a specific modal form means  in a specific conte t  

n informal conversation, where participants are trying to achieve, simultaneously, 
the goals of a  saying something on the topic under discussion  b  being 
sensitive to the face-needs of the various addresses  c  qualifying assertions to 
avoid total commitment to a point of view which they may want to withdraw 
from  d  qualifying assertions to encourage the flow of discussion  e  creating 
cohesive te t, then it does not seem feasible to conclude this form e presses  and 
that form e presses y  oates   

oates is clearly right in arguing that the full  or e act  pragmatic meaning of a given 
epistemic e pression in conte t cannot be unambiguously revealed  he meaning of 
epistemic e pressions is conte t-dependent and variable, and a given epistemic 
e pression may fulfil several concomitant functions in a single utterance  owever, 

oates  list also reveals quite convincingly that epistemic e pressions constitute 

essential contributions to conversation  hus, as a pendant to oye s characterisation 
of the justificatory support structure as a cognitive survival skill , we might say that 
epistemic stance marking constitutes a conversational or interactional survival skill   

4.2.2  pistemic stance as a key to social life

Elinor chs   theory of inde icality chs ,  adds a further important 
perspective on the function of epistemic stance in social interaction  ith reference to 

harles anders eirce s notion of inde  signs eirce  , cf  chs  , 
olars theorising the relation between language and social 

E  

and with inspiration from sch

  

                                                           
 ere  follow u ois in defining intersubjectivity  as the relation between one actor s 

subjectivity and another s  u ois   



meaning ilverstein , offman , , umper  , chs proposes a 
theory of how linguistic signs acquire and constitute social meaning in interaction  he 
argues that language practices have the capacity to inde  socio-cultural information 

chs  , i e  that the use of specific linguistic forms by specific speakers in 
particular conte ts, have the potential to inde  or invoke situational dimensions  of a 
non-linguistic nature for the participants in the interaction  

A linguistic inde  is usually a structure e g  sentential voice, emphatic stress, 
diminutive affi  that is used variably from one situation to another and becomes 
conventionally associated with particular situational dimension
that structure is used, the form invokes those situational dimensi

s such that when 
ons  

chs   

ituational dimensions include space and time, and, most importantly in this conte t, 
social identity, social act, activity and stance  ocial identity is a cover term for all 
dimensions of speakers  social personae, including, but not limited to, their 
interactional role e g  speaker, addressee, teacher, student , their group identity e g  
gender, age, class, or educational group , and position in the relevant social hierarchy 
e g  employer or employee   

 ocial identity may be directly inde ed by particular linguistic choices, for e ample 
the vocative phrase Deres Majestæt  Your Majesty  which is conventionally used to 
address the anish ueen inde es dimensions of social hierarchy through the 
deferential use of a -form  rown  ilman , and the specification of socially 
established power position in the nominal  he conventional phrase used when talking 
about the ueen, Hendes Majestæt  Her Majesty , furthermore inde es the gender of 

  

the monarch through the choice of pronoun   
 owever, in most cases the mapping from linguistic form to social identity is more 
indirect, as it enters into a comple  interplay with the performance of particular social 
acts and activities, and the display of particular stances  ocial acts are defined as 
instances of socially recognised behaviour, e g  making a request or giving a 
compliment, while activities are defined as sequences of at least two social acts, for 
e ample arguing or small-talking  tances are speakers  affective or epistemic 
orientation vis- -vis some focus of concern  chs  , and they play a central 
role in the constitution of acts, activities and social identities chs   hus, 
for e ample the use of tag-questions in English may be used simultaneously to display 
a hesitant or tentative epistemic stance and perform the social act of a confirmation 



check chs   f such language practices come to be associated more with 
women than men as shown that they are, at least statistically, in reisler , , 
and argued by oates , their relative presence or absence in a speaker s 
discourse furthermore acquires the potential to inde  the social identity of gender  

hus, we see that while the primary or direct meaning of an epistemic e pression may 
be to inde  a degree of justificatory support in oye s terminology , the e pression 
may simultaneously, in a specific conte t, indirectly inde  further social meanings, 
including what kind of act is being performed, how that act is placed in an ongoing 
social activity, and possibly what the social identity of the speaker is or at least 
aspects of the speaker s social identity   
 chs sees the process of linguistic inde ing as constitutive of social meaning, i e  
linguistic forms and practices do not merely point to situational dimensions, they also 
help constitute them in a dialectical interplay  chs illustrates this process by means of 
the figure below reproduced from chs   ender  at the bottom can be 
perceived as an e ample of a particular kind or aspect of social identity  
 
 

 
igure  he constitutive process of inde icality chs   

 
As indicated by the figure, any component or situational dimension in the matri  is 

ne or several other situational dimensions  ndeed, chs potentially co-constitutive of o

  

                                                           
 hether women in fact do use epistemic evidential e pressions more frequently than men in 

English conversation is a matter of some dispute for evidence to the contrary see olmes , 
recht  he significance of a potential difference is also a matter of ongoing debate, as 

evidenced for instance by the continued discussion of obin akoff s groundbreaking work on 
women and language akoff , ,   



suggests that we might think of the situational dimensions as being linked through 
socially and culturally conditioned valences  which  somewhat like elements in a 
chemical compound,  show how a particular situational dimension is linked to other 
situational dimensions  chs    
 t is important to note that it is not the individual linguistic sign on its own that 
carries inde ical power  

ather, the situational interpretation of any one linguistic form is an outcome of 
its relation to co-occurring linguistic forms in the prior and present discourse 
structure, to subjective understandings of the propositional content of the 
utterances thus far and of the activity those utterances are constituting as well as 
subjective understandings of gestures and other dimensions of the non-vocal 
setting references omitted  chs   

either is it the case that a certain linguistic practice or a certain linguistic form will 
necessarily entail the inde ical meaning that it holds the potential for realising, in the 
minds of the participants chs   hat is, the interpretation of inde ical 
meaning is variable across conte ts and participants within a given speech community  
Moreover, while the potential of language to inde  situational meaning is universal, 
the particular situational meanings inde ed by linguistic practices are not necessarily 
common across different speech communities  n a comparative investigation of the 
language practices of hicanos  and Anglos  in a os Angeles barrio, Madeleine 

oumans ,  found that the two groups differed in their use of epistemic 
e pressions, particularly in terms of the social meanings inde ed by epistemic 
e pressions  he Anglo speakers adhered consistently to the negative-politeness 
culture   rown  evinson   which is stereotypically associated with 
Anglophone communities, and thus frequently used epistemic e pressions to e press 
negative politeness  he hicano speakers, on the other hand, used epistemic 
e pressions in this sense only sparingly, and instead preferred to use them in their 
more basic epistemic meanings to e press degrees of epistemic certainty oumans 

   
 oumans argues that this difference can be e plained by assuming the e istence of 
different epistemologies  being at work in the two groups  or a number of reasons, 

etail here, the hicano speakers place great value on too comple  to discuss in d

  

                                                           
 oumans, terminologically inspired by hafe , refers to these as evidential uses of 

epistemic modals  while the politeness related functions are referred to as non-evidential uses of 
epistemic modals  cf  oumans  chapter  and  



truthful, plain speech, and are thus prone to perceive the conventionalised use of 
epistemic e pressions to mark politeness among the Anglos as hypocritical  oumans 

  hat is, the idea of specifying less justificatory support for a proposition 
than one actually has, for instance to achieve an effect of negative politeness, is 
considered a faux pas in the hicano culture  his is clearly very different  not to say 
e actly opposite  from the norms of use that emerge from the literature on epistemic 
modality in standard  English  And it thus shows, quite forcefully  think, that the 
social meaning inde ed by particular epistemic stances is variable across speech 
communities, even when the communities essentially share the same code, i e  that 

 elusive phenomenon we commonly refer to as English   
 earning to decipher the social meaning attached to and constituted by linguistic 
forms is at the heart of what chs calls language sociali ation  n John umper  
succinct summary, chs  suggests that the human ability to acquire and transmit 
culture might quite largely depend on this shared universal comple  of associations 
between stance-markers on the one hand and social actions and relationships on the 
other  umper    Along with affective stance, epistemic stance plays a 
central role in this process, since  the linguistic structures that inde  epistemic and 
affective stances are the basic linguistic resources for constructing realising social 
acts and social identities  chs   n this sense, the ability to decode the 
comple  meanings epistemic markers inde , and, conversely, the ability to use 
epistemic markers to constitute appropriate meanings can be seen as a key to 
successful participation in social life  chs even suggests that the centrality of 
epistemic and affective  stance in the constitution of social life may be seen as part of 
the motivation for why coding of epistemic and affective  stance appears to be 
unive  ld arsal in the wor s langu ges   

Epistemic and affective stance has  an especially privileged role in the 
constitution of social life  his role may account in part for why stance is 
elaborately encoded in the grammars of many languages chs   

  

                                                           
 t should be mentioned that the two groups studied by oumans are very different and assume 

quite different roles in the data  he Anglos  are university students who commute to the 
impoverished barrio from other, more affluent areas of os Angeles to offer their services as 
voluntary literacy tutors to the illiterate hicanos  who live their lives in a community marred by 
unemployment and gang violence  owever, this does not affect the general point that the norms 
that guide the use and meaning of epistemic stance marking among the two groups of speakers are 
markedly different  



his motivation is of a different sort than the one offered by oye cf  section  
above , but the two e planations are not necessarily in opposition   propose they are 
complementary rather than competing  chs does not disqualify the cognitive aspect 
of epistemic stance, she merely claims that there is more to it than that  Epistemic 
e pressions stances are  Janus-faced, performing the task of contributing to 
propositional statements on the one hand, but simultaneously through inherent 
inde icality constituting moves on the level of discourse and social interaction on the 
other  umper     

4.3 Epistemic stance in studentstudent interaction 

he two previous sections have established that epistemic meaning and epistemic 
stance constitute essential aspects of human cognition and social interaction  e are 
now in a position to propose a number of hypotheses and pose a number of questions 
concerning the role of epistemic stance in student-student interaction of the type 
studied in this thesis  

4.3.1 Hypotheses and questions 

irst of all, given that epistemic meaning is a cross-linguistic meaning domain to some 
degree coded in all languages, we can e pect that speakers in the data, no matter 
which language they use, may to some e tent make use of epistemic stance in their 
interaction  econdly, we may e pect the pragmatic functions of epistemic e pressions 
to be conte t-dependent and variable  and that epistemic e pressions may possibly 
fulfil several functions in conjunction  hirdly, we may e pect epistemic stance 
marking to be associated with subjectivity as the e pression of speaker belief and 
attitude, while also possibly alternatively participating in the construction of 
intersubjective meaning  inally, we may assume that epistemic stance marking, as a 
consequence of its inde ical nature, plays a constitutive role in the construction of acts, 

  

activities and social identities during the student group meetings  
 f particular interest is the question of whether, and if so how,  the use of 
different languages in different cultural settings English in reat ritain vs  anish in 

enmark  and  different uses of language in different cultural settings the use of 
English in a lingua franca encounter in enmark vs  the use of English and anish in 

 encounters in reat ritain and enmark  influence the use of epistemic 



e pressions and the function of epistemic stance marking at student group meetings  
n particular, we might pose the following questions to the data  

  s the e pression of epistemic stance achieved by similar or different le ico-
grammatical means in meetings conducted in anish and English  ow far may 
possible differences be e plained by differences in how the two languages structure 
epistemic meaning as part of the language systems, i e  the resources they offer for 
epistemic stance marking, and how far can possible differences be said to relate to 
local usage-based preferences, i e  depend on the local norms of speaking  ymes 

, cf  the local culture principle in chs  ff  oes epistemic stance 
marking have the same pragmatic and social functions at meetings conducted in 

anish in enmark as it does at meetings conducted in English in reat ritain, or are 
there differences   
  s the e pression of epistemic stance achieved by similar or different le ico-
grammatical means in meetings where English is used as a first language and meetings 
where English is used as a lingua franca  ow far can possible differences be said to 
relate to local usage-based preferences, i e  depend on the local norms of speaking  

ow far can possible differences be e plained by transfer phenomena from the 
speakers  first languages in the lingua franca conte t  And how far may possible 
differences be e plained by differences in the speakers  language proficiency  oes 
epistemic stance marking have the same pragmatic and social functions at meetings in 

enmark where English is used as a lingua franca as it does at meetings in reat 
ritain where English is used as the students  shared first language  r are there 

differences, for instance of the type oumans  found between Anglos and 
hicanos in os Angeles  And if so, how far can they be e plained by transfer from the 
pe

  

s akers  primary linguaculture in this case the use of anish in enmark  
 ecent work on the pragmatics of English as a lingua franca suggests that epistemic 
stance may be e pressed differently in English lingua franca interaction than in 
English  interaction, and that epistemic e pressions may be said to have different 
functions in the two situations  or e ample, aumgarten and ouse  show how 
epistemic e pressions such as I think and I don’t know are typically used in more proto-
typical epistemic basic cognitive functions in E  interaction than English  inter-
action  o what e tent do such possible differences affect the way students perform 
the academic and social activities that are at the heart of group-based project work   



4.3.2 Proficiency vs. communicative competence 

A further question is whether potential differences between epistemic stance marking 
in E  and English  meetings should be seen as symptoms of problems related to 
the E  speakers  English proficiency, or whether differences should rather be seen as 
the result of a situation where different norms of speaking are guiding the interaction 
in the two settings  n the former interpretation, which we could call the proficiency 
hypothesis, the assumed limited proficiency of the E  speakers is seen as an 
impediment to the activity at hand  he latter interpretation opens for a different 
perspective, namely one in which difference is not necessarily seen as a symptom of 
proficiency problems, but rather taken to be a more or less natural  and potentially 
unproblematic outcome of the different settings in which English is being used  his 
could be called the communicative competence hypothesis, because it is not native-
like proficiency, but rather adequate communicative  competence which is considered 
essential for successful interaction, and it suggests that the communicative 
competence required of speakers in an  setting may not be the same as the 
competence required in an E  setting cf  the discussion of a similar argument in the 
study of orld Englishes in erns   
 t would be difficult to deny that proficiency in English, and in some cases 
inadequate proficiency, plays a role in E  encounters  iven that modality is 
generally considered a troublesome area for learners of English to master olmes 

, it also seems likely that some E  speakers may e perience that their 
proficiency is not good enough to allow them to wield the pragmatic and social power 
inherent to epistemic stance  owever, it would be a mistake to assume a priori that 
the norms guiding epistemic stance marking are necessarily the same in E  
encounters in student project groups at oskilde niversity and English  encounters 
at a university in reat ritain  ere the communicative competence hypothesis plays 
an important role in reminding us that the two situations cannot necessarily be 
compared without further ado   
 here is little doubt, that epistemic stance plays a crucial role in many forms of 
Englis

  

h  interaction  As Jennifer oates argues, 

n all kinds of conte ts, where we need to be sensitive to the face needs of others, 
where we need to qualify assertions to avoid total commitment to a particular 
point of view which we might want to withdraw from, where we engage in the 
struggle for the right words, where we want to avoid taking up hard and fast 



  

positions and want to facilitate open discussion, then epistemic modal forms are a 
valuable resource for speakers, a resource we should never under-estimate  

oates   

owever, the question is whether the way epistemic stance is used and the social 
meaning it carries is necessarily the same in all English speaking communities  

oumans  study referenced above would indicate that this is not the case  ollowing 
chs, we might argue that an understanding of the social significance of epistemic 

stances, and mastery of the delicate linguistic means of encoding them is a 
prerequisite for successful participation in a particular speech community  his is an 
aspect of language socialisation which is itself a lifelong enterprise chs   

or participants in transient E  communities this presents a challenge as the norms 
will to some e tent have to be negotiated anew in situ  n this perspective, language 
proficiency may matter less than if the social valences  triggered by epistemic stances 
are not the same for all speakers  

4.4 Summing up 

n this chapter, epistemic meaning has been defined as a functional-conceptual 
substance domain concerned with the specification of justificatory support  Epistemic 
meaning is widely coded in the languages of the world, including anish and English, 
and it has been discussed how this can be taken as a linguistic reflection of the fact 
that the ability to operate with different types and degrees of justificatory support 
comprises an essential human cognitive faculty  t has also been discussed how 
epistemic e pressions arguably play a crucial role in language use, and  have suggested 
that the use of epistemic e pressions can be seen as an essential interactional skill 
which represents a key to social life for members of specific communities  inally,  
have outlined a number of hypotheses and questions which these theoretical conside-
rations give rise to in relation to the data analysed in the current thesis  owever, 
before proceeding to the analysis, it is necessary to determine the way epistemic 
meaning is coded in anish and English  his is the subject of the ne t chapter  



Chapter 5: Epistemic expressions in English   Danish 

his chapter investigates how epistemic meaning is coded in English and anish 
through modal verbs and sentence adverbials  t also considers other means of 
epistemic stance marking in both languages, but these are treated in a more cursorily 
fashion because they are not included in the analysis in chapters -   

and

5.1 Modal verbs 

his section provides an overview of the modal verbs in English and anish, with 
special emphasis on their epistemic uses  and  n order to clarify the scope 
and nature of the overview, it is prefaced by a few comments about the challenges 
involved in accounting for modal verb meaning , and an account of the three 
parameters used in the description  he overview itself may appear rather 
parsimonious, but this is deliberate  An in-depth account of the system of modal verbs 

 whether in anish or English  is essentially a topic for monographs cf  almer , 
randt , but in the conte t of this study it is neither feasible nor necessary to 

treat the modals in such detail  ather, the overview has been tailored to meet the 
analytical requirements in chapters - , no more, no less   

5.1.1 Modal verb meaning 

An account of the meaning  of the modal verbs can be focussed on the abstract 
semantic meaning of the modal verbs, their typical sense variants, or their 
pragmatically realised meanings in specific utterances  eeping these levels apart is 
not easy  As Ale  linge has noted,  much has been claimed about the modals which 
is really about utterances containing a modal    herefore, it should be 
made e plicit that this overview is primarily concerned with the sense variants of the 
modal verbs and occasionally with the pragmatic meanings which may be attributed to 
these variants in actual utterances  hile the hypothesis that the modal verb systems 
in anish and English code the same kind of abstract semantic meaning is important 
as a functional-conceptual tertium comparationis, the analysis of the modals in use 

s on their specialised sense variants, as opposed to their must in the first instance focu

  

                                                           
 t is assumed that the core meaning of the modal verbs can be defined in terms of force-dynamics 
cf  almy , weetser , oye b , but no systematic attempt is made to account for this 

level   



general semantic potential, and secondly on the utterance meanings they potentially 
contribute to in discourse  hus, the following overview is based on a top-down approach  
t focuses on how epistemic sense variants can be identified and distinguished from other 

sense variants in the data  onversely, the analysis in chapters -  is bottom-up  ere 
the purpose is to analyse and interpret the pragmatic meaning of the identified tokens of 
epistemic sense variants of the modals   

5.1.2 Descriptive parameters  

he description of modal verb sense variants in English and anish can be made with 
reference to three parameters, vi  kind of modal meaning, modal intensity, and modal 
factor  or modal source  hey are outlined in turn below  
 n the conte t of this thesis, three kinds of modal meaning are recognised, namely 
epistemic, deontic and dynamic modal meaning  Epistemic modal meaning concerns 
the specification of degree of justificatory support for a proposition, while deontic and 
dynamic modality concern the specification of relative strength of social or physical 
forces driving an agent or entity towards the realisation or actualisation of a 
predicational content oye a  -  hus, if e ample  is read epistemically, 
we may say that must specifies a relatively strong degree of justificatory support for 
the proposition John   eat  f it is read deontically as e pressing an obligation on John, 
we may say there is a relatively strong social force driving the entity John towards 
engag in th tivit d in the predicate eat   ing e ac y specifie

  John must eat 

imilarly, e ample  may be read deontically as specifying permission where a social 
force is potentially driving the entity John towards engaging in the activity specified in 
the pr ate   edic  swim

n ca  Joh n swim 

More precisely, can may be said to indicate the absence of a social barrier baring John 
from engaging in the activity  n this vein, e ample  may also be read dynamically as 

  

                                                           
 his essentially involves an act of interpretation  espite the fact that several studies in the 

literature e g  oates , rnsby  have sought principled answers to how language users 
move from understanding the semantic potential of the modals to the particular sense variant it is 
in in a specific utterance, the question arguably remains largely unanswered Mortensen  



specifying ability if can is seen to indicate the absence of a physical barrier baring John 
d afrom engaging in the activity denoted by the pre ic te   

 his tripartite typology of modal meaning is common in the literature cf  e g  
almer , uddleston  ullum , ollins , oye b , but not applied 

universally  hus, some scholars operate with a twofold distinction between epistemic 
modality on the one hand and non-epistemic root  or agent-oriented  modality on the 
other e g  oates , ybee  leischman , which may then be further 
subdivided into deontic and dynamic modality  his bipartite distinction captures the 
fact that while dynamic and deontic modal meanings may be considered distinct, they 
both differ from epistemic meaning because only the latter takes propositions in its 
scope    
 Apart from the kind of modal meaning e pressed, modal e pressions can be 
characterised in terms of their intensity oye a  -  or strength uddleston 

 ullum  -  raditionally, this has been done with reference to the 
concepts of possibility  and necessity borrowed from modal logic where possibility 
denotes a relatively lower degree of modal strength than necessity  hus, while must in 

 in an epistemic reading can be said to e press epistemic necessity, may can by 
comp d to prarison be sai e ess epistemic possibility  

  John must may be tired after having devoured that meal 

ithin the framework of force-dynamics cf  almy , weetser , oye b , 
the possibility-necessity distinction has been recast as a question of strength gradu-
ation  hus, modals may be characterised as e pressing various degrees of modal force 
or strength on a continuum ranging from ma imum to minimum, whether it be 
epistemic, deontic or dynamic   
 inally, the force e pressed by a modal e pression can be characterised in terms of 
its sou se, unnar   rce  or this purpo ech s  notion of modalfaktor is useful

nter dem begriffe modalfaktor wollen wir den faktor verstehen, der den inhalt 
des modalfeldes  notwendig macht oder fordert, b w  erm glicht oder erlaubt 

ech   

he modal factor can be subjective or objective depending on whether it is located 
or it is shared between the speaker and someone else or e clusively with the speaker 

  

                                                           
 he modalfeld  ech   is the predicational content which is in the scope of the modal   



the speaker and something else, for instance a norm cf  eltoft  Jakobsen  , 
Mortensen a  -  Modal factor positions are not typically specified as part of 
the abstract meaning of epistemic e pressions  rather, they tend to be determined in 
the conte t of actualised utterances  As noted in section , epistemic e pressions 
are typically linked to the speaking subject, which suggests that they tend to take 
subjective modal factors  owever, it is important to note that this is a prototypical 
and not a defining trait of epistemic e pressions   

5.1.  Epistemic uses of modal verbs in English 

he central English modal verbs e hibit four morphosyntactic characteristics which 
distinguishes them from other verbs, au iliary as well as main verbs  they take bare 
infinitives as their verbal complements, they have only finite functions, they do not 
take –s to mark third person in the present tense, and they have abnormal time 
reference  in the sense that their past tense forms typically do not e press past time 

uirk et al.  -  hese criteria identify can, shall, may, will and must as the 
core modal verbs of English  he first four have the corresponding formal past tense 
forms could, should, might and would, while must does not have a counterpart that 
allows it to be designated unambiguously as a present or past tense form  n the 
following, present tense and past tense forms are treated separately because they tend 
to have different uses, in particular the past tense forms are not merely used to 

3

e press past time cf  eech    
 he epistemic uses of the modal verbs can be tentatively organised on a continuum 
according to the degrees of epistemic strength they are used to convey, at least 
prototypically  he continuum is illustrated in  where the epistemic uses of the 
moda e lis acco ding to their relative e istemic strength   ls ar ted r p

  that must will would should may might can could be the postman  

hough the e act order of the sequence is debatable, there is a clear decline in 
epistemic strength as we move from left to right, with should arguably representing a 
middle position of medium strength   

  

                                                           
 Shall  is omitted from the list because it only occurs twice in the data, and neither of these 

occurrences are epistemic  hese findings are in accordance with the literature where shall  is 
considered rare, and even rarer in epistemic uses   



 he question mark in front of can indicates that the epistemic use of can in non-
negated declarative sentences is highly restricted, verging on the impossible cf  the 
discussion of this point below   
 Apart from the central modals, English has a range of verbs with quite diverse 
morphosyntactic characteristics which fall in-between full verbs and modal au iliary 
verbs  hese verbs are sometimes referred to jointly as marginal au iliaries  or quasi-
modals , and three of these, namely have  to, have got  to and be going  to, occur in 
epistemic uses in the analysed data, and are hence discussed here, after the overview 
of the central modals, which is organised according to the cline of epistemic strength 
illustrated by  above  

must 

Epistemic must e presses a ma imum degree of epistemic force, as in  where eter 
asserts that the group s supervisor is bound to know what is going on  in the various 
buildings at his department  
 
 (5)   Jesper  he's in P Ten though but eh (.) I think he knows what's going           
               on ⌈in the other b⌉uildings  
       Peter      ⌊he must⌋  
       Jesper  he's pretty high up
 

owever, as ollins notes  - , epistemic must  often co-occurs with 
epistemic e pressions of less than ma imum strength, lending it a pragmatically 
weakened meaning  his is e emplified in  where must occurs in the scope of the 
weaker I think  

 

 
 (6)  think that they must  (.) blank CDs in the library 
 

he modal factor of epistemic must can be either subjective or objective, i e  either 
located with the speaker, as in the two e amples above, or located in some speaker-
e ternal condition which may or may not be realised linguistically in the conte t  

   I  sell

                                                           
 he overview is informed by comprehensive reference grammars specifically uddleston  
ullum , iber et al. , uirk et al  , a number of central works from the literature on 

English modals, some largely theoretical e g  almer , erkins , others more empirically 
i

  

nclined ollins , oates , and a number of additional sources which are referenced 
where appropriate   
 All e amples in fi ed-with font are taken from the interaction of the project groups under study  

An overview of transcription conventions are given in appendi   or the purposes of presentation, 
e amples have occasionally been simplified  he font used is Afont which is distributed as part of 
the A  software package cf  chapter   



 Apart from epistemic meaning, must can also be used in deontic conte ts, as when a 
parent lays the ground rules for his her teenage son by saying  you must be home by 
midnight  egated can functions as the suppletive form of must in negative conte ts, 
whether epistemic or deontic  

will 

Epistemic will e presses a degree of epistemic strength close to that of epistemic must, 
as e emplified in  where John uses it to e press his conviction that the website of 
The Guardian is different to the web sites of other, unspecified, newspapers due to 
target audience differences  
 
 (7)  John   and how it's (.) aimed at different audiences like the Guardian  
             will be completely different to (.)  
      Sally  yeah exactly 
 

here is disagreement in the literature about the status of will when it occurs in 
conte ts with future time reference  ome argue that in such cases will is best seen 
purely as an au iliary of future tense e g  avidsen- ielsen  whereas others 
hold that it still merits a modal, and in some cases epistemic, interpretation even 
though it represents some degree of futurity e g  ollins   he latter 
position finds some support in John yons  observation that futurity is never a purely 
temporal concept  it necessarily includes an element of prediction or some related 
modal notion    Against the modal view, eter arder  has argued 
that the future sense of will does not specify a degree of modal strength because it 
does not, at the time of utterance, appeal to alternatives  like the other modals  it 
represents a categorical judgement, although a judgement about a situation whose 
actualisation lies ahead of the time of utterance arder  - , cf  ache  

  

avidsen- ielsen    
 ollowing Ale  linge  who argues that the actualised meaning of will in a 
given conte t is essentially a matter of utterance interpretation, and taking heed of 

uddleston and ullum s yonesque assertion that futurity can be accompanied by 
varying degrees of modal meaning   ,  have adopted a pragmatic approach, 
allowing the meaning of individual tokens to be determined in conte t along a 
continuum of more or less futuric-epistemic meanings  he analysis shows that 
futuric-epistemic  uses of will, as e emplified in  and , are typically used in what 

may be referred to as scenario building utterances  where speakers submit future  



possible scenarios to discussion in the group  n such cases, will arguably retains an 
element of epistemic meaning by e pressing a relatively high degree of justificatory 
support, even though this is often modified by co-occurring modal e pressions of less 
than full epistemic support  
 
  (8)  I think we'll be able to say a lot more once we er actually 
       understand what we're writing about 
 
  (9)  I just er think that (1.1) er there will be more flow in the   
       discussion if it's in Danish 
 

t was considered particularly important to include these indeterminate meanings of 
will in the coding of epistemic e pressions, not only because they occur frequently in 
the data, but also because they tend to occur in utterances which fulfil central 

olvifunctions in the analysed problem-s ng sequences  
 Apart from epistemic meaning, will also occurs with dynamic meaning, e pressing 
speaker volition in the form of willingness or intention, as e emplified by ouise and 
Joyce in  and  
 
 (10)  Jesper  you can give Poul a ⌈call and confirm that we're coming⌉  
       Louise                      ⌊yeah I can sure⌋ sure I'll give him a call               
 
 (11)  Joyce   so yeah car
 

inally, in utterances like you’ll  say  he  headbutted  you  ollins   the 
combination of a second person subject and a subjective modal factor the speaker 
being the modal source  pragmatically lead to deontic interpretations  

ry on (0.5) I'll speak up 

would 

he epistemic strength of would  is essentially similar to that of epistemic will but 
because of its preterite form it is typically interpreted as e pressing a weaker force 
when used in non-past conte ts, which means that it is often described as tentative  or 
remote  ollins  - , cf  reisler  E g  
 
 (12)  a hyperlink to the references at the bottom (0.3) that  
       would cou  an example of hypertext 
 

hen epistemic would occurs in the main clause of a conditional sentence, it carries a 
certain hypothetical or contrary-to-fact meaning  

nt as

 
 (13)  but the challenge is we're not just taking like (0.7) 
       a text and translating it (.) if that was all that we were 
       doing then I would be fine with it 
 

  



n this e ample, would is interpreted as epistemic, though the combination of an 
animate subject and would potentially allows for a dynamic reading where would is 
seen to e press volition  n cases where would  combines with rather  to form the 
idiomatic e pression would rather, the dynamic reading is mandatory, e g  
 
  (14) I think (.) I'd still rather do it in English 

 

Would may also be used temporally, either simply as the past tense form of will, or as 
its back-shifted   cf  eech  -  counterpart in instances of reported speech   

should 

Epistemic should e presses a medium degree of epistemic force, located between the 
stronger forces of epistemic must and will on the one hand, and the weaker epistemic 
may might and can could on the other  owever, even though should itself is quite 
frequent in the data, its epistemic use is rare  n the following e ample, John s should in 
line  represents a borderline case between an epistemic and a deontic use   
 
 (15)  Joyce  so we'll meet on the twenty second and we'll 
              do the (0.2) collaboration (1.7) of all our bits (0.2)  
              do you reckon we can do that  
       John   should be able to 
 
ncidentally, the deontic use of should  is not uninteresting from an epistemic 

perspective because it seems to function as a magnet for subjective epistemic 
e pressions, as e emplified by the repetition of an I think  we should construction in 
this e ample  

 

 
 (16)  then I think that we should ehm (1.5) in my opinion  
      hursday                I think that we should aim at presenting this (0.6) T

Should occurs relatively frequently in interrogative conte ts, e g  
   

 
 (17)  should I ng the projector for Saturday again  
 

All such tokens have been coded as deontic, on the interpretation that the inquiry 
concerns the relevance of a norm  not a degree of epistemic possibility  

 bri

  

may 

he strength of epistemic may is weaker than that of epistemic must, which means that 
propositions presented under the scope of epistemic may will generally be interpreted 
as unverified, i e  they may or may not be true   



 
 (18)  I mean there maybe it may be (.) totally ra mly that they correlate   
  

epending on conte t, the modal factor of epistemic may can be either subjective or 
objective, though the former is more common cf  ollins   he same goes for 
deontic uses of the modal where it is  typically, although not e clusively, associated 

ndo

with permission  given by the speaker uirk et al   -  
 inally, may occurs in certain fi ed constructions with more or less set pragmatic 
meanings  or instance, uirk et al. note that the collocation may/might (just) as well 
is typically used to make a somewhat reluctant or sardonic recommendation   

 imilarly, may  is also used in specific concessive structures  uch 
conventionalised uses of may are not attested in the data, but they do occur with might 
as illustrated below   

might 

he epistemic strength of might is akin to that of may, but because of its preterite form 
it is often interpreted as e pressing a weaker force when used in non-past conte ts, 
compare  and   
     
 (19)   it might not be comfortable at all 
 
 (19’)  it may not be comfortable at all  

 

n pragmatic terms, this means that the use of might as compared to may  is 
conventionally associated with concepts such as tentativeness and politeness 

uddleston  ullum  - , though there is often no significant difference 
th of mbetween the relative streng ight and may oates  , ollins   

 urthermore, epistemic might is often used in conditional constructions to e press 
what may be called hypothetical meaning  uirk et al   , cp   
 
 (20)  ave to ask for permission and stuff if we use examples
 

ike may, might  also occurs in certain fi ed constructions with more or less set 
pragmatic meanings, for instance the sardonic might as well in the second line of  
which contrasts with the plain epistemic might in the first   

  we might h  

 
 (21)  we might have to work together more than two days next week 
       and I think we might as well just plan that now so 
 

  



Might occurs in epistemic senses in conte ts where it can be seen as a past tense 
counterpart of may, though this is relatively rare, compared to the non-temporal uses 
discussed above ollins  ,  
 Apart from epistemic uses, might  is also used deontically for instance in polite 
requests , and it may also be said to have certain dynamic uses, though this issue is 
less clear cf  almer  -  

can  

Epistemic uses of can  are most common in interrogative clauses and in negated 
conte ts where it functions as the suppletive form of must, e pressing a ma imum 
degree of epistemic strength  
 
 (22)  John   well that means they don't kno-  
              nobody knows what to (0.4) ⌈what⌉ to do  
       Joyce                             ⌊no⌋  
              (0.3) 
       Elen   it's unprecedented  
       John   mhm  
       Jo   so we can't go wrong 
 

hether can has epistemic uses in non-negated declarative conte ts is a matter of 
some debate  he standard view is that positive can  is almost unusable in an 
epistemic sense  weetser   t occasionally appears in conte ts like  
where its meaning can arguably be said to resemble that of epistemic may  

yce

 
 (23)  I mean we can also avoid that problem by all (.) you know (.)  
       paying for someone to transcribe it 
 

owever, this is not traditionally considered to be an epistemic use  uirk et al.  
-  distinguish two types of possibility, non-epistemic root possibility  roughly 

similar to dynamic modality  and epistemic possibility , and assign can to the former 
and may  to the latter  hey suggest that root possibility is paraphrasable by it is 
possible for  whereas epistemic possibility can be paraphrased as it is possible 
that perhaps , cp  

 
     he door can be locked 

 t is possible for the door to be locked   
t the door is locked perhaps the door is locked 

  
   t is possible tha
  

  

                                                           
 ynamic modality as it is used in this thesis is a wider concept than root possibility  since it also 

subsumes ability  ee epraetere and eed  for an overview of the relation between various 
approaches to the categorisation of modal meaning in English  



 
  

    he door may be locked 
 t is possible for the door to be locked 

     t is possible that the door is locked perhaps the door is locked 
 

n opposition to the received view, Jennifer oates   argues that epistemic 
readings of can in non-negated declarative clauses are becoming increasingly frequent, 
at least in American English  n relation to ritish English she argues that can still 
shows preference for non-epistemic uses, although cases of merger  between the two 
meanings are beginning to appear, for instance on nland evenue a  orms where 
ta  payers are warned that alse statements can result in prosecution   oates  
fn  Arguably, this statement can be interpreted equally well by either of the two 
paraphrases suggested above  he modal factor is not necessarily subjective, but this 
is not a requirement for an epistemic reading cf    
 Merged ambiguous e amples like the ones mentioned by oates occur relatively 
frequently in the data, e g  
 
 (26)  we're taking the raw material (0.7) and (0.5) and using it in in  
       one language (.) and then interpreting it and writing about the 
       interpretations in another language (0.9) and that's where a lot  
       of stuff can get lost 
 

his raises the question of how they should be coded as part of the analysis  n a 
corpus analytic study of modal use in spoken and written university registers, asey 
Mari eck  ouglas iber  consistently opt for a dynamic ability  coding of can 
if there s  evidence of an animate agent  capable of doing something    

nly if the subject is constituted by an inanimate noun or dummy it , the 
epistemic possibility reading becomes relevant in their framework  his approach 
delivers consistent coding, but it may not be very adequate because some tokens, as 

eck and iber also recognise  , do not belong unambiguously within the 
ability category  n my coding practice,  have considered all instances of ambiguous 
dynamic-epistemic uses of can to be potential cases of epistemic stance marking  hus, 

                                                           
 oates is actually among the originators of contributors to the received view   - , 

s  

  

o the article from quite e plicitly represents an adjustment of her earlier work, in the light of 
new empirical evidence   
 Merger  refers to instances where two meanings co-e ist in a both and relationship  n other 

words, two readings are available for a given utterance, but instead of having to choose one 
meaning and discard the other as with ambiguous e amples , the hearer is able to process both 
meanings  oates  , cf  oates  eech , oates  



 above and similar e amples which are arguably borderline cases between 
epistemic it is possible that  and dynamic it is possible for  readings have been 
treated as potentially marking epistemic stance, and coded as epistemic-dynamic  
uses while eck and iber would have classed them as abilty , and uirk et al  as 
e pressing root possibility  rather than epistemic possibility  hile providing less 
clear-cut principles for deductive coding, this approach allows for a more 
comprehensive analysis of the data   

could 

Could  is used comparatively more often with epistemic meaning than can in non-
negated declarative conte ts oates   his is e emplified in  and  
where the appropriate paraphrase is possible that  rather than possible for  cf  
above  
 
 (27)  yeah so we have like er (0.2) two parts of the interview 
       so that we don't have to (0.3) completely (0.6) rewrite it 
       (0.1) but just just (0.3) like say okay so there's (0.4) 
       what we've already done could just be the first part of it 
 

 
 (28)  John   Coke's like ⌈one of m- the biggest⌉ 
       Elen               ⌊yeah hypermedia central⌋  
              (0.4) 
       John   like money making business in the world ⌈xxx⌉ ≋  
 
 
      Sally                                          ⌊mm⌋  
      John   ≋ Coke so that could be a nice one to do 

 
owever, the most common case is for could to be used dynamically, or to occur in 

conte ts where it may receive either an epistemic or a dynamic interpretation, or both 
at the same time   hen a participant says, so  could look at that right   , after 
having suggested a task for herself, could is not easily pigeonholed as either dynamic 
or epistemic  t seems to have two equally valid interpretations, a  that it is possible 
for her to look at it dynamic , and b  that it is possible a possibility that she looks at it 
epistemic  hese ambiguous epistemic-dynamic cases are quite frequent in the data, 

and have been coded as epistemic-dynamic  ike the epistemic-futuric use of will, 
they seem to be used in conte ts where speakers want to submit a possible scenario 
or discussion in the group, without presenting it as a fait accompli    f

 
 

  



Marginal modals with epistemic uses 

he marginal modals are verbs which fulfil some, but not all, of the standard morpho-
syntactic criteria for central modal au iliaries in English, while at the same time 
having meanings associated with modality  ompared to the closed set of central 
modals, the set  of marginal modals is highly heterogeneous, both in terms of content 
and e pression for discussion see e g  uirk et al   - , and estney  

-  he data contains a small selection of marginal modals which can be seen as 
periphrastic counterparts of two of the central modals cf  estney , viz. 

have go  to   t
have to 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 must 
 

be going to    will 

 
he literature suggests that have  to and have  got  to rarely receive epistemic 

interpretations ollins  , , and this trend applies equally to the data 
e amined, where there are only two tokens of each  t has not been possible to make 

ny conclusiona  on this basis, and hence the epistemic uses are not e emplified here  
 Be going to, on the other hand, is quite frequent in the data, or at least some data 
sets, as discussed in chapter  he strength of justificatory support specified by 
epistemic uses of be going to can be compared to epistemic uses of will  his meaning 
is e emplified in  where Joyce e presses her conviction that the web site of isney 
must be is full of hypermedia  because it is intended for children, and in  where 
John declares his firm belief that a poor web designer will inevitably create inferior 
web sites  
 
 (29)  Elen   Disney  
       John   ⌈yeah good⌉  
       Joyce  ⌊yeah because⌋ that'll be that's for kids as well so 
              that's gonna be full of hypermedia 
 
 (30)  John  it's only as good as the (0.4) creator of it  
       Elen  mm  
       John  if the creator's crap then it's gonna be crap  
 
 

n utterances with future time reference, it is often difficult to distil epistemic 
elements of the modal from the dominant meaning of futurity   
 
 (31)  yeah I think we are definitely going to use this  
       interview guide there's no doubt about it 

  



owever, as in the case of will the approach adopted in the analysis has been fle ible, 
allowing ambiguous cases, like   above, to be coded as futuric-epistemic   
 he transcripts were searched for a wider range of forms of  marginal modals, 
some of which were not found to be used epistemically, vi  need  to  and supposed 
to , and some of which did not occur in the data at all, namely be about  to , be bound 
to, be supposed to, dare and had better   

5.1.4 Epistemic uses of modal verbs in Danish 

he identification of modal verbs in anish is not quite as straightforward as with the 
central modal verbs in English  Burde bør, kunne kan, måtte må, and skulle skal  can 
be seen as the most grammaticalised modal verbs as they all take bare infinitives and 
function as operators in the verb phrase, two syntactic characteristics which in 
combination set them apart from other modal verb candidates ansen  eltoft 
forthcoming  chapter  As illustrated in table , they also have identical infinitive 
and past tense forms and non-standard present tense forms, but these traits are not 

ctive   distin
 

Infinitive  Present tense  Past tense  Infinitive marker at  Operator 
syn  tax

burde  un b r l be 
She should run 

un burde l be 
She should run 

un b r at  l be 
She should *to run 

 

kunne  un kan l be 
She can run 

un m  l be 

un kunne l be 
She could run 

un m tte l be 

un kan at  l be 
She can *to run 

un m  at  l be 

 

måtte 
She must run 

un skal l be 
She had to run 

un skulle l be 
She must *to run 

un skal at  l be 

 

She must run  She had to run  She must *to run 
 skulle 

able  
 

n addition to the modals in table , gide gider, turde tør and ville vil are often 
counted among the anish modals cf  the overview in J  Jensen  -  

owever, gide and turde are on the periphery of the system  hey do not function as 
operators in the verb phrase, they do not consistently take bare infinitives  ansen 

ut semantically from the other modal verbs by almost  - , and they stand o
                                                           

 ombinations of will would and rather are sometimes described as independent marginal modals 
or

  

 modal idioms  uirk et al  , but  have treated such collocations under the heading of will 
and would respectively   

 he anish modals have distinct infinitive forms and present tense forms  ere the infinitive 
form is given, followed by the present tense form   



e clusively having dynamic meaning  Ville is in a sense closer to the centre of system 
as it consistently takes bare infinitives  owever, it only has operator synta  when 
used to e press future time  when used dynamically to e press volition it restricts the 
grammatical subject ansen  eltoft forthcoming  ,  or this reason, 

ansen and eltoft consider ville to be an au iliary of future tense, rather than a modal 
verb  evertheless, for reasons similar to those given above for including English will 
in the analysis,  have chosen to include an epistemic-futuric variant  of vil  in my 

na  discusa lysis cf sion below   
  inally, behøve is sometimes included among the anish modal verbs e g  ansen 

 eltoft forthcoming  ,  t deviates from the other candidates by having 
standard verb morphology and being capable of combining with full infinitives, but 
unlike turde and gide it has operator synta  ansen  , and it is, quite 
importantly, used deontically and epistemically in interrogative and negated conte ts 

ansen  eltoft forthcoming  ,   
 
 

Infinitive  Present tense  Past tense  Infinitive marker at  Operator 
s  yntax

ville  un vil l be 
She will run 

un ville l be 
She would run 

un vil at  l be 
She will *to run 

   

turde  un t r l be 
She dares to run 

un turde l be 
She dared to run 

un t r at  l be 
She dares ?to run 

 

gide  un gider l be 
She bothers to run  

un gad l be 
She bohtered to run 

un gider at  l be  
She bothers ?to run 

 

un beh ver ikke l be 
She doesn’t have to run 

un beh vede ikke l be 
She didn’t have to run 

un beh ver ikke at  l be 
She doesn’t have ?to run 

 behøve 

able  
 

he investigation reported in chapter  initially comprised all verbs mentioned in 
table  and table , but burde, behøve, gide, skulle and turde were not found to be 
used epistemically in the data  ence, it is only necessary to make a few brief remarks 
about these modal verbs before we move on to måtte, ville, and kunne which were all 
found to b  used epistemically   e
  Behøve, burde, gide, and turde occur very rarely in the data  Gide and turde are used 

ynamic meanings  Burde has four tokens and behøve si ,  twice each, in all cases with d

  

                                                           
 Bother to is the closest equivalent to gider at and therefore used here, despite the unidiomatic 

nature of the gloss  he gloss is more appropriate in conditional clauses, if she bothers to run , if 
she bothered to run  if she bothers to run , but for the sake of stringency the table uses a 
declarative frame   



neither of which are epistemic  his seems to correspond with the results reported in 
orben Juel Jensen s  study of the modal verbs in a large corpus of spoken 
anish ,  words  n this corpus, gide and turde have  and  occurrences 

respectively, all of which are dynamic, while burde has  occurrences,  epistemic, 
and behøve has  tokens,  of which were epistemic     
  Skulle, on the other hand, is very frequent, both in Jensen s study, and in the data 
studied here  Jensen counted  tokens, which makes it the second most common 
modal verb in his corpus, second only to kunne which occurred  times  he 
picture is similar in the present data, though the numbers are smaller  skulle has  
occurrences, surpassed only by kunne with  occurrences  et, despite being very 
frequent, skulle is rarely used epistemically, if at all  Jensen found  tokens that he 
considered epistemic, and  tokens of a particular reportative use which is 
sometimes called epistemic  in the literature ansen  eltoft forthcoming   

b, randt  , and sometimes evidential  J  Jensen  , 
Mortensen b   owever, neither of these uses have been found in the 
present data  A few tokens have been coded as dynamic, but the majority have been 
labelled deontic  his is a rather inadequate cover term for the myriad of ways skulle 
can be used in anish to e press some kind of plan , but for the present purposes this 
catchall category is sufficient   
 he three candidates which were in fact found to be used epistemically in the data, 
vi  måtte, ville, and kunne, may be organised on a scale of epistemic strength, in a 
frame borrowed from o e y b   

an re e   et må vil k gne i erlin nu, s  vidt jeg kan vurder
 t must will may rain in erlin now, as far as  can tell  

elow, the modals, in particular their epistemic uses, will be discussed in the order 
listed in  he overview draws on ansen and eltoft s outline of the inventory of 
the pragmatic meanings of the relevant modal verbs forthcoming  , ,  and 
occasionally makes reference to other relevant studies in the literature, particularly 
Jensen s  comprehensive empirical study, and asper oye s force-dynamic 

tem in anish   analysis of the modal verb sys

  

                                                           
 ansen and eltoft do not categorise the use of the modals according to the distinction between 

epistemic, deontic and dynamic modality used in this thesis, but their use of the term epistemic  is 
all but identical to the way it is used here   



måtte  

n its epistemic use, måtte indicates that the speaker can conclude that something is  
or is not  the case ansen  eltoft forthcoming  ,  n  iels argues, with 
appeal to a previous statement by the group s supervisor, that they must necessarily 
be able to trust most of  what their interviewees have said because they are e perts  
 
 (33) Niels   fordi ((vores vejleder)) sagde jo også selv 
              det er eksperter vi har har interviewet (0.3)  
              så vi må et eller andet sted tage me- altså hvert fald 
              det meste af det de siger for ⌈gode⌉ (0.1)  
      Lone                                  ⌊mm⌋  
      Niels   varer ikke 
 
      Niels   because as our ((our supervisor)) said  
              the people we have interviewed are experts (0.3)  
              so we must to some extent take you know at least  
              most of what they say at ⌈face⌉ (0.1)  
      Lone                             ⌊mm⌋  
      Niels   value right  
 
 
Måtte also occurs deontically and dynamically in the data, but these uses are generally 
easy to distinguish from the epistemic use e emplified above   

ville 

As mentioned above, ansen and eltoft argue that ville is best seen as an au iliary of 
future tense when it occurs with operator synta  owever, as with the English cognate 
will, my data suggest that futuric meanings of vil are in many cases merged with 
epistemic ones  his is e emplified in  where the speaker argues that conducting 
an interview will be a worthwhile e perience for her fellow group member, even if the 
interview is not ultimately used for the project  
 
 (34)  om ikke andet så det så er det noget du (0.3) vil kunne bruge  
       når nu du skal videre på studiet altså det jo (.) det er jo ikke  
       spildt arbejde hvis man kan sige det sådan vel (HAB 2) 
 
       if nothing else it is something you (0.3) will be able to use 
       later in your studies I mean it (.) you know it’s not  
       a waste of energy if u can put i  that way right 
 

n this e ample, in addition to placing the proposition in future time, vil arguably 
inde es a strong degree of justificatory support for the proposition det er noget du kan 

 yo t

  

                                                           
 owever, as avidsen- ielsen  ff  notes, the use of will with present time reference as 

illustrated in e ample  in , is hardly ever found with vil  in anish  Vil  tends to receive 
dynamic volitional  readings when used with present time reference  



bruge  it is something you are able to use  nterestingly, however, the degree of 
epistemic support is similar to that of a simple declarative sentence without epistemic 
qualification  
 
 (34’)  om ikke andet så det så er det noget du kan bruge  
        if nothing else it is something ou are able t /can use 
 

his could be taken as an argument that vil actually does little more than place the 
force of a declarative sentence in the future  et, arguably vil alternates with other 
epistemic modal verbs in the same slot, for instance bør as e emplified in  een 
in this paradigmatic opposition, it is possible to argue that vil carries a specific degree 
of epistemic strength, different from that of other modal verbs in the same position, 
and hence e presses more than mere futurity  

 y o

 
 (34’’)  om ikke andet så det så er det noget du bør kunne bruge 
         if nothing else it is ing you should be able to use 
 

his is not to contest the fact that vil e presses future time in  ndeed, it seems the 
specification of future time is an important specialised meaning of ville compared to 
other modal verbs  ranted that the use of vil in e ample  is epistemic, it can be 
said to represent a ma imum degree of epistemic strength, similar to that of måtte in 
the same conte t cp  must , and what distinguishes ville from måtte is the additional 

someth

meaning of futurity, which is not coded as part as måtte s semantic meaning  
 Most of the occurrences of ville that have been classed as epistemic-futuric involve 
the use of the nominal past tense form to e press present or future time, as in the 
following e ample  
 
 (35) Tine      hvis jeg nu (0.4) tager læserne og prøver at gå ud fra (0.2) 
                fra (.) fra dem  
      Josefine  ja (.) det synes jeg ville være fint  
 
      Tine      if I (0.4) take the readers and try to start from (0.2) 
                from (.) from them 
      Josefine  ja (.) I nk that would be fine 
 

n such cases, the use of ville acquires an additional pragmatic meaning of tentative-
ness or remoteness, which in combination with a conditional construction can be seen 

 thi

as representing a hypothetical meaning  his is indeed the case in   
 Apart from its merged epistemic-futuric occurrences, vil also occurs dynamically  

hese uses are generally easy to distinguish from the above   

  



kunne  

he strength of epistemic kunne is weaker than that of epistemic måtte and epistemic-
futuric ville, which means that propositions presented under the scope of epistemic 
kunne will generally be interpreted as unverified  o use a paraphrase from ansen 
and eltoft forthcoming  , , epistemic kunne  indicates that the speaker 
cannot rule out the possibility that something was, is, or is going to be the case  hus, 
although kunne is formally the cognate of can  randt  , epistemic uses of 
kunne often resemble the epistemic uses of may, e g  
 
 (36)  men det kan da også være vi er totalt effektive og så  
       bliver rigtig hurtig færdige (.) jeg ved det ikke 
  
       but it may also be that we are totally effective and then 
       finish really quickl n’t know 
 

owever, in other respects, kunne  is in fact very similar to its English cognate, in 
particular in cases like the following where it arguably e presses a merger between 
dynamic and epistemic meanings  

y (.) I do

 
 (37)  kan v- kan det nå at blive færdig til på tors- (.) dag  
       så kunne vi snakke om det der (HAB 1) 
 
       can w- can it be done by Thurs- (.) day 
       then we could talk about it then 
 

uch cases, where it is not possible  or relevant  to determine whether kunne 
e presses dynamic ability or epistemic possibility, have been coded as epistemic-
dynamic  hey clearly stand out from cases where a dynamic reading is the only 
option  
 
 (38)  jeg synes vi skal bruge [interviewene] lige så meget som vi kan (0.2) 
        
       I think we should use [the interviews] as much as we can (0.2) 
  
 (39)  jeg har ikke helt (0.9) kunne f- (0.3) finde ud af hvornår vi skulle  
       tage de der diskussioner 
        
       I haven’t quite (0.9) been able t- (0.3) to figure out when we should  
       take those discussions 
 

  

5.1.5 Summing up 

ections  and  have provided a select overview of the way epistemic meaning 
is coded in the system of modal verbs in English and anish  espite the fact that the 
modal verbs are grammaticalised to different degrees in the two languages cf  also 
Mortelmans et al. , the system of modal verbs in both languages provide ample 



linguistic means for the specification of justificatory support  he overview has 
adopted a fairly broad view of what constitutes an epistemic use of a modal verb  hus 
the analysis in chapter  includes not only purely epistemic  uses of the modal verbs, 
but also what  have termed epistemic-futuric  and epistemic-dynamic  uses  n the 
remainder of the thesis these three types will be referred to with a single term as 
E EM  uses   
 n the English data, the modal verb forms under study as markers as epistemic 
stance are the following  
 

Form  Uses   
mus  t Epistemic  

will would Epistemic  
futuric Epistemic-

 
 

should  Epistemic  
may migh  t

can could 

Epistemic   
Epistemic  

ynamic Epistemic-d
 
 

be going to 
Epistemic  

futuric Epistemic-
 
 

has to/has got to  Epistemic  
 
n anish, the modal verb le emes under study as markers of epistemic stance are the 

following  
 

Lexeme  Uses   

måtte  Epistemic  
 

ville Epistemic  
uturic Epistemic-f

 
 
 kunne  Epistemic  

Epistemic-dynamic  
 

hese simple overviews suggest that the modal verb system of English offers a more 
varied set of forms than its anish counterpart, but that the types of epistemic 

  

meaning coded in the modal verb systems of the two languages are overlapping   
 he modal verbs often steal the limelight when it comes to studies of modality in 
English as well as anish, but the modals are not the only means of e pressing 
modality  or epistemic meaning more broadly  in either language  n the ontrary, 
both languages e hibit rich le ico-grammatical means for the e pression of modality 



and epistemic meaning in particular  he following section focuses on how epistemic 
meaning can be e pressed by means of epistemic and evidential sentence adverbials  

5.2 Epistemic and evidential adverbials 

his section focuses on adverbs that can be used to e press epistemic meaning, 
whether in the form of epistemic support meanings, e g  probably sandsynligvis, 
maybe måske, possibly muligvis, or evidential meanings, e g  apparently tilsyneladende 
or clearly tydeligvis  uch adverbs have been referred to as modal adverbs  in the 
literature e g  wan , erkins  - , and can be categorised more 
precisely as either epistemic or evidential when used as sentence adverbials 
Mortensen a, b, imon- andenbergen  Aijmer  n the following,  

outline the formal characteristics of the epistemic and evidential adverbials in English 
as well as anish, and discuss the relation between their semantic potential and their 
pragmatic functions in discourse  As in the case of the modal verbs, the outline is not a 
comprehensive account of the systems of epistemic and evidential adverbials in 
English and anish, but rather a tailor-made overview that meets the needs of the 
analyses in chapters  and   
 he term modal adverb  and the related sentence adverbial  are sometimes used as 
common denominators for what are aptly distinguished as proposition satellites  and 
illocutionary satellites  within the utch tradition of unctional rammar ik  
n English as well as anish propositional satellites  inde  a certain speaker stance vis
àvis the proposition that comes under their scope, while an illocutionary satellite in 
some way modifies or specifies the illocutionary value as a whole  ik  , cf  
Mortensen a  -  he two types are e emplified in  and  by perhaps 
as a propositional satellite and honestly as an illocutionary satellite  
 
  (40)  perhaps I'll link their names put them across 
 
  (41)  I'll honestly say that (0.3) if we als- if I I think it's ehr (0.5) 
        I (.) I had basically forgotten about trying to analyse the social   
        implications when w

  
e started to talk about ehr (0.6) 

                                                           
  prefer to talk about epistemic and evidential adverbials  rather than adverbs  because the 

ep ntial mea

  

istemic evide ning is tied to particular uses of the adverbs as adverbials, not the adverb 
forms themselves  

 Alternatively, honestly could be interpreted as a manner adverbial, or predicate satellite  in ik s 
terminology, but in this conte t  find it more plausible to see honestly as taking the whole utterance 
in its scope rather than just the predicate say  



he two types share certain formal properties, namely that they cannot be focussed 
and cannot come under the scope of negation, but they differ in terms of function  
Most importantly, it is only propositional satellites that can carry epistemic meaning 
by providing justificatory support for a proposition, whether epistemic or evidential  
llocutionary satellites do not provide justification for propositions   ence the present 

investigation is limited to adverbials with epistemic and or evidential meaning that 
take propositions in their scope when used as sentence adverbials in an utterance   

5.2.1 Epistemic and evidential adverbs in English 

English boasts an array of epistemic and evidential adverbials, but many of them are 
not used very frequently  or ritish English, the  candidates listed in table  can 
be considered among the more frequent ones   
 
 

Form 
Tokens/ 

one million 
words 

 

perhaps 
 

 
probably   
certainly   
clearly   

 
 

obviously 
maybe 
apparently   
possibly   
surely   
(not) necessarily18  
presumably   
definitely   
inevitably   
undoubtedly   
reportedly   
evidently   

 
 

seemingly 
allegedly 
 

able  
 

  

                                                           
 he list is taken from Mortensen a  -  t represents adverb forms with at least ten 

tokens per one million words in the ritish ational orpus  eech  et  al.  t is 
important to note that the list is based on the frequency of word forms, not the actual function of 
the adverbs in the  hus, for an adverb like clearly the indicated frequency includes instances 
of the adverb  adverbial as w s a evidential 

ntence adve
  being used as a manner ell as instance where it is used a

se rbial  
 Necessarily often occurs negated as not necessarily   consider this a single adverbial  



Most of the adverbs in the list are derived from adjectives, e g  certain-ly, but this is not 
a common trait for all of them, cp  maybe and perhaps Mortensen a   hen 
used as sentence adverbials, the adverbs have a number of common syntactic traits  
they typically take finite clauses in their scope, they generally do not occur in 
imperatives or interrogatives, and they do not generally come under the scope of 
negation  owever, these traits are not without e ception  ordon ucker , for 
instance, has shown that possibly is quite capable of occurring in a number of other 
syntactic environments, including non-finite clauses and nominal groups, and possibly, 
perhaps and maybe are all quite acceptable in bipolar interrogatives cf  oye  

e- , Mortens n a    
 n conclusion, the group of epistemic and evidential adverbs in English is not 
readily defined as a delimited morphosyntactic system  hough there are certain 
similarities, what joins them together is essentially a shared semantic component  the 
e pression of justificatory support  
 As argued in Mortensen a , the adverbs in table  fall into two main groups 
when used as sentence adverbials, one evidential and one epistemic, each of which can 

ivided into two subgroups, as illustrated in table   be further d
 

egree of force possibly, probably, inevitably, (not) necessarily, 
presumably, perhaps, maybe 

 
Epistemic 
adverbials 

laim to certainty surely, definitely, certainly, undoubtedly 
 
 

erception evidently, clearly, obviously, seemingly, apparently 
 
 Evidential 

adverbials 
eport reportedly, allegedly 

 
 

able  
 

he epistemic adverbials either specify a degree of epistemic support on a scale 
ranging from minimum epistemic force to ma imum epistemic force or constitute 
claims to certainty  he evidential adverbs, on the other hand, either inde  perception-
based evidence though perception is often to be understood in an abstract sense  or 
pes cify that the speaker is relaying information from a speaker-e ternal source  

 ot all of the  candidates listed in table  are used in the data analysed in this 
thesis  n fact, applying the list deductively to the data revealed that only half of them 
occurred in the corpus, cf  table   
 

  



   

Attested  Not attested 
certainly  allegedly 
definitely  apparently 
maybe  clearly 

not necessarily  evidently 
obviously  inevitably 
perhaps  presumably 
possibly  reportedly 
probably 
surely 

seemingly 
undoubtedly 

 able  
 

ive of the attested adverbials indicate a degree of epistemic force, vi  not necessarily, 
possibly, maybe, perhaps, and probably, three represent claims to certainty, namely 
surely, definitely, and certainly, and only one is evidential, obviously    
 hen the data was investigated manually for potential additional tokens of 
epistemic and evidential adverbials it turned out that other candidates could be added 
to the list, in alphabetical order
 

 

Additional 
candidates 
absolutely 
actually 
most likely 
of course 
really 

 able  
 

sed as a sentence adverbial, absolutely  fits well with surely, definitely, and 
certainly as claims to certainty, and most likely   sits comfortably on the epistemic 
scale somewhere between perhaps maybe and probably  
 
 (42)  Rune    inter⌈twine⌉ 
       Torben       ⌊yeah⌋ but the- then  
               ⌈then we're assuming they're inter⌉twined  
       Mette   ⌊I really don't like that word⌋  
               (0.3)  
       Rune    we- ⌈intertwining means that they are⌉ ≋  
       Frida       ⌊but what about correlate⌋  
       Rune    ≋ ⌈that⌉ they have ⌈something to⌉  
       Mette     ⌊ugly⌋ 
       Frida                      ⌊yeah maybe⌋ they ⌈do⌉  
       Torben              
               something to

                 

                         ⌊yeah⌋ that they have  
 do with each other which they absolutely don't 

                                          

  

 n the data, necessarily e clusively occurs as part of the syntagm not necessarily  
 he data was also checked against a more comprehensive list of potential epistemic evidential 

adverbs Mortensen a  , able   



 
 (43)  Jesper  ehm because (0.7) we're ⌈not gonna be very⌉ well prepared ≋  
       Louise                          ⌊mhm⌋  
       Jesper  ≋ then you can most likely feel that on eh (0.6)  
               on the way we conduct ⌈those things⌉  
       Peter                         ⌊I think so⌋ 
 

he remaining contenders cannot be placed quite as straightforwardly according to 
the categorisation above  Anne-Marie imon- andenbergen and arin Aijmer 
categorise actually and really as actuality adverbs  which convey at least in some 
uses  that the state of affairs is not what either the speaker him- herself or the hearer 
e pected  imon- andenbergen  Aijmer   or this reason, they disregard 
them as adverbs of certainty , but  suggest that they can in fact be seen as epistemic, 

adv   polyphonic erbs
 hen really and actually are used as sentence adverbials, they assert one point of 
view while at the same time refuting another  n such cases, their job is not merely to 
assert actuality , but to position the proposition presented under their scope as more 
strongly justified than another point of view  n this sense, they can be seen as 
providing or inde ing justificatory support cf  e amples  and  in chapter  he 
use of really as an epistemic adverbial is relatively rare in the data  t is mainly used as 
an interjection to request clarification or e press surprise really , or as a non-

ally don rd   epistemic emphasiser  re t like that wo
 eo oye  lists of course along with admittedly, certainly, definitely, surely 
and undoubtedly as content disjuncts  that simply assert the truth value of what is 
said    his would seem to indicate that of course could be included in the 
group of adverbials that represent claims to certainty  o some e tent this comparison 
is correct  of course certainly does inde  a strong degree of epistemic support  ut 
what it also does is that it presents propositions that come under its scope as 
something taken-for-granted in the discourse cf  olmes b, imon-

andenbergen  Aijmer  -  hat is, it carries a polyphonic instruction 
which could be paraphrased as  hold p, and  do not e pect to be contradicted  for a 
similar definition see olmes b    
 
 (44)  Jesper  er and the p
               it is diffi-

roblem is that of course it is (0.6)  
 it the translation is really difficult 

                                                           
include of course on their list 

  

 his term is borrowed from uirk et al  , though they do not 
of content disjuncts  ff   

 p  the proposition or point of view being e pressed by the speaker  



his potential can be used for different pragmatic purposes, e g  benignly to inde  
solidarity consensus, or manipulatively to cajole interlocutors into positions they do 
not necessarily hold  t also has a more formulaic use in concessive structures  
 
 (45)  Jesper  the recruitment of these people does not have to have anything  
               to do with the theory of conducting the interview (.)  
       Louise  no that's what I'm thinking ⌈too⌉  
       Jesper                              ⌊yeah⌋ I mean (.) ⌈we should⌉  
       Peter                                                 ⌊it does⌋ it does   
               ⌈in a way⌉           ⌈it does in a way⌉  
       Jesper  ⌊why does it do that⌋  
                                    ⌊yeah but but they ⁇don't⁇⌋ 
               but yeah yeah of course we have to keep it in ⌈mind but⌉   
       Peter                                                 ⌊because we have  
               to⌋ first of all we have to explain what's gonna go on (0.6)   
               and why we feel that it's important     

Overview 

n summary, the analyses in chapters -  includes the adverbials listed in table  
As indicated by the table,  have grouped really, actually and of course as dialogic 
adverbials because they all achieve their epistemic meaning by virtue of placing a 
given point of view relative to another  y the same token, surely could in principle 
also be called dialogic, but  have maintained it in the group of adverbials that e press 

is also an essential function of this adverbial  claims to certainty because this 
 

egree of force possibly, probably,  (not) necessarily, perhaps, maybe, 
most likely 

 

laim to certainty surely, definitely, certainly, absolutely 
 
 

Epistemic 
adverbials 

ialogic  really, actually, of course   

Evidential 
adverbials erception  obviously 

 
 

able  he English epistemic and evidential adverbials under study 
 

t is striking to see that only one evidential adverb has made it to the list  his reflects 
that the use of evidential adverbials is much less common in the data studied here 
than the use of epistemic adverbials   

  

5.2.2 Epistemic and evidential adverbs in Danish  

anish features a long list of adverbs that can function as epistemic or evidential 
adverbials  owever, as in the case of English, many of them are not used very 
frequently  n Mortensen a , the  adverbs listed in table  were selected for 



analysis from a larger list of potential candidates on the basis of their frequency in two 
large databases, namely Korpus 2000  korpus dk , a  million word corpus of 
written anish, and the website of the anish broadsheet Politiken politken dk   

he list does not necessarily say anything about the relative importance of these 
adverbials in the system of epistemic and evidential adverbials in anish, but in 
combination the adverbials do seem to represent a surprisingly coherent and 
comprehensive system of epistemic and evidential meaning Mortensen a  , 
and it thus forms a good starting point for the present outline   
 n some cases, it is difficult to identify any obvious English equivalents of the 

anish adverbials, so the glosses in table  should be taken with a pinch of salt, 
particularly those marked by a question mark  urthermore, it should be noted that 
many of the adverbs, like their English counterparts, can be used in several functions, 
but the glosses in the table are aimed at representing the meanings of the adverbs 
when they are used as epistemic evidential sentence adverbials, as opposed to, say 

anner adjuncts or predicate satellites in ik s terminology cf   above   m
 

  Group    Meaning   Form  Gloss  sentence adverbial  
ikke nødvendigvis  not necessarily 
muligvis  possibly 
måske  maybe 
sandsynligvis  probably 
givetvis  ?most likely 
formentlig  ?presumably 
formodentlig  ?presumably 
antagelig  presumably 
utvivlsomt  undoubtedly 

 Epistemic 

nødvendigvis  necessarily 

tydeligvis  ?clearly 
tilsyneladende  ?apparently 
øjensynlig  ?evidently 
åbenbart  ?apparently 

?probably 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 A 

 Evidential 

angivelig  reportedly 

 nok  subjective
vel   ?probably  tive  intersubjec

?probably  objective  

  Epistemic- 
 evidential 

vist 
  

able  
 

  

                                                           
 ue to technical limitations, the frequencies were established on the basis of word form searches 

rather than detailed searches of the adverb forms being used as epistemic or evidential adverbials  
his means that the numbers could only be taken as appro imate indications of the adverbs  

frequency as sentence adverbials   



hen used as epistemic or evidential adverbials, the adverbs listed in table  are 
characterised positively by only occurring in finite clauses, and negatively by not 
occurring in interrogatives  Mortensen a  -  Moreover, they occur 
canonically immediately to the left of the negation and therefore outside its scope , in 
what is referred to as the sentence adverbial position  in the tradition of anish 
grammar ansen  eltoft forthcoming  chapter , E  Jensen  Ikke 
nødvendigvis represents an apparent e ception to this rule, but this can be resolved if 
the e pression is conceived as a single le icalised adverbial as indeed it is in the 
present work  in which ikke does not constitute the sentential negation but instead 
forms part of an adverbial syntagm, ikke nødvendigvis   
 Apart from occurring in the sentence adverbial position the A-position, cf  a , 
the majority of the adverbials can also occur in the sentence initial slot referred to as 
fun ent lt dament fieldam fe et  fun d  in anish b  

 hn vil sands
  

 a   Jo ynligvis ikke k be bogen i dag A-position
 John will probably not buy the book to day  

  b  Sandsynligvis vil John ikke k be bogen i dag  undamentfelt
ly Joh   robab n will not buy the book today  

his goes for all the adverbials in group A, which are thus distinguished from the 
three adverbials in group , which only acquire their epistemic-evidential meaning 
when used in the sentence adverbial position a  hen used in the fundament field 
they typically introduce concessive structures b , and in such cases their meaning 
is not clearly epistemic-evidential   

oday  
  a  John vil nok ikke k be bogen i dag A-position
 

 undamentfelt  
  John will probably not, it is my belief, buy the book t

    b Nok vil John ikke k be bogen i dag, men  
      grant that John will not buy the book today, but  

n addition to the topological distinction, the members of group A are typically 
ig  muligvis possible  possibly , åbenbar  åbenbart derivational adverbs, e g  mul

                                                           
 ith the e ception of måske and vel  he other adverbials can also occur in interrogatives, but in 

such cases they are used non-performatively as reported items  
 he topological analysis of anish goes back to the work of aul iderichsen   , but 

th

  

e topological definition of the sentence adverbial offered here is a later development  or the 
most detailed overview of anish topology, see ansen and eltoft forthcoming   

 his does not mean that the meanings are entirely unrelated  Arguably, it is possible to identify a 
shared abstract semantic potential for most of the uses of nok in anish, but this possibility need 
not be pursued here for an attempt at a unified account see ogeby  



apparent  apparently , antage  antagelig presume  presumably  while the 
members of group  are non-derivational simple  words  he members of group A 
also have the potential to function as holophrastic answers to bipolar questions, while 
this option is barred in the case of the members of group  
 roup A can be divided into two groups, one with adverbials that specify varying 
degrees of epistemic support, ranging from minimum to ma imum force, and one with 
evidential adverbials that specify different types of epistemic justification  he 
adverbials in group  combine an epistemic and evidential dimension as they, on the 
one hand, specify a degree of epistemic support similar to sandsynligvis  probably , 
and on the other contain an evidential component  Nok specifies that the evaluation is 
speaker-internal subjective source , vel  indicates that the speaker e pects the 
premises on which the e pressed evaluation is available to the speaker as well as the 
hearer intersubjective source  and finally vist indicates that the evaluation is based 
on speaker-e ternal information objective source  Mortensen a  - , pace 
Jacobsen , avidsen- ielsen , rylova      
 nterestingly, only a very small proportion of the adverbials discussed above are 

ed in the data analysed in this thesis, namely  attest
 

Attested 

ikke nødvendigvis  not necessarily  
måske  maybe  

probably
probably  

nok 
vel 

 

able  
 

his relatively meagre yield is presumably related to the si e of the corpus, but it could 
also be taken as an indication that the system described in Mortensen a  may be 
more representative of written than spoken anish  ndeed, when the data were 
investigated manually for potential additional tokens of epistemic and evidential 

her candidates could be added to the list, cf  table  adverbials it turned out that ot
 

Additional candidates 

altså  egentlig   sikkert 
da  faktisk  helt klart 
jo  selvfølgelig  garanteret 

able  
 

  



he majority of these adverbials are arguably particularly apt for use in dialogic 
interaction  he adverbials in the first column, altså, da, and jo belong to a group of 
particle-like sentence adverbials which has been referred to as modal particles  

arder , Andersen , hristensen  or dialogic particles  ansen  
eltoft forthcoming    in the literature  hey are not epistemic or evidential in a 

straightforward sense, but they can nevertheless be argued to manage the e pression 
of justificatory support in interaction because they orchestrate points of view in the 
discourse and evaluate them against each other cf  e emplification below  n a 
sense, they are tailor-made to the kind of discourse represented in my data, and it is 
therefore not surprising that they should emerge as frequent epistemic stance 
markers in the corpus  he adverbials in the second column, faktisk  actually , really , 
egentlig  actually , really  and selvfølgelig  of course , resemble the full-fledged 
epistemic and evidential adverbials in their morphology and topological potential  

owever, in terms of semantic potential, they are closely related to the dialogic 
particles because they all manage the presence of multiple points of view in discourse 
while e pressing justificatory support  n this basis they could be called dialogic 
adverbials see e emplification below   Sikkert probably , on the other hand, has no 
coded polyphonic instruction and thus resembles the other epistemic members listed 
in group A in table  Helt klart  absolutely , clearly  and garanteret guaranteed , 
absolutely  are also without polyphonic instruction  hey represent claims to 

certainty and thus fall outside any of the groups mentioned so far  n the following, the 
nine adverbials in table  are e emplified and discussed in detail   

Dialogic particles 

Altså, da, and jo are all multifunctional and only acquire their dialogic meaning when 
used in the sentence adverbial position  hey have no direct translation equivalents 
in English, but their meaning can be appro imated by drawing on the method of 

e framework of polyphony theory cf  lke et al  , analysis developed within th
                                                           

 avidsen- ielsen argues against the idea that the anish modal particles  are inherently modal  
e claims that they can only be characterised as modal if modality is viewed pragmatically  
avidsen- ielsen    agree that the term modal particle  is an unfortunate label, but  

th  of 

  

ink it is important to recognise the potential the dialogic adverbials have for the e pression
justificatory support in the sense of oye  

 t is possible to divide the A-slot into subfields to reflect the relation between the adverbials  
and particles that go there, but this need not concern us here  or more detailed analyses see 

hristensen  chapter , and ansen  eltoft forthcoming  



herkelsen , herkelsen et al   hus, inspired by polyphony theory, 
ansen and eltoft classifies jo as a phatic  particle which speakers use to indicate the 

e pected position of their interlocutors while altså  and da  are argumentative  
particles which speakers use to indicate that their utterance counts as an argument 
against a particular point of view ansen  eltoft forthcoming     
 Jo carries an abstract polyphonic instruction which can be formalised as I hold a 
specific point of view (p) and you do not hold nonp, and will therefore not contradict me 
pace ansen  eltoft forthcoming   a  Jo will thus often inde  consensus, but 

it can also be indicative of the opposite in situations where the speaker is trying to 
force a sense of consensus onto the interlocutor, using jo as a cajoler  Edmondson 

 n the e ample given below, ania is making the point that it is the journalist 
who writes the news  and by using jo she indicates that she does not e pect this to be 
an issue that needs to be discussed  it is to be taken for granted  
 
 (48)  Tania  men altså uanset hvad så er det jo journalisten som  
              skriver nyhederne 
 

       Tania  but no matter what it is ‘jo’ the journalist who  
      writes the news  

 

  Altså has two overall functions, a  to signal discourse structure, and b  to emphasise 
and evaluate a particular point of view, typically against another point of view in the 
conte t  hen used in the former sense, altså can be described as a discourse marker  
when used in the latter, it can be seen as a modal  or dialogic particle

        

 hen it 
occurs sentence initially, it almost invariably functions as a discourse marker, while it 
almost always functions as an dialogic adverbial when it occurs in the A-position  n 
sentence final position, the meaning may be ambiguous between the two types  As a 
dialogic adverbial it carries a semantic instruction which can be formalised as I hold a 
point  of  view  (p)  which  negates  another  point  of  view  (p’)  Altså further typically 
indicates that the point of view e pressed by the speaker may not be evaluated 
positively by the interlocutor ansen  eltoft forthcoming   b  n the last 
turn of the following e ample, isbeth is making it clear that she thinks that the group 
needs to include their interview transcript as an appendi  to the project report  y 

ggestion she underscores her point p  and counters or using altså in making this su
                                                           

  

 n the following,  am drawing only informally on the framework of polyphony theory  
 ertain uses of da are also classified as a pro imal , but this will not be discussed here  
 n Eva kafte Jensen s terms, the two different functions can be described as interpropositional  

and suprapropositional  uses respectively  - , cf   -  



pre-empts the opposite suggestion p  that they shouldn t include it as an appendi  
ote that the two first tokens of altså  in the e ample are discourse markers, 

specifically markers of reformulation  or re-starters  E  Jensen  -   
 

 (49) Niels    men det bliver stadig kun noget vi henviser til så de her (.)  
               altså det er kun (.) det er det der er meningen med det ikke   
               (.) altså ⌈vi får øh tr-⌉ 
      Lone               ⌊men det er så spørgsmålet om⌋ vi skal have det 
               som bilag (0.2) eller om vi skal have det ⌈i opgaven⌉ 
      Lisbeth                                        ⌊jeg tror altså⌋ vi skal   
    
 

           have det som bilag (0.2) 

      Niels    but it will still only be something we refer to then these (.)  
               altså it is only (.) that’s the idea right  
               (.) altså ⌈we’ll get er tr-⌉ 
      Lone               ⌊but that’s the question whether⌋ we should have it  
               as an appendix (0.2) or if we should have ⌈it in the report⌉ 
      Lisbeth                                         ⌊I think altså⌋ we  
               sho  have it as an appendix (0.2) 
 

hen speakers use da they assert that they hold a specific point of view p  which is in 
opposition to another point of view p  which is often, but not necessarily, held by 
their interlocutor  urthermore, by using da speakers will typically indicate that they 
e pect their view to be accepted, i e  that the person holding the opposite view will 
relinquish it ansen  eltoft forthcoming   c  n the e ample below, Jens is 
debating, mainly with himself, whether he should go to the library to pick up a book 
which has become available  e uses da to support the point of view that he should go 
and get it, and thereby denies the opposite point of view  that he shouldn t do it  
which he actually put forward earlier himself but now revises in the light of 
subsequent discussion   

   
uld

 

 (50)  Jens    jeg kan da godt køre ned og hente den ((bogen)) (1.3)  
               når vi har en pause når vi går ned for at grille eller  
               et eller andet så kan jeg da godt lige køre derned 
 
       Jens    I could da easily go down there and get it (the book)) (1.3)  
               when we take a break when we start the barbeque or  
               something then I can da easily go down there 
 

he dialogic particles discussed here are not the only ones of their kind in anish  
ansen and eltoft forthcoming  include a number of candidates which are not 

included in the present study, either because they are not represented in the data e g  
skam, mon , or because they are not clearly used in the certain sense that fuses 

gue management e g  ellers, nu, sgu, virkeligjustificatory support and dialo   

  

                                                           
 here is one token of mon but it is used non-perfomatively, and hence not relevant for the 

present investigation  here are also a number or borderline cases with nu and sgu, but for reasons 
of time and space they are not included here  



Dialogic adverbials 

he dialogic adverbials in the data are egentlig, faktisk and selvfølgelig  he meaning of 
egentlig and faktisk are closely related, as indicated by the fact that they can both be 
glossed by actually in English  owever, as one might e pect, it is possible to tease out 
some subtle differences upon closer inspection, as shown by Eva kafte Jensen  
Jensen s analysis suggests that egentlig and faktisk carry two overlapping, but slightly 
dif phonic instructions  -  n my paraphrase summary   ferent poly

 There is a point of view (p) which I confirm and agree with.  Egentlig  
 

aktisk    There is a point of view (p) and a  opposite point of view (nonp), 

 

n
with (p).      and I confirm and agree 

 

E amples are given in  and  
 
 (51)  Josefine  hvis man siger med en redaktør (.) for eksempel  
                 (0.2)  
       Stine     mm  
       Josefine  han har egentlig (0.4) frihed til selv at bestemme (.) 
                 ⌈hvad⌉ der skal stå i avisen  
       Tine      ⌊mm⌋  
                 jep  
       Josefine  men (0.2) der er jo altså en bestyrelse der kan afsætte ham  
                 hvis han afviger (0.2) 
 
       Josefine  if you take an editor (.) for example  
                 (0.2)  
       Stine     mm  
       Josefine  he is egentlig (0.4) free to decide (.) 
                 ⌈what⌉ to bring in the newspaper 
       Tine      ⌊mm⌋  
                 yep 
       Josefine  but (0.2) there’s also a board that can dismiss him 
                 if he deviates (0.2) 
 
 (52)  Jens  det kan også være den ((bogen)) kan bruges til noget  
             af det historiske måske det ved jeg ikke  
             (.)  
       Eik   det kan den sikkert jeg kiggede udelukkende på det  
             ideelle faktisk ⌈xx⌉ 
       Jens                  ⌊ja⌋  
             (1.2) 
       Eik   jo det tror jeg faktisk godt den kan 
 
       Jens  it may also be that it ((the book)) can be used for  
             some of the historical parts maybe I don’t know  
             (.)  
       Eik   it probably can I exclusively looked at the  
             ideal actually ⌈xx⌉ 
       Jens                 ⌊yeah⌋  
             (1.2) 
       Eik   yes I actually think it can  
 

  



he semantic instruction of selvføgelig can be paraphrased as I take it for granted that 
p  holds  t is typically used to acknowledge the relevance and correctness of a point 

of view e pressed in previous discourse or pre-empt a potential objection  n this 
sense, it can be seen as a reversal of faktisk which acknowledges the e istence of a 
particular point of view, but rejects it  Selvfølgelig acknowledges the e istence of a 
particular point of view and accepts it  his function may be called concessive  
 
 (53)  Stine  jeg synes heller ikke at du skal stå med det selv  
              (0.2)  
       Stine  ⌈altså⌉  
       Tania  ⌊nej men det⌋ var jo heller ikke det var også (.) vi skulle 
              allesammen (.) selvfølgelig være inde over det her ikke 
 
       Stine  I also don’t think you should (need to) do it by yourself 
              (0.2)  
       Stine  ⌈DP:altså⌉  
       Tania  ⌊no but that⌋ wasn’t MP:jo either it was also (.) we should                
              all (.) of course be involved in this right 
 

Sikkert, garan  and helt klart 

he adjective sikker means certain , but the sentence adverbial sikkert  e presses 
probability rather than certainty, as illustrated by the use of probably as a gloss in the 
following e ample   

teret

 
 (54)  Jens   jeg forestiller mig ikke at vi tager hele heller ikke  
              ⌈den næste emneinddelte⌉ meningskondensering og putter alt det ≋  
       Niels  ⌊nej nej nej overhovedet ikke⌋  
       Jens   ≋ ind i opgaven der tager vi sikkert en tredjedel af det eller  
              sådan noget og bruger (HAB 1) 
  
       Jens   I don’t imagine that we’ll take the whole not 
              ⌈the next subject-divided⌉ meaning condensation and put all that ≋  
       Niels  ⌊no no no not at all⌋  
       Jens   ≋ into the report for that we’ll probably use a third of it or  

    omething li          s ke that and use 
 

he phrase helt  sikkert e presses certainty for sure  on a par with helt klart  cf  
below  n my data this particular use occurs e clusively in holophrases where 
speakers use it to e press agreement   
 Garanteret e presses a high degree of justificatory support as the speaker quite 
literally guarantees for the information presented under its scope  
 
  (55)  Niels  […]man havde garanteret fået et andet interview  
               ud af det hvis det havde været (0.1) et trekantsamspil 

 
        Niels  […] it had undoubtedly made for a different interview 
               if it had been a three-way interplay 

Helt klart  definitely  similarly inde es a claim to certainty  
 

  



  (56)  Mads   […] hvi- hvis vi nu kunne have startet forfra  
               (0.5)  
        Tine   ja  
        Mads   kan man sige og og (0.8) vi havde vidst vi kunne have fået               
               sådan et interview så (.) var jeg jeg havde helt klart været  
               meget mere åben overfor det 
 
        Mads   […] if- if we could start over  
               (0.5)  
        Tine   ja  
        Mads   you could say and and (0.8) we had known that we could have had                
               such an interview then (.) I I would definitely have been  
            ore open to the idea 
 

n the data, helt klart is also used as a holophrase to signal unmitigated agreement, 
much in the same way as helt sikkert  

   much m

Overview 

pters -  includes the adverbials listed in table  n summary, the analyses in cha
 

egree of force ikke nødvendigvis, måske, sikkert   

laim to certainty helt klart, h kkert, garantere  elt si t
 
 

Epistemic 
adverbials 

ialogic  altså, da, jo and egentlig, faktisk, selvfølgelig   

Evidentia
adverbials

l 
 

Epistemic-
evidential  nok, vel   

 

able  
 

As in the case of the English adverbials, it is noticeable that the majority of the attested 
adverbials in the data are epistemic  he table lists nok and vel as evidential, but as 
argued above they are in fact epistemic-evidential adverbials  one of the pure  
evidential adverbials from table  were found in the data under study   

5.2.3 Summing up 

ections  and  have provided a select overview of the way epistemic meaning 
can be e pressed by means of sentence adverbials in English and anish  oth 
languages offer ample opportunity for the e pression of epistemic meaning by means 
of epistemic and evidential adverbials  n the English data, the sentence adverbials 

nder study as markers as epistemic stance are the following  u
 
 
 

  



 

egree of force possibly, probably,  (not) necessarily, perhaps, maybe, 
most likely 

 

laim to certainty surely, definitely, certainly, absolutely 
 
 

Epistemic 
adverbials 

ialogic  really, actually, of course   

Evidential 
adverbials erception  obviously 

 
 

 
n anish, the sentence adverbials including particles  under study as markers of 

emic stance are the following  epist
 

egree of force ikke nødvendigvis, måske, sikkert   

laim to certainty helt klart, garanteret   
 

Epistemic 
adverbials 

ialogic  altså, da, jo and egentlig, faktisk, selvfølgelig   

Evidential 
adverbials 

Epistemic-
evidential  nok, vel   

 

 
n comparing the two tables, it is striking to note how the two languages under study 

provide their users with similar, and yet different, opportunities for the e pressing of 
epistemic meaning by adverbial means  n both languages, there are groups of 
adverbials concerned with the e pression of degree of justificatory support, adverbials 
that allow the speaker to present a propositional content as a matter of certainty and a 
group of adverbials that can be characterised as dialogic because they orchestrate the 
presence of multiple points of view in discourse while at the same time designating the 
speaker s degree of justificatory support  oth languages also have adverbial means 
for the e pression of evidential meaning, but these resources only find limited use in 
the data studied in the present thesis  n the English data, obviously is the only 
evidential adverbial, and in the anish data the epistemic-evidential adverbials nok 

  

and vel are the only ones that smack of evidentiality   
 espite these similarities of function, the overview has also highlighted a distinct 
difference between the two languages  namely the presence or absence of adverbial-
like particles  uch particles abound in anish, while they are hard to pinpoint in 
English  An argument can perhaps be made that some of the English adverbials can in 
some uses be called particles see oye  - , Aijmer a , but the 



absence of particles as a clearly delineated class in English remains a conspicuous 
difference between anish and English  a difference which speakers of anish must 
come to terms with when they use English as a lingua franca   

5.3 Other epistemic expressions 

ections  and  have provided an overview of two ways in which epistemic 
meaning is coded in English and anish, namely through modal verbs and epistemic 
and evidential adverbials  n the present thesis, these are the primary means of 
epistemic stance marking under investigation, but they do not represent the only 
means for the e pression of epistemic meaning in English and anish  n both 
languages, epistemic meaning can be e pressed by a number of additional means, for 
instance by epistemic main verbs Aijmer , oye a  and predicative uses of 
epistemic adjectives and epistemic nouns olmes  - , just as intonation can 
be argued to play a role cf  chubiger  n English, there has been a rather 
massive research interest in epistemic main verbs or mental state predicates, I think 
and I don’t know in particular a few e amples  Aijmer , b, rkk inen , 

aumgarten  ouse ,  t is also quite clear that these constructions play a 
rather prominent role in the data under study here, but for practical reasons, it has not 
been possible to study this stance marking practice systematically  his means that the 
conclusions about patterns of epistemic stance marking in chapter -  should be 
taken as specifically concerning epistemic stance marking by means of epistemic uses 
of modal verbs and epistemic and evidential adverbials  A more comprehensive 
analysis of the way epistemic stance is e pressed in the data would have been 
desirable, but ultimately not feasible within the constraints of the current research 
project   
 he analysis could also have taken a number of other linguistic devices into 
consideration which are arguably not narrowly concerned with the e pression coding 
of epistemic meaning in the sense of providing justificatory support, but which may 
nevertheless be said to serve functions in discourse similar to those of epistemic 
e pressions, and which have sometimes been treated under the heading of epistemic 

are pragmatic particles  like sort of and you know which modality  Among such items 

  

                                                           
 or English, there are more detailed overviews of potential means of epistemic stance marking in  

e g  iber  inegan , rkk inen  chapter , iber et al   chapter  



  

have been studied as hedges and boosters e g  olmes , oates  - , 
discourse makers and intensifiers such as just, absolutely and really cf  oates  

, agliamonte  and tag questions reisler  - , Allerton  -
 he choice of e cluding these items has been related to limits of time and space, 

but it has also been motivated by a deliberate attempt to achieve a relatively 
systematic focus, by constraining the investigation via a relatively narrow definition of 
epistemic meaning cf  chapter  his makes for a more precise analysis, but it also 
opens certain pitfalls, especially in relation to the comparative aspect of the study  A 
marked absence of, say, epistemic adverbials in a particular group could, theoretically, 
be compensated for by the same group using other epistemic e pressions not 
investigated here  hus, it should be kept in mind that the analysis specifically 
investigates and compares epistemic stance marking by means of epistemic uses of 
modal verbs and epistemic and evidential sentence adverbials  hether other 
epistemic e pressions are used in the groups, and whether they are perhaps used 
differently, is not investigated systematically  et, as long as this caveat is kept in mind, 
the study is still capable of delivering important insights into the linguistic marking of 
epistemic stance and its pragmatic functions in the groups under study  

5.4 Summing up 

his chapter has provided mini grammars of the way epistemic meaning is coded in 
English and anish by means of modal verbs and epistemic and evidential adverbs  

he chapter has identified the relevant forms to be investigated in the analyses in 
chapters -  cf  summaries in  and , and argued that English and anish 
as language systems provide their speakers with the necessary means for e pressing 
epistemic meaning, though these means are organised differently as a result of the 
specific structures of the two languages   



Chapter 6: Data 

his chapter accounts for the process of data collection and the procedure of data 
selection, and provides an introduction to the si  project groups under study  ection 

 gives a general introduction to the setting of the analysed data,  provides an 
introduction to the method of data collection and the considerations behind it,  
accounts for the process of data selection, and finally  gives a detailed overview of 
the si  project groups under study, with special emphasis on the language scenarios 
they represent  

6.1 Setting  

he data for the present study consists of recordings of project group meetings  in 
three  settings  the International  Basic  Studies  in  the Humanities  at oskilde 

niversity, the Basic Studies in the Humanities A , also oskilde niversity, and a 
module in language and communication at a ritish niversity  efore turning to 
issues of data collection, and the detailed presentation of the si  groups under study, it 
is useful to give a brief characterisation of the setting in which the data was collected  

6.1.1 HIB

At the International Basic Studies in the Humanities  and de Humanistiske Almene 
Basisstudier A , which translates as Basic Studies in the Humanities, students are 
organised into project groups of -  persons

 and HAB 

 Each project group forms a social and 
academic unit which is collectively responsible for defining a relevant research 
question, finding relevant literature, and writing a joint report within the span of a 
ems ester, under the guidance of a supervisor    

 he asic tudies , as they are commonly referred to, constitute the first two years 
of a three-year A degree  ver the course of the two years, the students write four 
project reports, one per semester, in different project groups  fficially,  of the 
students  workload is organised within the project group, but   students themselves 

 some -  of their active study time on projects, as generally say that they spend

                                                           

  

 arts of  appear in Mortensen  
 A  has been part of the educational programme at oskilde niversity since the university was 

founded in , and it thus predates  which was established as an international  version of 
A  in  vane  hristensen  



they usually regard project work as more important and profitable than other study 
activities  lleris   his means that the project-organised, problem-oriented, 
way of studying is a defining characteristic of oskilde niversity, and that the group 

e p  tm eting constitutes an essential ractice at the universi y  
 At , project groups are usually composed of members with different first 
languages cf  aberland  isager , although students with anish as their first 
language constitute a majority of the student population cf   below , and 
sometimes form monolingual groups  At A , the working language is anish, and 
proficiency in anish is a requirement for all students   

6.1.  The GB setting 

he  groups under study were all formed as part of a module on language and 
communication where the coursework, partly for my benefit, was designed as a small-
scale group project in which the students were asked to submit a joint hyperte t 
essay  in the form of an electronic poster

2

 n addition to the joint electronic poster, 
which could for e ample take the form of a web site, each student had to submit an 
individual report which discussed his or her contribution to the project   
 roject work of this kind was not common at the department  n fact, there seemed 
to be a fairly strong e pectation that coursework was an individual task, typically 
produced in the form of an essay written on the basis of questions set by the module 
leader  roup work as such was not unfamiliar, quite on the contrary, it seemed to be 
an integral part in most of the modules at the department, but what was significant 
about the group work in this module was that the work was partly to be organised by 
the groups themselves, outside the timetabled sessions, and that they were e pected 
to generate their own ideas and take responsibility for them as a group  
 he latter point was particularly important in ensuring a sufficient degree of  
comparability with my data from oskilde niversity  ilot recordings of group work 
from a different module at the  department clearly showed that group work that did 
not have an element of shared responsibility towards a common project did not result 
in interaction resembling that of the  students in the  and A  groups  n other 

ponsibility for the creation of some kind of tangible end words, an element of joint res

  

                                                           
  did not influence the coursework task, but the idea that the coursework should partly be a group 

effort was to some e tent due to my interest in this kind of data  



product seems to be an important catalyst for the generation of problem-solving 
sequences of the kind studied in this thesis  

6.2 Methodological considerations 

he data for the study consists of video recordings of project group meetings made 
with a stationary unmanned video camera  ompared to full-fledged ethnographic 
approaches which typically include participant observation, ethnographic interviews, 
and other methods that allow the researcher to engage closely with the community 
under study cf  ymes , this procedure may appear simplistic and superficial  

owever, the choice of method was deliberate  Ethnography can be seen as a method 
for learning the way of life  of a particular community  it is a set of systematic 
princi vity  ples for the practice of learning culture  which in itself is a basic human acti

Ethnography  is continuous with ordinary life  Much of what we seek to find out 
in ethnography is knowledge that others already have  ur ability to learn 
ethnographically is an e tension of what every human being must do, that is, learn 
the meanings, norms, patterns of a way of life   ithout the general human 

  

capacity to learn culture, the inquiry would be impossible  ymes   

or the researcher, ethnography entails two apparently contradictory processes  on 
the one hand it involves an  ability to step back and distance oneself from one s own 
immediate culturally biased reactions so as to achieve an acceptable degree of 
objectivity   and on the other it involves a propensity to achieve sufficient 

identification with or empathy for the members of the group in order to provide an 
insider s perspective  uranti   n the present study, the way of life  under 
study was not one that was e otic to the researcher   have been a student at  
myself, and  have had e tensive e perience of project group work, in anish as well as 

ritish university settings, in English as well as anish  he ethnographic challenge 
was thus not primarily concerned with gaining an insider s perspective  this 
perspective was to some degree already established  he challenge was rather to find 
a way of making the well-known and seemingly mundane practice of group work 
e otic , i e  to create an analytical vantage point from which it would be possible to 

e plicate norms of social interaction that were already part of my lived e perience  n 
this process, the distancing effect involved in studying video recordings of interactions 
was very useful  eing able to study the meetings at an arms length, as it were, was 
considered much more fruitful than being a participant observer immersed in the 



unfolding interaction  iewing and re-viewing the recorded meetings, chopping them 
up,  rewinding and repeating sequences over and over again cf  chs et al.  , 
enabled me to articulate an analysis of the project group meeting as a socio-cultural 

i  practice, wh ch  had otherwise not been able to e plicate  
 n order to gain a more comprehensive understanding of the particular groups 
under study, perceived as unique socio-cultural entities rather than mere tokens of a 
type the project group , it would have been possible to do more ethnographic work, 
for instance by using the method of stimulated recall interviews empsey  

owever,  abstained from using such methods because  preferred to study the 
communication of the project groups and their social order through their displayed 
actions, rather than by gathering and analysing their reflections on those actions  n 
this point,  align more with the methodological position of conversation analysis than 
ethnography, though  do not conduct conversation analysis in the classic A tradition 
cf  utchby  ooffitt , and ammersley  for a critical appraisal  

6.3 Collecting and selecting data  

he process of data collection and data selection took place in four phases, cf  table  
hase  consisted of a broad orientation phase in which  recorded a relatively large 

number of groups, and perused the recordings in order to gain a general impression of 
the characteristics of project group meetings  he  and A  groups were recorded 
during the same time period while the  groups were recorded at a later stage  All 
recorded groups were briefed about the research project prior to the commencement 
of the recordings cf  the information sheet reproduced as appendi  , and all group 
members signed consent forms cf  appendi   articipants were also given the 
opportunity to ask questions about the study in face-to-face sessions  f participants 
asked about the purpose of the study during those sessions, they were told, in broad 

 

  

terms, that the study was about communication in project groups
 nce phase  had been completed,  proceeded to phase  which entailed the 
selection of  groups for further study  n this process  started out by discarding 
all groups which had only been recorded on a single occasion, since  wanted to have 
at least two recordings of the groups selected for further study  n the case of the  
groups this left me with  groups  f these, one was composed entirely of anish  
speakers, another consisted largely of non- anish  speakers and the remaining 



three represented mi ed s but were composed of a majority of speakers with 
anish as an  n the basis of this material,  decided to focus my investigation on 

two of the groups with mi ed  and a majority of anish  speakers, because the 
kind of language scenario they represent was considered typical for project groups at 

 cf  discussion in   
 n the case of the A  and the  groups,  selected groups who bore a reasonable 
resemblance to the selected  groups in terms of group si e and gender ratio  t was 
not considered paramount to match the groups e actly in terms of these features, but 
it was considered relevant that the groups consisted of at least three members and 
included male as well as female participants  he si  groups are presented in more 
detail in sections -  below, with an emphasis on the language scenarios they 
epresent and their macro language choices  r
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n phases  and ,  first selected the meetings and then the particular problem-solving 
sequences to be subjected to further analysis  hese steps are discussed in detail in 
chapter  
 p until phase , all analytical work was based on the video recordings  hat is,  
watched the video recordings and made time aligned annotations and notes, but  did 
not base the analysis on transcripts  As part of an early pilot analysis, a  meeting 
and a A  meeting were transcribed in full, but the transcription of full meetings was 
in general not considered a viable option due to the length of the meetings sometimes 

le ity of the multiparty interaction   up to si  hours  and the comp

  

                                                           
 he group entirely composed of anish  speakers as well as the one in which the majority of 

speakers do not have anish as an  also constitute interesting data sets, but they were not 
considered optimally relevant for the current study  



 n phase , the problem-solving sequences selected for analysis were transcribed 
by myself and a team of transcribers at the transcription lab of the A  research 
centre, following the transcription protocol of the lab abricius  et al.  All 
transcripts were produced by means of A  Mac hinney , a software package 
designed to facilitate the transcription and analysis of spoken interaction, whether in 
the form of audio or video data  Among the central benefits of using a software 
package like A  is that it allows the researcher to base analysis simultaneously on 
transcripts and raw video data  n fact, it is an important methodological point in this 
study that all linguistic analysis have been conducted on the basis of video recordings 
and transcripts in tandem  his means that the data studied has in a sense been much 
richer than the relatively simple transcripts which are provided in the current 
presentation of the findings   

6.4 The groups under study and their language scenarios 

his section discusses the language scenarios and macro level language choices within 
each group with reference to the theoretical distinctions made in chapter  Along with 
chapters  and  this section sets the scene for the analysis of epistemic stance 
marking which follows in chapters -  by providing conte tual information about the 
speech events in which the epistemic stance marking is embedded   
 n conte tualising the data,  draw on ymes  EA  model cf  section , and 
focus specifically on those elements of the grid which illustrate significant differences 
and similarities between the groups and their activities  n this section, the focus is on 
the language scenarios of the groups, i e  the verbal resources of a community  ymes 

 , and the way these resources are employed in the interaction   start out by 
treating the two  groups, and then move on to the groups from A  and  he 
sections on the  groups are longer than the following, partly because there are 
more issues that need to be covered in relation to these groups, partly because  have 
tried to avoid unnecessary repetition of points largely identical across the groups  

  

                                                           
 ecordings and transcripts are archived at the A  research centre, in the A  storehouse  
he data is available to A  affiliated researchers, subject to certain conditions  



6.4.1 HIB1 

 consists of five students, two females and three males, all in their early twenties, 
cf  table  all names of participants are fictitious, assigned by me he students are 

ll in their second semester, so this is their second e perience of project group work   a
  

 ender Age irst language 
Ernst Male  erman 
Jesper Male  anish 

ouise  emale  anish 
Marie emale  anish 

eter Male  English 
able  verview of students in   

 
As part of the data collection procedure, the students were asked to fill in a 
questionnaire appendi  , in which they were requested to state which languages 
they were proficient in apart from their first language, and to evaluate their 
proficiency in these languages on a scale ranging from  to , corresponding to poor  
and e cellent  respectively   
 he students in  all indicated that they had some level of proficiency in at least 
two languages apart from their native language, and in some cases three  English was 
the language with the highest proficiency rating for all speakers, and all students, 
e cept eter for whom English was not a second or foreign language, placed English at 
the top of the list of foreign languages  able  shows the result of the students  self-
evaluation of their English reading skills , writing skills , and speaking skills  he 
numbers indicate that the students are generally quite confident about their proficiency in 

nglish  E
 
 ea ng di r ng iti pea ing k
Ernst    
Jesper    

ouise     
Marie     

eter - - - 
able  elf-evaluation of Englis

 
h skills,  

                                                           
 he students were not asked to rate their proficiency in their first language  
 o attempt was made to make the students distinguish between productive and receptive skills in 

t

  

heir spoken proficiency  n hindsight, it seems that it would have been preferable to have asked for 
this information, though it is not essential for the current investigation  
 Marie chose not to use the suggested numerical scale  he wrote very good  for all three skills in 

English, while she for instance characterised her reading skills in erman as okay  and her writing 
skills in rench as poor  n this background,  have interpreted very good  to be equal to   



he students were also asked to state their native language s  on the questionnaire  his 
may seem a straightforward question to answer for speakers who have been brought up in 
largely monolingual societies, or societies with prevalent monolingual language ideologies, 
but for speakers who have been brought up in multilingual communities and or have 
themselves been multilingual all their lives, the question might not be that simple to 
answer  hat does it take for a language to be a native or first language  eter may have 
been facing an issue of this kind when he filled in the questionnaire  e listed English as 
his native language, but the questionnaire also revealed that he considered his anish 
e cellent , and that he had frequented schools in both the  and enmark at primary, 

secondary as well as tertiary level  he limited information  have about eter and his 
background only allows me to speculate about his reasons for designating English and 
not anish  or both anish and English  as his native language s  ne e planation 

 among other possible e planations  could be that English was the language of his 
childhood home, but information of this kind was not obtained as part of the data 
collection  
 More importantly, eter s case goes to show that the notion of native language   or 
first language  is a deceptively simple one, and arguably this has implications for how 
we should define a lingua franca scenario  n the narrow definition of what it means 
for English to be used as a lingua franca cf  sections  and , the meetings of this 
group would actually be disqualified as instances of lingua franca interaction, because 

eter, by his own admission, is a native speaker of English  owever, to pigeonhole 
eter as a native speaker of American  English  would seem to ignore the comple ity 

of his cultural background and linguistic repertoire  ulturally and linguistically 
speaking he is presumably not either-or, but rather both-and or in-between  hus, his 
mi ed Anglo- anish background relativises the rigid notion of the native speaker  
which  despite the criticism it has been subject to within E  studies  is in fact 
perpetuated and reinforced by E  scholars through the widespread tendency to 
define E  interactions negatively as interactions in English which do not include 

  

native speakers  of the language cf  section    
 nterestingly, judging by the students  evaluations of their own language skills, 
which of course need not be accurate,  the group could actually have chosen anish as 
their working language  Ernst stated that erman was his native language, and that he 
was indeed from ermany  owever, according to his self-evaluation, he is actually 



quite competent in anish  e rates his reading skills in anish as e cellent , his 
writing skills halfway between poor  and e cellent , and his speaking skills just below 
e cellent  n other words, that this group of students chooses to use English rather 
than anish as their lingua franca cannot simply be e plained with reference to 
language skills  
 uite obviously, the choice of English is also related to the institutionalised setting 
of the interaction  he educational programme which the group work is embedded in 
is conceived  and designated  as an international  study programme, and in anish 

igher Education international  is currently almost synonymous with Anglophone  
y choosing to use English as a lingua franca, the students can thus be said to conform 

to the norms  implicit as well as e plicit  of the institutional frame of an 
international education  n a more practical note, the students  choice of English as 
the working language of the project group meetings may also be motivated by the fact 
that they are e pected to write their project report in English  t seems that this 
condition is something that the participants are very aware of  t is for instance 
brought up during a discussion about which language the group should conduct 
interviews in  ere, one of the main arguments for using English rather than anish as 
the interview language is that it would be easier to quote e tracts in the report if the 
interviews are in English  t is quite conceivable that the same logic applies to the 
group work in general  t is easier to transfer ideas from the meetings into written 

  

report material if they were formulated in English in the first place   
 Even though English clearly functions as the main working language of the group, 

anish also plays a role   have not conducted a detailed study of code-switching in the 
data, but a few general observations can be reported, as a means of characterising the 
language practices of the group  irst of all, there are occasional code-switches into 

anish during the meetings when a speaker cannot find the right English word  
owever, given the fact that all si  group members are proficient in anish, in fact four 

of them are by all accounts more proficient in anish than in English, there are 
surprisingly few code-switches of this sort in the data  et, at a different level, the data 
indicate that anish might play a more significant role in talk located at the fringes of 
the task-oriented activity of the group, particularly when meetings are coming to an 
end  n this phase, anish is much more commonly used, although the group members 
rarely switch completely to anish  t often seems that they rather switch to what may 



be called a bilingual medium  afaranga , afaranga  orras , i e  a mode 
of language use where anish and English are not oriented to as separate codes, but 
rather as two aspects of a single code or a single medium  he following e tract, 
wh nich eeds considerable conte tualisation to make sense, shows an e ample of this   

he meeting is coming to an end  eter has already left, and the remaining group 
members are starting to joke more and more and work less and less  hey have just 
finished a sequence where they have played a language game by adding i l  to 
words to achieve a humorous effect, i e  bicycling to rrebro  becomes bici l to 

rrebri l , and so on  After this follows a brief sequence where the participants are 
schisming  Egbert  as Ernst and Jesper are having one conversation and 

Marie and ouise are having another  he e tract below starts in the last part of this 
schisming-sequence, but for practical reasons, the transcript only includes the 
conversation between Marie and ouise lines -  ouise s question in line  ends 
the schisming-sequence by focusing the participants  attention on a common topic  

ords and phrases formally belonging to anish are in blue and paraphrased on the 
right  ote that Ernst speaks anish in line , and then continues in English in line 

 he transcript has been simplified considerably  
 
   1  Louise  why do you never see Martin 
   2          Jørgensen any more  
   3  Marie   yeah  
   4  Louise  he's rimelig lækker                pretty hot 
   5  Marie   he's rimelig lækker                pretty hot 
   6          ((Marie and Louise laughing)) 
   7          (1.0)  
   8  Louise  øh er der nogen der skal ind og    er is anyone going to 
   9          købe en Playstation 3 i dag        buy a Playstation 3 today  
  10  Ernst   ej den kommer ⌈ud i dag ikke⌉      it’s released ⌈today right⌉ 
  11  Louise                ⌊⁇jeg skal ikke⁇⌋                  ⌊⁇I’m not⁇⌋ 
  12  Marie   er der nogen ⌈så kan vi føl⌉ges    then we can go together 
  13          ((making fun of Louise)) 
  14  Ernst                ⌊are you⌋  
  15  Ernst   well didn't you just say you were  
  16          broke and didn't have money for  
  17          food  
  18  Jesper  yeah you that's why you didn't  
              have spaghettis  
 

he rest of the meeting continues in this vein, with anish and English intermeshed 
without it resulting in a clean break in favour of either of the two codes   
 n sum, this group s meetings represent a special type of lingua franca scenario  he 
students actually have a choice between using either English or anish as the medium 

d large, they choose to use English as the lingua franca of their interaction, but, by an

  

                                                           
 n ina onstantinou s definition, speakers use a bilingual medium when they  use two 

grammatically different languages without orienting to the alternate use of them as deviant or 
repairable conduct  onstantinou   he integration between anish and English in the 
given e ample is not particular tight, but the point is that the change of language is not oriented to 
in any particular way by the interactants  



when they are in session , working on project related matters  till the fact that anish 
is available in the background for all speakers means that they can occasionally use 
this code as a resource in the interaction, as indeed they do  hus, technically speaking, 
this group in a sense constitutes a bilingual scenario rather than a lingua franca 
scenario cf  chapter , but the orientation of the group members is clearly towards 
English as the relevant working language, possibly, as discussed above, as a 
consequence of the institutionalised setting   

6.4.2 HIB2 

 consists of seven students, who are all in their early twenties   our of them are 
female, three are male, and they all, e cept one, speak anish as their first language  

ike the students in , the students in  are all in their second semester, and 
thus working on th ond pr  eir sec oject

 
 

 ender Age irst language 
Amira emale  emitic  

rida emale  anish 
enrik Male  anish 

Julie emale  anish 
Mette emale  anish 

une Male  anish 
orben Male  anish 

able  verview of students in   
 
n the questionnaire the students all indicated that they had some level of proficiency 

in at least two and in some cases three or four languages apart from their first 
language  All students listed English as the first other  language, e cept une who 
added it at the bottom of the list, after erman and panish  or all speakers, including 

une, English was the language with the highest proficiency rating  able  shows 
the result of the self-evaluation of English skills   
 

 ea ng di r ng iti pe ing ak
Amira    

rida    
enrik    

Julie    
Mette    

une    
orben    

able  elf-evaluation of English skills,  

  

                                                           
 nlike the other speakers, it might be possible to identify Amira from her first language, so 

therefore its e act identity is obscured here  



As indicated by the scores, all speakers consider themselves quite proficient in English  
Julie stands out as the only one who has rated her speaking skills lower than  Amira 
had been living in enmark for almost two years at the time of the recording, and she 
rates her anish speaking skills as  on the -  scale  
 ike , this group primarily uses English when they are in session, working on 
project-related matters  Amira s proficiency in anish would presumably allow the 
group to use anish to some degree, but they quite clearly orient to English as the 
appropriate working language  his is evidenced in the following e ample, taken from 
a  pre-meeting sequence, in which the role of English as the appropriate language of 
the group is made e plicit in the interaction  he anish parts are not glossed, but 
their meaning is e plicated in the analysis below  
 
  1  Julie   are you keeper of the words  
  2          ((addressing Frida who is standing at the whiteboard)) 
  3  Frida   xx erm from last time (.) erm maybe (0.3) I think I am ≈  
  4  Julie   ≈ yeah you're doing great  
  5  Frida   thank you  
  6  Mette   da-da jeg har ⌈lavet te⌉  
  7  Torben                ⌊can you do those crazy⌋ drawings as Mette                
  8                        ((directed at Frida)) 
  9  Mette   hvad siger du  
 10  Frida   ah sub-questions  
 11          (0.8)  
 12  Mette   på ingen måde nogen plads nogen steder (0.7)  
 13          okay it looks really weird and I (.) don't know why   
 14          ((talking about the tea she’s bringing in)) 
 15          ((21 seconds omitted)) 
 16  Mette   og Henrik kommer lige om lidt  
 17  Frida   det er dig der har lasagne med  
 18  Mette   nej det er st- nej det er Paul der har lavet det  
 19          men jeg kunne ikke spise det hele  
 20  Frida   ⌈nå⌉  
 21  Mette   ⌊nu har han⌋ fået lasagne i tre dage (0.5)  
 22          så sagde han Mette kan du ikke spise noget af det  
 23          jo ⌈sådan skal det da⌉ ikke være vel 
 24  Frida      ⌊⁇lækkert⁇⌋  
 25          (0.7) 
 26  Mette   så nu må vi se jeg ved ikke hvorfor det 
 27          ⌈ser så mærkeligt ud⌉  
 28  Torben  ⌊language policy⌋ Met⌈te⌉  
 29  Mette                        ⌊sorry⌋  
 30          (0.5)  
 31  Mette   I don't know why it looks so weird  
 32          (1.0)  

  

 33  Mette   it looks like (2.1) yeah (.) I have no words 
 

hen we enter the conversation, rida, Amira, Julie, une and orben are gathered in 
the group room, getting ready to begin the meeting, while Mette and enrik are in the 
kitchen preparing their lunch  Apart from the group members, two students from 
another educational programme who have asked permission to observe the meeting 



are present in the room  As evidenced by the first  lines in the transcript, the group is 
using English at this point  rida is at the whiteboard, drawing up points for the 
agenda, and Julie asks her if she is chairing the meeting, using the group s special 
designation for this function  the keeper of the words  rida responds, and then Mette 
enters the room, announcing  with a small verbal imitation of a fanfare da-da   
that she has made tea for the group  he does this in anish, and continues in anish 
in line  when she asks orben to repeat what he just said, apparently assuming that 
he was addressing her in line  At this point, she is still standing up, seemingly trying 
to find a place on the table where she can put the tea and her lunch  n line , she 
complains that there is too little room on the table, but then finally spots a place at the 
end facing the whiteboard  As she puts the tea down on the table, thus placing it within 
the group s shared physical space, she switches to English and apologises that it looks 
really weird  aving placed the items on the table, she turns to the two observers and 

greets them in anish omitted from the transcript  ne of them hands her a chair, 
and she then sits down ne t to rida  n line , she announces, in anish, that enrik 
will be arriving shortly, and then rida initiates a conversation about her lunch, also in 

anish  hey continue in anish up till line -  where Mette repeats that the tea 
looks weird, this time in anish  owever, as Mette finishes this utterance in line , 

orben interrupts her in line  by saying language policy Mette  Mette orients to this 
as a reprimand, apologising  in English  even before orben s turn is complete line 

, and then repeating what she just said in English line -  
 Arguably, orientation towards English as the appropriate language of the group is 
displayed twice in this e ample, first when Mette switches to English as she places the 
tea on the table, and secondly in the e change between orben and Mette in lines -

 here may be an element of semi-conscious display of group norms involved in the 
second case for the benefit of the observers, but even if this is the case, it only 
strengthens the argument that English is established as the appropriate language of 
the group, even if they do not always adhere to this norm as discussed in more detail 

  

below  
 ince there is no official language policy at , the language policy orben is 
invoking in line  must be one that is set up by the group itself  he question is why 
the group has done this  A possible e planation would be that the group is using 
English to show solidarity with Amira as a foreign speaker of anish  owever, this 



cannot be the only e planation, because even when Amira is absent, as indeed she is 
for one of the recorded meetings, the group still uses English as the main working 
language  n other words, English is still the preferred working language of the group, 
even when there are only first language speakers of anish present  As argued above 
in relation to , this can probably be e plained with reference to the institutional 
nature of the interaction, being embedded in an international  study programme  
 hat English is the preferred language for project related business, does not mean 
that anish is not used at all, in fact anish is used more frequently in this group than 
in  uring breaks the participants quite freely use anish, mainly when small-
talking as in the e ample above, but occasionally also to discuss project-related 
matters in pairs  till, the use of anish in general seems to be limited to liminal or 
tangential sequences where Amira is not part of the ongoing interaction, either 
because she is absent or not considered part of the conversation  he recordings 
contain no e amples of Amira engaging in conversations in anish, which is quite 
different from the situation in  where both Ernst and eter partake in anish 
e changes during the recordings   
 n sum, the meetings of  as discussed above are closer to what would perhaps 
be considered a standard lingua franca scenario than the meetings of  n  
the use of English as a lingua franca seems more clearly motivated by the language 
scenario because one group member, Amira, shows no particular interest in using 

anish, even though she has some proficiency in the language  n the other hand, it is 
also clear that the group constitutes a special type of a lingua franca scenario because 
the vast majority of the speakers all share the same first language, which is moreover 
the official and primary language of the surrounding society  hile this does not seem 
to affect the macro language choice of the group  as argued above they consistently 
adopt English as the main working language  it may obviously affect the norms of 
speaking which the students orient to in the interaction  

6.4.3 HAB1 

A  consists of si  students cf  table  All group members are in their second 
emester, so this is their second e perience of project group work    s

 
 
 
 

  



 

 ender Age irst language 
aro emale  anish 

Eik Male  aroese 
Jens Male  anish 

isbeth emale  anish 
one emale  anish 
iels Male  anish 

able  verview of students in A  
 
n the questionnaire the students all indicated that they had some level of proficiency 

in at least two and in some cases three or four languages apart from their first 
language  All students listed English as the first other  language, e cept Eik who listed 

anish as the first and English as the second  e rates his anish competence fairly 
high  reading skills , writing and speaking skills both get  n all cases, this is just 
above how he evaluates his English skills   
 n a sense, this group can be said to use anish as a lingua franca since Eik does not 
speak anish as his first language  owever, the predominance of anish first 
language speakers, and the fact that the interaction is set in enmark, in an 
educational conte t where anish is the default language, means that the situation is 
probably more appropriately described as one where anish is being used as a first 
language by the five anish students and as a foreign language by Eik  hus, while 
the language scenario would allow us to conceptualise the meetings within this group 
as lingua franca encounters, this conceptualisation is arguably overruled by other 
conte tual factors, specifically the number of anish  speakers and the anish 
setting  Moreover, it can be noted that the language scenario of this group would in 
fact permit the speakers to use English as a lingua franca, as table  shows that the 
group members consider themselves quite competent in English though in general 
ess competent than the speakers in  and  l

 
 eading riting peaking 

aro    
Eik    
Jens    

isbet    
one    
iels    

able  elf-evaluation of English skills, A  

  

                                                           
 his does not imply that Eik is being oriented to as a foreign language speaker and addressed by 

means of foreign language talk  aegeman  n the contrary, the group members seem to 
orient linguistically to Eik in much the same way as they orient to each other  



he fact that they do not do speak English can probably be e plained with reference to 
the institutional frame of the interaction  anish is the official language of the 
educational programme, and to use English would not only be in opposition to the 
local norms of language use  it would also be counter-productive for the groups  joint 
goal of writing a project report in anish  
 till, English e pressions and phrases are used quite frequently in the interaction, 
for instance in the following e ample where aro apparently feels that one of her 
fellow group members has underestimated her computer skills, and then protests with 
the following utterance, almost e clusively in English   
 
 1  Caro: ej okay (.) come on (0.4) give me some credit 
 

here are several e amples of this kind in the data where the students employ English 
words and phrases, often in formulaic e pressions  he legitimacy of this practice is 
never questioned  it seems to be an inherent element of the group s linguistic 
practice  

6.4.4 HAB2 

A  consists of five students cf  table  hey are all in their second semester, so 
his is their second e perience of project group work  t

 
 ender Age irst language 
Josefine emale  anish 
Mads Male  anish 

tine emale  anish 
ania emale  anish 
ine emale  anish 

able  verview of students in A  
 
As the table shows, the group consists e clusively of students who speak anish as 
their first language  owever, as we might e pect, this does not mean that they are 
monoglots  he students all indicated that they had some level of proficiency in at least 
two and in some cases three or four languages apart from their first language  Again, 

                                                           

  

 Ej , is a anish interjection, okay  may be either anish or English  or both at the same time  
while the rest of the utterance is unmistakably English  

 t would be interesting to investigate the function of English within the group in more detail  or 
instance in the cited e tract it seems that the switch to English can partly be e plained with 
recourse to a concept like face work , but this does not hold for all instances of code switching in 
the data   owever, an investigation of this sort falls outside the scope of the present work   



the students listed English as the first other  language, and again they also indicated 
that English was their best  foreign language  n general, the students tend to evaluate 
heir English skills very positively, as shown by table  t

 
 ea ng  di r ng  iti peaking  
Josefine    
Mads    

tine    
ania    
ine    

able  elf-evaluation of English skills, A  
 

ot surprisingly, the group uses anish during the meetings though the language 
scenario of the group would in theory allow the students to use English  et, to adopt 
English as a means of communication in this conte t would probably be highly marked  

his is not simply premised on the fact that the speakers all have anish as their first 
language  ne of the groups  recorded at  not included as part of the data to be 
analysed in the thesis  consisted of four speakers who all had anish as a their first 
language, but they still clearly oriented towards English as an official working 
language  hey did not use English e clusively, but they clearly considered English a 
relevant and unmarked choice of language for project related work  his could 
presumably never happen in this group at A  where anish is employed as the 
working language without any kind of competition from English  omparing these two 
groups, highlights the role of the institutional conte t, and it shows that the e istence 
of a multilingual language scenario does not determine the language choice of a 
particular speech event, though it may of course impose certain constraints on the 
language choices speakers can make in the situation  
 Even though anish is clearly the language of choice within the group, English still 
has a role to play, quite similar to the role it plays in A  hus, the main discourse is 
occasionally coloured by English words and phrases, and this way of using English is 
never addressed as a problematic issue in the discourse of the group  

  

6.4.5 GB1 

 consists of four students cf  table  he students in  are in their second 
or third year of a three year A programme, so they are more e perienced university 
students than the students in the oskilde groups  n the other hand, the  students 
have comparatively little e perience in project group work cf    



 

 ender Age irst language 
Elen emale  English and elsh 
John Male  English 
Joyce emale  English 

ally emale  English 
able  verview of students in  

 
Judging by the questionnaires, John, Joyce and ally are not proficient in any language 
e cept English  Elen represents a special case, not only because she is bilingual in 
English and elsh, but also because she states that she has some degree of proficiency 
in rench  he predominantly monolingual setup of this group constitutes a 
language scenario that really only allows the speakers to use English in their 
interaction, as indeed they also do  

6.4.6 GB2  

 consists of three students  ike ,  is a project group formed as part of the 
module in language and communication, and the students are in their second or third 
year   

 ender Age irst language 
en Male  English 

 

ia emale  iger- ongo  
onna emale  English 

able  verview of students in  
 

ia is from an African country, but she has lived in the  since her early teens, and 
her secondary education has e clusively taken place in ritain, presumably in an 
English speaking environment  he lists a language of the iger- ongo language family 
as her native language  and indicates that she is competent in two other languages 
from the same language family  nterestingly, she does not mention English anywhere 
on the questionnaire, neither as a native language  nor as a language that she is 
proficient in other than her native language  till, her contributions to the meetings, 
although they are few and far between, as discussed in chapter , suggest that she is 

glish   indeed quite competent in En
                                                           

 hile the norm at  seemed to be that students would claim to have some degree of 
proficiency in at least two foreign languages, the students at the ritish university rarely claimed to 
be

  

 proficient in other languages than their native language, unless they were not native rits in 
which case they tended to have more diverse language portfolios  

 ia s first language belongs to the iger- ongo language family according to the categorisation 
in ewis  nlike the other speakers, it might be possible to identify ia from her first 
language, so therefore its e act identity is obscured here  



 he language scenario of this group could be characterised in a number of different 
ways depending on how ia s language proficiency is taken into account, and how the 
perspective of the participants is thought to be  f ia is classed as a foreign language 
speaker of English , the scenario could be described as a lingua franca scenario  n that 
case, English would be perceived as the common means of communication used by 
three speakers with different first languages, in line with the weak  definition of a 
lingua franca discussed in section  owever, as discussed in section , specifically 
with reference to type  in figure , this kind of scenario could also be seen as a 
foreign language scenario  because the two native speakers  of English outnumber the 

lone non-native  speaker, and because the interaction takes place in a ritish setting  
his means that the scenario of  would resemble the scenario in A  above  
inally, if ia s proficiency in English is not considered substantially different from the 

proficiency of onna and en, the scenario could simply be seen as an English  
scenario where one of the speakers happens to be bilingual, just as in  where Elen 
is the bilingual   
 he point is that there is no way of telling, a priori, which scenario the speakers will 
orient to  As it turns out, the interaction of the group seems to point in the direction of 
the third scenario  onna and en do not address ia by means of foreigner talk  

aegeman , i e  they do not orient towards her as someone with a lower or 
different kind of proficiency in English than themselves, and ia s own style of 
speaking arguably inde es her as a young  speaker of English  ne of the linguistic 
features that contributes to this is the ubiquitous use of like , which is e emplified in 

ia s as well as onna s speech below  
 
  1  Donna   I don't know has anyone like (.) kind of looked at it yet or  
  2  Nia     no I ⌈haven't⌉  
  3  Donna        ⌊no⌋ 
  4  Ben     no not really  
  5  Nia     what exact⌈ly⌉ are we trying to do  
  6  Ben               ⌊no⌋ 
  7  Nia     like (.) should we (.) clarify that first  
  8  Ben     ⌈yeah⌉ 

  

9  Donna   ⌊yeah⌋ 
 

n conclusion, the interaction of this group is not appropriately characterised as lingua 
franca interaction, even though the language scenario would potentially allow for that  

he meetings are more appropriately seen as instances of English  discourse, where 
one of the speakers is multilingual   



6.4.  Discussion 

he overview of the si  groups provides an interesting insight into the linguistic 
environment of student project groups at an international study programme in 

enmark where English is used as a lingua franca, and how this environment 
compares to that of student project groups in standard  programmes, whether in 

enmark or in ales  he strong presence of anish students, both in  and , 
may seem peculiar for student project groups at an international study programme 
like  owever, the percentage of non- anish students in the two groups actually 
comes quite close to the average number of foreign students at , as advertised on 
the w

7

eb site of oskilde niversity  

he nternational asic tudies in umanities  is an internationally oriented 
fundamental study programme in the humanities, which usually attracts -  
students from other countries  he international programme takes place in an 
international st
together in grou

udy environment with anish and international students working 
ps  
www ruc dk ruc en studying list ba, last accessed  July   

n , Amira constitutes  of the total group population and in , -  
percent of the group consists of students from other countries , depending on whether 

eter is counted as coming from abroad or not  he use of English as a lingua franca at 
this particular study programme is thus embedded in a decidedly anish conte t, 
linguistically as well as culturally  his is not the case for all international study 
programmes in enmark, not even at oskilde niversity  he basic study 
programmes offered in the social sciences and natural sciences at oskilde niversity 
traditionally draw a larger percentage of their student population from abroad  o 
while the groups included in this study can in fact be considered quite typical for  
in terms of the distribution of cultural and linguistic background, they can by no 
means be said to constitute e amples of the typical linguistic situation at international 
study programmes in enmark  uite simply because the typical , in all likelihood, 
does not e ist  his highlights, from an empirical perspective, the relative nature of the 
notion of English as a lingua franca  which was discussed from a theoretical 
perspective in chapter  ith considerable local differences in the lingua franca 
language scenarios, even within the same university, it is clearly not possible to give a 
general characterisation of the use of English as a lingua franca in igher Education in 

  



  

enmark  escriptions are forced to take the local differences into account if they are 
to have any validity   
 he problematic nature of the lingua franca concept was also brought up in relation 
to A  and  due to the presence of non-  speakers at otherwise monolingual  
educational programmes  hould meetings in these groups be considered instances of 
lingua franca encounters as well  n both cases it was argued that even though the 
language scenario would permit the meetings to be labelled lingua franca encounters , 
other conte tual factors cancelled this option  he groups did not display any special 
orientation to the presence of the non-  speaker in the group, and it thus seemed 
academic to maintain that there was something special  going on in linguistic terms    
 his cannot be said of the  groups who arguably operate in a qualitatively 
different linguistic environment from the A  and  groups  Even though a majority 
of the speakers in both cases share a first language, namely anish, the students 
consistently insist on using English as their working language  his means that the 
verbal resources of the community  in ymesian terms are of a different nature than 

the resources in the groups largely  using a shared , or at least that they are 
practised differently  he meetings thus e hibit a number of standard lingua franca 
characteristics which are likely to influence the nature of the interaction cf  section 

 he meetings have a multilingual and multicultural base and the speakers are 
characterised by different levels of proficiency and may e hibit an enhanced linguistic 
awareness because they recognise the above issues as conditions of the talk  o what 
e tent this influences the use of epistemic stance in problem-solving sequences will be 
analysed in chapters -   

6.5 Summing up 

his chapter has provided an overview of the data under study and the procedure by 
which they have been established  he data consist of video recordings of project 
group meetings, shot by means of an unmanned stationary camera  he study focuses 
on si  project groups which represent different language scenarios  he two  
groups constitute lingua franca scenarios, though of different sorts  he meetings of 
the A  and  groups are taken to represent anish  and English  interaction, 
respectively, though the language scenarios which the groups represent are more 
comple  than this characterisation implies   



Chapter 7: The problemsolving sequence 

he central comparative aim of this thesis is to clarify whether  and if so how  A 
students  use of epistemic stance marking in project group meetings where English is 
used as a lingua franca differs from the way epistemic stance marking is used by 
students who conduct their project group meetings in a shared first language, either 

anish or English   
 he study is based on video recordings of naturally occurring project group 
meetings, i e  meetings that were conducted on the students  own terms, and which 
would probably have occurred in much the same way even if the researcher had not 
shown up with a video camera to capture the action cf  chapter  n other words, no 
attempt was made to control  the data in the data generation phase, apart from the 
very general kind of control which was e erted in the selection of groups for recording  

his broad approach to data collection quite e pectedly led to the generation of a 
relatively open-ended database which needed to be structured in a principled way  
imposed with a modicum of orderliness, as it were  in order to be made useful for 
subsequent analytical purposes, especially comparative analyses  
 he method  decided to adopt in dealing with this issue entailed dividing the 
meetings under study into shorter, comparable sequences, and then making these 
sequences the primary units of analysis, rather than the entire meetings in all their 
comple  diversity  n particular,  decided to focus my investigation on a single 
sequence-type that  refer to as the problem-solving sequence , and which  will 
e plicate in more detail in the sections to come   
 he problem-solving sequence was chosen as the primary analytical focus for two 
main reasons  irstly, problem-solving of the kind targeted by the concept of the 
problem-solving sequence  is an inherent part of project group meetings  n fact, as  
will argue in section  below, problem-solving can be argued to constitute a 
constitutive practice of the student project group meeting as a particular kind of 
speech event or genre  econdly, epistemic stance marking plays a crucial role in 
problem-solving sequences, and therefore this particular unit of analysis, as opposed 
to, say, phatic small-talk sequences, was considered an appropriate choice of analytical 
ocus   f

 

  



7.1 The problemsolving sequence as a constitutive practice 

he student project groups studied in this thesis differ on an number of variables cf  
chapters  and , yet despite their differences, the groups are alike in one central 
sense  they are founded with the intention of carrying out a joint project, of solving a 
joint task  he e act nature of the project task varies across groups, but an element of 
joint task orientation remains an inherent trait of all groups studied in this thesis   
 sing ymes  EA  model cf  section , we may say that student group 
meetings, conceived as idealised speech events, can be said to have similar ends, 
namely furthering the completion of the overarching group project task  n general 
terms, this can be said to be the conventionally recogni ed and e pected outcome  

ymes   of these meetings  iven that project group meetings share this 
element of conventionally recognised and e pected outcomes or purpose, we may say, 
with reference to John wales  definition of genre, that group meetings constitute a 
specific genre   

A genre comprises a class of communicative events, the members of which share 
some set of communicative purposes  hese purposes are recogni ed by the 
e pert members of the parent discourse community, and thereby constitute the 
rationale for the genre  his rationale shapes the schematic
discourse and influences and constrains choice of content and st

 structure of the 
yle   

wales   

hether or not furthering the completion of the overarching project task  is a 
purpose which e pert members of the student community explicitly recognise as a 
rationale for the group meeting genre is perhaps doubtful  ut it is clear that a group 
dinner riday night with pasta and red wine will not be considered a group meeting  

hat is, it requires more than the mere getting together of group members for the 
speech event of a group meeting  to take place  roup meetings need to e hibit task-
orientation in order to be recognised as group meetings   

  

                                                           
 At oskilde niversity, the most tangible outcome of the group process is the completion of a 

project report  owever, according to the pedagogical principles underlying problem-oriented 
group project work  at oskilde niversity, the process leading up to the completion of the report is 
just as important, if not more so, for the learning outcome  hus, the joint project task  that groups 
at oskilde carry out can be conceived both in terms of the end-product the report , and the 
e ploratory learning process that leads up to it  owever, it is probably true to say that students 
generally tend to focus on the report rather than abstract learning  as the focal task of the project 
work, and that is also what  am doing here   



 his element of task orientation is in turn reflected in the way group members 
interact, i e  it can be observed how the rationale for the genre shapes the schematic 
structure of the discourse and influences and constrains choice of content and style  

wales    
 erhaps the most salient reflection of the general rationale is that group meetings 
tend to be constituted by a disjointed succession of what  refer to as problemsolving 
sequences  n its full-fledged form, a problem-solving sequence consists of three phases, 
orientation, evaluation and decision  n the first phase, group members focus their 
attention on a problem  that requires a jointly sanctioned solution, an issue  that calls 
for a common decision  n the second phase, group members discuss how to solve the 
problem, what decision to make, and in the third and final phase the group ideally 
reaches consensus and decides on a course of action   
 he problem  under scrutiny does not have to be a serious  one in the dictionary 
sense of a difficult or demanding question  or a question proposed for academic 
discussion or scholastic disputation  sense  a  and  a  in the Oxford Dictionary of 
English  y problem  is meant all kinds of issues that need to be resolved in common 
by the group in order to further the progress of the meeting and or the overall project  

hus, a problem can for instance be of a practical nature, e g  when should we meet 
ne t time , it can be of a methodological nature, e g  in which language should we 
conduct our focus group interviews , or it can be of a theoretical nature, e g  what is 
discourse analysis    
 A simple e ample can be used to illustrate the abstract outline of the problem-
solving sequence  n  below, one of the group members has just listed the items that 
should be included on the agenda of the meeting that day, and then one in lines -  
introduces the question of which item should be discussed first  
 
 (1)  1   Lone    skal vi ikke bare starte med de tekster eller hvad skal  
      2           hvad øh (0.3) er bedst at starte med  
      3           (0.6) 
      4   Eik     jeg har sådan lyst til at starte med de praktiske ting  
      5           få dem på plads  
      6           (0.5) 
      7   Lone    okay ⌈men så gør vi det⌉  
      8   Lisbet       ⌊⁇de
      9           (1.9)  

t kan vi godt⁇⌋ 

  

                                                           
 anish e tracts are provided with line-by-line paraphrases  ords that are not immediately 

translatable from anish into English are included in square brackets  imilarly, words that have 
been added to make the paraphrase more idiomatic in English are also marked in square brackets  



      1   Lone    shouldn’t we just start with those texts or what should 
      2           what erm (0.3) is best to start with  
      3           (0.6) 
      4   Eik     I kind of feel like starting with the practical things  
      5           get those sorted  
      6           (0.5) 
      7   Lone    okay ⌈but then we do that⌉  
      8   Lisbet       ⌊⁇we can do that⁇⌋ 
      9           (1.9)  
 

one s question in line , hvad h  er bedst at starte med , formulates the 
problem  that requires a jointly sanctioned solution by the group, the issue that calls 
for a common decision  he statement of the problem is actually preceded by one s 
own suggestion in line  that they start by discussing de tekster those te ts , 
whereby she presumably refers to working papers prepared individually by group 
members  his suggestion constitutes the first contribution to the evaluation phase, 
and Eik s counter-suggestion in lines - , that they start by settling practical matters, 
constitutes the second part  one and isbet e press their willingness to accept Eik s 
suggestion in lines - , and so the third phase of decision has been played out   

7.2 Identifying problemsolving sequences  

he sequence in  above e emplifies the problem-solving sequence in its simplest 
realisation, and it goes without saying that not all problem-solving sequences in the 
data  have studied are of a similar straightforward nature  owever, e tract  can 
be perceived as an e ample of a simple  prototype that more comple  e amples can be 
analysed with reference to  or analytical purposes it is useful to make a distinction 
between, on the one hand, the three phases of the problem-solving sequence 
perceived as units of discourse, and, on the other, the communicative acts which the 
phases are constituted by  An overview of the types of communicative acts identified 
in the analysis of problem-solving sequences in the current study are given in table  

he selection of act types represented in table , their individual definitions and 
their mutual relationship are given thorough treatment below  et, before these issues 
are dealt with, it is necessary to say something about the genesis of the model   
 he model in table  has been developed in a continuous interplay between 
empirical observations, analysis and abstract theorising  My initial analyses of the data, 
which were based on video recordings and partial transcripts cf  chapter , led me to 
identify sequences of the type  now refer to as problem-solving sequences  his 

  



analytical process is best described as abduction in the sense of harles  eirce  
  

Abduction is the process of forming an e planatory hypothesis  t is the only logical 
operation which introduces any new idea  for induction does nothing but determine a 
value, and deduction merely evolves the necessary consequences of a pure hypothesis  

eduction proves that something must be  nduction shows that something actually is 
l eoperative  Abduction mere y sugg sts that something may be   

he process of abduction is often compared to the process of inference to the best 
e planation  lackburn , aberland  which involves  choosing the 
hypothesis or theory that best e plains the available data  ogel   n my 
case, the hypothesis or theory that best e plained the patterns of social interaction 
which  observed in my data was the notion of the problem-solving sequence as a 
constitutive element of project group meetings  n other words, assuming that project 
group members orient to problem-solving as a constitutive practice of the meetings 
provided an e planation for the dominant patterns of interaction that  observed in the 
data   
 

 

Communicative act 
 

pening a problem-solving sequence 

Code    Phases   
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 t is important to stress that the problem-solving sequence  is an analytical 
construct  hile the method of abduction does not rely on a  priori analytical 
categories, it will typically lead to the generation of etic categories, i e  categories that 
are not used emically by the members of the practice under study  hen working 
abductively the  conclusion one reaches is not a mere summary of the data on hand  
one comes to believe something further which e plains the data  ogel   n 
this case,  posit the e istence of problem-solving sequences, although  have no 
evidence to suggest that the groups  have studied e plicitly recognise the e istence of 
uc mpones h sequences, nor the co nts  claim they are made up of  

 After having identified and made a preliminary description of the pattern of the 
problem-solving sequence,  was not surprised to learn that problem-solving and 
decision making in small groups are practices that have been intensively studied 
within the field of social psychology, for instance under the headings of nteraction 

rocess Analysis e g  ales a, b,  small group theory e g  oole  
ollingshead  and group decision making isher  ndeed, the notion of 

phases in group problem-solving can be traced to an influential article by obert reed 
ales and red  trodtbeck  in which they suggest that problem-solving falls 

into three phases  orientation, evaluation and control  eyton   
parap ses the phhra ases as follows   

n, or co  of the problem to be solved   a  orientatio mmunication about the nature

evalua w to do it  and  
 
b  tion, or what to do and ho

 
c  control, or deciding what to do  

My terminological indebtedness to ales and trodtbeck will be obvious  owever, it is 
important to note that ales and trodtbeck s phases are meant to apply globally to 
full meetings, whereas my proposal is directed towards local sequences within 
meetings  Moreover, ales and trodtbeck required all phases to be present in a 

                                                           
 he etic viewpoint studies behaviour from outside of a particular system  while  the emic 

v

  

iewpoint results from studying behaviour as from inside the system  ike  , quoted in 
uranti   

 nterestingly, a popular handbook for students at the asic tudies at oskilde niversity includes 
a chapter that outlines a normative model for group decision making which resembles the model  
have hypothesised for problem-solving sequences aae  he project groups in my data do 
not make e plicit reference to normative models of this type, but they nevertheless repeatedly 
enact the steps the model prescribes  



problem-solving sequence, but in my data it is not uncommon to see truncated 
versions of the process, typically sequences that do not have a clearly identifiable 

ecision pd hase   
 hus, despite the terminological legacy, the analytical model of the problem-solving 
sequence  am presenting here does not relate in a very specific way to the theory put 
forward by ales and trodtbeck   have used it for inspiration, just as  have had 
recourse to other studies concerned with modelling analysing small group problem-
solving isher  ff , ell , but ultimately the categories included in my 
analytical scheme and their definitions have been constructed bottom-up from 
empirical observations of my data  hat is,  have generated categories to meet my 
observations, with ccam s ra or always on the ready to eliminate superfluous 
distinctions   

7.3 Phases and acts of the problemsolving sequence 

n this section,  will e plain the analytical scheme presented in table  by defining 
and e emplifying the various types of communicative acts it is composed of  

ommunicative acts are not identified and coded on the basis of formal linguistic 
criteria, but on the basis of their situated communicative function  he linguistic 
properties of the act will clearly not be irrelevant in the process of analysis  What 
interactants say and how they say it are obviously key issues in determining the 
communicative function of their contributions  he point is merely that considering 
the meaning of utterances in isolation, or their formal linguistic properties alone, will 
not lead to satisfactory analyses of the social interaction that they are co-constitutive 
of  A satisfactory analysis needs to take the conte t of utterance into consideration  

hus, the function of an act is determined by considering its situated meaning in an 
unfolding problem-solving sequence, how it relates to previous talk, and how it is 
treated by the participants in subsequent interaction  his approach can be 
characterised as pragmatic discourse analysis  he analysis is to some e tent 
subjective, based on the researcher s perspective, but it is at the same time grounded 
in evidence of participants  uptake, and motivated by an observable degree of 
regularity in the interactional structure of the groups, which the participants 
themselves are assumed to orient to, at some level   

  



7.3.1 The orientation phase 

n the orientation phase, group members focus their attention on a problem  that 
requires a jointly sanctioned solution, an issue  that calls for a common decision  ote 
that  use problem  and issue  interchangeably here, although the two terms are 
sometimes distinguished in the literature   
 n an article on the issue  in argumentation theory and practice, obert raig and 

aren racy   suggest the following distinction between problems and 
issues   

roblems  are foci that a group can cooperatively turn its attention toward  
they are objects a group collectively can move forward toward solving  ssues, on 
the other hand, are what come up when a problem-solving frame is challenged  
ssues occur when there is contention, when a group is stalled  and arguing 

about direction   

hile my use of the term problem  is in line with raig and racy s definition of 
problems ,  my use of the term issue  is different   use issue  in a less technical sense 

that is more in tune with a simple dictionary sense of the word as an important topic 
for discussion or resolution  oncise ford ictionary , with an emphasis on the 

lee ment of resolution  
 n my data, the action of cooperatively turning attention toward a problem or an 
issue is typically prompted by one of the participants asking a question, making a 
suggestion or simply stating a problem or an issue that requires a common solution or 
decision  n the following,  will discuss the criteria for identifying these communicative 
acts in more detail, and give e amples of each   

Asking a question 

uestions that generate problem-solving sequences bring up an issue that calls for a 
common group decision  Asking for the time rarely generates a problem-solving 
sequence since it is not a question that calls for the negotiation of a joint decision, but 
asking where the ne t group meeting should take place might launch a problem-
solving sequence relating to practical matters, as it indeed does in the following 

tract where Eik asks the question in line  e
 
 
 

  



 (2)  1 Eik   → på torsdag hvor er vi henne  
      2         (0.7)  
      3 Eik     altså jeg ville gerne sige at vi kunne være hjemme hos mig 
      4         men jeg tror jeg kommer til at flytte lidt  
      5         (0.7)  
      6 Eik     så det er måske ikke verdens bedste  
      7         (1.0)  
      8 Eik     sted at være  
      9         (2.1)  
     10 Eik     med mindre vi skal sidde på gulvet eller  
     11 Lisbet  altså vi kan godt være hjemme hos mig hvis I synes det virkede 
     12         jeg synes det var sådan lidt (0.5) ⌈trængt⌉  
     13 Jens                                       ⌊jeg synes det⌋ virkede fint 
 
      1 Eik   → on Thursday where are we [going to be] 
      2         (0.7)  
      3 Eik     [altså] I would like to say that we could be at my place 
      4         but I think I will be moving [house] a bit  
      5         (0.7)  
      6 Eik     so it is maybe not the world’s best  
      7         (1.0)  
      8 Eik     place to be  
      9         (2.1)  
     10 Eik     unless we are going to sit on the floor or   
     11 Lisbet  [altså] we can be at my place if you think it worked  
     12         I think it was you know a bit (0.5) ⌈tight⌉  
     13 Jens                                       ⌊I think it⌋ worked fine 
  

imilarly, if a group member asks whether the focus group interview which the group 
is conducting for the project should be in anish or English, as ouise does in the 
following e tract, it is an obvious candidate for a question that opens a problem-
solving sequence  
 
 (3)  1 Louise  → but the thing I said about er the interview  
      2         → being in Danish or Engl⌈ish⌉ what do you think ≋  
      3 Peter                            ⌊yeah⌋ 
      4 Louise    ≋ about it (0.3) be⌈cause⌉ 
      5 Peter                        ⌊⁇that⁇⌋ it’s a good point that  
      6           we hadn’t thought about at all  
 

hether or not a question is categorised as generating a problem-solving sequence or 
not, hinges crucially on the uptake it receives by the co-participants, i e  the 
understanding of the act which co-participants display in subsequent talk  

  

Making a suggestion 

roblem-solving sequences can also be initiated through the presentation of a 
suggestion, although not all suggestions will necessarily entail the launch of a 
problem-solving sequence  uggestions will often be made in response to other 
suggestions or in reply to questions, in which case the suggestion will not be 
considered part of the orientation phase, but rather an element in the evaluation 
phase of an already established problem-solving sequence  n determining which 



phase a suggestion belongs to, the important factor to consider is whether the 
suggestion is made relative to a pre-established problem-solving sequence 
responsive suggestion  or whether it generates a new problem-solving sequence that 

did not e ist in prior talk  n the following e tract, which is in continuation of  
above, Eik makes a suggestion in lines -  which comes to initiate an brief, separate 
problem-solving sequence embedded in the already ongoing one about where the 
group should hold their ne t meeting  isbet starts out by confirming that they can 
hold the meeting at her place  
 

 (4)  1 Lisbet   det kan vi godt sige ⌈så får jeg også gjort rent⌉  
      2 Eik    →                      ⌊ja men så skal vi også have xxx ham⌋  
      3        → øh ham Janus med  
      4          (1.2)  
      5 Eik      øh hedder han ikke Janus ≈  
      6 Lisbet   ≈ jo ≈  
      7 Niels    ≈ jo  
      8          (0.2)  
      9 Eik      ja okay ≈  
     10 Lisbet   ≈ ja men jeg har ikke nogen stol til ham  
     11          (0.8) 
     12 Lisbet   jeg har kun seks ⌈stole⌉  
     13 Eik                       ⌊det må⌋ han selv (.) finde ud af  
     14 Caroline ⌈meget besværligt⌉  
     15 Niels    ⌊godt sidde i lænestolen⌋ der var der da ⌈plads⌉  
     16 Jens                                              ⌊ja⌋ vi skriver 
     17          hos Lisbet 
 

      1 Lisbet   we can say that ⌈then I will also get [the placed] cleaned⌉  
      2 Eik    →                 ⌊yes but then we should also have xxx him⌋  
      3        → erm [that guy] Janus with [us]  
      4          (1.2)  
      5 Eik      er is he not called Janus ≈  
      6 Lisbet   ≈ yeah ≈  
      7 Niels    ≈ yeah  
      8          (0.2)  
      9 Eik      yes okay ≈  
     10 Lisbet   ≈ yes but I have no chair for him   
     11          (0.8) 
     12 Lisbet   I only have six ⌈chairs⌉  
     13 Eik                      ⌊he must⌋ (.) deal with that himself 
     14 Caroline ⌈very difficult⌉  
     15 Niels    ⌊[godt] sit in the armchair⌋ there was [da] ⌈room⌉  
    16 Jens                                            ⌊yes⌋ we write   
    17         Lisbet’s 
 

he embedded problem-solving sequence which is initiated by Eik in lines -  
concerns whether Janus, the researcher, should be invited to the ne t meeting which 
will take place in a private flat rather than a conference room at the university  ote, 
however, that Eik does not present this as a question, but rather as a suggestion that 
the researcher should be there  his suggestion then becomes the subject of a brief 
discussion in the ensuing talk which Jens concludes in line -  by affirming that the 
meeting will be held in isbet s flat  

      
   at

  



Stating a problem 

n some cases, problem-solving sequences are launched by one of the participants 
stating or outlining a problem that needs to be addressed, without framing it as a 
question or making a specific suggestion  hese acts can occur in isolation, but will 
often be combined with one of the two other problem-solving generating acts 
discussed above  his is what happens in the following e tract where ouise in lines -

 first states the problem, and then subsequently, after a   second pause, formulates a 
question along the same lines in line  
 
 (5)  1 Louise  → and then very important (0.2) erm (0.1)  
      2         → we have to (.) we have to erm (1.0)  
      3         → to split the work before Jesper leaves  
      4         → and we have only Saturday  
      6           (1.0)  
      7 Louise    so I don't know what we want to do about ⁇that⁇ 
 
n cases where a problem-solving sequence is generated by the mere mentioning of a 

topic or problem, it is often only possible to identify the act initiating the problem-
solving sequence by counting backwards, as it were, from subsequent stages where 
the sequence is already unfolding  

7.3.2 The evaluation phase 

n the evaluation phase, group members discuss how to solve the problem, what 
decision to make  he acts that are used in this phase are the following  making a 
suggestion, backing a suggestion, agreeing, disagreeing, requesting clarification, 
clarifying, accepting, making a meta-comment, or back-channelling  here is no fi ed 
order of these acts, although several of them tend to go together in pairs  n the 
following,  will present the types in more detail, discuss the criteria for identifying 
them, and give e amples of each   

  

Making a suggestion 

n contrast to suggestions in the orientation phase, suggestions in the evaluation phase 
are made relative to a pre-established problem-solving sequence and thus do not 
generate separate sequences  n the process of analysis, a distinction is made between 
suggestions that run counter to previous suggestions, suggestions that are congruent 
with previous ones and suggestions that are neutral with respect to previous 
suggestions  E amples of the first two types can be found in the following e tract  he 



e tract starts with one introducing a new problem-solving sequence by suggesting 
non-responsive suggestion  that the first time they mention their meaning 

condensations  in the project report they need to add some introductory meta-te t 
lines -  Jens then makes a responsive suggestion that matches with aroline s 

suggestion in line , whereas isbet makes a responsive counter-suggestion in lines  
and    
 
 (6)  1 Lone      ⌈men⌉ det som jeg tænker  
      2 Caroline  ⌊okay⌋  
      3           (0.4) 
      4 Lone      det er så hvis det er vi tager meningskondenseringerne  
      5           (0.2) som bilag (0.6) hvordan så første gang når vi hiver  
      6           dem ind (0.1) så bliver vi nødt til at skrive noget med vi   
      7           har (0.1) vi har lavet de her interview og ≈  
      8 Jens    → ≈ ja (.) vi skal nok have en kort ⌈forklaring⌉  
      9 Lisbet  →                                   ⌊men det⌋ ⌈kommer⌉ vi jo ≋  
     10 Lone                                                  ⌊ja⌋  
     11 Lisbet  → ≋ alligevel til at skrive i vores metode og og i vores empiri       
     12           ⌈og⌉  
     13 Lone      ⌊ja⌋ ⌈men⌉ det er rigtig nok  
     14 Jens           ⌊ja⌋  
     15           (0.8) 
 
      1 Lone      ⌈but⌉ what I am thinking  
      2 Caroline  ⌊okay⌋  
      3           (0.4) 
      4 Lone      is so if we include the meaning condensations  
      5           (0.2) as [an] appendix (0.6) how about the first time we pull 
      6           them in (0.1) then we will have to write something like we    
      7           have (0.1) we have made these interviews and ≈  
      8 Jens    → ≈ yes (.) we should probably have a brief ⌈explanation⌉  
      9 Lisbet  →                                           ⌊but⌋ ⌈we will⌉ ≋  
     10 Lone                                                      ⌊yes⌋  
     11 Lisbet  → ≋ write about that in or method and our data section anyway  
     12           ⌈and⌉  
     13 Lone      ⌊yeah⌋ ⌈but⌉ that is true enough  
     14 Jens             ⌊yes⌋  
     15           (0.8) 
 

uggestions that run counter to previous suggestions will in many cases be hearable as 
e pressions of disagreement  owever, in this analytical scheme the act of 
disagreeing  is reserved for the simple assertion of disagreement  n the e tract below, 
isbet s contribution in line  represents an e ample of simple disagreement  Jens  

contribution in lines -  is also hearable as e pressing disagreement, but because it is 
packaged  as a counter-suggestion rather than a mere assertion of disagreement it is 

nter rather than just disagreement   categorised as suggestion cou

  

                                                           
 Meaning condensation is a technique used in the analysis of qualitative interviews  t is described 

in a book on qualitative research interviewing vale  which is used as a standard work of 
reference at the asic tudies programme in the umanities  



 (7)  1 Lone     men er vi enige om vi så laver så nærmest en me- en (0.4)  
      2          meningskondensering mere (0.3) hvor vi samler dem (.)  
      3          åltså jeg ved ikke ⌈rigtig⌉  
      4 Lisbet →                    ⌊nej det⌋ ⌈synes jeg altså ikke⌉  
      5 Jens   →                              ⌊nej der tror jeg måske⌋  
      6        → bare vi skal tage direkte fra de tre enkelte 
 
      1 Lone     but do we agree that we will make like almost a mea- a (0.4)  
      2          meaning condensation more (0.3) where we integrate them (.)  
      3          [åltså] I don’t ⌈really⌉ know  
      4 Lisbet →                 ⌊no [det]⌋ ⌈I [altså] don’t think so⌉  
      5 Jens   →                            ⌊no there I think maybe⌋  
      6        → we should just draw directly on the three individual  

Backing a suggestion 

acking a suggestion consists in providing reasons for why a particular suggestion is 
un tenable or should be considered un attractive  peakers can either provide 

backing for their own suggestions, or those put forward by others  n the following 
e tract, the latter is the case  ere Jens backs one s suggestion that they should not do 
a second round of meaning condensation   
 
 (8)  1 Lone     ⌊men vi skal ikke have en ekstra⌋ det kommer til at være ≈  
      2 Lisbet   ≈ nej det ⌈synes jeg altså også er åndssvagt xxx⌉  
      3 Jens   →           ⌊ej fordi så kan vi blive ved⌋ jo 
 
      1 Lone     ⌊but we shouldn’t do an extra⌋ that will be ≈  
      2 Lisbet   ≈ no ⌈I also think that’s stupid xxx⌉  
      3 Jens   →      ⌊no because then it’ll never end⌋ [jo] 

Agreeing 

he act of agreeing occurs in response to an act that goes before it, typically a 
suggestion  Agreement is often realised by single le emes as e emplified in , lines  
and , but it can also take the form of phrases or sentences, as in  where aroline 

aro  in line  e presses her agreement with Jens  comment in line    
 
  (9)  1 Lisbet  så skal vi sende noget til hende men det vi sender bare 
       2         det som vi har (.) når vi slutter i dag ikke  
       3         (0.1) 
       4 Lone  → ⌈jo⌉  
       5 Eik   → ⌊ja⌋ 
 
       1 Lisbet  then we should send something to her but that we’ll just send       
       2         what we have (.) when we finish today right  
       3         (0.1) 
       4 Lone  → ⌈yeah⌉  
       5 Eik   → ⌊yes⌋ 
 
 (10) 11 Lisbet  altså vi kan godt være hjemme hos mig hvis I synes det virkede 
      12         jeg synes det var sådan lidt (0.5) ⌈trængt⌉  
      13 Jens                                       ⌊jeg synes det⌋ virkede fint  
      14         (0.9)  
      15 Lisbet  okay 
      16 Caro  → altså jeg synes også at det virkede fint  

  



 
      11 Lisbet  [altså] we can be at my place if you think it worked  
      12         I think it was you know a bit (0.5) ⌈tight⌉  
      13 Jens                                        ⌊I think it⌋ worked fine  
      14         (0.9)  
      15 Lisbet  okay 
      16 ro  → [altså] I lso ink it worked fine 
 
Minimal responses, e g  mhm or mm, are particularly difficult acts to categorise  n 
many cases the function of such acts appears to be mainly phatic cf  Jakobson  

 in which case they are categorised as back-channelling  owever, if there is 
sufficient additional evidence to support it, for instance in the intonation and or 
accompanying gestures, minimal responses can also be classified as agreeing   

 Ca  a  th

Disagreeing 

arallel to the act of agreeing, the act of disagreeing occurs in response to an act that 
goes before it, typically a suggestion  n the e tract below, eter suggests that the 
group could bypass the problems involved in transcribing and translating  interviews 
conducted in anish by paying someone to do it  his suggestion is met with 
disagreement from Jesper, first in line  and then again in line , and Marie seconds 
that in line   
 
 (11)  1 Peter   I mean we can also avoid that problem by all (.) 
       2         you know (.) paying for someone to transcribe it ≈  
       3 Jesper  ≈ no ⌈way⌉  
       4 Peter        ⌊I⌋ have no problem with that but 
       5 Jesper  I have a problem with that ≈ 
       6 rie   ≈ I have a probl ith that 
 

Another e ample of disagreement was given in  above where isbet in line  
e presses her disagreement with the idea brought up though not necessarily 
condoned  by one in lines -  that the group should do two rounds of meaning 
condensation  

 Ma em w

  

Requesting clarification 

equesting clarification can occur in several sequential environments, but it will often 
come in response to suggestion-making by another participant  n the following 
e tract, the request for clarification is packaged as an attempted reformulation of the 
previous speakers  suggestion, i e  in lines -  isbet attempts to e plicate a point 
which aroline has made in previous talk, and asks aroline to clarify whether this 
e plication is correct  



 (12)  1 Lisbet   okay nu siger jeg lige noget Caroline ikke (0.2)  
       2        → det du mener er det ikke at vi skulle alle sammen bruge 
       3        → de samme emner og så tage hvad de sagde fra det  
       4 Caro     jo  
 
       1 Lisbet   okay now I’m just gonna say something Caroline right (0.2)  
       2        → what you mean isn’t that that we should all use 
       3        → the same topics and then take what they said from those 
       4 Caro     yeah  
 

n many cases, asking for clarification is realised as a straightforward question, like 
what do you mean  owever, just like the other act types, asking for clarification can 
be realised by a multitude of linguistic means  

Clarifying 

larifying typically occurs in response to requests for clarification or in response to 
other types of question  aroline s answer in line  in  above is a standard e ample, 
but in some cases clarifying entails more elaborate e planations and longer turns   
 n the e tract below, ouise makes a request for clarification in lines ,  -  and  
Ernst has just been saying something about a study programme at oskilde niversity 
called Virksomhedsstudier usiness tudies , and ouise wants Ernst to clarify why he 
said that they were studying in English, which he then does in lines -  and  
 
 (13)  1 Louise  and I don't know anything about Virksomhedsstudier  
       2         (0.3)  
       3 Louise  and I don't know why you were saying they're studying in   
       4         English ≈  
       5 Peter   ≈ but see (0.3) but see the problem ⌈is⌉  
       6 Louise                                      ⌊what is it⌋  
       7         (0.5)  
       8 Ernst → there is a course called (0.1) al- also mean their the (0.5)  
       9       → they have their programme in English it's called (0.6) erm    
      10       → (0.7) Business Studies  
      11         (0.5)  
      12 Louise  mhm  
      13         (0.3)  
      14 Ernst → Virksomhedsstudier (.) it's the same thing  
      15         (0.5)  
      16 Louise  mm  
      17         (0.8) 
      18 Louise  okay 

  

Accepting 

Accepting is related to agreeing, yet it is relevant to maintain an analytical distinction 
in order to capture the difference between full-fledged agreements as e emplified in 
E pressing agreement above  and acts that are not necessarily statements of 
agreement though still clear indications that the speaker accepts a proposition that 
has gone before  rototypically, agreement can be paraphrased as yes,  agree with 



that  whereas accepting is more appropriately paraphrased by okay,  see  Accepting 
frequently occurs as the third part in a clarification sequence, i e  after a participant 
upon request has provided a clarification of some point  his is illustrated in the 
e tract below where Ernst in line  asks ouise if she wants all the interviews the 
group is going to conduct to be in anish request for clarification , ouise provides 
clarification in lines  and  by saying that it is only the interviews at the study 
programme called dagogik she thinks should be in English, and then Ernst accepts 
in line  with an okay.  
 
 (14)  1 Ernst    ≈ so ⌈you want to have it all in Danish⌉  
       2 Louise        ⌊because that is more practical⌋  
       3          (0.9)  
       4 Louise   erm I'm næh no  
       5          (0.9)  
       6 Louise   no no (0.3) just er Pædagogik  
       7          (0.5)  

  8 Ernst  → okay 
 

Okay is by far the most frequent linguistic realisation of accept in all the three data sets, 
i e  the , A  and  groups  his is not surprising given the fact that indication of 
acceptance of new information but not necessarily agreement  is a central function of 
okay in English as well as anish Mortensen  Mortensen  ouise s okay in line 

 in e ample  above is another e ample of okay being used to realise accept, 
while her mm pronounced with e aggerated rise-fall intonation a couple of lines 
earlier in the same e tract is an e ample of how accepting can be realised without 
okay, in this case through mm being used as a change-of-state token eritage  

     

 

Making metacomment  

Meta-comments are not very frequent in the data, but they nevertheless constitute a 
distinct and salient act-type  ften, the meta-comment will concern speaking rights, i e  
the speaker will ask permission to speak  ine  in e tract  above e emplifies this 
okay now  I’m  just gonna  say  something Caroline  right , and line  in the following 

e ample is another e ample  
 
 (15) 1 Caro → men (.) må jeg lige ⌈må jeg lige⌋ spørge om noget med hensyn ≋  
      2 Lone                       ⌊ja⌋  
      3        (0.3)  
      4 Caro   ≋ fordi jeg forstår (0.2) stadigvæk ikke helt  
 
      1 Caro → but (.) can I just ⌈can I just⌋ ask about something in relation ≋  
      2 Lone                      ⌊yes⌋  
      3        (0.3)  
      4 Caro   ≋ because I (0.2) still don’t quite understand 

  



Acts that are not specifically related to the problem-solving activity, but nevertheless 
relevant in the conte t are also classed as meta-comments e g   need to pee , 
although they could potentially be seen as constituting a separate class of asides  cf  

inclair  oulthard  -  
 

Backchannelling 

As briefly mentioned under E pressing Agreement above, phatic uses of minimal 
verbal responses like mhm and in some cases okay are categorised as back-channelling  

he back-channelling category also includes more e tensive utterances whose 
function can primarily be described as phatic , i e  produced mainly with a view to 
confirming that the channel of communication is open cf  Jakobson  , while 
encouraging the speaker to go on   
 

7.3.3 The decision phase 

n the decision phase, the group ideally reaches consensus and decides on a course of 
action by making a decision  his phase is typically realised by one of the following 
types of communicative acts or a combination of them  stating consensus or 
e pressing consent  owever, in many cases, the decision phase will not be realised by 
these specific acts, but rather be constituted implicitly by acts otherwise located in the 
evaluation phase, e g  agreeing   
 

Stating consensus 

roblem-solving sequences are rarely concluded by an e plicit vote or formal 
indications from all group members that they are individually behind the emerging 
decision  n most cases, sequences are simply ended by one or more participants 
formulating the consensus , possibly by paraphrasing summing up the decision the 

group seems to have arrived at  n many cases, this consensus-stating activity will only 
be recognisable as such from the absence of subsequent counter-suggestions or 
e pressions of disagreements from the other interactants  his procedure is 

w, which is an e tension of , where Jens, by saying vi e emplified in the e tract belo

  

                                                           
 Minimal responses can have multiple functions, including agreeing and disagreeing  he category 

of back-channelling  covers cases where minimal responses can not be said to have a more specific 
value than indicating that the communicative channel is open  he category of back-channelling is 
particularly useful in analysing functional group roles see chapter  



skriver hos isbet , in line  verbalises the consensus the group seems to have 
reached that the meeting will be held at isbet s   
 
 (16)  17 Jens   → ja vi skriver hos Lisbet 
       18          (1.6)  
       19 Lisbet   ⌈all right⌉  
       10 Caro     ⌊er det okay med dig⌋ Lisbeth  
       21 Lisbet   ⌈ja⌉  
       22 Caro     ⌊fordi hvis⌋ du synes det (0.2)  
       23 Lisbet   det er fint 
 
       17 Jens   → yes we write at Lisbet’s 
       18          (1.6)  
       19 Lisbet   ⌈all right⌉  
       20 Caro     ⌊is that okay with you⌋ Lisbeth  
       21 Lisbet   ⌈yes⌉  
       22 Caro     ⌊because if⌋ you think it (0.2)  
       23 Lisbet   it is fine 

Expressing consent 

he other type of act that may indicate that a problem-solving sequence is coming to 
an end is the e pression of consent  his type of act is also present in e tract  just 
above  isbet s all right , ja  and det er fint  lines ,  and  all have the function 
of consenting to the group decision  n this instance, isbet s consent is crucial to the 
closing of the problem-solving sequence because the sequence concerned the location 
of the group s ne t meeting and isbet is the one who s been self- selected to open 
her flat for the ne t group meeting  he categorisation of an act as e pressing consent 
hinges crucially on its location in the problem-solving sequence  Acts that are coded as 
e pressing consent are often similar to e pressions of agreement, e cept for their 
placement in the problem-solving sequence   

7.4 The communicative act as a unit of discourse 

As e plained in , the communicative acts of the problem-solving sequence are not 
identified and coded on the basis of formal linguistic criteria, but on the basis of their 
situated communicative function  his functional definition of the communicative act 
is founded on a distinction between grammatical structure and communicative 
functi ou

  

on similar to the one made by inclair and lthard  -  

he units at the lowest rank of discourse are acts and correspond most nearly to 
the grammatical unit clause, but when we describe an item as an act we are doing 
something very different from when we describe it as a clause  rammar is 
concerned with the formal properties of an item, discourse with the functional 
properties, with what the speaker is using the item for  



owever, while inclair and oulthard operate with acts that correspond most nearly 
to the grammatical unit clause  without assuming a one-to-one correspondence  the 
concept of communicative act employed in this thesis is broader  Acts can be anything 
from minimal responses to prolonged turns-at-talk, and can in some cases even be 
achieved incrementally over the course of several turns by the same speaker  his 
means that the act-unit employed in the current work is broader than the one used in 

inclair and oulthard s framework, and also the one used in ales-inspired 
nteraction rocess Analysis see discussion in reisler  -  urthermore, in 

contrast to the approach of A and that of reisler , the coding practice 
adopted here focuses e clusively on verbal acts  on-verbal acts have only been coded 
insofar as their absence would have rendered the interaction incoherent   
 hus, in the current approach, a speaker s turn-at-talk, sometimes constituted by a 
single utterance, sometimes constituted by several utterances, is taken as the basic 
unit of analysis  f a turn is perceived to perform more than one communicative job , 
for instance making a suggestion and providing backing, the turn is coded accordingly 
as constituting two acts  if a turn is seen to constitute only part of an act which is 
completed in another turn, it is coded accordingly as part of an e tended act   
 n the deliberate absence of a formal linguistic definition of the communicative act 
as an analytical unit, the analysis will invariably rely on interpretation to some e tent  

owever, this interpretation has been constrained by focussing on the function of the 
act in conte t  he basic question guiding the interpretation of turns-at-talk can be 
formulated as follows  hat is the communicative action being performed in this turn-
at-talk, as seen in relation to previous talk, and in relation to its uptake as displayed in 
subsequent talk  ften, the answer to this question will be obvious, but in some cases 
it will be open to discussion, and this has potential implications for the reliability of 
the coding  et, given the relative robustness of the analytical model, and given the fact 
that all coding has been performed  and checked  by a single coder as opposed to 
multiple coders with potentially diverging interpretations , the coding is assumed to 

he present purposes   be sufficiently consistent for t

                                                           
 o some degree, it can be said that the broad notion of act employed in the present work conflates 

  

inclair and oulthard s concept of act with what they call moves, i e  discourse units composed of 
acts cf  inclair  oulthard  -  
 n structural terms, an utterance can be defined as  any stretch of talk, by one person, before 

and after which there is silence on the part of the person  arris   



 f the coding scheme were to be applied to larger data sets in a quantitative 
investigation with multiple coders, it would probably have been necessary to provide 
more detailed coding instructions and to perform inter-coder reliability tests in order 
to check for coding accuracy, but for a small scale qualitative study like the present, 
these measures have not been considered necessary  

7.5 The problemsolving sequence as an analytical framework 

As argued in chapter , the problem-solving sequence, perceived as an abstract socio-
cultural practice, forms the tertium comparationis which allows comparison between 
the three data sets in the current thesis  espite their differences, the si  groups under 
study all engage in problem-solving activities, and narrowing the analytical focus to 
such activities provides a stable frame within which the use of epistemic stance 
marking can be compared across the groups  he analytical procedure has consisted of 
five steps of increasing analytical delicacy, which can be listed as follows though the 
neatness of such a list belies the fact that the actual process was much more comple   

 

 election of problem-solving sequences  for analysis   
 ranscription and com-act analysis of selected problem-solving sequences   
 Analysis of epistemic stance marking across acts group patterns  
  perationalisation of com-act analysis to establish functional group roles  

o   Analysis f epistemic stance marking across speakers individual patterns  
 

he first step consisted of watching the video-recorded meetings and marking 
potential problem-solving sequences for transcription and further analysis  his 
process is discussed further in chapter   
 he second step consisted of transcribing the problem-solving sequences selected 
for analysis and coding them in accordance with the model of the problem-solving 
sequence summarised in table  and the analytical procedure discussed in the 
present chapter  his analysis is referred to as a com-act analysis , with terminological 

  

inspiration from reisler s  notion of the omAct   
 nce the communicative acts had been identified and coded, the com-act analysis 
was operationalised as a framework for the study of epistemic e pressions in the three 
data sets  hus, in step three, all tokens of the epistemic e pressions under study were 
identified and coded, with a view to identifying possible correlations between act 



  

types and epistemic e pressions, and studying the pragmatic functions of the 
epistemic e pressions in their interactional conte t  he results of this analysis are 
reported in chapters  and , which thus constitute a comparative analysis of the 
general patterns of epistemic stance marking in the three data sets  
 inally, the com-act analysis was operationalised as a means of characterising the 
functional group roles of individual group members, with a view to identifying 
possible correlations between particular types of functional group roles and individual 
patterns of epistemic stance marking  his analysis, which covers step four and five in 
the list above, is presented in chapter  

7.6 Summing up 

his chapter has argued that problem-solving of the kind captured by the concept of 
the problem-solving sequence  forms a constitutive practice of student project group 

meetings  he chapter has given a detailed account of the discourse structure of the 
problem-solving sequence, the method by which it has been identified and modelled, 
and discussed the way in which it is employed in the current thesis as an analytical 
frame for the study of epistemic stance marking   



Chapter 8: Meetings and problemsolving sequences  

n chapter , the , A  and  groups were compared with respect to their 
language scenarios and the norms guiding the use of the groups  joint verbal resources  
n this chapter, the focus is shifted from linguistic practices to social practices, in 

particular the groups  problem-solving practices  n order to highlight similarities and 
differences between the si  groups, the chapter provides brief summaries of the 
recorded meetings with a focus on describing and comparing the setting of the 
meetings and the activities they are constituted by  n this way, the chapter shows how 
the differences between the groups are by no means confined to different language 
scenarios  n particular, it will be clear that the groups from oskilde, irrespective of 

 

their language scenarios, are in many ways remarkably different from the  groups   
 he second aspect of the chapter consists in accounting for the problem-solving 
sequences which have been selected for further analysis  he selection process 
consisted of two steps  irst the recorded meetings were coded using a binary 
distinction between problem-solving sequences and non-problem-solving sequences  

ince the meetings were not transcribed in full, this analysis was not based on 
transcripts, but conducted by watching the video files and coding the unfolding 
activity by making time aligned annotations  his method allowed me to adopt a 
perspective similar to, though of course not identical to, that of the participants in 
following the progression of the meeting and identifying the development of problem-
solving sequences  n the other hand, the fact that the meetings were video recorded 
also allowed me the possibility of moving back and forth in the file as initial 
hypotheses about the unfolding interaction were adjusted in the light of subsequent 
events   
 hile perhaps less rigorous than a detailed analysis supported by transcripts, this 
approach was useful as a method for a precursory identification of problem-solving 
sequences in the meetings  More importantly, the analysis also resulted in a gross 
selection of problem-solving sequences from which it was possible to select the 
sequences for further analysis  his constituted the second step in the selection of 
problem-solving sequences   

  

                                                           
 his coding was done by means E A , a software package developed at the Ma  lanck nstitute 

for sycholinguistics for annotating video and audio data cf  www lat-mpi eu tools elan  



 he selection of problem-solving sequences was based on a number of criteria  irst 
of all, the selected sequences had to be sufficiently focussed and e plicit for an 
e ternal observer to be able to be follow them and reconstruct their logic  econdly, 
the sequences should represent important activities in the meetings they were 
sourced from  n some cases, this resulted in the selection of sequences that concerned 
the formulation of the project s research question, in others it lead to the selection of 
sequences concerned with seemingly mundane matters like determining the font of 
the project report, and in yet other cases it led to sequences that concerned procedural 
issues at the meetings  he point is that all these problems  were treated as important 
by the group members in relation to the progress of the meeting, and hence the project   

8.1 HIB1 

 was recorded on three occasions  twice at the university and once in the private 
home of one of the participants  hese meetings, totalling just over  hours of video 
recording, constitute the data  have analysed in the process of becoming acquainted 
with the group and its practices  he detailed analyses of the groups  problem-solving 
practices and the students  use of epistemic stance marking have been based on select 
sequences from the first meeting and the second meeting, referred to as Meeting A and 
Meeting  below   

  

8.1.1 Meeting A 

Meeting A, which comprises roughly  hours and  minutes, takes place in a group 
room at the university about si  weeks into the semester  he group work is well 
underway at this point, and the participants must therefore be assumed to be well-
acquainted  here is apparently no fi ed agenda for the meeting, and no chairperson, 
but Jesper appears to be acting informally as a secretary, taking notes on his laptop  

he meeting falls in two parts  n the first part, the students are discussing their plans 
for conducting interviews  As part of the project, the students intend to conduct focus 
group interviews with students at the university and individual interviews with uni-
versity teachers and administrators  he discussion concerns how and where to find 
suitable interviewees, how and when to produce a sales speech  that will convince 
interviewee candidates to participate, and how and when to conduct the interviews  n 
the second part of the meeting, the group is trying to distil the problem formulation  
of the project   



8.1.2 Meeting B 

Meeting , which comprises  hour and  minutes, takes place a week after Meeting A, 
also in a group room at the university  Just prior to the meeting, the group has had a 
meeting with their supervisor, and many of the issues discussed during the ensuing 
meeting are sparked by comments made by the supervisor  here is no fi ed agenda 
for the meeting, but the participants occasionally refer to a list of deadlines they have 
drawn up earlier, located on Jesper s laptop  he list seems to work as a combined to 
do list and calendar for the group  he issues discussed at this meeting are closely 
related to Meeting A  Among other things, the group members have a long discussion 
at the very beginning of the meeting about which language the focus group interviews 
should be conducted in  he group also spends considerable time arranging when to 
meet over the coming period of time  As with Meeting A, eter leaves before the 
meeting is finished due to work commitments   

8.1.3 Problemsolving sequences  

rom Meeting A,  have selected nine contiguous problem-solving sequences with a 
total duration of  minutes and  seconds for further analysis, cf  the overview in 
appendi   he nine sequences are all related to the group s data collection, more 
specifically the recruitment of interviewees  Essentially, they revolve around the 
planning of how and when to recruit interviewees, and when to conduct the interviews  
n the process of discussing these logistic issues, a range of other issues are brought up, 

for instance how much knowledge is needed about qualitative methodology in order 
to deliver a successful sales speech  for potential interviewees, and how urgent it is to 
get the interviews underway in relation to the overall project schedule  
 rom Meeting ,  have selected four problem-solving sequences with a duration of 

 minutes and  seconds, cf  appendi    he first of these sequences is just over 
nine minutes long, which is rather unusual  t revolves around the question of which 
language the interviews should be conducted in, anish or English cf  above  he 
following two sequences have a more practical nature, while the fourth concerns 

  

                                                           
 ennis ay and usanne j rbeck  have analysed e cerpts from a  minute e tract from 

this particular meeting using conversation analytic methodology  heir findings, in particular 
regarding the norms for establishing and following an agenda  - , are compatible 
with the analysis pursued in the current study  



whether the group s interview guide needs to be revised on the basis of the feedback 
they have received from their supervisor  

8.2 HIB2 

 was recorded on four occasions, but  have only worked with three of the 
recorded sessions, namely the first, the second and the fourth meeting which in total 
comprise appro imately  hours of recorded material  he problem-solving 
sequences for analysis have been sourced from the second and fourth meeting, 

 referred to as Meeting A and  below   
 he  meetings are considerably longer than the meetings of  his is 
partly caused by the fact that  tends to have rather long breaks during the 
meeting sessions, and partly because they have a number of rituals  they perform as 
part of each meeting  hese rituals are not always strictly on-task in relation to the 
overall purpose of producing a project report, and therefore rarely constitute problem-
solving sequences, but they are clearly considered an important part of the project 
process by the group members  Each of the meetings in the data set starts out by one of 
the students being appointed as the keeper of the words , and another as keeper of 
the minutes  he keeper of the words  chairs the meeting, at least in principle  After 
the appointments follows a round of how-do-you-do s  where the group members in 
turn give reports on their general well-being and the projected-related work they have 
carried out since the last meeting  he reports on general well-being consist of 
everything from playful comments about sore nostrils  to more serious narratives 
about personal matters, sometimes of a rather personal character  imilarly, the 
reports on homework  are sometimes very superficial, and in other cases quite 
serious  n the latter case, they sometimes develop into problem-solving sequences   

8.2.1 Meeting A 

Meeting A, with a total duration of about  hours, takes place about si  weeks into 
the semester, so the group is fairly well acquainted at this point  ollowing the 
standard procedure in the group, the meeting starts out with the appointment of a 

proceeds to a round of how do you do s  After this, the chair and secretary, and then 

  

                                                           
 n practice, the chair almost never acts as someone who formally allocates the floor  turn-taking is 

jointly negotiated by all speakers  et, the role of chair is occasionally made relevant either by the 
chair itself or another speaker, for instance to get the discussion back on track  



group members take turn presenting what they ve been reading at home  he group 
has set out to conduct a comparative discourse analysis of central works by four 
prominent neo-liberalists,  and during this round of presentations, they individually 
account for what they have been reading, and suggest te ts for analysis  here is a 
break appro imately an hour into the meeting, and after the break the group initiates 
a discussion about their research question and the associated sub-questions  hey 
discuss this, from various angles, for about an hour until the meeting ends  Julie leaves 
the meeting about half an hour before the meetings ends because she has another 
appointment  

8.2.2 Meeting B 

Meeting , with a duration of appro imately  hours, takes place a fortnight after 
Meeting A  As mentioned several times during the meeting, the group now has about a 
month to go until the deadline  he first hour or so of the meeting is spent on how do 
you do s , and a considerable amount of gossiping and small talk  After this, the group 
resumes a discussion from a previous meeting about how the project report should be 
structured into chapters  Among other things, this leads them to discuss what a 
discourse analysis is, and whether this is in fact what they are doing  hey also spend 
considerable time discussing where the project is going, and what they want it to show  

here is a certain element of circularity in the development of the meeting and the 
topics covered, partly because the group is quite clearly finding it difficult to see  and 
agree  where the project is going  After a break, the group seems to agree that they 
have come as far as they possibly can at this stage in outlining the structure and 
formulating the research question, and they then move on to discussing how to do the 
actual discourse analyses  t is decided that they should do it in three sub-groups, and 
have a first draft ready for the ne t meeting  As indicated by the summary here, the 
group is dealing with quite fundamental issues during the meeting, but there is also 
plenty of non-task oriented business, like telling anecdotes, joking about dates and 
looking at acebook  

  

                                                           
 n order to ensure the anonymity of the group,  have obscured the actual topic of the project  he 

group is indeed doing a comparative discourse analysis, but the topic is not neo-liberalism  o the 
e tent that the actual topic or any of the writers are mentioned in the recordings  have blurred this 
in the transcripts by using aliases  



8.2.3 Problemsolving sequences 

rom Meeting A,  have selected seven sequences with a total duration of  minutes 
and  seconds, cf  the overview in appendi   he sequences, of which the si  first 

 l e rare contiguous, all revo ve around the r sea ch question of the project   
 rom Meeting ,  have selected five problem-solving sequences with a total 
duration of  minutes and  seconds, cf  appendi   n the first sequence, the group 
is trying to clarify what a discourse analysis is, and what they want to do with it in the 
project  equence two follows immediately after, but has a different focus  he 
question here, as in the fourth sequence, is which dimensions  the group should aim to 
cover in the project, specifically whether they should aim to cover istory and 

ulture  he idea of including the culture dimension then sparks the final sequence 
in which the group is trying to agree where the project is  or should  be going  he 
third sequence is a brief procedural interme o, where the group decides whether to 
suspend the discussion until orben is back from the lavatory   

8.3 HAB1 

A  was recorded on two occasions  he first recording was made at the university 
in a group room  the second was made in the private home of one of the students  As 
will be discussed below, the second meeting is quite different from the first meeting, 
and also quite different from the  meetings discussed above   

8.3.1 Meeting A 

Meeting A comprises just over  hours, including a break of about  minutes  he 
meeting takes place about three months into the semester, so the project work is well 
underway and the group members must be assumed to be well-acquainted at this 
point  he meeting starts out with a little housekeeping where isbet, without 
apparently having been formally appointed as such, acts as the group secretary and 
takes the lead in drawing up an informal agenda for the meeting  he agenda is 

t it is not oriented to in very systematic way by the sanctioned by the group, bu

  

                                                           
 roject work at the asic tudies is structured round four dimensions , viz.  ubjectivity and 
earning , istory and ulture , e t and ign  and cience and hilosophy  tudents must work 

with each of these dimensions at least once during the two year programme  A project can cover 
more than one dimension, and as part of submitting the report, the students must argue which 
dimension s  they believe to have covered as part of the project   



participants during the meeting  ather, the topics and issues dealt with seem to latch 
on to each other in a dynamic fashion  here is no appointed chair, but isbet 
occasionally ticks off points on the agenda, and lists new topics to be discussed  uring 
the meeting the group deals with practical matters as well as issues of a more 
academic nature  he final -  minutes of the meeting are spent discussing working 
papers from their opponent group  and writing feedback for this group  his last 
section clearly contains problem-solving aspects, but since the problems dealt with are 
not directly related to the group s own project, it has not been coded for problem-
solving sequences   

8.3.2 Meeting B 

Meeting  takes place three days after the first  t is twice as long about  hours in 
total  and it is also of a rather different nature  hile the first meeting, like most of the 
meetings included in my data, mainly consists of spoken interaction, the second 
meeting is partly organised as a joint writing session  hat is, the meeting starts out 
with a joint session where the group members sit around a table and talk while having 
breakfast, but after about half an hour they break up and start working individually on 
their laptops  our students remain seated at the central meeting table, one student 
moves to a couch located in the same room, still within the angle captured by the video 
camera, and one student moves to a different room  he meeting is characterised by a 
rather laid-back atmosphere  et, while the group may be described as somewhat 
inefficient at this meeting, they are by no means ineffective  here is no agenda with 
items to be discussed, so the issues that do come up arise spontaneously in relation to 
the main task at hand, i e  writing and editing material for the report  here are no 
formalised breaks during the four and a half hour session, but there are plenty of small 
sequences where the participants put the work on hold and engage in non-project 
related talk  After four and a half hours, the group decides to break for lunch  ome of 
the group members intend to resume work later on the same afternoon, but this was 
not recorded  
                                                           
 roups at A  as well as  are paired with an opponent group  or feedback group  which they 

m

  

eet with once or twice during the semester to discuss each other s work  he groups  supervisor 
will also participate and give feedback on the work of the opponent group  
 his is in fact a common practice at both  and A   have observed it with several other 

groups in my data, but this is the only meeting of the sort included in the data selected for further 
analysis  



8.3.3 Problemsolving sequences 

rom Meeting A, twelve sequences with a total duration of  minutes and  seconds, 
cf  the overview in appendi  , have been selected for further analysis  n the first si  
sequences, the group is discussing how to analyse a number of qualitative interviews 
they have conducted for their project  uided by their supervisor, they have decided to 
employ a method known as meaning condensation  vale  ff , and in these 
sequences they try to arrive at a joint understanding of what that entails  hese 
sequences are followed by a more general discussion about what the method of the 
project is, divided across two problem-solving sequences  hese eight sequences are 
largely contiguous  n the final four sequences selected for analysis, which are also 
contiguous, the students are discussing how to distinguish analysis  from discussion  
in their project, and how, whether and where they should present their own opinions 
in the report   
 rom Meeting ,  have selected nine sequences with a total duration of  minutes 
and  seconds  As a consequence of the nature of the meeting, these sequences are 
scattered across a considerable time span, and touch on a range of topics, cf  the 
overview in appendi   n the first two sequences, the students are deciding what to 
send to their supervisor and when to do this  n the third sequence, the students 
briefly discuss how the work with the meaning condensations should progress  After 
this follows two separate sequences where the students are trying to clarify aspects of 
specific academic concepts, vi  polyarchic democracy  and lobbyism  nterestingly, 
sequences like these, which might be considered central in academic group work, are 
generally quite rare in the data  n the si th sequence the students discuss whether to 
include a section on direct vs  representative democracy in the report, while the 
seventh concerns the usefulness of picking up a book that has become available at the 
library   
 he two final problem-solving sequences, which are contiguous, revolve around the 
layout of the report  specifically which font to use aramond or imes ew oman , 
and how to use sub-headings  hese issues may appear trivial, but they are quite 
clearly important for the students  hough the key is slightly joking, there are clear 
differences of opinion that need to be negotiated before the group can move on  

  



8.4 HAB2 

A  was recorded on four occasions over a period of si  weeks totalling about  
hours of recording , but the group was only complete on two of those occasions  n the 
process of getting acquainted with the group,  have drawn on all four recordings, but 
for the purposes of this analysis, meetings where not all group members were present 
have been disregarded  All meetings were recorded in group rooms at the university   

8.4.1 Meeting A 

Meeting A, which is  hour and  minutes long, takes place just over two months into 
the semester  n general, it is not a very focussed meeting  ine is late, and the meeting 
does not properly commence until she arrives, though a number of small tasks, like 
updating the group calendar, are attended to  he group s project is about media 
ethics, and among the central problem-solving sequences at the meeting is a 
discussion about which cases the group should analyse, whether they should conduct 
an interview for the project, and how the central theoretical part about media ethics 
should feature in the report  hey also discuss which dimensions to cover in the 
project, but this is much less of an issue than in  cf  above  espite these 
activities, the majority of the meeting is spent on non-task focussed activities, 
including watching funny clips on ou ube  

8.4.2 Meeting B 

Meeting , with a total duration of two hours and eight minutes, takes place eleven 
days after Meeting A  t is considerably more focussed than Meeting A  he group has 
to submit a ten pages introduction of the project to their opponent supervisor  cf  
footnote , and most of the discussions at the meeting are related to this overarching 
task  hus, they discuss the research question of the report, the motivation behind the 
project, and their selection of cases  hey also have a rather e tended discussion about 
which comma system  they should use in their written work, the new comma  or the 

e tasks, the group also finds time to discuss non-project old comma  n between thes

  

                                                           
 ormally speaking, there is only one comma system in anish, but it comes in two versions, one 

where commas are omitted before sub-clauses, and one where commas are included before sub-
clauses  he latter version is sometimes referred to as the old comma , while the former is 
sometimes called the new comma  oth versions are sanctioned by ansk progn vn the anish 

anguage oard  



related matters, including essays for one of their courses, boyfriends, and  shows  
here are also a number of brief silent periods where the group members are writing 

on their laptops  owever, these sequences are much shorter and fewer than in 
Meeting  of A  discussed above  

8.4.3 Problemsolving sequences 

rom Meeting A,  have selected four sequences with a total duration of  minutes 
and  seconds for further analysis, cf  the overview in appendi   n the first 
sequence, which commences after the group is complete, the students are discussing 
whether they should conduct an interview with a news editor  here is considerable, 
albeit restrained, disagreement about this idea in the group, and they seem to find it 
difficult to make a decision that potentially disrupts the consensus of the group  his 
partly e plains why the sequence is so long over seven minutes  n the second 
sequence the students are trying to take stock of who is working on what for the time 
being, and in the two final sequences the students discuss how the theoretical part 

bout meda ia ethics should feature in the report   
 rom Meeting ,  have selected si  sequences with a total duration of  minutes 
and  seconds  he first sequence is taken from the very beginning of the meeting 
where the students are negotiating which tasks they need to handle during the 
meeting  he second sequence is the comma sequence mentioned above, and the final 
three sequences are parts of an e tended discussion about how a central paragraph in 
the group s problem statement should be phrased   

8.5 GB1 

 was recorded on three occasions  he first meeting was held in a conference room 
at the university library available for staff and students, and the second and third 
meetings were held in rooms at the students  department   have worked with all three 
meetings, but for the present analysis  delimit the focus to the first and third meeting 
which  refer to as Meeting A and Meeting  respectively  

  

8.5.1 Meeting A 

Meeting A is the group s inaugural meeting, and lasts a mere  minutes  t takes place 
during a session that had been timetabled as part of the module which the students 
conduct their project work in relation to  ally and John apparently know each other 



quite well, but apart from that, the students are not acquainted at this point  here is 
no chairperson at the meeting, but ally and Joyce are very active in taking notes  

uring the half hour session, the group members are trying to come to grips with their 
project assignment  hus, a considerable amount of the meeting is spent discussing 
how they are going to design their project to fit the topic they have been given rom 
hyperte t to hypermedia  Another major issue is who is doing what  his discussion 
is prompted by the fact that the group has been asked to submit a brief outline of their 
decisions to the module organiser at the end of the meeting, including an overview of 
the tasks that the project entails literature review, analysis, and so forth , and a plan 
detailing how they will split the tasks between them  he third major issue concerns 
the project product  ather than a standard essay, the group has been asked to deliver 
a hyperte t essay , for instance in the form of a website or an electronic poster , and 
they are discussing what to do with this rather unconventional genre demand   

8.5.2 Meeting B 

Meeting  takes place five weeks after Meeting A, and is e actly the same length  
minutes  he group is getting closer to the deadline, and by now they have a fairly 
clear idea about the project product, and how they want to share the tasks between 
them, though there are still issues that need to be settled  he meeting takes place just 
before the Easter break, so some of the meeting is spent discussing what they need to 
do over Easter and when and how they will get back to each other with the material 
they have produced individually  he meeting is in a sense more focussed than the 
first two meetings in the data because the main lines in the project have now been 
settled, and perhaps also because the participants are now more familiar with each 
other  

  

8.5.3 Problemsolving sequences 

he problem-solving sequences selected from Meeting A have a total duration of  
minutes and  seconds  even of these sequences are related to various aspects of 
task distribution  specifically sequences , , , , ,  and  his suggests that 

the identification and distribution of relevant tasks constitutes an important and 
somewhat difficult issue for the group to settle at this meeting  Another recurrent 
theme is related to the end product of the project work  what do we have to produce 



at the end  is the very first question the group asks itself as the meeting commences, 
and the issue resurfaces in the seventh and the tenth sequences  he two remaining 
sequences do not fit in with either of these overarching themes  n the second 
sequence, the students are trying to clarify what the question they have been assigned 
means, and in the fourth sequence they discuss how they can use material from web 
sites without infringing copyright law  
 he twelve problem-solving sequences selected from Meeting  have a total 
duration of   minutes and  seconds  he first sequence is taken from the very 
beginning of the meeting where the students are negotiating what they need to do 
during the meeting  he ne t two sequences, relate to the design of the hyperte t 
essay  which the group has decided to present in the form of a web site  hese 
sequences lead immediately to two sequences about task distribution  who does 
what, and does everybody have enough to do  After this follows a discussion in two 
parts about the literature review the group needs to submit as part of the project  he 
eighth sequence is a brainstorming sequence where the group is trying to agree which 
website could be used as a diachronic case study of the development from hyperte t to 
hypermedia  wo of the remaining sequences sequences  and  deal with the 
planning of the project process, while the students in the tenth sequence try to 
convince themselves that their project is academic enough  n the final sequence the 
group, very aptly, discusses what they are going to write in the conclusion   

8.6 GB2  

n general, it seemed to be quite difficult for  to coordinate the project work  As far 
as  was able to ascertain, they only met three times during the two month project 
period  he group s first meeting took place at the university library during a session 
that was timetabled as part of the module  he second and third meetings were held at 
the department  en did not make the second meeting, and ia was  minutes late for 
the third, which was held the day before the coursework was due  n my analysis,  
have focussed on the first and third meeting  

  

8.6.1 Meeting A 

Meeting A is the group s inaugural meeting, and takes place during a timetabled 
session  uring the  minute meeting, the students negotiate how they should 



approach the topic they have been assigned ompetition and co-operation in online 
discussion groups  Among the central issues discussed are which theories they could 
apply, how to find up-to-date sources, and which data cases to analyse  hey also 
discuss what the end product is going to look like cf  the hyperte t essay discussion in 

 above , how they are going to distribute the tasks among them, and how they 
should write up the preliminary report for the module leader  As evidenced by this list, 
many of the issues touched upon are identical to the issues  dealt with in their first 
meeting  

8.6.2 Meeting B 

Meeting  takes place almost two months after the first, the day before the project is 
due  here is no set agenda for  minute meeting, but a clear orientation towards 
completing the outstanding tasks  hus, finalising the layout of the hyperte t essay  
and integrating the individual contributions is a central issue, and the group also 
spends time discussing how they should coordinate the rest of the day to make sure 
the project is finished on time, and a number of formalities regarding the way the 
project is to be handed in   

8.6.3 Problemsolving sequences 

he  problem-solving sequences selected from Meeting A for further analysis have a 
total duration of  minutes and  seconds  he first sequence is taken from the very 
beginning of the meeting where the students are negotiating what they have to do 
during the meeting  he following two sequences focus on what the project is going to 
be about, and what sort of theory they can draw on  n the three ne t sequences, the 
students are discussing what the format of the end product is going to be, ending up 
with the idea that they could make the hyperte t essay look like an online discussion  
forum  equences -  and  are all concerned with various aspects of finding cases 
to analyse  n sequence  the students discuss how to apply theory to the cases, and 
in number  they discuss task distribution  who is doing what    

  

                                                           
 he room did not have a networked , so they borrowed my laptop to be able to look at the web 

site John had created  etting the web site up and running on the laptop took about  minutes, 
during which the students discussed a number of issues related to the project work in between 
John trying to get the laptop to work   was also occasionally in the room during this time, helping 
with the laptop, but otherwise not interfering with the meeting    



  

 he problem-solving sequences selected from Meeting  have a total duration of  
 minutes and  seconds, divided across fifteen sequences  he majority of these 

sequences are related to the design and layout of the hyperte t essay, which ended up 
as a web site rather than a discussion forum sequences , - , and -  n two of the 
remaining sequences the students are discussing how to organise the rest of the day in 
order to be able to finish on time  and , while two other sequences are devoted to 
the sorting of practical issues concerning the procedure of handing in the project  
and  n the final sequence included on my list, which is also the last problem-solving 
sequence of the meeting, the group members are discussing whether they have 
produced enough material for the web site, convincing themselves that they have  

8.7 Summing up 

his chapter has provided an overview of the meetings and the problem-solving 
sequences that provide the frame for the analysis in chapters -  he overview has 
highlighted a number of differences and similarities between the groups and their 
meeting practices  he most striking differences can be observed between the  
groups on the one hand and the  and A  groups on the other  n the oskilde 
groups, students work together intensively over prolonged periods of time, typically 
three to four months, and as a consequence of this they tend to develop quite strong 
social relations and comple  local norms of interaction, with the ritualised meeting 
structure of  as a prime e ample  his is less likely to happen in the  groups 
because these groups are in e istence for shorter periods of time and tend to have 
fewer meetings  Another, related difference is that the  and A  groups tend to 
have longer meetings than the  groups, and also tend to engage in longer problem-
solving sequences  hus, the general impression is that groups in oskilde are in 
several respects quite different from the  groups  owever, as argued in chapter , 
the , A  and  groups are alike in the sense that the practice of problem-solving 
constitutes a core activity in all of them  And it is this central activity which forms the 
basis for the analysis of the groups  practices of epistemic stance marking which is the 
topic of the following three chapters    



Chapter 9: Modal verbs as epistemic stance markers 

his chapter investigates the use of modal verbs as markers of epistemic stance in the 
,  and A  groups  ection  treats the  and  groups while section  

focuses on the A  groups  As a preliminary to the qualitative analyses of the 
pragmatic functions of the epistemic use of the modal verbs, each section opens with 
some quantitative observations which are used to identify general trends in the 
frequency and distribution of modal verbs in the problem-solving sequences under 
study  

9.1 The HIB and GB groups 

n the following three sections, the use of modal verbs as epistemic e pressions in the 
 and  groups is analysed  ection  provides a comparative quantitative 

overview of the use of modal verbs in the groups in general and epistemic variants in 
particular, while section  and  focus on the pragmatic function of epistemic 
uses of modal verbs in the  and  groups respectively   

9.1.1 Frequency and distribution 

As illustrated in figure , the rate at which modal verbs are used differs among the 
four groups   has the lowest rate of  modal verbs per  words while  
has the highest of  tokens per  words  et,  and  are very close at  
and  tokens per  words, which means that there is no clear difference 

etween the  groups on the one hand and the  groups on the other   b
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 he numbers represent tokens of can, could, may, might, must, shall, should, will, would, be going 
to, have got to, have to, and need  to  here were no tokens of ought to  okens that could not be 
interpreted with sufficient certainty have been e cluded  n cases where the same token is used 
twice in immediate succession it has been counted as a single occurrence of that token  



hen the frequency of modal verb variants are compared figure ,  and  
turn out to be strikingly similar, while the  groups e hibit quite different 
distributions, both when compared to each other and to the two  groups  he  
data primarily stand out by featuring a relatively large proportion of deontic variants 
and a relatively small proportion of epistemic variants, while  e hibits relatively 

s of epistemic and epistemic-dynamic variants   high rate
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here is probably no single or simple e planation why the distribution of modal verb 
variants should be so conform in the two  groups and so relatively diverse in the 

 groups  owever, it could be hypothesised that the relative similarity of the 
problem-solving sequences carried out in the two  groups could play a role in 
homogenising the data cf  the summaries of the meetings in chapter  onversely, in 
the  data, the nature of the problem-solving activities which the groups are 
engaged in are relatively diverse  n the  data, the majority of the sequences are 
concerned with the planning of interview events and the choice of interview language  
n these sequences, deontic variants of modal verbs are frequently called upon to 

manage the normative constraints on the process  what needs to be done before the 
interviews can commence, how should the group tackle the issue of language choice in 
the interview situation, and so on  A few e amples will give a flavour of this aspect of 
the interaction  

                                                           
  comes to  due to a round-off error  

 

  



  (1)  we also need to prepare the questionnaires 
 
  (2)  but we don't really have to present the entire method and we don't 
       really have to present the thoughts behind for everyone 
 
  (3)  then I think that we should ehm (1.5) in my opinion I think that we  
       should aim at presenting this (0.6) Thursday 
 

(4)  because in in the paper there (0.4) there should be said what there   
     has been said 

 
  (5)  you don't have to provide all the transcripts we learned that the hard  
       way last year 
 

hile the problem-solving sequences in the  data thus have a relatively clear 
practical focus and result in relatively clear decisions, the majority of the problem-
solving sequences selected for analysis from  are more open-ended and 
characterised by a certain measure of  indecisiveness  his seems to be reflected in the 
relatively high number of epistemic and epistemic-dynamic and epistemic-futuric 
modal verb uses in the data, of which e amples -  are typical   
 
  (6)  and it's so it's it's really hard you ca- of course you can you can 
       (0.2) say that these this may have been (0.5) this (.) small (.) part  
       here may been have (0.2) may have been a potential (0.6) consequence   
       (0.3) but it's just one out of many (.) and it's not (0.2) necessarily  
       (0.7) true 
 
  (7)  I mean if we can or if we really will3 I'm sure we can figure a way to  
       do it 
 
  (8)  Henrik  if we erm only look at the identities we would be answering how 
       Torben  yeah  
               (0.7)  
       Rune    but we could answer why we could say they have different agendas 
              
  (9)  I think the history will be covered here because (.) in answering why      
       (0.4) they differ we'll have to look at the context (.) in which they  
       were written 
 

hat  and  e hibit so relatively diverse distributions of modal verb tokens 
across epistemic and non-epistemic variants indicates that the study of modal verb 
variants in  general,  and not just the epistemic variants, constitutes an interesting 
research object  owever, in the present work, the analysis is limited to the use of 
E EM  variants of the modal verbs, and this is what we will turn to in the following  

                                                           
 ere will appears to be used in the sense of the anish cognate vil to mean want to  owever, it is 

very rare  a r

  

in the data that English cognates of the nish modal verbs a e used as false friends  n 
fact, this is the only obvious e ample  have found   
 E EM  in small caps is used to refer broadly to the three types of epistemic variants, i e  

epistemic-futuric variants, epistemic-dynamic variants and the purely epistemic variants  



EPISTEMIC variants: frequencies and forms 

igure  shows the combined rates of epistemic, epistemic-dynamic and epistemic-
futuric variants of the modal verbs in each group and their relative proportions rates 
normed to frequency per  words   
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 igure  E EM  variants in the four groups 
 

 turns out to have the lowest number of E EM  modal verb variants per  
words  words  while  comes out with a relatively high rate of  
E EM  modal verb variants per  words  n , the E EM  variants of the 
modal verbs are used at a rate of  per thousand words, while  tops the list with 

 tokens per  words  hese results suggest that the frequency with which 
E EM  variants are used in t data does not correlate with the different types of 
language scenario, i e  the use of English as a lingua franca vs  English used as an   
 owever, when looking at how the e pression of epistemic meaning is distributed 
across modal verb forms, it is possible to observe a difference between the  and  
groups  he  groups generally rely on fewer modal verb forms to e press epistemic 
meaning than the  groups  his becomes clear when figure  and figure  below 
are compared   
 As illustrated in figure , can, could, will, and be going to account for the majority of 
the tokens in  n fact,   tokens  of the total number of E EM  
modal verb variants in this group are tokens of one of these four forms  ndividually, 

 and  of the total number of E EM  modal 

  

                                                           
 nly the difference between  and  is statistically significant p   



verb variants, while the remaining candidates each account for less than , 
specifically between  and  might   
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 igure variants across forms,  and  
 
n , can, could and would are the most frequently used forms  ogether, they 

account for  of the E EM  variants in the data  tokens  ndividually, 
they account for between  and  of the total while the remaining 

anc didates each account for less than , specifically between  and  may   
 nterestingly, the frequency of be going to in  is almost e clusively due to two 
speakers, namely Ernst and Jesper, who produce  of the total  tokens  eter, who 
has an American- anish background, consistently uses the contracted form gonna 
while Ernst, who has a erman background, consistently uses the non-contracted form 
be going  to  he remaining students, who are all anish  speakers with anish 
background, hardly ever use be going to to e press epistemic-futuric meaning  in fact 
they hardly ever use it at all  hus, in conclusion, the two  groups seem to have a 
preference for a relatively narrow selection of modal verb forms when it comes to the 
e pression of epistemic meaning by means of modal verbs  n particular, it seems that 
the anish  speakers strongly prefer to use can, could and will would   
 n the  groups, the E EM  tokens are distributed more evenly across a range of 
modal verbs  n each group, five different modal verb forms each account for more 

 

  



than  of the total number of E EM  tokens in the data, namely can, could, will, 
would and be going to   
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n , these five modal verb forms individually account for between  and 

 of the total number of E EM  tokens and jointly for  of the total 
number of E EM  tokens  n  they individually account for between 

 and  of the total, and jointly for  of the total  tokens  he 
frequency with which the modal verb forms are used differs across the two groups 
note for instance the very frequent use of will  in , and the relatively high 

frequency of might in the same group , but it is quite clear that the two  groups in 
general e hibit greater variation in the e pression of epistemic meaning by means of 
modal verbs than the anish  speakers in the  groups, in the sense that the 
tokens are spread out more evenly across a larger number of forms  
 Another interesting difference between the  groups and the  groups is that 
will and be going to are only found in epistemic-futuric variants in the former, while 
they occur in both epistemic-futuric and pure  epistemic variants in the latter cf  
e amples , , and  in chapter , which are all sourced from the  groups  

his cannot be taken to suggest that the purely epistemic uses of will, would and be 
going do not feature in the linguistic repertoires of the  speakers, but it contributes 
to the general impression that the  speakers, in the data e amined here, tend to 

 

  



rely on a smaller selection of the opportunities offered by the modal verb system in 
English than the  speakers  

Distribution of EPISTEMIC variants across comact types 

f we look at the distribution of E EM  variants across act types in the  groups 
figure  and , we see that the majority of tokens are found in backing and 

suggestion acts, particularly suggestion acts in the evaluation phase of the problem-
solving sequences  his pattern can partly be accounted for by the fact that backing 
acts and suggestion acts broadly conceived  are the most frequent act types in the 
data, and therefore, all other things being equal, should be e pected to e hibit a higher 
number epistemic modal variants simply because these act types constitute larger 
sub-corpora , as it were  
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 n this chapter, the different types of suggestion acts, i e  initial suggestions, neutral suggestions, 

congruent suggestions and counter suggestions are typically treated under one as suggestion acts  
owever, the figures give details about initial suggestions ,  suggestions  which subsumes what is 

referred to as neutral  suggestions and congruent  suggestions in section  and counter 
suggestions  
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e m

owever, looking at the percentage of acts containing an E EM  modal verb variant 
within each com-act category figure  and  reveals that E EM  modal verb 
variants are in fact more common in suggestion and backing acts than in other act 
types  hat is, not only are most of the E EM  tokens found in suggestion and 
backing acts  it is also more common, broadly speaking, for backing and suggestion 
acts to contain an epistemic variant of a modal verb than it is for the other act types in 
th odel of the problem-solving sequence   
 

E A A A M

ts containing E EM  modal verb variants,  

E

 igure  ercentage of com-ac
 

  

                                                           
 igure  and  use codes rather than the full names of acts cf  figure   



E A A A M

ts,  
E  

 igure  ercentage of com-acts containing E EM  modal verb varian
 

hus, in  ,  of the backing acts contain at least one E EM  modal verb 
variant  in  the number is  n ,  of the suggestion acts in the 
evaluation phase  and  of the counter suggestions  contain an 
E EM  modal verb variant  n , the number of suggestion acts in the evaluation 
phase  containing an E EM  modal verb variant is relatively low at , while 
the proportion of counter suggestion acts  containing an E EM  modal is 
relatively high at  n addition, figure  shows that  of the suggestion acts 
in the orientation phase  in  contain an E EM  modal verb variant, but 
since there are only two observations this should not be given too much weight   
 n both groups, it is also relatively common for disagreement acts to contain an 
E EM  modal verb variant  in  and  in , while agreement acts, 
requests for clarification, clarifications and meta-comments only rarely contain 
E EM  modal verb variants  n both groups, a relatively large number of acts do not 
contain E EM  modals at all, vi  questions, back-channels, consensus stating acts 
and e pressions of consent  n ,  of the problem stating acts contain an 
E EM  modal, while none of the problems stating acts in  do, so this constitutes 
a difference between the two groups, which are otherwise quite similar   
 n the  groups, the E EM  variants of the modal verbs are also mainly found in 
backing and suggestion acts, cf  figure  and  As with the  groups, this is not 
in itself particularly surprising given the fact that backing acts and suggestion acts are 
among the most frequent act types in both groups, and should therefore, all other 
things being equal, potentially contain more tokens   
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ooking at the percentage of acts containing an E EM  modal verb variant figure 
 and  reveals that the E EM  variants play a prominent role in suggestion 

and backing acts, but that they are also relatively common in questions, problem 
stating acts and consensus stating acts  n all these categories, more than  of the 
acts contain an E EM  modal verb variant  n the  groups, only  to  act types 
e hibit a similar pattern, i e  with more than  percent of the acts containing an 
epistemic modal verb variant  n this sense, the use of E EM  modal verb variants 
can generally be said to be distributed across a wider range of act types in the  
groups than in the two  groups, though it remains true that most tokens of the 
modal verbs are found in suggestion and backing acts in both data sets  
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he most salient difference between the two  groups concerns counter suggestions  
n , more than  of these acts contain an E EM  modal verb variant, while 

this only holds for  of the counter suggestions in  urthermore, it is 
noteworthy that more disagreement acts in  than  contain E EM  modal 
verb variants, and that  also features a number of cases where the e pression of 



consent involves the use of E EM  modal verb variants  he latter point sets  
apart from , but also from the two  groups   

Discussion 

n summary, there is no clear relation between language scenario and the overall 
frequency of modal verb usage in the analysed data  here are differences in the total 
frequency of modal verb tokens as well as the frequency of E EM  variants across 
the groups, but neither of these differences is clearly related to whether English is 
used as a lingua franca or a shared first language   
 et, there is a tendency for the  groups to use a select number of modal verbs 
very intensively to e press epistemic meaning whereas the  groups e hibit more 
variation in this respect  n particular, it is striking to observe that the  speakers of 

anish in the  groups almost completely abstain from using be going to to e press 
epistemic meaning, and instead rely e tensively on can, could, will and or would  As 
shown below in section , can, could, will and would happen to be the English 
cognates of the two anish modal verbs used most frequently to e press epistemic 
meaning in the A  groups, namely the le emes kunne and ville  owever, can, could, 
will, and would  are also frequent in the  groups, so it seems unwarranted to 
perceive the  frequencies simply as results of transfer from anish  till, there does 
seem to be a trend for the anish  speakers in the  groups to make more select 
use of the opportunities for the e pression of epistemic stance provided by the system 
of English modal verbs than the English  speakers in the  groups, as well as the 
English - anish   speaker and erman  speaker in  
 A similar trend is observable in the distribution of E EM  variants across acts  n 
the  groups as well as the  groups, E EM  variants typically occur in backing 
and suggestion acts, so on this point the groups are very similar  et, when other act 
types are considered, the  groups stand out from the  groups in having a more 
dispersed distribution of epistemic modal verb variants across act types than the  

  

groups   
 n the following two sections, it will be discussed what it means, in pragmatic terms, 
for the various act types to contain E EM  modal verb variants  ection  focuses 
on the  groups, and  on the  groups  he overview in this section suggests 
that E EM  uses of modal verbs have a quite clear association with backing and 
suggestion acts, so the analysis pays particular attention to these act types  



9.1.2 Pragmatic functions: HIB groups 

he following analysis of the pragmatic functions of the E EM  modal verb variants 
in the  groups concentrates on displaying general trends in the data, and is not 
intended to account e haustively for the full range of pragmatic functions which each 
E EM  modal verb variant can contribute to  he analysis is organised around the 
three major types of E EM  modal verb variants, i e  the epistemic-futuric variants, 
the epistemic-dynamic variants and the purely epistemic variants, and it particularly 
focuses on their use in backing and suggestion acts  

Epistemicfuturic variants 

he epistemic-futuric tokens of will, would and be going to are strongly associated with 
backing acts, and to a lesser e tent with suggestion acts  f the total  tokens of 
epistemic-futuric variants,  occur in backing acts and  occur in various types of 
suggestions  he remaining tokens are spread out across a number of act types, with 

isd agreement as the most prominent one with  tokens   
 n backing acts, the epistemic-futuric variants are most frequently used in what 
may be called scenario-building constructions  where speakers state what they 
believe will happen if a particular suggestion or idea is picked up  his particular use is 
illustrated for would in  and for will in , both repeated here for convenience   
 
 [8]  Henrik  if we erm only look at the identities we would be answering how    
      Torben  yeah  
              (0.7)  
      Rune    but we could answer why we could say they have different agendas    
                
 [9]  I think the history will be covered here because (.) in answering why      
      (0.4) they differ we'll have to look at the context (.) in which they  

  

      were written  
 
t is often the case that the epistemic-futuric uses of will, would and be going to occur 

in conditional constructions, either e plicitly in the apodosis of a conditional if-clause 
as in , or implicitly as in  where the unstated condition could be paraphrased as 
if we adopt this research question  the history part will be covered because we ll have 
to look at the conte t in which the te ts were written  hrough such conditional 
constructions, speakers can present their hypotheses about what will occur in the 
future, and use these hypothetical statements to support or contest particular 
suggestions in the present  pting for would rather than will results in a comparatively 
more tentative backing act, because the hypothetical nature of the scenario is 



foregrounded  Be going to can be used with a strength similar to will, but as discussed 
above, this is almost e clusively done by eter and Ernst in  
 he following e cerpt provides a typical e ample of the way speakers use the 
scenario-building potential of the epistemic-futuric variants in backing acts to 
promote or demote particular suggestions   

 is discussing how and when they should recruit potential interviewees for 
their project  n previous talk, Jesper has argued that they should do it as quickly as 
possible, whereas eter has been advocating a more carefully planned approach 
which would entail a postponement of the recruitment process  Jesper starts out by 
providing backing for his initial suggestion in lines - , and then restates the 
suggestion in line  by saying  could easily see it happening  After that, in lines - , 
he goes some way in compromising with eter s counter-suggestion, before eter 
takes over the floor in line  with e tensive backing for his own suggestion   

 
  (10)  1 Jesper  I mean I don't know it's I I get what you're saying  
        2         it's just if (0.3) if (.) if (0.2) if we are interested 
        3         in pushing it a bit because we feel like we need to get  
        4         something done (0.3) I could easily see it happening (0.3)  
        5         on the other hand if we feel we have plenty of time we can 
        6         also just do it in in a week (0.2) or whatever (0.4)  
        7 Peter   but ⌈it's also in⌉ terms of like what message your ≋  
        8 Jesper      ⌊or two⌋  
        9 Peter   ≋ sending because the more serious (.) you seem probably  
       10         the more serious people are gonna show up for the focus 
       11         ⌈group interviews⌉ which is gonna benefit us  
       12 Louise  ⌊yeah yeah⌋  
       13 Jesper  ⌈yeah okay⌉ (.)  
       14 Peter   ⌊xx⌋  
       15 Peter   otherwise it's just gonna be people that like (.)  
       16         oh like free cookies cool (0.6)  
       17         I'll ⌈come and say some things⌉ (.)  
       18 Jesper       ⌊yeah yeah good point⌋  
       19 Peter   you know what I mean we're not gonna get anything out of that 
 
n this e ample, eter first provides direct backing for his own suggestion in lines  

and -  by presenting the scenario he believes will obtain if the recruitment process 
is more carefully planned than suggested by Jesper  n short, his argument goes that 
the more well-prepared the group is, the more serious they are likely to appear when 
contacting potential interviewees, and this will help them attract more serious 
interviewees, and this, the argument closes, will be of great benefit to the group  n 
lines -  and , he provides indirect backing for his suggestion by presenting the 
negative scenario which he believes will result if they force the pace and start 

iciently prepared  n this event, he argues, they are likely recruiting before they are suff

  

                                                           
 he e ample is typical of the scenario-building function, but as mentioned above, the use of be 
going to to realise this function is not typical of the group as such   



to get interviewees whose main incentive to participate will be the supply of free 
cookies, and this, the argument goes, will not be very useful for the group  we re not 
gonna get anything out of that  he important point to note here is that by 
consistently using gonna as an e pression of ma imum justificatory support rather 
than, say, might, eter is presenting his scenarios as very powerful predictions about 
the future, cp  

we re not gonna get anything out of that 
we might not get anything out of that 

his means that he effectively closes the dialogic space and pre-empts the emergence 
of counter scenarios, even though the validity of his scenarios are not necessarily 
beyond dispute  is use of probably  in line  does leave a minimal space open for 
disagreement, but this opportunity is not pursued by any of the other group members  

n the contrary, eter is very successful in having his scenarios accepted at face value 
in this case, as indicated by Jesper s yeah okay  in line , and the e pression of 

ood pointconsent he provides in line , yeah yeah g   
 n summary, the pragmatic function of be going to can in this e ample be said to be 
concerned with the management of the dialogic space, in particular the narrowing or 
closing of it  n a slightly different terminology, we may say that eter is using the 
scenario-building function of be going to as a boosting device olmes , with a 
view to persuading his interlocutors that his suggestion should be adopted   
 he epistemic-futuric variants are also often used with a scenario-building effect in 
suggestion acts  As part of a suggestion would commonly signals that the proffered 
scenario constitutes a tentative or hypothetical suggestion, e g   
 
  (11)  Jesper  I mean er what I think would be very smart is that if (0.8)  
                if we can somehow either today or Saturday decide on some  
                (0.7) concrete (0.2) things that has to be written (HI
 
n this e ample, Jesper could have used another modal verb, e g  deontic should to 

frame his suggestion,  think we should somehow, either today or tomorrow  , but he 
chooses a more indirect approach by means of would, with the result that the dialogic 
space is left relatively open  n politeness terms, it is possible to see this choice of 

B1) 

  

modal verb as part of a negative politeness strategy  rown  evinson   
 n some cases, the hypothetical potential of would is used to stage  a scenario which 
the speaker does not endorse, but nevertheless needs to be able to talk about  his is 



e emplified in the following e ample from  where rida first appears to support 
the idea of including the social implications  line , but then deflates the idea in line 

 by suggesting that it is maybe too big   
 
  (12)  1 Torben  ⌈⁇does⁇⌉ people still want (0.6) the social implications  
        2 Julie   ⌊mm⌋ 
        3         (4.2)  
        4 Frida   I think it would be really ⌈interesting⌉ but  
        5 Amira                              ⌊xx⌋  
        6 Amira   it ⌈could be⌉ (0.2) ⌈it⌉ could be it could cover the the ≋ 
        7 Frida      ⌊maybe too⌋      ⌊big⌋  
        8 Amira   ory 
 

Again, we see how would can be used to create a relatively open dialogic space that 
permits the presence of counter-suggestions  et, in this case, the dialogic space is not 
opened to accommodate potential  counter-suggestions but to frame a counter 

 

≋ hist

suggestion which the speaker herself holds, and presents in line 
 n contrast to the tentative type of suggestions constructed by means of would, 
suggestions presented with support from will or be going to are typically very strong  
n , ouise s closing contribution comes across as a very strong suggestion that 

 should not start recruiting interviewees until the sales speech  cf  section  
has been prepared  
 
  (13)  1 Ernst   ⁇but we shou-⁇ (0.8) yeah wai- wai- wai- wait now  
        2         we have to ⁇distinct⁇ between going in there and  
        3         presenting that we want to make focus groups interviews (.)   
        4         finding a date for that (.) or and finding a date  
        5         ⌈for the actual focus int-⌉ (0.2) 
        6 Louise  ⌊yeah yeah yeah sure but⌋  
        7 Ernst   I think we should we should start with the first one (0.5)  
        8         and quickly decide in which week we're going to go in there  
        9         (0.4)  
       10 Peter   yeah that's true ≈  
       11 Louise  ≈ but we're not preparing sales speech before this Tuesday 
       12         (0.3)  
       13 Louise  so I suggest tha  Tuesday we'll go in there 
 
n principle, ouise could have used could or another modal verb variant with weak 

epistemic meaning in line , but she uses the ma imum force inherent to epistemic-
futuric will and thus projects a strong epistemic stance which is difficult to counter for 
the other group members, because the dialogic space is narrowed down by the choice 

t next

of modal verb  
 he same can be said of Ernst s use of be going to in the following e ample, which, 
by implication, functions as a strongly stated suggestion that the group should not 

  



change their interview guide radically, a possibility which has been brought up in 
previous discourse  
 

(14)  Ernst   ye  we are definitely going to use this interview
              gu s no doubt about it (HIB1) 
 

y saying that we are going to use this interview guide  as opposed to, say, we could 
use this interview guide , Ernst s projects a strong epistemic stance which is further 
underscored by his inclusion of definitely  and there s no doubt about it  f course, 
this whole show of epistemic force is presented under the scope of I think which to 
some e tent softens the firmness of the suggestion, and thus potentially provides a 
loophole if one of the other speakers should choose to challenge Ernst s evaluation of 
the matter  evertheless, by using be going to in conjunction with the other markers of 
strong justificatory support, Ernst produces a firm epistemic stance that quite 

ah I think    
ide there'

effectively closes the dialogic space   
 he scenario-building potential of the epistemic-futuric variants is occasionally also 
used in disagreement acts, either to create dystopic e emplification of the negative 
consequences that are likely to arise if a particular suggestion is sanctioned by the 
group, or idealisations of the positive effects that are likely to ensue if a contested 
suggestion is adopted  he first type is illustrated in the following e ample where 

orben e presses his disagreement with the suggestion that the group s report should 
contain historical introductions to the writers whose works they are analysing   
 
 (15)  1 Torben  I (0.3) I I'm I'm gonna be erh blunt here and say  
       2         that I think including the individual history of  
       3         (.) all four authors is erh (1.4)  
       4         is (.) is something they'd rip apart us for  
       5         at the exam because it has absolutely nothing to  
       6         do with ⌈either our sub-question or our (.) cardinal⌉ (.) ≋  
       7 Frida           ⌊⁇well⁇ not really the history ⌈of them⌉⌋  
       8 Rune            ⌊mm⌋  

  

       9 Torben  ≋ research question  
 

he disagreement is constituted by a very e pressive e emplification of what orben 
believes will happen at the e am if the proposal is adopted by the group  he use of 
would in line , as opposed to for instance might or could, lends a considerable degree 
of force to the scenario, though less than will would have done in the same conte t  n 
the other hand, e actly because would  is used and not will or be going  to orben 
distances himself from the whole scenario by placing it in a hypothetical frame  he 
implication is that orben is not really considering the suggestion of including the 
individual history all four authors  a real option  



 n conclusion, the pragmatic function of the epistemic-futuric variants in the  
corpus is centrally concerned with scenario-building and the management of the 
dialogic space, either by opening it, typically by means of would, or narrowing it by 
means of will  and be  going  to  pening the dialogic space can often be seen as 
constituting part of a negative politeness strategy, whereas the narrowing of it is more 
centrally concerned with boosting the speaker s point of view, typically in an attempt 
to persuade the interlocutors   

Epistemicdynamic variants 

ike the epistemic-futuric variants of will, would, and be  going  to, the epistemic-
dynamic variants of can and could are mainly associated with suggestion and backing 
acts  n , there are  epistemic-dynamic tokens in total,  of which are found in 
suggestion acts and  in backing acts  n , there are  tokens in total and of these 

 are found in suggestion acts and  in backing acts   
 hether in suggestion acts or backing acts the epistemic-dynamic variants tend to 
occur in clauses with pronominal subjects, mainly the first person plural we used with 
reference to the group, but also with first or second person singular pronouns to refer 
to the speaker or specific group members  n suggestion acts, these constructions are 
typically used to suggest that something can or could be done, in part focussing on the 
aspect of dynamic ability  this is within our my your ability   and in part presenting 
it as a possible course of action, backed by a certain degree of justificatory support  n 
backing acts, the epistemic-dynamic tokens of can could are typically used in 
constructions that substantiate why a particular suggestion is recommendable or not   
 he following e ample illustrates the typical use of epistemic-dynamic variants in 
both suggestion and backing acts  une repeatedly uses we  could  to frame his 
preferred suggestion, while orben uses we can’t as part of his attempt to counter 

u

  

ne s suggestion  

 is discussing whether they should aim to include the istory and ulture  
dimension in their project work or not  n previous talk, it has been suggested that 
they could cover the dimension by investigating to what e tent the liberalist writers 
they are working with can be said to be influenced by the zeitgeist  of their 
respective historical periods  t has been mentioned that it can be difficult to 
demonstrate this clearly, but as illustrated in the e ample, une still argues that it 
would be possible to investigate to what e tent the work of the individual authors 
correlates with  cultural or societal trends in their respective historical epochs  



  (16)  1  Rune    so we could see how it correlates with the societies  
        2          in which they live (.) or the discourse of  
        3          ⌈or the⌉ culture of the society  
        4  Henrik  ⌊yeah⌋ 
        5          (0.7)  
        6  Rune    what is taking (0.3) what is taking place at this 
        7          very moment in German when ((author 1)) writes (.)  
        8          ⌈what is taking place⌉ in this very moment ≋  
        9  Torben  ⌊but do we do we want⌋  
       10  Rune    ≋ ⌈when ((author 2)) writes⌉  
       11  Torben    ⌊do we (.) want⌋ to do that  
       12          (0.5)  
       13  Torben  because that is what I've been trying to avoid all along 
       14          (1.0)  
       15  Torben  I I (0.3)  
       16          ((Henrik chuckles)) 
       17  Henrik  ⌈why⌉ 
       18  Mette   ⌊are we talk-⌋ ⌈talking⌉ 
       19  Torben                 ⌊no no⌋ but seriously directly if we  
       20          if we take (0.5) we can in (0.5) as just as I think  
       21          you actually ⁇argued earlier⁇ (0.4) if we take (.)  
       22          their culture as a background for what they're doing (.)  
       23          we can't know anything about any other number of  
       24          factors we can't say that their culture influences  
       25          them in this way without also considering (0.3)  
       26          how (0.7) their family or how their (0.3) background  
       27          or how they were raised affect the way they thought  
       28          (1.1)  
       29  Rune    ⌈no that's why I think we⌉ could see how they ≋  
       30  Torben  ⌊so if we (.) yeah⌋ 
       31  Rune    ≋ how they correlate  
       32          I mean there maybe it may be (.) totally randomly  
       33          that they correlate it may be (.) it may have 
       34          no (0.5) similar cause and effect  
       35          (1.5)  
       36          but it (0.3) but on the other hand it may hav 3) 
 

he e ample opens with une s suggestion in lines -  that the group could investigate 
how the work of the authors they are studying correlates with the societies in which 
they live  y using could he presents his suggestion as a relatively tentative one which 
is not necessarily beyond dispute  he suggestion gains support from enrik line , 
while orben e presses his disagreement in line  and , and proceeds to justify his 
position in lines -  n this e tended backing act, he uses epistemic-dynamic can in 
negated form twice to specify why he considers une s suggestion untenable, we can’t 
know anything about any other number of factors, we can’t say that their culture 
influences them in this way without   y formulating his backing in this way, orben 
does not leave much space for counterarguments, yet une nevertheless seems to 
bypass his argument and perseveres in suggesting that they could investigate how 

e (0.

  

they correlate  line   
 his serves as a good indication of the fact that speakers  attempts to influence the 
dialogic space may by no means always be successful  y employing various epistemic 



e pressions, the speaker may provide implicit instructions about the relative openness 
of the dialogic space, but it is essentially up to the interlocutor to decide what to do 
with this instruction  n the case of e ample , une chooses to uphold his position, 
even though orben s contribution has arguably been designed to close down that 
particular suggestion  
 hen used in suggestion and backing acts, the non-negated forms of can as well as 
could tend to leave the dialogic space relatively open  hatever they present in their 
scope is presented as a possibility, but not one which the speaker will necessarily 
defend at any cost  owever, as could is the more tentative one of the two, it is 
common to see this form used in situations where a contradiction or disagreement is 
not only possible but perhaps even e pected  his contrast can be illustrated by means 
of Jesper s opening contribution to  above, which is repeated here in abbreviated 
form for convenience  
 
  [10]  1 Jesper  I mean I don't know it's I I get what you're saying  
        2         it's just if (0.3) if (.) if (0.2) if we are interested 
        3         in pushing it a bit because we feel like we need to get  
        4         something done (0.3) I could easily see it happening (0.3)  
        5         on the other hand if we feel we have plenty of time we can 
        6         also just do it in in a week (0.2) or whatever (0.4)  

 
At this point, Jesper knows that not all group members agree that they should 
necessarily strive to recruit interviewees as soon as possible, and this awareness may 
impact on his choice of modal verb when he reiterates his own suggestion in line    
could easily see it happening  y contrast, when he indicates that he is willing to accept 
the opposite suggestion, his choice of modal verb is less tentative lines -   we can 
also just do it in a week , which may be seen as a reflection of the fact that he does not 
e pect this suggestion to be met with criticism from Jesper, his immediate 
argumentative antagonist in this particular e change  Again, it would also be possible 
to discuss Jesper s choices here in politeness terms as contributing to a negative 

  

politeness strategy  
 hile it is true that the epistemic-dynamic variants generally occur in clauses with 
pronominal subjects referring to the group as a whole or particular group members, 
there is also a quite clear tendency for some tokens, particularly in backing acts, to 
occur with generic you  n such conte ts, the epistemic-dynamic variants are not used 
to suggest a specific possible course of action, but rather to convey what the speaker 
holds to be an abstract or generic condition  his is e emplified by rida s contribution 



in lines -  of the following e ample, where she provides backing for her suggestion 
that the group should pursue a historically conte tualised reading of the te ts they are 
working with, even though orben agues against the idea cf  e ample  above  

 
  (17)  1 Torben  since we're doing a discourse analysis the authors 
        2         aren’t worth more than their texts  
        3         (0.5)  
        4 Frida   yeah  
        5         (0.3)  
        6         but ⌈then ⁇there-⁇⌉  
        7 Torben      ⌊and and if we start⌋ discussing their personal  
        8         history then (.) we we're treading on dangerous grounds  
        9         (0.5)  
       10         because then we have to argue that (.) the reason for  
       11         doing what they do is this and this and them who affected   
       12         them and why aren't we using the people who affected them   
       13         and that sort of thing  
       14         (0.7)  
       15 Frida   yeah but that (0.2) I ⌈I just meant⌉ (0.3) ≋  
       16 Henrik                        ⌊but how⌋  
       17 Frida   ≋ erh to look into the the time in which they wrote the  
       18         text (0.6) because (0.4) that may have (2.6)  
       19         can (.) you can interpre- interpret a text (0.2) by looking  
       20         in its c- erh context  
       21         (1.4)   
       22 Frida   and that would be the history  
       23         (2.3)  
       24 Henrik  true  
   

ere, the combination of you as a generic pronoun and the epistemic-dynamic use of 
can allows rida to present her backing you can interpret a te t by looking at its 
conte t  as a fact, a given condition  hough it may of course be up for discussion to 
what e tent this is a justified assumption, it nevertheless leaves the dialogic space 
relatively more closed on this point  
 he combination of generic you and the epistemic-dynamic use of can and could is 
most frequent in backing acts, but it also occurs in suggestion acts with the effect of 
turning the proposed suggestion into a theoretical possibility rather than a specific 
one  his is illustrated in the following e ample where une produces a counter 
suggestion in lines -  
 
  (18)  1 Torben  but we're we're not doing anything on ⁇a⁇ macro  
        2         cultural level  
        3         (1.1)  
        4 Rune    ⌈hmm⌉  
        5 Torben  ⌊not⌋ we're not looking at at (.) culture as a erh  
        6         (1.2) as a (2.1) an anything  
        7         (0.3)  
        8 Rune    xx I mean that depends because you could say that (.)  
        9         that it is a cultural identity that is (.) created 
 

  



n pragmatic terms, the use of generic you rather than inclusive we   an epistemic-
dynamic variant of can or could means that the suggestion is presented with minimal 
impetus and thus leaves the space for counter suggestions and disagreements 
ma imally open  n this light, the strategic dialogic benefit of using you could  as 
opposed to we can  in this e ample is quite obvious  t allows une to counter 

orben s position in a relatively non-confrontational manner, and establishes a 
position from which he can retract in subsequent talk, if necessary   
 n conclusion, we see that the epistemic-dynamic variants share many of the 
pragmatic functions described in relation to the epistemic-futuric variants  opening 
and closing of the dialogic space, possibly with a view to pursuing negative politeness 
strategies and or persuasion of the interlocutors  he difference between the 
epistemic-futuric and the epistemic-dynamic variants seems to reside in the fact that 
while the first group is centrally concerned with scenario-building of various sorts, the 
latter group is primarily concerned with the question of assessing ability and 
possibility, and only by implication with presenting these assessments as possible 
scenarios  

Epistemic variants 

ike the epistemic-futuric and the epistemic-dynamic variants, the purely epistemic 
variants are mainly associated with backing and suggestion acts  n total, there are  
tokens of epistemic variants in the two  groups, of which  are found in backing 
acts and  in suggestion acts  he remaining seven tokens are spread across a 
number of different act types   
 n backing acts, modal verb variants e pressing weak epistemic strength, i e  may, 
might, and could, are typically used when a speaker is trying to justify a suggestion 
which has been challenged directly or indirectly in previous discourse  A typical 
e ample is contained in  above where une is trying to e plain why  
should could look for a correlation between the authors they are studying and their 
cultural and historical backgrounds, despite the fact that orben has questioned this 
suggestion  he relevant bit is repeated here for convenience  

 
  [16]  30  Rune    ⌈no that's why I think we⌉ could see how they ≋  
        31  Torben  ⌊so if we (.) yeah⌋ 
        32  Rune    ≋ how they correlate  
        33          I mean there maybe it may be (.) totally randomly  
        34          that they correlate it may be (.) it may have 

  



        35          no (0.5) similar cause and effect  
        36          (1.5)  
        37          but it (0.3) but on the other hand it may have (0.3) 
 

n the face of orben s rejection of his initial proposal lines - , une relativises the 
e istence of correlations  by saying that a correlation may be totally random, that it 
may not be a case of cause and effect lines -  y doing so, he successfully opens 
an argumentative loophole in which he, on the one hand, to some e tent 
accommodates orben s criticism, and on the other, opens for the alternative point of 
view in line   on the other hand it may have   
 his relativising function  of the weak epistemic modal verb variants seems to be 
essential in backing acts  t allows speakers to put ideas across without fully 
committing to them, and thus helps them establish a particular kind of open epistemic 
stance  t is rarely the case that speakers are in actual fact completely open  they tend 
to have a particular preference, but the point is that the weak epistemic modals allow 
them to present these preferences without committing to them in full, which 
essentially means that the contribution becomes less confrontational   
 he epistemic variants that e press a strong degree of epistemic strength e g  must 
and cannot  have a quite different function from the weak ones  here the weak 
epistemic modals open the dialogic space, the strong ones tend to close it down  his is 
illustrated in the following e ample by cannot  he e cerpt is taken from the same 
discussion as the previous e ample, towards the end of it  
 
  (19)  1 Torben  but but it was just that the discourse at the time (.)  
        2 Rune    m⌈hm⌉ 
        3 Torben   ⌊at least⌋ according to that book (0.3)  
        4         was very much against ((Author X)) (0.9)  
        5         which means that ((Author X)) cannot have been a result of     
        6         his culture because his culture was directly opposed to what  
        7         he was writing he was he was being critical  
       

ollowing the various suggestions from une discussed above, orben here attempts 
to provide evidence for why the idea of looking for correlations is not feasible  e 
refers to a book which argues that Author  was actually in opposition to the 
discourse at the time , and this, orben concludes, means that Author  cannot have 
been a result of his culture  his use of cannot effectively counters all the relativising 

oing in previous discourse  t helps constitute a closed, work which une has been d

  

                                                           
 he suggestion that even a negative influence might still be an influence is not brought up in the 

discussion  



definitive epistemic stance which is diametrically opposed to the open one which une 
achieves by means of the weak epistemic variants  nterestingly, orben is partly 
successful in pursuing this strategy  n the ensuing talk, une drops out , and shortly 
after the group decides to have break  orben thus seems to have succeeded in 
bringing the discussion to a close, although no overt conclusion is reached and no 

ecision m e  d ad
 Epistemic uses of should constitute a middle ground between the weak and the 
strong epistemic variants  his is e emplified in the following e tract where ouise 

 is providing backing for the suggestion that the group should finish the sales 
speech  the following uesday  
 
  (20)  1 Louise  but but eh we'll see on Tuesday  
        2         (0.5) 
        3 Louise  but I think if we have if we have like we meet at five 
        4         o'clock and then we have (0.6) until I don't know nine 
        5         or whatever (0.8) it should be possible ehm (1.2)  
        6         to to do a speech  
        7         (0.6) 
        8 Louise  it's just supposed to be like five-seven minutes  
        9         because otherwise people don't ⌈listen⌉  
       10 Peter                                  ⌊not⌋ even like three  
       11        inutes 
 

ad ouise used might  in this conte t, her backing would not have been very 
convincing  n the other hand, had she used will she might have placed herself in a 
vulnerable position if the prediction did not come true  Should  thus arguably 
represents an optimal choice for ouise under the given circumstances  t allows her to 
pitch her epistemic stance elegantly so as to sound convincing without placing herself 
on the line if someone should wish to counter her assumption or if the prediction 

 five m

turns out to be erroneous  
 he pragmatic function of epistemic variants in suggestion acts resembles the 
function they have in backing acts  n , the seven tokens of epistemic variants in 
suggestion acts are all instances of could, and they are all produced by either une or 

orben  n functional terms, these instances of could  are very similar to the 
epistemic-dynamic uses of could as discussed above, e cept they focus e clusively on 
the aspect of possibility and leaves out the focus on ability  An e ample is given in the 

en uses could as part of a counter suggestion that goes following e cerpt were orb

  

                                                           
 he use of epistemic variants in suggestion acts in  is very similar to the illustration in 

e ample , e pect that might is used in addition to could  As in , the observed tokens are 
e clusively produced by two speakers, namely eter and Marie  



against Julie s suggestion that they could include the social implications  in the 
project s research question  

 
(21)  1 Julie   so then wouldn't it be interesting to say something more 
      2         like and what (0.8) I know this is something else but (0.6)  
      3         and what social implication has been seen as consequences  
      4         (.)  or (0.6) like so we ⌈could take⌉ like ((X)) (0.2) ≋  

        5 Torben                      ⌊that could be a sub-question⌋  
        6 Julie   ≋ used it (0.3) ((Y)) and  
        7         (0.6)  
        8 Torben  yeah but that could be a sub-question 
 

ather than simply rejecting Julie s suggestion, orben partly accommodates it and 
proposes that the social implication could be included in a sub-question  y doing this, 
he manages to disagree without disaligning completely with Julie  At the same time, his 
use of could   as opposed to for instance will  means that he can potentially backtrack 
on the idea of including the social implications as a sub-question if need be  e has 
merely signalled that it is a possibility, and this epistemic stance gives him 
considerable leeway to adopt competing positions in the ensuing discourse, as he in 
fact does though this is not illustrated here   
 n conclusion, we may say that the purely epistemic variants of the modal verbs 
specialise in relativising propositions, from the open epistemic stances engendered by 
may, to the relatively closed ones created by means of must and cannot  he function of 
making a proposition relative is most clearly pronounced for the weak epistemic 
variants, but the strong ones can essentially be seen as serving a similar function, 
although they operate at the e treme end of the spectrum    

Discussion 

n John u ois  definition u ois  , stance taking, or stance marking as  
prefer, simultaneously involves acts of evaluation, positioning and alignment cf  J  

oupland  oupland  , and section  in the present work  n the case of 
epistemic stance marking by means of modal verbs, we may say that speakers by 
employing E EM  modal verb variants evaluate the propositional content of their 
utterances and thereby simultaneously position themselves vis- -vis this propositional 
content, and indicate  their alignment, whether convergent or divergent, with other 
positions subjects in the discourse  his provides a useful theoretical frame for the 
analysis of the pragmatic functions of the E EM  modal verb variants   

  



 he epistemic-futuric variants have scenario-building as a central function  
peakers use the epistemic-futuric variants to evaluate the likelihood of future 

scenarios, and by doing so they position themselves vis- -vis the scenarios, as well as 
other aspects of the discourse, for instance the suggestion which the scenario building 
utterance is produced in relation to   
 At the same time, the individual speaker s positioning vis- -vis the propositional 
content typically involves an alignment dimension, as the speaker in producing the 
scenario either aligns positively or negatively with positions e pressed in previous 
talk, or positions which the speaker may believe will become relevant in the ensuing 
discourse  n choosing between the various epistemic-futuric forms, the speaker may 
attempt to control the dialogic space, either by presenting it as relatively closed or 
narrow by means of be going to or will  or as relatively open by means of would  he 
function of these particular choices can be discussed in terms of notions like 
persuasion and politeness, though the interpretation of the pragmatic function at this 
level will always hinge on the particular conte t  hat is, while the function of 
negotiating the dialogic space can be identified as a basic pragmatic function of the 
epistemic-futuric variants, the particular or specialised pragmatic function which this 

  be determined a pbasic function has in particular conte ts cannot riori   
 he same basic principles are at work, mutatis  mutandis, in the use of the 
epistemic-dynamic and purely epistemic variants of the modal verbs  hile the 
epistemic-futuric variants have scenario-building as a primary function, the epistemic-
dynamic variants focus on the evaluation of ability and possibility, and the purely 
epistemic variants specialise in relativising propositions, from the open epistemic 
stances engendered by may to the relatively closed ones created by means of must and 
cannot  n all cases, the three aspects of u ois  concept of stance taking marking can 
be said to be in place, essentially allowing speakers to orchestrate the dialogic space of 

  

the interaction  
 t is interesting to find that the E EM  variants are so clearly associated with 
backing and suggestion acts  As discussed in  these act types are not invariably 
modified by an epistemic modal verb variant, but the E EM  variants are 
nevertheless used very frequently in these particular act types  his seems to suggest 
that epistemic stance marking by means of modal verbs on the one hand, and the acts 
of suggesting and providing backing for suggestions on the other, in these two  



groups to some e tent enter into a dialectic interplay of the kind theorised by Elinor 
chs  , cf  section  where the use of particular linguistic forms in 

particular conte ts can come to be associated with, and thus to some e tent be 
constitutive of, certain social acts, as for instance making a suggestion or providing 
backing for that suggestion  
 he following section e plores to what e tent a similar situation can be said to 
obtain in the  data  

9.1.3 Pragmatic functions: GB groups 

n this section, the pragmatic functions of the E EM  modal verb variants in the  
data are discussed  As it will become clear, there is a great deal of overlap with the 
functions described in relation to the  data, so in order to avoid too much 
repetition, the presentation in this section is rather succinct compared to the 
treatment of the  data  owever, the analysis will also bring some differences to 
light, which will be discussed in some detail   

Epistemicfuturic variants 

he epistemic-futuric tokens of will, would and be going to are clearly associated with 
backing and suggestion acts in the  data, though not quite to the same e tent as in 
the  data  f the total  tokens of epistemic-futuric variants,  occur in backing 
acts and  occur in various types of suggestions  he remaining tokens are divided 
across a range of act types in smaller portions, with question acts as the most 

oprominent one with  t kens   
 n backing acts, the epistemic-futuric variants are frequently used in scenario-
building constructions similar to those discussed above in relation to the  data  

his function is illustrated in the following e ample, where  are discussing the 
layout of their coursework web site  en opens the sequence by suggesting that they 
should not incorporate too many links on the title page lines - , and then goes on 
to back this suggestion by providing a scenario that illustrates what he believes would 
happen if they do not follow his suggestion lines  and  ote that en uses will to 
construct the scenario, while ia produces a similar backing scenario, partly in overlap, 

y means of would in line  b
 
 

  



  (22)  1 Ben    erm on the title page though (0.5) might not be  
        2        a brilliant idea to link every other page from it  
        3        (0.6)  
        4 Nia    no  
        5 Ben    I was thinking of just on the title page having (0.5) 
        6        um introduction (0.9) um (.) and then (0.6) so like  
        7        and all the competition slides (.) having one link to  
        8        co- to the beginning of the cooperation slides  
        9 Nia    yeah  
       10        (0.2)  
       11 Ben    and then from that link having all the cooperation  
       12        slides and ⌈one⌉ ≋  
       13 Donna             ⌊mm⌉  
       14 Ben    ≋ link to the competition slides  
       15 donna  ⌈yeah⌉  
       16 Nia    ⌊yeah⌋ 
       17        (0.3) 
       18 Nia    x⌈x xx⌉  
       19 Ben     ⌊as oppose⌋ ⌈to hav⌉e it ≋  
       20 Nia                 ⌊⁇don't wanna⁇ xx⌋  
       21 Donna               ⌊xx⌋ 
       22 Ben    ≋ ⌈otherwise we'll end up with about fifteen links ≋  
       23 Nia      ⌊it would be yeah⌋  
       24 Ben    ≋ at the ⌈bottom of each page⌉   
       25 Nia             ⌊it wou d be too c mplicated⌋ 
 
n this e ample, en and ia are displaying an intersubjective stance cf   

towards the scenario en is generating in lines  and , though their stances are 
slightly different  y using will  en presents the scenario as potentially more relevant 
to the present than ia who uses the more hypothetical would  hat is, en is 
positioning himself vis- -vis a scenario which he does not know whether will obtain or 
not, while ia seems to have bought en s argument and consequently talks about the 
scenario in purely hypothetical terms  hus, ia s choice of modal verb shows that she 

l o

aligns positively with en s position   
 As in the  data, the epistemic-futuric variants are often used to present 
scenarios as suggestions, as illustrated in the following e ample, also from , where 

en uses gonna in this manner in line  and would in line   
 
  (23)  1 Donna  do you think we need to (.) state how m- roughly how many  
        2        examples or (.) how long in the past we're looking or  
        3 Ben    I would ⌈say⌉  
        4 Donna          ⌊now⌋ xx xx 
        5 Ben    take it as it goes (.) but it's probably gonna be in the  
        6        region about five  
        7        (1.0)  
        8 Ben    I imagine I can probably think of (0.4) two sets of (.)  
        9        of large forums we'll probably use (0.4) erm YouTube (.)   
       10        Facebook (.) and probably something else we'll stumble  
       11        across like one of the support groups  
       12 Donna  yeah  
       13 Ben    so I'd imagine probably round about five different (0.7) 
       14        erm (1.5) resources (0.9)  
 

  



n response to onna s question in lines -  whether they need to specify in their 
preliminary project outline how many cases they are going to include in the study, en 
proposes that they should take it as it goes  line  but nevertheless suggests that it s 
probably gonna be in the region about five  lines -  n lines -  he provides 
backing for this suggestion, twice employing will as a scenario-building device, and 
then repeats his suggestion that its probably round about five  in line - , after 
having received an encouraging yeah from onna in line  ote how he substitutes 
would  for gonna  on this occasion, and thus in principle produces a more open 
suggestion than in line  owever, this change is probably motivated more by the 
idiomatic phrase employed I  would  imagine  rather than a genuine change in 
epistemic stance  n support of this interpretation, it is noticeable that he maintains 
probably as an overriding epistemic stance marker in lines , , ,  and  his 
amounts to a fairly fle ible position which is suitable for the occasion  the group s 
inaugural meeting   
  Would is typically used with the effect of presenting a suggestion as relatively 
tentative  his is e emplified in the following e ample from  when Joyce in line  
states that like one job would be to like review the literature   
 

  (24)  1 Joyce  ehm (.) well I think ⁇like⁇ one of the main jobs obviously  
        2        is ehm to (0.7) to to research what we are dealing with (.)  
        3        and to make sure that we know (0.3) what we're talking about 
        4        so like this whole hypertext and hypermedia thing  
        5        like one job would be to like review the literature 
 

nterestingly, this relatively tentative suggestion follows an introductory backing act 
where Joyce has asserted quite strongly that one of the main jobs obviously is ehm to 

 to to research what we are dealing with , i e  to review the literature  o when she 
uses would here in the final act of suggesting that this is a job  that someone should 
carry out, it seems to have a strategic function of opening the dialogic space for 
counter suggestions and or making sure that the suggestion does not threaten the face 
of her interlocutors  f course, had she chosen could rather than would the suggestion 

 nwould have been an eve  more open one   
 As noted above, the epistemic-futuric variants are also found quite commonly in 
question acts in the  data  n fact, more than  of the question acts in the  data 

odal verb variant as opposed to  of the question acts contain an epistemic-futuric m
                         

  

                                  
 he string I would imagine has  hits in the ritish ational orpus, while there are no tokens 

of I will imagine or I am going to imagine. 



in the  data  he most typical situation in this connection is for the epistemic-
futuric variants to be used in an interrogative construction, either to form relatively 
closed questions as in  from , or relatively open ones as in  from   
 
  (25)  Donna  so Facebook (.) the that we have would have to get consent 
               and that kind of stuff wouldn't we or is there s- some things  
               that are public  
               (0.6)  
        Ben    we've that's why I said we'd have to do groups or events  
 

(26)  Elen   but what is (0.2) what would we (0.5) talk about  
             in the conclusion what is it we're trying to find (0.2)   
             ⌈altogether⌉  

        Joyce  ⌊maybe maybe we could⌋ talk about what we found (.) and   
               then maybe we could think about the (.) erm the future for  
               hypermedia (0.2) what we think where we think it's gonna go 
 

et, in some cases, the use of an epistemic-futuric variant in declarative sentences can 
also be taken as a question that generates a problem-solving sequence  his is 
illustrated in the following e ample from  where onna is musing whether they 
are likely to find a difference between han  and support groups , i e  between two 
different types of online discussion forums  his musing is taken up as a question by 

en who provides an answer in line , and backing for this in lines  and   
 
(27)  1 Donna  but there'll probably⌋ be a difference between  
      2        well there would be between Four Chan (.) thing and 
      3        the erm (0.4) like the support groups on (0.4) so ≈  

        4 Ben    oh a huge diff⌈erence⌉  
        5 Donna                ⌊because⌋ xx xx people that ⌈it⌉ it's ≋  
        6 Ben                                              ⌊hm⌋ 
        7 Donna  ≋ like a community like you say  
        8        (0.3)  
        9 Ben    ⌈they wanna be supportive and erm as opposed to⌉  
       10 Donna  ⌊so ⁇effective⁇ yeah and⌋ community 
       11 Ben    to a community who just (0.4) want to be disruptive 
 
t seems reasonable to maintain scenario-building  as a central function of the 

epistemic-futuric variants also in question acts, though scenarios in questions are not 
presented by the speaker as more or less likely  rather the speaker is asking his or her 
interlocutors to assess or evaluate their likelihood   

 

Epistemicdynamic variants 

As in the  groups, the epistemic-dynamic variants of can and could are mainly 
associated with suggestion and backing acts, in particular the former act type  here 

ens in total,  of which are found in suggestion acts and are  epistemic-dynamic tok
                                                           

 www chan org 

  



 in backing acts  he pragmatic functions of the epistemic-dynamic variants are 
similar to the ones found in the  groups  n suggestion acts, epistemic-dynamic 
tokens of can could typically combine with we, or less commonly with first or second 
person pronouns in the singular to present possible courses of action  n backing 
acts, it is common to find e amples where you is used as a generic pronoun, though the 
combinations with pronouns referring to the group as a whole or individual group 
members are also quite common   
 he two typical uses of the epistemic-dynamic variants are illustrated in the 
following e ample where en is suggesting that the group should present their 
coursework in the form of an online discussion forum  
 
 (28)  1 Ben    I suppose we could always (.)                        
       2        since we gotta do it in discussion groups (0.4)      
       3        why not present it (0.6) ⌈in⌉                        
       4 Nia                             ⌊in that⌋ format  
       5 Ben    in a yeah in a fo- like a forum s- kind of thing     
       6 Nia    that'll be ⌈cool⌉  
       7 Ben               ⌊with⌋ alternative posts (.) as each      
       8        (0.3) bullet point  
       9        (0.3)  
      10 Donna  yeah  
      11        (0.3)  
      12 Donna  that that would be ⌈really good⌉  
      13 Nia                       ⌊that would yeah⌋ 
      14 Donna  I was just (.) cause I kind of thought that but 
      15        I was like (0.3) does anyone know how to make it  
      16        look like a discussion group ((Donna laughing)) 
      17        ⌈cause I don't⌉  
      18 Ben    ⌊well you you could⌋ you could make a forum  
      19        it's it's a joke to make ⌈it'll⌉ take two ≋  
      20 Donna                           ⌊yeah⌋ 
      21 Ben    ≋ minutes to set one up 
 

en starts out by using the rather tentative formulation  suppose we could always  in 
line  which makes for quite open suggestion  et, in line  onwards he apparently 
changes his mind and opts for a more compelling strategy  why not present it like a 
forum  ater, in lines - , after onna has e pressed some concern about the 
feasibility of creating a forum lines - , en provides backing for his suggestion in 
lines -  and  ere, the combination of generic you and could helps frame the 
process of making a forum as a non-problematic condition, which is further 

 it s a joke to make, it ll take two minutes  As such, the underscored by the appended

  

                                                           
 his generalisation is only partly valid for , because the final meeting of this group is 

characterised by a focus on individual tasks rather than the joint task of the group cf   hus, 
the epistemic-dynamic modal verbs tend to occur more frequently with first person and second 
person singular pronouns than with the inclusive we  



epistemic stance en displays in this backing act corresponds nicely with his forceful 
way of framing the suggestion in the first place  why not create a forum  f course, 
by using could rather than can he still manages to frame the backing in a hypothetical 
key, which matches to fact that the suggestion of presenting the coursework in the 
form of an online forum is still under discussion   

Epistemic variants 

As in the  groups, the purely epistemic variants are mainly associated with 
suggestion and backing acts, though the pattern is not quite as pronounced in the  
groups  n total, there are  tokens of epistemic variants in the two  groups, of 
which  are found in backing acts and  in suggestion acts  he remaining tokens 
are spread across a number of different act types, with agreement as the most 
prominent with  tokens  
 n backing acts, weak epistemic variants are frequently used in a relativising  
function as described above under the  groups  his is illustrated in Elen s could in 
line  of the following e ample  

he e ample is taken from a sequence where  is discussing ally s contribution 
to the joint project  n the talk leading up to the e tract, ally has suggested that she 
could compare the presumed target audiences of the web sites they are studying, 
but Elen seems to think that this will be too far from the projects  stipulated focus on 
hyperte t and hypermedia  owever, Joyce seems supportive of ally s suggestion, 
and as the e tract begins ally restates her suggestion  
 
(29)  1 Sally  yeah (.) I'll just do it on different target audiences 
      2 Joyce  yeah (0.4) is it okay ((looking at Elen)) 

        3        (0.8)  
        4 Joyce  you look very ⌈⁇distressed⁇⌉  
        5 Elen                 ⌊I'm just⌋ a little bit concerned (0.2)  
        6        that (0.3) ⌈it's it's quite⌉ broad and it'll be (0.6) ≋  
        7 John              ⌊we’re gonna deviate⌋  
        8 Elen   ≋ I'm not saying just you ⌈but⌉ (.) ≋ ((pointing at Sally)) 
        9 Sally                            ⌊hm⌋  
       10 Elen   ≋ that it could be easy to deviate from the ⌈from⌉ that  
       11 John                                               ⌊mm⌋  
       12        (0.3)  
       13 Elen   looking at hypertext hypermedia  
       14        (0.7)  
       15 Elen   do see what I mean ⌈it's⌉ gotta be ⌈it's⌉ gotta be ≋  
       16 Joyce            
       17 Elen   ≋ those fe

         ⌊yeah⌋          ⌊yeah⌋  
atures and those features alone  

  

                                                           
 E amples of agreement acts include that might be an idea  should be able to  it s gotta be 

so discussed in the 
ion acts  

mething like that  he functions of epistemic variants in agreement acts are not 
following, since there is a great deal of overlap with their use in backing and suggest

 ine  is produced in overlap with an utterance by Joyce, but this is omitted here  



Elen s use of could in line  allows her to project a relatively open epistemic stance  
he relativises the possibility of deviation , and thereby in effect succeeds in 

producing a less face-threatening act than if she had presented the proposition under 
the scope of a stronger epistemic e pression like John s use of the epistemic-futuric 
gonna in line  f course, the choice of modal verb is only one of several strategies 
Elen employs in this e tract to downplay her criticism of ally s suggestion  he s only 
a little bit  concerned, she is not only aiming at ally line , and so on  n sum, she 

carefully constructs a relatively open and accommodating position towards ally s 
suggestion, before she finally rejects it by appealing to some unspecified e ternal 
obligation by means of gotta  it s gotta be those features and those features alone  
lines  and   

 n the  groups, unlike the  groups, it is not uncommon to find purely 
epistemic uses of will, be going to and would  hese variants are typically found in 
backing acts where they help constitute quite firm predictions, though would is of 
course relatively hypothetical by comparison to the others  A typical e ample is given 
in line  of the following e ample, where gonna is used in an epistemic sense  he 
e ample also includes a token of epistemic might  in line  which forms a nice 
contrast to the much more forceful gonna that follows it  

 is discussing which online discussion groups to pick as case studies for their 
project on competition and cooperation online  n the talk leading up to this e tract, 

onna has suggested that they could look at a forum for older people  and a forum 
for teenagers, and then she continues  

 

  (30)  1 Donna  and if we happen to notice like big differences you  
        2        could always contrast ⌈them⌉  
        3 Ben                          ⌊yeah⌋ 
        4 Donna  ⌈you know contrast ⁇them⁇ and stuff like that⌉  
        5 Ben    ⌊and just simply say you know⌋ people in teenage  
        6        ones are probably less cooperative than ≈  
        7 Donna  ≈ yeah  
        8 Ben    than elderly ones  
        9        (0.6)  
       10 Donna  xxx xxx ((mumbles))  
       11        (1.1)  
       12 Donna  I'm sure there's there might be some studies that 
       13        back that up it's ≈  

  

       14 Ben    ≈ there's gonna be quite a few studies on something  
       15        like that  
 

n lines - , en suggests that by comparing a discussion group for older people  with 
a teenage one  as onna suggests, they could argue that people in teenage ones are 

less co-operative than elderly ones  his suggestion then receives backing in lines -
 from onna and lines -  from en  onna suggests that there might be some 



studies that would back that up lines - , and en asserts that there s gonna be 
quite a few studies on something like that  lines -  he use of might vs  gonna 
results in two quite different epistemic stances  a relatively open, tentative one on 

onna s part and a relatively closed, definite one on the part of en  his fits a more 
general pattern in which strong epistemic forms are typically used in backing acts 
when the speaker can be relatively certain not to be contradicted  hat is, speakers 
who use strong epistemic variants in backing acts tend to do so when they can be 
relatively sure that they are aligning positively with their interlocutors  n the e ample 
above, en is essentially reinforcing the point made by onna, and can thus be 
relatively certain that she will agree  at least partly  with his point of view  onna, 
on the other hand, is the one who opens the topic and thus she cannot know whether 
her position will be positively or negatively evaluated by the others  his can, in part 
at least, be used as an e planation for why she uses the more tentative might in this 
e ample   
 n suggestion acts, the  data e hibit a wider range of epistemic variants than the 

 data  n the  groups, the only epistemic variants found in suggestion acts are 
could and might  cf   n the  data, on the other hand, all the epistemic forms 

t  to have a  leaste cept can, should and have  go ,  t  one token in suggestion acts   
 he weak epistemic forms, may, might, could, are used to establish relatively open 
epistemic stances  his is illustrated by might in the following e ample where Joyce is 
suggesting  indirectly  that John could put it on , i e  take care of the technical 
aspects involved in creating the website which constitutes the end product of the 
project   is taking stock of the jobs  that they need to do, and who is doing what  
 

  (31)  1 Joyce  so so okay so we'd all have a job ⌈and then at the end⌉ ≋  
        2 Sally                                    ⌊sounds fine⌋  
        3 Joyce  ≋ when we've all got all the information we'd all come   
        4        together (0.3) and (0.3)  
        5 Elen   and we'd be all responsible for e- (0.3)  
        6        ⌈editing⌉  
        7 Joyce  ⌊what⌋ what goes in editing and ⌈then⌉ ≋  
        8 John                                   ⌊mhm⌋  
        9 Joyce  ≋ if if ⌈you're good⌉ with computers ≋ ((addressing John)) 
       10 Sally          ⌊yeah⌋ 
       11 Joyce  ≋ a little bit better than anyone else then  
       12        you could like you you might know (0.5) how to put it on  
       13 John   yeah  
       14 Joyce  okay (0.3) I'm a bit worried about this whole computer thing 

                                                           

  

 As will be discussed in chapter , this is in fact the typical pattern for these two speakers   
 ccasionally, tokens of epistemic will also crop up in suggestion acts, yet, they never occur as 

modifiers of the main act of making a suggestion  



ere the epistemic-dynamic use of could   you could  and the epistemic use of might 
you might , embedded in a conditional construction if you re good with computers , 

combine to create an open, tentative epistemic stance  y adopting this epistemic 
stance, Joyce adeptly manages to present her suggestion without imposing too 
strongly on John  hus, again we see how the relativising effect of the weak epistemic 
modal variants can be used to create a dialogic space that potentially admits the 
presence of counter suggestions or contradictory points of view  in this particular 
e ample, this potential seems to be wielded in the service of a negative politeness 
strategy   
 ut the weak variants are not the only epistemic variants used in suggestion acts  n 
situations where speakers can e pect their suggestions to be readily accepted or at 
least considered uncontroversial, strong epistemic modal verb variants are occasion-
ally used as part of suggestion acts  his is illustrated by Joyce below in lines -  

 is discussing the conclusion of their project  he first part of the e ample lines 
-  constitutes the beginning of the sequence and the second part lines -  

comes towards the end of it  he part which has been omitted contains a number of 
suggestions for what the conclusion could contain, but does not result in a clear 
decision   
 

(32)  1 Elen   but what is (0.2) what would we (0.5) talk about in the   
      2        conclusion what is it we're trying to find  

        3        (0.2) 
        4 Elen   ⌈altogether⌉  
        5 Joyce  ⌊maybe maybe we could⌋ talk about what we found (.) and 
        6        then maybe we could think about the (.) erm the future for   
        7        hypermedia (0.2) what we think where we think it's gonna go  
        8        (1.3) 
        9 John   if we find that out (.) if (0.3) cause I at the moment I 
       10        couldn't say where I think it's gonna go 
                 ((52 lines omitted))  
       11 Joyce  but that's just something to think about anyway  
       12        (0.6) 
       13 John   ⌈mm⌉  
       14 Sall   ⌊mm⌋  
       15        (0.2) 
       16 Joyce  we could think (.) because we we're gonna have to  
       17        have some sort of concluding page (0.2)  
       18        we (.) cause ⌈we can't just⌉ fin- it can't just end can it  
       19 John                ⌊well⌋  
       20 Joyce  ⌈it has to⌉ (.) it's ty⌈ing all the different bits⌉  
       21 Elen   ⌊no right⌋  
       22 Sally                         ⌊look into the⌋ future  

  

       23        (0.2) 
       24 Sally  yeah  
 

n this e ample, Joyce presents a very different epistemic stance than in  above  
we’re gonna have to have some sort of concluding page  is a very strong assertion 

compared to an imagined alternative like we might  have to have some sort of 



concluding page  t virtually leaves no room for opposing points of view to emerge  
Joyce s licence to adopt such a firm epistemic stance is quite clearly related to the 
conte t  nlike the situation in , Joyce can in  e pect her interlocutors to agree 
with her, simply because it is an established norm that reports have conclusions  o 
the difference in epistemic stance we see between  and  does not necessarily 
represent a difference in cognitive or epistemic state  it rather seems to inde  a 
difference in the e pectations Joyce holds about the degree of accept her suggestion is 
likely to be met with from her interlocutors   

Discussion 

he analysis of the E EM  modal verb variants in the  data has lead to the 
identification of a number of pragmatic functions which are largely identical to the 
ones described in relation to the  data  owever, the  data generally e hibit 
greater variation in the forms used to achieve these functions  or instance, it is quite 
common to see will, would and be going to used in their purely epistemic forms to 
e press strong epistemic stances in the  data, while this never occurs in the  

atd a   
 Moreover, the analysis has indirectly pointed to the fact that the association 
between E EM  modal verb variants and backing and suggestion acts is not in all 
cases as pronounced in the  data as in the  data  n other words, the  groups 
seem to spread their use of E EM  variants across a wider range of act types, though 
backing and suggestion acts still take the lion s share  hus, the general pattern seems 
to be that the speakers in the  groups generally use a more diverse set of features 
for the e pression of epistemic stance than the speakers in the  groups, and that 
these features are used in a more varied selection of act types  ut the pragmatic 
functions which the speakers mobilise the E EM  modal verb variants in favour of 
are, to all intents and purposes, similar  

  

9.2 The HAB groups 

n the following two sections, the use of modal verbs as epistemic e pressions in the 
A  data is analysed  ection  provides a quantitative overview of the use of 

modal verbs in the groups in general and epistemic variants in particular, while 
section  focuses on the pragmatic functions of E EM  modal verb variants in the 
data  hroughout, the findings are related to the analysis of the  and  data above  



As e plained in chapter , the purpose of comparing the A  groups to the  and  
groups is twofold  n the one hand, the comparison is meant to clarify whether the use 
of epistemic e pressions is different in anish and English whether used as a first 
language or a lingua franca , and on the other to provide a basis for identifying 
possible instances of transfer from anish to English in the way the anish  
speakers in the  groups mark epistemic stance, and the pragmatic functions which 
their epistemic stance marking serves  

9.2.  Frequency and distribution 

he overall frequency of modal verbs is quite similar in the two A  groups   
tokens per  words in A  vs   tokens per  words in A

1

 owever, as 
figure  illustrates, the distribution of modal verb variants differs in the two groups  

A  has a large proportion of deontic variants compared to A  which in turn has 
comparatively larger proportions of epistemic and epistemic-dynamic tokens  he 
proportions of epistemic-futuric, dynamic and futuric variants are almost identical   
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EPISTEMIC variants: frequencies   forms 

igure  shows the frequency of E EM  variants in the two groups  n A , 
there are  tokens per  words whereas in A  the rate is  tokens per  
words  

and

  

                                                           
 he modal verbs included in this statistic are the ones listed in tables  and  in chapter  
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igure  below illustrates that the distribution of epistemic meaning across modal 
verbs is surprisingly similar in the two A  groups  Kunne  as a le eme  accounts for 

 of the E EM  tokens of modal verbs in A  , and  of the 
tokens in A   Ville comes in second in both groups, with  in A  
and  in A , while E EM  variants of måtte are the least frequent in both 
groups with  and  respectively   
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 igure  E EM  variants across forms, A  and A  
 

n conclusion, a quantitative look at the frequencies and forms of E EM  modal 
verbs in the A  data does not reveal any momentous differences between the two 
groups  in fact they appear remarkably similar   

A  A

  



Distribution of EPISTEMIC variants across comact types 

ike in the  and  groups, the majority of the E EM  modal verb variant tokens 
are found in backing and suggestion acts cf  figure  and   
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 As in the case if the  and  groups, the patterns in figure  and  can in 
part be e plained by the fact that backing acts and suggestion acts are among the most 
frequent act types in the data, and therefore, all other things being equal, should be 
e pected to contain a higher number of E EM  modal variants   
 owever, looking at the percentage of acts containing an E EM  modal verb 
variant reveals that the E EM  variants in fact do play a relatively prominent role in 
suggestion and backing acts , ,  and A  in both A  groups  n A , they 
are also relatively frequent in consensus stating acts , and in A  they are 
relatively frequent in questions E , problem statements  and disagreements 
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 he differences between A  and A  reported in figure  and  are not statistically 

significant, e cept the difference between the percentage of backing acts containing an epistemic 
modal verb variant which is in fact significant between the two groups p   A  seems to be 
the odd one out here  t e hibits unusually few backing acts with E EM  modal verb variants, also 
when compared to the  groups p   and the  groups p    



Comparing the HAB data to the HIB and GB groups  

t is difficult to make specific comparisons between the quantitative overviews of the 
A  data on the one hand and the  and  data on the other, because the normed 

frequencies are not comparable across the two languages  et, it is still possible to 
make a few interesting comparative observations   
 irst of all, it is interesting to note that where the  groups and particularly the 

 groups make use of a relatively wide spectrum of modal verbs to e press epistemic 
meaning, the A  groups only use three le emes despite the fact that the anish 
system in principle offers additional candidates, i e  burde, ikke  behøve and turde cf  
chapter  f course, this comparison is slightly misleading because the English modal 
verbs system is treated as consisting of a number distinct variants forms whereas the 
analysis of the anish system operates on the level of le emes  hat is, where tokens 
of can and could are coded separately in the  and  data, the difference between 
kan and kunne in the anish data is glossed over by the fact that they are both coded 
as tokens of the le eme kunne  till, as noted in section  it is notable that the two 

anish modal verbs used most frequently to e press epistemic meaning in the A  
groups, namely the le emes kunne and ville are cognates of the epistemic variants 
most frequently used by the anish  speakers in the  groups, namely can, could, 
will and would  his could indicate a certain degree of transfer from anish, but as 
discussed in  it is not possible to claim this with certainty because can, could, will 
and would are also frequent in the  data where influence from anish must be 

n kconsidered u li ely  
 econdly, it is also notable that the proportions of the three types of E EM  

variants differ quite obviously between the  and  groups on the one hand, and 
the A  groups on the other  n the A  groups, the epistemic-futuric variants are 
relatively few, whereas they account for a high number of the tokens in the  and  
groups  t is difficult to say how this difference should be interpreted, but it seems to 
suggest that the particular job  which the epistemic variants carry out in the  
groups is either not as common in the A  data, or that the job  is achieved by some 

 

  

other means
 inally, it is interesting to note that the tendency for E EM  variants to cluster 
around suggestion and backing acts which was observed in relation to the  and  
data, is also at work in relation to the A  groups, though to a slightly lesser degree in 



the case of backing acts in A  his suggests that the inde ical association between 
epistemic e pressions on the one hand and the performance of certain social acts on 
the other, specifically making suggestions and providing backing for suggestions, is a 
pervasive norm of speaking  in a ymesian sense  that undergirds and guides the 
socio-linguistic practices of the groups under study, irrespective of the different 
language scenarios they represent  

9.2.2 Pragmatic functions 

n this section, the pragmatic functions of the E EM  modal verb variants in the A  
data are discussed  As it will become clear, there is considerable overlap in this respect 
between the A  groups on the one hand and the  and  groups on the other, 
though the modal verb systems are structured differently in anish and English cf  
chapter  he analysis focuses primarily on backing and suggestion acts  

Epistemicfuturic variants 

he epistemic-futuric tokens in the A  data, which are all constituted by the present 
or past tense form of the le eme ville, i e  vil  will  or ville  would , are strongly 
associated with backing acts, and to a lesser e tent with suggestion acts  f the total  
tokens,  occur in backing acts and  occur in various types of suggestions   
 n backing acts as well as suggestion acts, the primary function of the epistemic-
futuric variants is to help construct scenarios, and like in the  and  groups, these 
scenarios can either be used as backing for suggestions, or constitute suggestions 
themselves  he preterite form ville typically occurs in conditional constructions, and 
thus partakes in the construction of more hypothetical scenarios, whereas vil typically 
plays a part in more firmly stated predictions  his difference is similar to the one 
described for would will above where the former variant was found to contribute to 
relatively tentative statements, because the hypothetical nature of the scenario is 
foregrounded  E amples  and  illustrate the scenario-building function in 
suggestion acts and the difference between ville and vil   

A  has been discussing whether they should have a specific analysis section in 
the project report, and then one suggests that they could draw up some analysis 
questions   

 
  (33)  Lone  men jeg tænker bare om det ville være en meget god ide 
              at man satte nogle øh (.) det ved jeg ikke om man kan  
              men xxx man kunne sætte nogle analysespørgsmål op 

  



        Lone  but I’m just thinking if it would be a very good idea 
              to draw up some eh (.) I don’t know if you can do that 
              but xxx you could draw up some analysis questions 
 

n this e cerpt, one is introducing a new suggestion to the discussion, and she 
chooses to do this by means of a very open epistemic stance  ather than saying in my 
opinion we should draw up some analysis questions , she posits a hypothetical 
scenario that they could do so, by tentatively suggesting that it would be a good idea to 
do so  y doing this, she avoids committing fully to the suggestion and allows room for 
alternative suggestions to arise  his approach is very useful in this particular 
sequential conte t, because she does not necessarily know whether her suggestion 
will be met with approval   
 n the following e ample, the situation is slightly different  n this case, vil is used as 
part of a suggestion to establish a much more assertive epistemic stance, which fits the 
conte t  

A  is in the process of discussing whether to use the old  or the new  comma in 
their project report cf   hen using the new  comma, commas are omitted 
before sub-clauses, while they are retained when using the old  comma  here 
seems to be a general preference for the new comma in the group, but in previous 
talk ania has mentioned that she is not familiar with it and more comfortable with 
the old one  owever, in this e tract she seems to be swayed  

 
  (34)  1 Josefine  så for min skyld kan vi godt skrive efter det nye ⌈komma⌉  
        2 ???                                                         ⌊mhh⌋ 
        3           (2.4)  
        4 Josefine  hvad siger du Tania 
        5 Tania     jamen jeg synes også (.) det det gør vi bare 
        6           fordi (0.6) altså jeg (0.4) jeg tror jeg kommer til    
        7           at sætte det gamle fordi jeg ikke har styr på det  
        8           ikke (0.2)  
        9 Tine      ⌈ja⌉  
       10 Tania     ⌊men⌋ det er jo nok også nemmere at slette et komma 
       11           end at begynde og sætte det ikke  
       12 Josefine  ⌈mhh⌉  
       13 Mads      ⌊ja⌋ 
       14 Stine     ⌊ja⌋  
       15 Tania     altså (0.4) så det tror jeg også vil være nemmest  
       16           hvis jeg får lov til sådan og sådan nogenlunde at skrive  
       17           efter hvad jeg (.) er vant til (1.0) og så hvis folk  
       18           retter det så lige slette det  
       19 Tine      yes 
 
        1 Josefine  so it’s alright with me if we use the new ⌈comma⌉ 
        2 ???                                                 ⌊mhh⌋ 
        3           (2.4)  
        4 Josefine  what do you think Tania 
        5 Tania     well I also think (.) that that’s what we should do  
        6           because (0.6) you know I (0.4) I think I’ll end up  
        7           using the old one because I’m not quite in control of it   
        8           right (0.2)  
        9 Tine      ⌈yeah⌉  

  



       10 Tania     ⌊but⌋ it’s probably easier to delete a comma  
       11           than it is to start adding it right 
       12 Josefine  ⌈mm⌉  
       13 Mads      ⌊yes⌋ 
       14 Stine     ⌊yes⌋  
       15 Tania     you know (0.4) so I also think it will be the easiest way  
       16           if I can you know you know write more or less 
       17           like I’m (.) used to (1.0) and then if you guys  
       18           correct it then just delete it  
       19 Tine      yes 
 

hereas one in  is initiating a new suggestion and carefully adopting an 
epistemic stance that allows ma imum room for manoeuvring around it, ania is in a 
very different situation in  he is essentially making a suggestion that shows her 
willingness to go along with the emerging consensus in the group, although she has 
been reluctant to do so in previous talk  he cannot assume that the others will 
necessarily agree that what she suggests will be the easiest way  line , but based 
on the previous discussion she can be sure that they condone the essence of the 
suggestion, and this makes it less likely that her reasoning will be questioned  Also, she 
does not have to use the hypothetical ville  would , because through her acceptance of 

h ythe new comma it is de facto decided that this is what t e  are going to use  
 n backing acts, the scenario-building function is not used directly to stage 
suggestions, but rather to provide backing for them by way of e emplification  his is 
illustrated in the following e ample, which is also sourced from the comma discussion 
in i    A  n fact, e ample  forms the continuation of the e ample given here  

n the talk leading to this e tract, Josefine has been arguing that the comma 
problem  will to some e tent be alleviated by the fact that they have a whole month 
set aside for copy-editing the report, and in this period the group members can 
correct each other s commas  As the e tract begins, she repeats this suggestion  

 
  (35) 1 Josefine  og så (1.1) kan vi jo rette hinandens (.) kommaer (.) 
       2           så på den måde så selvom (0.8) vi sætter os ind i det (1.1) 
       3           og måske ikke når og have helt styr på det så vil vi dog 
       4           stadig være fe- ⌈fire andre⌉ øh der skal læse det igennem  
       6 Tania                     ⌊mhh⌋  
       7           (0.2)  
       8 Josefine  altså (0.8) ⌈kan man⌉ sige ikke (.)  
       9 Mads                  ⌊ja⌋  
      10 Tine      mmh  
      11           (0.7)  
      12 Josefine  så for min skyld kan vi godt skrive efter det nye ⌈komma⌉  
      13 ???                                                         ⌊mhh⌋ 
 
       1 Josefine  and then (1.1) we can correct each other’s (.) commas (.) 
       2           so in that way even though (0.8) we study the rules (1.1) 
       3           and maybe don’t quite get the hang of it there will   
       3           still be fi-  ⌈four others⌉ er who will read it through 
       6 Tania                   ⌊mhh⌋  

  



       7           (0.2)  
       8 Josefine  you know (0.8) ⌈you can⌉ say that right (.)  
       9 Mads                     ⌊yes⌋  
      10 Tine      mmh  
      11           (0.7)  
      12 Josefine  so I would be quite happy to use the new ⌈comma⌉  
      13 XXX                                                ⌊mhh⌋ 
 
 

n this e ample, vil  in line  is used to create a scenario that backs Josefine s final 
suggestion in line  that they use the new comma, despite the difficulties involved  

y using vil to construct the scenario, Josefine almost presents the scenario as a given, 
although she obviously cannot be certain that they will in fact be able to spend an 
entire month mulling over the report before handing it in groups often plan that, but 
rarely manage to stick to the plan   

Epistemicdynamic variants 

he le eme kunne accounts for all the tokens of epistemic-dynamic variants in the 
A  data  As in the  and  groups, these tokens are most commonly found in 

backing acts and suggestion acts  f the total number of  tokens,  occur in backing 
acts, and  in suggestion acts  n the following,  will focus on their use in suggestion 

cta s  
 Epistemic-dynamic variants in suggestion acts tend to combine with pronouns that 
either refer to the group as a whole, or specific members of the group, i e  vi, du or jeg 
we, you or  n such combinations, the focus is partly on the subject s dynamic ability 

to do something, and partly on the possibility of that ability being put to use  hat is, 
the propositional content is presented as a possible course of action which the speaker 
supplies with a particular degree of justificatory support  he difference between the 
present tense form kan and the past tense form kunne is very similar to that observed 
between can  and could, i e  kunne  is used in suggestions that are generally more 
tentative or hypothetical than those containing kan  n , isbet employs kan   

A  is discussing when to send papers to their supervisor, and which papers to 
send  isbet then suggests that they send one part now and another part later  

 
  (36)  Lisbet  vi kan jo også godt prøve at sende det andet (0.9) senere 
                så bare skrive til hende nu at vi sender det her  
  
        Lisbet  we can also try to send the other (0.9) later 
                then just write to her now that we are sending this  
 

  



ad isbet used kunne in this e ample, the suggestion would have been more tentative 
and allowed more room for diverging points of view  his is the case in the following 
e ample  

A  is discussing whether they should conduct an interview with a news editor  
ania, who has made the suggestion, is quite keen to go ahead with the interview, 

although she realises that it requires a lot of work  he other group members are 
more reluctant, but they seem loath to reject it categorically  
 
(37)  1 Josefine  ja altså jeg er mere ude i den der med altså jeg synes også 
      2           det kunne være (.) pisse spændende (0.3) men øhm (0.8)  
      3           men jeg synes ikke vi har tid til det (.) 
      4           ⌈hvis vi ikke skal bruge det⌉ i opgaven  
      5 Tania     ⌊nej men jeg⌋  
      6 Tania     jeg synes også den ⌈bliver⌉ lidt presset ikke  
      7 Stine                        ⌊mm⌋  
      8           (0.5) 
      9 Tania     ⌈fordi⌉ det er sådan et kæmpe arbejde ⌈at⌉ lave  
     10 Stine     ⌊xx⌋                                   
     11 Josefine                                        ⌊ja⌋ 
     12           (0.7) 
     13 Stine     øhm ⌈ja⌉ 
     14 Tania         ⌊men xx⌋ altså (0.3) for min skyld kunne jeg jo godt 

       15           tage ud og hey (.) bare snakke (.) og bare sådan høre 
 
        1 Josefine  yeah you know I’m more like you know I also think 
        2           it could be (.) bloody exciting (0.3) but ehm (0.8)  
        3           but I don’t think we’ve got time for it (.) 
        4           ⌈if we’re not using it⌉ in the report 
        5 Tania     ⌊no but I⌋  
        6 Tania     I also think it’s ⌈going to be⌉ a bit tight right  
        7 Stine                       ⌊mm⌋  
        8           (0.5) 
        9 Tania     ⌈because⌉ it is a such a massive job ⌈to⌉ do  
       10 Stine     ⌊xx⌋                                   
       11 Josefine                                       ⌊yeah⌋ 
       12           (0.7) 
       13 Stine     ehm ⌈yes⌉ 
       14 Tania         ⌊but xx⌋ you know (0.3) as far as I’m concerned I could  
       15      go the nd hey (.) just talk (.) and just like listen 
  

y using kunne rather than kan in line  ania establishes an epistemic stance that 
matches the difficult position she is in  At this point in the discussion, she is aware that 
her suggestion of conducting an interview is not condoned by the others, even though 
the rejection is stated rather vaguely, as illustrated by Josefine s contribution in lines 

-  which also contains a token of kunne  till, under these circumstances where she 
is in fact up against the whole group, ania is almost forced to transpose her 
suggestion to a hypothetical key if she wants to maintain it, and this purpose is well 

hat the pronoun is jeg , not vi  we  his is another 

      re a

served by kunne  ote also t

  

                                                           
 he English version of  is a relatively free paraphrase that is meant to provide the gist of the 

interaction in anish and capture its somewhat informal style   



indication that ania may realise that the suggestion is not likely to be taken onboard 
by the group  
 A considerable number of the epistemic-dynamic tokens found in suggestion acts 
also combine with the generic pronouns man or du, in very much the same way as the 
generic you  is used in the  and  groups  his is illustrated in the following 
e ample, which is taken from the same discussion as the previous one, but a little 
earlier in the sequence   

 
(38)  1 Tania     jamen jeg går ud fra at vi ikke skal (0.8) transskribere  
      2           det ((interviewet)) og alt ⌈det der⌉ ⌈fis⌉ ≋ 

        3 Stine                                ⌊mm⌋  
        4 Tine                                           ⌊mm⌋  
        5 Tania     ≋ fordi det (.) bliver for vol- for voldsomt men  
        6 Tine      mm 
        7 Tania     jeg tænker bare at vi kan vel (0.6) bruge det alligevel   
        8           kan man ikke godt ⌈det⌉  
        9 Stine                       ⌊jo⌋    ⌈men det jeg bare ⌈tror⌉⌉  
       10 Josefine                    ⌊jo jo⌋ ⌊men du kan sagtens bruge det⌉ ≋  
       11 Tine                                                  ⌊ja⌋ 
       12 Josefine  ≋ som research ligesom at læse en bog  
       13           (0.3)  
       14 Tania     ja  
       15 Josefine  det kan du sagtens  
       16           (0.2)  
       17 Tania     uden ⌈at sk- at skrive⌉  
       18 Josefine       ⌊men problemet⌋ er bare at du skal have altså  
       19           hvis du skal lave et seriøst interview så skal du jo også  
       20           (0.3) udforme det (0.4) så det bliver (0.3) altså så det  
       21           bliver nogle gode spørgsmål så vi får noget vi kan bruge  
 
        1 Tania     yeah but I assume that we don’t have to (0.8) transcribe  
        2           it ((the interview)) and all ⌈that⌉ ⌈jazz⌉ ≋ 
        3 Stine                                  ⌊mm⌋  
        4 Tine                                          ⌊mm⌋  
        5 Tania     ≋ because that (.) will be too exc- too excessive but  
        6 Tine      mm 
        7 Tania     I’m just thinking that we can (0.6) use it all the same 
        8           can you not do ⌈that⌉  
        9 Stine                    ⌊yeah⌋ ⌈but what I just ⌈think⌉⌉  
       10 Josefine                 ⌊yeah⌋ ⌊but you can easily use it⌉ ≋  
       11 Tine                                             ⌊yes⌋ 
       12 Josefine  ≋ like research like reading a book  
       13           (0.3)  
       14 Tania     yes  
       15 Josefine  that you can easily do 
       16           (0.2)  
       17 Tania     without ⌈wr- writing⌉  
       18 Josefine          ⌊but the problem⌋ is just that you must have  
       19           if you are doing a serious interview then you must also               
       20           (0.3) design it (0.4) so it will be (0.3) you know it 
       21           will be
 

         

 some good questions so we get something useful 

  

                                                  
 ote ania s use of vi kan we can  in line  which provides a striking contrast to jeg kunne   

could  in e   he difference indicates that at this point in the sequence, it is still relatively open 
whether ania s suggestion will be condoned by the group  Vel in line  is discussed in ch   



ere the use of kan in combination with the generic pronouns man  line  and du 
lines  and  are used to convey what the speaker holds to be an abstract or 

generic condition  n lines -  Josefine asserts that it is generally acceptable to use 
interviews as research  for project reports, whether the interviews are transcribed in 
full or not  et kan du sagtens  you can easily do that  in line  comes in response to 

ania s contribution in line , kan man ikke godt det  can you not do that , which is 
essentially making the same point, albeit more tentatively because ania s is asking for 
confirmation of the e istence of the generic condition, rather than asserting it  

Epistemic variants 

he purely epistemic variants are clearly associated with backing and suggestion acts  
f the total  tokens,  occur in backing acts, and  in suggestion acts of various 

types  he typical pragmatic functions of the epistemic variants resemble those 
identified in the  and the  groups  n general terms, this means that the weak 
epistemic variants, kan can  and particularly kunne  could , are used to establish 
relatively fle ible positions for the speaker vis- -vis the issue under discussion, while 
the variants with stronger epistemic force, må  must  and vil  will , inde  a firmer 
epistemic stance and consequently establish more definitive positions for the speaker 
and narrow the dialogic space  n the following, the most typical uses of the epistemic 

 variants in backing as well as suggestion acts are e emplified
 E ample  illustrates a typical use of weak epistemic kunne  could , first as part 
of an initial suggestion in line  and then as part of a backing act in line  he 
e ample is drawn from the same sequence as  and  above where A  are 
discussing whether they should interview a news editor for the project  E ample  
constitutes the very beginning of this particular problem-solving sequence  
 
  (39)  1 Tania  må jeg lige øhm (0.3)  
        2 Tine   nej  
        3        (0.5) 
        4 Tania  smide en bold op igen (.) 
        5        jeg har sidder og tænker på det her interview  
        6        ((Tine and one of the other girls laughing in overlap)) 
        7        (1.1)  
        8 Stine  ja  
        9 Tine   men det ⌈s-⌉  
       10 Tania          ⌊som⌋ jeg synes kunne være så fedt at lave 
       11        om ikke andet så bare for at lave det fordi (0.7) 
       12        ikke fordi jeg vil være sådan en lille journalist (0.2) 
       13        ting nej men fordi jeg synes bare det kunne være så   
       14        interessant at have deres ⌈egen mening med⌉  
       15 Tine                             ⌊stræber⌋  
       16        ej det var bare for sjov 

  



        1 Tania  can I just erm (0.3)  
        2 Tine   no 
        3        (0.5) 
        4 Tania  throw a ball up again (.) 
        5        I have am sitting here thinking about this interview 
        6        ((Tine and one of the other girls laughing in overlap)) 
        7        (1.1)  
        8 Stine  yeah  
        9 Tine   but that ⌈s-⌉  
       10 Tania           ⌊which⌋ I think could be so cool to do                  
       11        if nothing else just to do it because (0.7) 
       12        not because I want to be a sort of little journalist (0.2) 
       13        thingy no but because I just think it could be so  
       14        interesting to include their ⌈opinion⌉  
       15 Tine                                ⌊go-getter⌋  
       16        no that was just a joke 
 

n the opening of the sequence, ania utilises the weak epistemic force of kunne to 
present her suggestion in a hypothetical key  y doing so, she is able to put her idea 
into play without committing too strongly to its actualisation, and thus without 
foisting it on the other group members  er way of talking about the interview as det 
her interview  this interview  suggests that this may not be the first time the issue is 
discussed in the group, and ania s tentative approach could be seen as an indication 
that she does not e pect the idea to be embraced immediately by the group, if at all  

he backing she provides for the suggestion in lines -  fits the hypothetical pattern, 
jeg synes bare det kunne v re s  interessant at have deres egen mening med   just 

think it could be so interesting to include their opinion  and thus contributes to the 
relatively tentative stance she is adopting, despite the fact that she also displays 
enthusiasm by emphasising that it could be so cool and so interesting  n conclusion, 
the epistemic stance displayed by ania seems to inde  the delicate situation she finds 
herself in  y employing a weak modal she is able to introduce her suggestion without 
closing the dialogic space completely and thereby jeopardising her own positive face, if 

d not bthe suggestion shoul e met with approval by the other group members     
 n comparison to kunne the present tense form kan usually inde es a slightly firmer 
epistemic stance on behalf of the speaker  his is illustrated in the following e ample 
from A , where Jens uses kan as part of a suggestion in line , and Eik uses it twice 
in 

  

lines  and  as part of backing acts for Jens  suggestion   

Jens and Eik have been discussing whether Jens should pick up a book that has 
become available at the library  Eik has already read part of it, but in previous talk 
Jens has reached the conclusion that it would still be worthwhile to pick it up cf  
e ample  in chapter  n this e cerpt he suggests that the book could be used 
for the project s historical part, and it turns out that Eik has e clusively used it with 
another focus in mind, namely the part which concerns the ideal democracy   



  (40)  1 Jens  det kan også være den kan bruges til noget af det historiske   
        2       måske det ved jeg ikke  
        3       (.)  
        4 Eik   det kan den sikkert jeg kiggede udelukkende på det ideelle  
        5       faktisk ⌈xx⌉ 
        6 Jens          ⌊ja⌋  
        7       (1.2) 
        8 Eik   jo det tror jeg faktisk godt den kan  
        9 Jens  ja 
       10       (0.9)  
       11 Jens  jeg tager (.) jeg henter den 
 
        1 Jens  it can also be that it can be used for some of the historical 
        2       maybe I don’t know  
        3       (.)  
        4 Eik   it can probably I only looked at the ideal  
        5       actually ⌈xx⌉ 
        6 Jens           ⌊yes⌋  
        7       (1.2) 
        8 Eik   yeah I actually think it can 
        9 Jens  yeah 
       10       (0.9)  
       11 Jens  I’ll (.) I’  it22  
 

he two tokens of epistemic kan in line  allow Jens to present his idea as a relatively 
open one, similarly to if he had used may or might in English  owever, because it has 
already been decided in previous talk that he will fetch the book from the library, and 
possibly because he does not e pect to meet considerable disagreement from Eik, he 
does not present this as a hypothetical possibility by means of kunne  imilarly, Eik s 
response, which comes to act as backing for Jens  suggestion, contains two tokens of 
kan and not kunne, which can be seen, partly as an indication that Eik is relatively 
certain about the proposition he puts forward, and partly as an indication that the 
ssue unde cuss

ll get

i r dis ion is non-controversial  Eik is agreeing, not disagreeing with Jens   
 Kunne and kan account for the majority of the tokens of epistemic modal verb 
variants in backing and suggestion acts  in A  and  in A  he 
remaining tokens are constituted by tokens of må and vil which e press a stronger 
degree of epistemic force  his is e emplified in  where vil  is first used in a 
disagreement act line  and then in an act which provides backing for the 
disagreement line   

A  is discussing their research question and motivation statement  Mads has 
made a suggestion which includes the phrase whether a journalistic research 

y the ethical demands that are made in the news media s process and its result satisf

  

                                                           
 n order to preserve transparency in the paraphrase  have used can in the English version of the 

e ample, but can does not work very well as a translation equivalent of kan because epistemic uses 
of kan in anish are typically covered by other modal verbs in English, e g  may or might  



own discourse,  which has subsequently been criticised by ania and ine who are 
both uneasy about the use of the term discourse  As the e cerpt begins, Mads is 
defending his suggestion against this criticism   

 
  (41)  1 Mads   men ⌈der er egentlig ikke⌉ der er egentlig ikke noget ≋  
        2 ???        ⌊xxxx⌋  
        3 Mads   ≋ forkert i den sætning fordi (1.0)  
        4        en diskurs (0.9) det jo bare den verden (0.3)  
        5 Tine   ja ja men jeg ved godt hvad en diskurs er jeg tænker bare  
        6        på (1.2) jeg kan bare ikke se noget kontroversielt i det  
        7        fordi at jeg tror enhver journalist vil skrive inden for den   
        8        diskurs ⌈han eller hun⌉ er placeret i  
        9 Tania          ⌊mm⌋  
       10        (0.8)  
       11 Tine   så jeg tror ikke der er noget jeg tror altid det vil  
       12        stemme overens 
 
        1 Mads   but ⌈there’s actually not⌉ there’s actually nothing ≋  
        2 ???        ⌊xxxx⌋  
        3 Mads   ≋ wrong with that sentence because (1.0)  
        4         a discourse (0.9) that’s just that world (0.3)  
        5 Tine   yeah yeah I know what a discourse is I’m just thinking 
        6        that (1.2) I just can’t see anything controversial in it  
        7        because I think any journalist will write within the discourse  
        8        discourse ⌈he or she⌉ is located in  
        9 Tania            ⌊mm⌋  
       10        (0.8)  
       11 Tine   so I do t think there’s anything I think it will always      
       12        corresp d 
 

n this case, ine is using vil to display a very strong epistemic stance  y using vil she 
indicates that she holds relatively strong justificatory support for the propositions that 
she puts forward, and which, if they are true, by implication will render Mads  
suggestion more or less irrelevant  n her choice of modal verb, ine is not beating 
round the bush trying to find an epistemic stance that will allow her to align positively 
with Mads  er choice of modal verb means that her argument is stated relatively 
firmly  et, in both cases the use of vil occurs in the scope of jeg tror I think  which 
offers a degree of relativisation of her point which means that her contribution is 

n’              
on

  

slightly less confrontational   
 his last point alerts us to the obvious fact that the E EM  modal verb variants 
only constitute one feature in the battery of epistemic stance devices which speakers 
can wield in the course of interaction, and that a more careful investigation of their 
interplay constitutes an important avenue of future research cf  oye  hapter 

 broadens the scope of the investigation by offering an analysis of the use of 
epistemic and evidential sentence adverbials in the data, but first a few conclusive 
remarks about the use of E EM  modal verb variants in the three data sets are called 
for  



9.3 Conclusion   

n chapter , it was discussed how epistemic e pressions can have quite different uses 
and different pragmatic functions in different cultural settings, illustrated by ouman s 
comparative study of the language use of hicanos and Anglos in a os Angeles barrio  

he present chapter has investigated the use of E EM  variants of modal verbs in 
the ,  and A  groups, with a particular focus on their pragmatic functions, and 
the conclusion is quite the opposite of the one reached in ouman s study  o all 
intents and purposes, it appears that the students in the three data sets under study 
predominantly use the epistemic variants of the modal verbs in similar contexts, vi  
backing and suggestion acts, and utilise them for similar pragmatic purposes  t has 
been argued that management of the dialogic space can be said to constitute a basic 
pragmatic function of the E EM  variants of the modal verbs, which in specific 
conte ts can trigger more specialised pragmatic functions, which include minimising 
the imposing nature of face threatening acts politeness , boosting the speaker s own 
point of view persuasion , and aligning positively with interlocutors through the 
construction of congruent intersubjective stances  
 urthermore, the analysis has shown that the use of E EM  modal verb variants 
can often be said to reflect the conte t in which they occur, i e  that the use of 
particular variants is to some e tent conditioned on the local sequential conte t, which 
in turn forms part of the larger social conte t of the group  or instance, it has been 
discussed that in situations where speakers may, for some reason or other, e pect 
their interlocutors to align positively with the propositions they put forward, either 
because a given proposition can be considered uncontroversial, or because it has 
already been endorsed by one of more of the interlocutors, speakers tend to adopt 
relatively strong epistemic stances that leave the dialogic space relatively closed  

onversely, if the point of view is potentially controversial or already e plicitly 
established as a contested issue, speakers will tend to adopt relatively weak epistemic 
stances, and thus leave the dialogic space relatively open  hus, by adopting different 
epistemic stances, speakers achieve three things  hey either close or open the 
dialogic space around the issue under discussion, they position themselves visàvis 
the proposition under discussion, and thereby align with their interlocutors, cf  John 

u ois  definition of the stance triangle u ois   

  



  

 Just as the use of particular E EM  modal verb variants in most cases can be said 
to reflect aspects of the local conte t, it can be argued that their use at the same time 
to some e tent inde  or become constitutive of situational dimensions  of a non-
linguistic nature cf  the discussion of chs  principle of inde icality discussed in 
chapter  hus, there is arguably a certain dialectic at work in the association 
between the E EM  variants of the modal verbs on the one hand, and the acts of 
providing backing and presenting suggestions on the other  t is not the case that 
particular E EM  modal verb variants in and of themselves automatically trigger  
particular acts, or vice versa  et, certain valences  cf   arguably seem to be at 
work that tie particular types of epistemic stances with particular acts, or rather 
particular ways of formulating these acts, and these associations in turn seem to be 
indicative and or constitutive of the roles that individual speakers tend to adopt in the 
groups  he latter aspect has not been investigated separately in the present chapter, 
but the e amples may have given the reader some idea of the roles that are at work in 
the different groups  n chapter , it is investigated in detail to what e tent individual 
speakers can be said to adopt certain epistemic stance styles, and thereby add a 
further link to the chain of inde icality  
 n comparing the  data to the  data, the analysis has shown that the  
students, in particular the anish  students, to some degree tend to use a relatively 
narrow selection of E EM  modal verb variants  erhaps the most conspicuous 
finding is that they hardly ever use be going to in an epistemic sense, whereas this is 
relatively common in the  groups, and also for some of those speakers in the  
groups who do not have a anish background and anish as their only   n this 
rather narrow sense, it may be said that the local norms of speaking in the  groups 
differ from the local norms of speaking in the  groups  he anish  speakers 
perceived as a group  apparently have a slightly more narrow repertoire than the  

speakers perceived as a group , or at least they choose to display or activate a more 
narrow selection of E EM  modal verb variants  et, as argued above, this does not 
seem to influence the range of pragmatic functions which the speakers use the 
E EM  modal verb variants to realise   
 hus, we may say that the anish  speakers to some e tent seem to have fewer 
strings to their bows than the  speakers, but this does not prevent them from 
playing largely the same pragmatic tune



Chapter 10: Sentence adverbials as epistemic   markers 

his chapter investigates the use of sentence adverbials as markers of epistemic 
stance in the ,  and A  groups  ection  treats the  and  groups while 
section  focuses on the A  groups  Each section opens with some general 
quantitative observations which set the scene for the qualitative analyses of the 
pragmatic functions of the epistemic and evidential sentence adverbials in interaction  

  stance

10.1 The HIB and GB groups 

n the following three sections, the use of sentence adverbials as epistemic e pressions 
in the  and  groups is analysed  ection  provides a comparative 
quantitative overview of the use of sentence adverbials in the data sets, while section 

 and  focus on the pragmatic functions associated with epistemic sentence 
adverbials in the  and  groups respectively   

10.1.1 Frequency and distribution 

igure  shows the rate of epistemic and evidential sentence adverbials in the  
and  groups  ith rates between  and  tokens per  words, the sentence 
adverbials are about half as frequent as the E EM  variants of the modal verbs cp  
figure  nterestingly, , which was the group with the lowest rate of E EM  
modal verb variants, is the group with the highest frequency of epistemic and 
evidential sentence adverbials, while , which had the highest rate of E EM  

modal verb variants, has a relatively low score for epistemic and evidential sentence 
adverbials   
 

 
 igure  requency of epistemic and evidential sentence adverbials 
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igure  shows the distribution of epistemic and evidential adverbials across the 
four adverbial groups that were identified in chapter , i e   degree of force 
adverbials,  claim to certainty adverbials,  dialogic adverbials, and  evidential 

eption adverbials, of which obviously is the only one attested in the data   perc
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As illustrated by figure , the distribution of tokens across adverbial groups is 
generally strikingly similar in the four groups  he most conspicuous difference is 
perhaps that the two  groups tend to use dialogic adverbials more frequently than 
the  groups  his is especially clear if  and  are compared  hough the 
difference is not statistically significant p  , it could theoretically be taken as an 
indication that the anish  speakers in  resort to frequent use of the dialogic 
adverbials in an attempt to compensate for the lack , as it were, of dialogic particles in 
English

roups 

 owever, this theory is challenged by the fact that the difference between the 
rate of dialogic adverbials in  and  is much less marked, and the difference 
between  and  even less  hus, as in the case of the modal verbs, it must be 
concluded that no significant difference related to language scenario English as a 
lingua franca vs  English as an  can be observed between the groups  

  

                                                           
 n , the proportion of dialogic tokens constitutes  of the total number of tokens  

whereas the dialogic tokens constitute  of the total in    p   his means that 
the difference falls short of the usual minimum level of statistical significance p   



Distribution of tokens across forms 

igure  shows the distribution of tokens across adverbial forms  he adverbials 
are listed according to adverbial groups, numbered  to , with the most frequent 
form within each group first, left to right  he figure shows that the distribution of 
tokens across forms is generally quite similar in the four groups  A few conspicuous 
differences stand out, but with two possible e ceptions which are discussed below , 
these differences do not seem to be related to the language scenarios of the groups  
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 igure  requency of epistemic and evidentia  adverbials in  and  groups 
 

he analysis of the modal verbs in chapter  showed a tendency for the anish  
speakers to employ a limited range of E EM  modal verb variants compared to the 
non anish  speakers, but it is difficult to make a similar argument in relation to the 
epistemic and evidential sentence adverbials  n the case of the epistemic and 
evidential adverbials it turns out that all groups,  as well as  groups, use a 
limited range of the adverbials under study they all use between  and  of the  
potential adverbials  Moreover, there appears to be no systematic relation between 
the range of forms used and the language scenario of the groups, i e  it is not 
immediately possibly to identify forms that are clearly associated with one language 
scenario but not the other, e cept perhaps most likely which is only used in the  

l

  



groups, but also quite infrequently  owever, probably and really might constitute an 
e ception  As figure  illustrates there are no tokens of probably and really in , 
although both adverbials are used in  and , and  hat the adverbials are 
used in  indicates that the lack of tokens in  is not a language-scenario 
related difference  et, a closer look at the data reveals that the majority of the tokens 
in  are produced by eter and Ernst, i e  the two group members who do not have 

anish as their , and are also the sole users of be going to in the  data  owever, 
eter and Ernst do not account for all tokens of probably and really  ogether, they 

account for  probably tokens and  really tokens, so the picture is not as clear 
as it is for be going to  urthermore, really is also relatively low-frequent in , so it 
may be difficult to claim that really is necessarily a typical epistemic adverbial in the 

 data as such  till, what we have here is an observation which could potentially 
point in the same direction as the relative absence of be going to in the  data  that 
the anish  speakers employ a relatively limited range of the epistemic e pressions 
made available to them by the English language  

Distribution across comact types 

As illustrated by figure  and , the majority of tokens in the  groups are 
found in backing acts and in suggestion acts, in particular suggestion acts in the 
evaluation phase   f the tokens in all types of suggestion acts and backing acts are 
combined, they account for  of the total number of epistemic and evidential 
adverbials in   tokens  and  of the tokens in   n , 
the remaining tokens are spread out across three act types, namely agreement, 
disagreement and clarifying, whereas the picture is more diverse in  with the 
remaining tokens spread across si  additional act types, with disagreement and 
clarifying as the two most prominent ones with two tokens each   
 

                                                           
 Another possibility is that eter and Ernst s use of probably and really  is motivated by their 

f

  

unctional group roles rather than their language backgrounds, cf  the discussion of their roles in 
chapter  
 he suggestion  category in figures  and  subsumes what is referred to as neutral and 

congruent suggestions in chapter  
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 igure  istribution of epistemic and evidential adverbials,  
 

urning to figure , we see that in  the epistemic evidential adverbials are 
used in between  and  of the suggestion acts , , and , and in 

 percent of the backing acts A  hree tokens in disagreement acts means that 



 of this act type contains an epistemic evidential adverbial while it is less than 
 for the rest of the act types, most of them  hus, it seems reasonable to say 

that in  the epistemic evidential adverbials are relatively frequently associated 
with suggestion and backing acts, and, to a somewhat smaller e tent, disagreement 

cta s   
 n  figure  the association between epistemic evidential adverbials and 
suggestion and backing acts is not quite as clear, in the sense that the acts types are 
generally less likely to contain a epistemic evidential adverbial than in  till, 
backing and suggestion acts are among the act types that most frequently contain an 

pistemic evidential adverbial   e
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omparing figures  and  to the similar ones for the  groups shows that the 
distribution in the  groups to some e tent resembles the distribution in the  



groups  f the tokens in all types of suggestion acts and backing acts are combined, 
they account for  of the total number of epistemic and evidential adverbials in 

  tokens  and  of the tokens in   owever, while most of 
the tokens in the  groups are located in backing acts, the tokens in the  groups 
are more equally divided between suggestion and backing acts, and indeed with a 
majority in suggestion acts  n , the remaining tokens are spread out across eight 
act types, and in  si  
 he quantitative overview of how often the various com-act types contain 
epistemic or evidential adverbials, presented in figures  and , reveals that 
the  groups to some e tent differ from the  groups in this respect  n both  
and  disagreement acts stand out as an act type that often contains an epistemic or 
evidential adverb over  of the disagreement acts in both groups contain at least 
one epistemic evidential adverbial  his is not as clearly pronounced in the  
groups, where the main association was found to be with backing and suggestion acts  
n the  groups, the proportion of backing acts containing an epistemic or evidential 

adverb is not bigger than for other act types, but suggestion acts of varying kind in 
the two groups  do seem to stand out slightly compared to other act types  till, the 
general picture seems to be that the association between epistemic and evidential 
adverbials and backing and suggestion acts is not as clear as in the  data, though it 
is undeniably still there, by the simple fact that backing and suggestion acts host  the 
majority of the epistemic and evidential adverbials found in the data cf  table  and 

 above  
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Summing up 

n summary, the quantitative overview in this section has shown that the epistemic 
and evidential adverbials are not as frequent in the  and  data as the E EM  
variants of the modal verbs  Moreover, the overview has shown that the distribution of 
tokens across adverbial groups is quite similar in the  and  groups  here are of 
course a number of differences between the individual groups, but with the possible 
e ception of the use of probably and really, none of the differences between the groups 
seem to correspond to differences in language scenario  inally, the overview has 
shown that the epistemic and evidential adverbials are in all four groups quite clearly 
associated with suggestion and backing acts, though the association is not quite as 
pronounced as in the case of the modal verbs  urthermore, in the case of the  
groups, disagreement acts stand out as an act type that frequently contains epistemic 
and or evidential adverbials   

10.1.2 Pragmatic functions: HIB groups 

his section provides an analysis of the most typical pragmatic functions of the 
epistemic and evidential adverbs in the  groups  he analysis is ordered according 
to the four groups of adverbials identified in chapter   

  

Epistemic adverbials: degree of force 

n the  groups, the list of adverbials used to specify degree of epistemic force is 
constituted by maybe, most likely, not necessarily, possibly and probably, with maybe 
and probably as clearly the most frequent ones, though probably only occurs in  



As a group, the degree of force adverbials are quite clearly associated with backing and 
suggestion acts  f the total  tokens in the  data,  occur in backing acts, and  
are found in suggestion acts   
 he pragmatic function of the degree of force adverbials hinges on the particular 
degree of epistemic force they specify  he adverbials which e press relatively weak 
epistemic force do not commit the speaker to the point of view being proposed and 
consequently create a relatively open dialogic space  he adverbials which specify a 
relatively strong degree of epistemic force tend to partake in the creation of more firm 
epistemic stances that leave the dialogic space relatively closed   
 n this sense, the basic pragmatic function of the adverbials resemble the basic 
function identified for the purely epistemic variants of the modal verbs in chapter  

his is particularly obvious for the weak epistemic modal verb variants and the 
epistemic adverbials that e press a weak degree of epistemic force  n chapter , the 
following e ample was used to illustrate the relativising  effect of the weak E EM  

modal verb variants e ample , but in fact, as highlighted by the underlining in 
, this effect is co-constituted by maybe as a weak epistemic adverbial   

 
  (1)  30  Rune    ⌈no that's why I think we⌉ could see how they ≋  
       31  Torben  ⌊so if we (.) yeah⌋ 
       32  Rune    ≋ how they correlate  
       33          I mean there maybe it may be (.) totally randomly  
       34          that they correlate it may be (.) it may have 
       35          no (0.5) similar cause and effect  
       36          (1.5)  
       37          but it (0.3) but on the other hand it may have (0.3) 

Maybe s potential for relativising the status of propositions gives speakers license to 
put forward suggestions and provide backing on a non-committal basis, and judging 
by the frequency of maybe in the data, it seems that this is very useful for the speakers  
Maybe is frequently employed in backing acts, as illustrated in , but also in 
suggestion acts as here

 

 
 
(2)  1 Louise  and then very important (0.2) erm (0.1) we have to (.) we   
     2         have to erm (1.0) to split the work before Jesper leaves  

       3         and we have only Saturday  
       4         (1.0)  
       5 Louise  so I don't know what we want to do about ⌈⁇that⁇⌉  
       6 Ernst             
       7         is going t

                               ⌊Saturday⌋ 
o be a hard ass ⌈day⌉  

                                                           

  

 he e ample has been given a new number, but retains the line numbers from chapter   
 E ample  constitutes an entire problem-solving sequence, though one that does not result in an 

e plicit decision being made  t is also treated below in relation to the dialogic adverbials  



       8 Peter                             ⌊Saturday⌋ ≋  
       9 Louise                            ⌊so I think⌋ ≋  
      10 Peter   ≋ ⌈is gonna be a lot of stuff we gotta do Saturday⌉  
      11 Marie     ⌊xxx⌋  
      12 Louise    ⌊≋ that maybe I think that we should⌋ before (.) today 
      13         before we leave maybe we should we should make a an agenda  
      14         for Saturday so that when we get there we can just (1.0)  
      15         ((Louise slaps the back of her left hand against the palm of 
      16          her right hand)) get going ≈  
      17 Ernst   ≈ Jesper ⌈did you find some reading material⌉ ≋  
      18 Peter            ⌊that's actually not a bad idea⌋  
      19 Ernst   ≋ you could take with yourself 
      20 Jesper  er ≈  
      21 Peter   ≈ he doesn't xx you definitely need to be writing there while 
      22         you are over there ⌈too so we need to figure that out too⌉  
      23 Jesper                     ⌊yeah yeah sure definitely definitely⌋  
      24 Louise                     ⌊yeah⌋ 
      25         (0.3)  
      26 Jesper  ⌈erm⌉  
      27 Louise  ⌊yeah⌋ 
 
n this sequence, ouise states a problem in lines -   we have to split the work 
aturday before Jesper leaves  and then follows that up with a question  what do we 

do about that  he problem s relevance is confirmed by Ernst and eter who both 
state that aturday is going to be a busy day lines - , and these contributions then 
function as the launch pad for ouise s central suggestion  we should make an agenda 
for aturday lines -  nterestingly, however, ouise s suggestion is not stated as 
plainly as my paraphrase indicates  n the contrary, it is stated in a relatively tentative 
manner by virtue of the inclusion of two tokens of maybe, which  can be seen as 
counterweights to the relatively imposing nature of the three tokens of deontic should, 
and the assertiveness indicated by her non-verbal communication as described in 
lines -  n sum, ouise succeeds in presenting a suggestion which she clearly 
feels rather strongly about, without bluntly conscripting the others to go along with it  

hus, ouise s use of maybe in this case can be taken as a prime e ample of a negative 
politeness strategy  Maybe is used as a mitigating device that to some e tent alleviates 

ening pthe face-threat otential of the act she produces  
 owever, maybe  is not invariably associated with politeness  n the following 
e ample, eter s use of maybe seems sarcastic rather than polite  

 are discussing whether to conduct their focus group interviews in anish or in 
English  eter is arguing for conducting them in English, because conducting them in 

anish would mean that it will be necessary to translate them before using them in 
the report  n the e tract, eter e plains why he considers this a problem  

 
  (3)  1 Peter   I don't know hey I don't I mean I don't know how good you  
       2         guys are linguistically so maybe there is someone in this  
       3         group who can (.) translate perfectly I mean I don't know   

  



       4         (0.3) maybe there is  
       5         (0.5)  
       6 Louise  er I can ⌈not translate perfectly⌉  
       7 Peter            ⌊but if there isn't then⌋ some of it is gonna get  
       8     st 
 

eter s use of maybe in this e ample comes across as sarcastic because he quite clearly 
does not consider it realistic that anyone in the group can translate perfectly , which is 
in part confirmed by ouise in line  n principle, maybe opens the dialogic space for 
potential counter-suggestions and thereby potentially goes some way in protecting the 
positive face of the other group members, but it is quite clearly a sham on eter s part, 
a rhetorical trick which he uses to back his own point  we should do the interview in 
English  ote also the scenario-building use of epistemic-futuric gonna in line  which 

    lo

points in the same direction  
 o some e tent the use of not necessarily  in backing and suggestion acts has a 
similar function to that of maybe in that it allows the speaker to present a proposition 
without committing to it in full  et, with not necessarily it is typically the case that 
speakers are more or less e plicitly distancing themselves from the proposition that is 
presented under the scope of the adverbial  he contrast between maybe and not 
necessarily is illustrated in the e ample below, which is taken from the same problem-
solving sequence as e ample   

 is discussing which language anish or English  they should use when 
conducting interviews for their project  n previous talk, eter has argued that it 
would be preferable to conduct the interviews in English, but ouise prefers anish, 
and in this e ample she e plains why   

  
  (4)  1 Louise  first of all maybe (0.2) people er (.) is not (0.3)  
       2         so er much up for it if they know it's in English because  
       3         (0.6) it's it's it (0.3) hvad hedder det it's not necessarily  
       4         so that they had er (0.5) their basic studies in English   
       5         (0.2)  
       6         ⌈so⌉ maybe they not be that strong in English  
       7 Marie   ⌊hm⌋  
       8 Marie   yeah ⌈it might not be⌉ comfortable at all  
       9 Jesper       ⌊mhm⌋ 
 

n this e ample, ouise first uses maybe  to frame her point that the potential 
interviewees might be deterred from participating in the interview if it is to be 
conducted in English lines -  he then backs this point up by saying that it s not 
necessarily so that they had their basic studies in English , with the implication that 

  

                                                           
 vad hedder det  in line  is anish for what s it called   



students who have not been enrolled on an English version of the asic tudies at 
oskilde niversity cannot safely be assumed to be comfortable speaking English in an 

interview situation  so maybe they not be that strong in English  Maybe and not 
necessarily both allow ouise to present the content that comes under their scope as 
propositions which she is not necessarily prepared to defend at any cost, yet not 
necessarily still inde es a relatively stronger epistemic stance, as it implies that ouise 

 fact does sh   in not e pect all the potential interviewees to have studied in Engli
   Probably e presses a relatively stronger degree of epistemic force than maybe and 
this means that the pragmatic function it is co-constitutive of in discourse is typically 
quite different from that of maybe.  here maybe can be said to be modally 
harmonious  with the weak variants of the purely epistemic modal verbs, probably 
fits well with the strong ones like will and be going to   ncidentally, this was already 
illustrated in e ample  of chapter , which is reproduced here for convenience 
though in abridged form, and with a new e ample number  
 
  (5)  1 Jesper  I mean I don't know it's I I get what you're saying  
       2         it's just if (0.3) if (.) if (0.2) if we are interested 
       3         in pushing it a bit because we feel like we need to get  
       4         something done (0.3) I could easily see it happening (0.3)  
       5         on the other hand if we feel we have plenty of time we can 
       6         also just do it in in a week (0.2) or whatever (0.4)  
       7 Peter   but ⌈it's also in⌉ terms of like what message your ≋  
       8 Jesper      ⌊or two⌋  
       9 Peter   ≋ sending because the more serious (.) you seem probably  
      10         the more serious people are gonna show up for the focus 
         ⌈group interviews⌉ which is gonna benefit us  
 

ere, probably participates in eter s quite forceful presentation of future scenarios  
As mentioned in chapter , probably  in fact opens a minimal space for counter 
scenarios to emerge, because it constitutes a relatively more open stance epistemic 
than if gonna had been used without further ado  et, it seems symptomatic that the 
adverbial employed is precisely probably, i e  an adverbial of ma imum epistemic 

one of minimal e

11      

strength, and not pistemic strength, e g  maybe  
 As opposed to maybe, probably is typically used in conte ts where the speaker does 
not e pect to be contradicted  his may be illustrated by the ne t e ample   

  

                                                           
f  the con  reference to alliday 

 
 cept of modal harmony discussed in yons  , with

 Most likely can be described in similar terms, but it is not e emplified here  



 is discussing when to recruit interviewees  hursday has been mentioned as a 
possible day to deliver a sales speech  for their own house  and Jesper provides 
backing for this suggestion here   
 
(6)  1 Jesper  another eh like a pro why we should maybe try to strive to do  
     2         it Thursday (0.3) eh our house is the easiest one to get a  
     3         group from ⌈agreed right ok yeah⌉  

       4 Louise             ⌊yeah because we know people so⌋ they would  
       5         probably do it (.)  
       6 Jesper  yeah what I meant with that was (.) eh let's use them as  
       7   inea pigs (.)  
 

his use of probably represents a break from the relatively open epistemic stance style 
that otherwise seems to emerge as typical of ouise cf  e ample  above  owever, 
this break is e plainable if the conte t is taken into consideration  n e ample , 

ouise is placing herself in the slipstream of Jesper s contribution and essentially 
supporting it, which is a very different act from the one performed in e ample  
above where she is wittingly arguing against eter s suggestion that the interview 
should be conducted in English  his indicates that the kind of epistemic stance 
speakers adopt is not necessarily just a matter of how much justificatory support they 
hold, but may also be an inde  of how much justificatory support they e pect to be 
asked to deliver  he greater likelihood of being challenged, the more tentative the 
epistemic stance  nless, of course,  you put your disagreement out into the open and 
e plicitly try to fight your case  

      gu

Epistemic adverbials: claim to certainty 

he epistemic adverbials used to e press claims to certainty in the  groups are 
absolutely, certainly and definitely  n general, these adverbials are much less frequent 
than the adverbials discussed immediately above  n  there are si  tokens in total, 
three of them occur in suggestion acts, the other three in agreement acts  in  
there are three tokens, which are spread out across three act types, vi  suggestion, 
backing, and agreement   
 As discussed above, the weak epistemic adverbials leave the dialogic space 
relatively open, the ones that e press a strong degree of epistemic force tend to leave 
it relatively closed, and the ones that e press claims to certainty seem to be employed 

g it down completely  he following e ample illustrates with the intention of shuttin

  

                                                           
 he basic studies are organised into units referred to as houses  Each house consists of about  

students, a number of supervisors and a secretary   



the use of definitely in a suggestion act and an agreement act  he e ample is contained 
in e ample  above, and only the relevant part is reproduced here  
 
 [2]  17 Ernst   ≈ Jesper ⌈did you find some reading material⌉ ≋  
      18 Peter            ⌊that's actually not a bad idea⌋  
      19 Ernst   ≋ you could take with yourself 
      20 Jesper  er ≈  
      21 Peter   ≈ he doesn't xx you definitely need to be writing there while 
      22         you are over there ⌈too so we need to figure that out too⌉  
      23 Jesper                     ⌊yeah yeah sure definitely definitely⌋  
      24 Louise                     ⌊yeah⌋ 
      25         (0.3)  
      26 Jesper  ⌈erm⌉  
      27 Louise  ⌊yeah⌋ 
 

n line , eter is anything but tentative in suggesting that Jesper should be writing 
on the report while he is away from the group  he combination of definitely and the 
deontic need to results in what is in fact very close to constituting an order  ith this 
contribution eter leaves very little room for Jesper and the other participants to 
manoeuvre in  they can either disagree or agree  Jesper chooses the latter option line 

, by echoing eter s definitely and thereby aligning positively with his position  
nterestingly, while the basic pragmatic function of definitely seems to be identical in 

both cases, i e  closing the dialogic space, the particular conte t in which this basic 
function is located means that definitely  has very different social implications  n 

eter s turn, definitely arguably inde es some degree of power, whereas Jesper s 
definitely is, by virtue of the sequential conte t, quite deferential  

  

Epistemic adverbials: dialogic 

he list of dialogic adverbials used in the  groups is constituted by actually, of 
course and really  Actually is more frequent in  than in , whereas really only 
occurs in  n ,  of the total  tokens occur in backing acts and four in 
suggestion acts  he remaining tokens are divided across a number of act types, with 
agreement and clarifying as the most prominent ones five and four tokens 
respectively  n ,  of the total  tokens occur in backing acts and five in 
suggestion acts  he last token is in a disagreement act  hus, looking at the general 
picture, the dialogic adverbials seem to be mainly associated with backing acts  hey 
also play a role in suggestion acts, but in  they are also frequent in a number of 
other act types  n the following,  will give e amples of their use in agreement, 
suggestion, backing and disagreement acts  



 hat distinguishes the dialogic adverbials from the adverbials treated above, is 
that they do not merely create a dialogic space which holds more or less room for 
opposing points of view, they actually inde  the presence of other points of view 
whether actual or potential  and evaluate them in relation to the point of view the 

speaker is e pressing  y implication, they position the speaker vis- -vis these other 
points of view in the discourse, and potentially inde  how the speaker aligns with 
other speakers in the conte t  
 he dialogic actually carries a semantic instruction which can be paraphrased as 
the speaker saying contrary to what someone may believe, this is the case  cf  section 

 A typical e ample of actually in an agreement act is contained in e ample  
above, repeated here in abridged form  
 
  [2] 12 Louise    ⌊≋ that maybe I think that we should⌋ before (.) today 
      13         before we leave maybe we should we should make a an agenda  
      14         for Saturday so that when we get there we can just (1.0)  
      15         ((Louise slaps the back of her left hand against the palm of 
      16          her right hand)) get going ≈  
      17 Ernst   ≈ Jesper ⌈did you find some reading material⌉ ≋  
      18 Peter            ⌊that's actually not a bad idea⌋  
      19 Ernst   ≋ you could take with yourself 
 
n line  eter responds positively to ouise s suggestion by saying  that s actually 

not a bad idea  y doing so he aligns positively with the suggestion that ouise has put 
forward, and at the same time rejects the opposing point of view, that it is a bad idea , 
which has not been verbalised by anyone, but is nevertheless theoretically contained 
in  maybeouise s initial suggestion because it is couched in the elastic   

  n other instances, the point of view rejected by the use of actually is more tangible 
in the sense that it has been e pressed in previous discourse, either by one of the 
speaker s interlocutors, or indeed the speaker him- or herself  he latter is illustrated 
in the following e ample  

 is discussing how to phrase the project s research question  rida has written a 
suggestion from a previous meeting on a whiteboard in the conference room  

 
  (7)  1 Henrik  ‘which identities do neo liberal (.) theories subject the 
       2         readers to’ ((reading proposed research question out loud))  
       3 Torben  yeah  
       4 Julie   ⁇it is pretty weird⁇ ⌈subject the readers⌉  
       5 Henrik  to me it's it's almost (.) German  
       6         ((Mette laughs))         
       7         (0.3)  
       8 Torben  ⌈why⌉  
       9 Henrik  ⌊how⌋ you put the ‘to’ in the end  
      10         (0.3)  

  



      11 Henrik  and  
      12         (0.2)  
      13 Torben  subject the readers to  
      14         (0.9)  
      15 Rune    that's what you do  
      16         (.)  
      17 Torben  that's what you do in in English 
      18         ((14 lines omitted))  
      19 Henrik  so we're trying to figure out (1.0) what identities that  
      20         neo liberal theories are trying to appose to ehr impose to  
      21         the readers  
      22 Torben  impose on the readers yeah  
      23         (0.2)  
      24 Henrik  okay  
      25         (0.3)  
      26 Henrik  then I understand  
      27         (1.0)  
      28 Frida   and then 
      29 Torben  actually I think imposing (0.8) which identities do neo  
      30         liberal theories impose on the reader is is a better  
      31         formulation  
      32         (1.1)  
      33 Frida   ⌈but⌉  
      34 Henrik  ⌊but⌋ I I was just going to say I really like the subject  
      35         the readers to because that sounded so academic (.)  
      36         ((Henrik laughs)) 

  

      37 Torben  yeah but it was actually wrong 
 

n the first part of this e ample, enrik is arguing that the research question which has 
been written on the whiteboard sounds almost erman to him, and this is apparently 
taken as a criticism by une and orben who proceed to argue that that s what you do 
in English  lines  and  his means that orben at this point, at least by 
implication, has positioned himself as an advocate for the formulation on the 
whiteboard  owever, after enrik has seemingly accepted the proposed research 
question lines - , , and , and rida is indicating that she is ready to move on 
line , and thus presumably considers the case closed, orben suddenly reverses 

his position and suggests an alternative formulation which amounts to a counter 
suggestion line  ere, the initial actually at one and the same time serves to annul 
his previous position and provide strong epistemic support for the new one he is 
making  he  second pause in line  could indicate that it is somewhat baffling to 
the others that orben should suddenly so radically disalign with his previous position, 
but eventually enrik musters a reply  now acting as the proponent of the suggestion 
he was initially heard to criticise  e now reveals, tongue in check, that he was about 
to announce that he liked the original proposal because it sounded so academic  

owever, this is forcefully rejected by orben in a backing act in line , again by use 
of actually which now becomes not only a refusal of his own previous position, but 
also enrik s current position   



 n summary, actually is effectively used as a positioning device in this e tract  n 
contrast to an adverbial like maybe  discussed above under the force adverbials, 
actually does not seem to have a clear politeness function in the data  t is more 
centrally concerned with the management of the various positions in the dialogic 

ker staspace, and the calibration of spea nces  
 he semantic instruction of really  resembles that of actually, as it asserts the 
speaker s point of view while at the same time instantiating a rejection of another  Of 
course, on the other hand, differs from actually and really as it is typically used to 
present a point of view in a way that indicates that the speaker does not e pect to be 
contradicted, i e  it carries a semantic instruction which could be paraphrased as  
hold p, and  do not e pect to be contradicted  he epistemic uses of really and of 
course are illustrated in the following e ample which contains three tokens of really 
and a single token of of course    

 are discussing when to recruit interviewees for their focus group interviews 
and when to conduct the interviews  n previous talk, a suggestion has been made 
which has obtained general consent, yet in the e ample ouise points to the fact that 
this plan will mean that Jesper is e cluded from the process because he is abroad 
during the suggested period  

 
  (8)  1  Louise  then Jesper will not be involved in the process at all  
       2          (1.4)  
       3  Ernst   why ≈   
       4  Louise  ≈ if it's if it's  
       5          (1.0) 
       6  Ernst   yeah  
       7  Peter   ⌈well that's what we've already⌉ agreed upon ⌈that there⌉ ≋  
       8  Louise  ⌊xx xx⌋ 
       9  Jesper                                               ⌊yes⌋  
      10  Peter   ≋ there's really no possible way of making that happen  
      11  Jesper  no ⌈it's⌉ it it won't happen (.)  
      12  Louise     ⌊no⌋ 
      13  Peter   unless you guys star- wanna start meeting more than twice a  
      14          week (.) then it could happen but (0.6)  
      15  Jesper  nah ≈  
      16  Peter   ≈ if we don't do that then it's not really possible ≈  
      17  Ernst   ≈ well it's and it doesn't really have anything to do with   
      18          that I mean we could of course work faster but we could not  
      19          start faster with the interviews no matter how many more   
      20         n times we meet a week 
 

he first token of really is located in line  where eter argues that there s really no 
possible way  that Jesper will be involved in the group s process of conducting focus 
group interviews because he s going to be abroad  Really here indicates a strong 
degree of epistemic force supporting eter s point of view, and at the same time 
instantiates a refutation of the opposite point of view  that it should could be 

 ofte

  



possible for Jesper to take part  his point of view is implied by ouise in her initial 
contribution which can be seen as an objection to the schedule that has been discussed 
in the talk leading up to the e cerpt  After having offered a potential rebuttal to his 
own claim in lines - , eter repeats his point of view that it s not possible  in line 

, again with the support of really which positions him strongly against the opposing 
point of view  that it is possible  owever, Ernst does not accept eter s statement of 
the case, specifically the scenario he presented as part of his rebuttal  n Ernst s 
opinion, it doesn t really have anything to do with  whether they are willing to meet 
more frequently  Again, really  is used as a positioning device where Ernst in a 
disagreement act assumes a strong epistemic stance in favour of his own point of view 
it doesn t have anything to do with that , and simultaneously rejects eter s point of 

view e pressed in the immediately preceding talk  n line  onwards, Ernst provides 
backing for his position  e grants that they could work faster, and he signals that this 
point of view is assumed to be favourably received by eter by means of of course, but 
essentially he rejects the logic of eter s argument   

Evidential adverbials 

As already mentioned in chapter , the only evidential adverbial in the  groups as 
well as the  data is obviously  n the  data, there are four tokens in total, two in 
backing acts and two in suggestion acts  n all cases, obviously  is used in conte ts 
where the speaker can assume that the proposition that comes under its scope is non-
controversial  wo of the tokens are contained in the following e ample, which is from 
the sequence about the istory and ulture dimension in  cf  e ample  in 
chapter  
 
  (9)  1 Julie   how many  
       2         (1.8)  
       3 Frida   ⌈how many would like to cover it or⌉  
       4 Mette   ⌊you mean history and cu-⌋  
       5 Julie   ⌈yeah⌉  
       6 Torben  ⌊I've⌋ already covered it  
       7         (0.3)  
       8         ((Frida raises her hand)) 
       9 Torben  but I'll I'll ⌈I'll xxx⌉  
      10 Rune                  ⌊yeah obviously I would like⌋ to  
      11 Julie                 ⌊⁇you too⁇⌋ ((to Amira) 
      12         (0.2)  
      13         ((Amira and Rune raising their hands)) 
      14 Torben  but I would like to cover it (.) obviously 
      15 Julie   yeah  
 

  



une and orben both indicate that they would like to  cover the istory and ulture 
dimension  hey both present their position under the scope of obviously  which 
inde es that they consider their position obvious , a position that is in a sense self-
evident  he license to adopt such an epistemic stance is probably grounded in the fact 
that covering a dimension  is considered a boon by default according to the logic 
fostered by the study regulations of the asic tudies  As long as covering the 

istory and ulture dimension does not actually interfere with the particular 
dimension s  orben and une are aiming to cover through the current project, or 
threatens the coherence and feasibility of the project, they cannot possibly oppose the 
idea of including a further dimension  n this sense it is obvious  that they would 
like to cover it , at least in principle  Arguably, then, the inclusion of obviously in these 
utterances is conditioned by the particular pragmatic presuppositions affi  
which are in play in the local community of practice  he closely aligned 
intersubjective epistemic stances which une and orben adopt in this case do not 
merely inde  their type and degree of justificatory support they hold  y using 
obviously they actually conjure up a set of socio-cultural norms that apply in the local 
community of practice   

Discussion 

peakers employ epistemic and evidential adverbials in much the same way as they 
use E EM  variants of the modal verbs, that is they use them to evaluate the 
propositional content of their utterances, position themselves visàvis this 
propositional content, and indicate their alignment, whether convergent or divergent, 
with other positions subjects in the discourse  he four adverbial groups treated have 
management of the dialogic space as a common denominator, but they differ on a 
number of other points   
 he degree of force adverbials have a relativising function similar to that the of the 
purely epistemic modal verbs  hat is, they are used to relativise the status of 
propositions, and thereby indicate the relative openness of the dialogic space  n some 

relatively open dialogic space can be interpreted as a cases, the specification of a 
                                                           

  

 f  the e planation of dimension  in section   
 he fact that they use the hypothetical form would to e press their volition is an omen that they 

do not necessarily think that it is a good feasible idea to include the istory and ulture dimension, 
but that is a different matter  



politeness strategy, where speakers by means of for instance maybe mitigate the force 
of the communicative act they produce in order to protect the negative face of their 
interlocutors   
 he certainty adverbials constitute the end point of the epistemic scale that the 
degree of force adverbials operate on, and typically seem to be employed with the 
intention of shutting the dialogic space down completely  his can either be done 
proactively, for instance in suggestion or backing acts, in which case the certainty 
adverbials can perhaps be described as boosting devices, or reactively in which case 
they typically inde  agreement   
 he dialogic and evidential adverbials do not merely create a dialogic space which 
holds more or less room for opposing points of view, they actually inde  the presence 
of other points of view whether actual or potential  and evaluate them in relation to 
the point of view the speaker is e pressing  y implication, they position the speaker 
vis- -vis these other points of view in the discourse, and potentially inde  how the 
speaker aligns with other speakers in the conte t  n the case of the dialogic adverbials, 
the additional positions that are inde ed are typically grounded in the specifics of the 
local interaction  owever, in the case of obviously  which is the only evidential 
adverbial in the data , the additional positions that are conjured up are arguably more 
abstract norms that are grounded in the wider social-cultural practice of the 
nti eraction  

 inally, the analysis has shown that the epistemic and evidential sentence 
adverbials, like the E EM   variants of the modal verbs, tend to occur in backing and 
suggestion acts, though the picture is not in all cases as clear for the adverbials as for 
the modal verbs  evertheless, the analysis has given further credence to the 
argument that the linguistic practice of epistemic stance marking in problem-solving 
sequences is linked with the social acts of presenting suggestions and providing 
backing for these suggestions  

  

10.1.3 Pragmatic functions: GB groups 

his section provides an analysis of the most typical pragmatic functions of the 
epistemic and evidential adverbs in the  groups, ordered according to the same 
principles as section  hroughout, the analysis is related to the situation in the 

 groups  



Epistemic adverbials: degree of force 

he epistemic adverbials used to e press degree of force in the  groups are maybe, 
not necessarily, perhaps and probably  Maybe and probably are both frequent, with  
and  tokens respectively, whereas perhaps  and not  necessarily  are relatively 
infrequent with  and  tokens respectively  Maybe and probably are most commonly 
found in backing and suggestion acts, just as the single token of perhaps is also found 
in a suggestion act  nterestingly, neither of the tokens of not necessarily are found in 
suggestion acts  ne is found in a backing act and the remaining four are part of 
disagreement acts two in each group  his observation will be discussed at the end 
of the section, after the use of maybe and probably in suggestion and backing acts has 
been analysed  
 n the  data, maybe  is commonly found in directive suggestion acts, i e  
suggestion acts that encourage the group as a whole or specific group members to 
carry out a particular action or adopt a certain approach  A typical e ample is given in 

  

 are sitting round a laptop discussing en s design layout of their hyperte t 
essay  n the talk leading up to the e tract they have agreed that en should focus on 
getting the basic things done before starting to embellish the essay  ut then onna 
has a point to make  

 
  (10)  1 Donna  maybe just cause that's like a really big paragraph that is   
        2        (0.2) maybe  
        3        (1.9)  
        4 Donna  um (0.5) I don't know if we can make it easier to read  
        5        (0.8) 
                 ((37 sec. of talk not related to the paragraph issue omitted)) 
        6 Ben    problem is is I can't (0.3) um on here haven't worked out how 
        7        xxx ⁇don't know⁇ if there is a way it can't um (0.4) tap in  
        8        (1.0)  
        9 Ben    it only ever does (.) one single space no matter how much 
       10        you hit it  
       11        (0.4)  
       12 Donna  really  
       13 Ben    ye⌈ah⌉  
       14 Donna    ⌊ah⌋ ⌈xxx⌉  
       15 Ben           ⌊and I⌋ don't know how to do it  
       16 Donna  cause maybe ⌈like make⌉  
       17 Nia                ⌊uh-huh⌋  
       18        (0.7)  
       19 Donna  ⌈try to make a gap between these⌉ a bit more like  
       20 Nia    ⌊like turn it into two yeah⌋  
       21        (1.1)  
       22 Donna  er ⌈differ
       23 Ben       ⌊yeah I

ent paragraph⌉  
 I can I can⌋ I can li-  

                                                           
 Perhaps is not treated separately  

  



       24        ⌈literally I can⌉  
       25 Donna  ⌊so it takes up all of the⌋ space  
       26 Ben    when ⌈you⌉ hit return (.) ⌈it⌉ dou- it dou- it double skips  
       27 Donna       ⌊yeah⌋               ⌊mm⌋ 
       28 Ben    so I x eory I can (0.2) do that 
 
n this case, onna uses maybe three times to frame her suggestion that en should 

perhaps split the paragraph into two lines ,  and  he use of maybe  as well as a 
number of other downtoning  devices that are not to be discussed here  allows onna 
to present her suggestion without simply foisting it on en  hat is, by keeping the 
dialogic space relatively open by the use of maybe, onna in effect seems to be 
pursuing a negative politeness strategy, quite similar to the one that was described 

bo ata    

x in th

a ve in e ample  in the  d
 his pragmaticalised  use of maybe is in contrast to a more basic  epistemic use, 
which is not in the same way concerned with alleviating the face-threatening potential 
of a communicative act  An e ample is given in the following  

 are discussing possible themes for the conclusion to their report on hyperte t 
and hypermedia  n previous talk cf  e   below  , Joyce has suggested that they 
could perhaps discuss electronic books as a new medium, and then John comments  

 
  (11)  1 John   that's an example of hypertext  
        2        (0.2) 
        3 Sally  ⁇that's an interesting⁇  
        4 Joyce  ⌈⁇not⁇ hypermedia⌉  
        5 Elen   ⌊well it's not⌋ hypertext because there's no linkage (.)  
        6        it's like erm (.) it's like a book and you turn the page  
        7        by pressing a button  
        8        (0.3) 
        9 Joyce  oh  
       10        (0.5) 
       11 Elen   so it's like a little screen ≋  
       12        (0.3) 
       13 John   um are ⌈there not⌉  
       14 Elen          ⌊that's not⌋ hypertext though  
       15 John   I don't know what defines it it doesn't  
       16        ⌈necessarily mean it has to be connect-⌉  
       17 Elen   ⌊it's hypermedia maybe⌋ because it changes (.)  
       18        each time (.) you (.) ⌈click⌉  
      yce                        ⌊could⌋ be yeah 
 

Elen s maybe in line  of this e ample is quite different from the maybe illustrated in 
e ample  above  n e ample , maybe serves to mitigate a potentially face-
threatening communicative act, and thus helps constitute a negative politeness 
strategy  n the current e ample, maybe is used in a more basic  epistemic meaning 
that inde es a relatively weak degree of justificatory support  it quite simply implies 
that Elen is venturing a guess  As an associated pragmatic function, it can be said to 
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open the dialogic space, but this does not amount to a negative politeness strategy 
similar to the one illustrated in e ample   
 Although the difference is not statistically significant, it is interesting to note that 
the pragmaticalised  variant that mitigates the face-threatening potential of a 
communicative act is relatively more common in suggestion acts in the  data than in 
the  data  his could be taken as a tentative indication that the speakers in the 

 groups are relatively more prone to use the basic , less pragmaticalised variant of 
maybe while the  speakers primarily tend to use the pragmaticalised one that has a 
quite specific politeness function  t would require more research to verify if this is 
indeed the case, but if it is indeed an actual difference, it seems to constitute a 
situation that resembles the difference described by aumgarten and ouse  
for the use of I think and I don’t know by foreign language speakers of English vs   
speakers of English cf  section   
 he other epistemic force adverbials do not seem to have the same dual nature as 
maybe  hat is, they do not have a clearly pragmaticalised function similar to maybe s 
mitigating function  hus, probably is typically used in non-directive speech act in a 
basic epistemic sense to indicate the degree of justificatory support the speaker holds, 
and consequently sketch the perimeter of the dialogic space  he following e ample 
illustrates a typical case  

 are trying to come up with a good case for their diachronic study of the 
development from hyperte t to hypermedia on corporate websites  

 
  (12)  1 Elen   you kind of wanna start with something that's really (0.3) 
        2        technological now and (0.3) ⌈xxxx⌉  
        3 John                               ⌊Yahoo I suppose⌋  
        4 Sally  what kind of businesses would have been at the forefront  
        5        ⌈probably something⌉ like Coke or something ≈ (.)   
        6 Elen   ⌊Panasonic⌋  
        7 John   ≈ yeah or like ⌈Sony⌉  
        8 Sally                 ⌊something⌋ mass (1.4) global  
        9 Elen   Coke I bet Coke is interesting  
 

                                                           
 n the  data, the pragmaticalised  variant accounts for five of a total of nine tokens  in  it 

ac t f n  

  

coun s for  out o  a total of  n backing acts, the most typical varia t in both data sets is the 
basic  epistemic variant which is not illustrated separately here  

 t is also possible that the difference is related to the fact that the  groups have longer 
hi s, and as ore straightforward    

d for con iteness  
stories than the  group  a consequence may have developed a m

way of talking, with less nee ventionalised e pressions of negative pol
 he e ample is typical of probably in a suggestion as well as in backing acts  



n this e ample, ally suggests that the web site of the oca- ola ompany could be a 
good case study and she frames the suggestion by means of probably  hat she adopts 
this epistemic stance cannot be e plained by politeness-concerns  it rather seems to 
reflect the nature of the brainstorming session the group is in the middle of, where 
everything is up in the air  ere, probably provides a useful means for making a 

e ideas to emesuggestion while at the same time allowing space for alternativ rge  
 inally, it is interesting that three of the total four tokens of not necessarily in the  
data occur in disagreement acts  his seems to be reflection of the fact that not 
necessarily works very well as a mitigating device, and as such allows speakers to 
alleviate the potential face threat involved in disagreeing with their interlocutors  his 
mitigating effect seems to be a more or less conventionalised pragmatic function 
similar to that of maybe in certain types of suggestion acts cf  above  he following 
e ample illustrates a typical use of not necessarily   

he e tract is taken from s inaugural meeting, about  minutes into it  n 
previous talk the group members have been discussing what they have to produce 
at the end of the project, and then Joyce brings the title topic of the project up for 
discussion line -     

 
  (13)  1 Sally  ⌈okay⌉  
        2 Joyce  ⌊right⌋ so what what is the what does it mean ‘from hypertext 
        3        to hypermedia changes in the nature of the web page’  
        4        ((reading project title out loud from a piece of paper)) 
        5        (1.3)  
        6 John   basically what it says erm from like (.)  
        7        when the Internet came out in the nineteen-nineties 
        8        and it was just a very basic (0.7) text structure  
        9        the odd few images and things but nowadays that you can 
       10        (0.5) erm (.) stick images on videos sounds ≈  
       11 Joyce  ≈ okay ≈  
       12 John   ≈ like whatever  
       13        (0.4) 
       14 Joyce  so like the pr- like how how the web page has changed over   
       15        time since it  
       16        ((Elen makes quick in-breath)) 
       17 John   uhm (0.3) 
       18 Elen   yeah ((moving upper body away from table, looking doubtful)) 
       19 John   not necessarily like a as (.) in time ⌈erm⌉ ≋  
       20 Joyce                                        ⌊right⌋  
       21 John   ≋ just (0.6) how we use it  
       22        (0.5)  
       23 Joyce  okay  
       24 John   differently to ⌈what⌉ we would have done in the past  

  

       25 Sally                 ⌊right⌋ 
 

n lines -  and  John gives his interpretation of what the assigned project title 
means  Joyce acknowledges the e planation in line  by means of okay and then 
proceeds to formulate her understanding of John s contribution in lines -  



owever, this formulation does not meet with approval from the interlocutors  John 
hesitates a bit line  and then proceeds to state his disagreement in lines ,  and 

 John is essentially rejecting Joyce s suggestion, but by using not necessarily  to 
frame his disagreement, he manages to leave the dialogic space sufficiently open for 
Joyce s point of view to still have its place  hus, he successfully manages to mitigate 
the face threatening act of rejecting Joyce s reformulation of his suggestion   

Epistemic adverbials: claim to certainty 

he epistemic adverbials that inde  claims to certainty in the  groups are definitely, 
certainly and surely, though the latter two only occur in  As in the  groups, the 
certainty adverbials are much less frequent than the adverbials that e press varying 
degrees of justificatory support but not certainty  here are si  tokens in each of the 

 groups  n , two of the tokens are located in backing acts, two in suggestion acts, 
and two in acts that indicate that a speaker aligns positively with a position e pressed 
in previous discourse e pressing agreement and e pressing consent  n , none of 
the si  tokens occur in backing or suggestion acts  hus, in  there are three tokens 
in agreement acts, two in requests for clarification and one in a question act   
 hus, when looking at the groups in total, it turns out that the majority of tokens 
are found in cases where the speaker e presses agreement or consent  hat 
this should be so is perhaps not surprising  iven the fact that the certainty adverbials 
tend to close the dialogic space down cf  discussion above of certainty adverbials in 
the  groups , it is quite understandable that they should have a tendency to occur 
in acts where a speaker aligns positively with another speaker s position  n such 
situations, there is no need to keep the dialogic space open to accommodate potential 
disagreement  he following e ample illustrates a typical instance of definitely in an 
agreement act   

ia  has reworked her contribution to the group s joint hyperte t essay after 
having received some feedback from en presumably via email  he has brought 
the new version to the meeting, and en and onna have just finished browsing it  

 
 think    (14) 1 Nia    so what you

  

                                                           
 nterestingly, Elen seems to be doing much the same thing, albeit primarily by paralinguistic 

means  he is sitting ne t to Joyce facing en, so her facial e pression is not clearly visible to Joyce, 
but very visible to en who looks at her in the  second pause before he launches his 
disagreement   



       2 Ben    mm (0.2) no it's a lot better (0.2) I can use all of that  
       3        (1.0)  
       4 Donna  definitely (.) looks cool 
 

n line , onna aligns with en in providing a favourable evaluation of ia s work  n 
this case, there is no need to open the dialogic space in order to prepare for 
disagreement, simply because it is a given that all group members at this point will 
agree with the epistemic stance that onna takes  hough this use of the certainty 
adverbials is not the only one, neither in the  groups nor in  groups, it is quite 
clearly a typical one in both data sets  
 hen speakers use the certainty adverbials in utterances that call upon a reply 
from the interlocutors requests for clarification and question acts  speakers are not 
themselves e pressing certainty, but asking the interlocutors to confirm that they 
consider the proposition certain  his typically takes the form of a confirmation check, 
as illustrated in the following e ample from  
 
  (15) Donna  so I definitely don't need to do any more work or any more slides  
       Ben    no 
 

n this case, onna is not using definitely to close the dialogic space herself, but she is 
holding it out to en, as it were, and inviting him to confirm that it is closed   
 

Epistemic adverbials: dialogic  

he dialogic adverbials used in the  data are actually, really, and of course  Actually 
is the most frequent one in , while really is the most frequent one in , cf  figure 

 Of course only occurs once, in , and will not be discussed further here  
 n , there are  tokens of dialogic adverbials in total  i  of them occur in 
backing acts, two in suggestion acts and two in disagreement acts, and then there are 
single cases in question acts, clarifying acts and acceptance acts  n , there are  
tokens in total  three in backing acts, three in suggestion acts and two in problem-
stating acts  hus, while a majority of the tokens in the two groups occur in backing 
and suggestion acts, it is quite clear that the dialogic adverbials are distributed quite 
widely across a range of act types  in total  his resembles the situation in the  
groups outlined above  

  

                                                           
 he pragmatic function of the single token of of course is similar to the one described for of course 

in the  data  



 nterestingly, it seems that the use of actually  in the  groups is somewhat 
different from its use in the  groups  Above,  said that actually carries a semantic 
instruction which can be paraphrased as the speaker saying contrary to what 
someone may believe, this is the case  hus, actually typically underscores the 
speaker s point of view while at the same time refuting another point of view  n most 
cases in the  data, the point of view which the speaker counters by means of 
actually is quite literally the negated version of the proposition he or she puts forward  

owever, in the  data, the point of view which actually contrasts is often quite 
difficult to e plicate and sometimes very abstract  n the following e ample from  
there are two such cases of actually  

 are discussing possible themes for the conclusion to their report on hyperte t 
and hypermedia, and Joyce suggests that they could perhaps discuss electronic 
books as a new medium  
 
(16)  1 Joyce  erm (0.2) but what this this one guy was saying that  
      2        hypermedia (0.2) because like the software and (0.2) the  
      3        erm (0.2) like computers and stuff are gonna be er  
      4        progressing so much (0.4) that they're gonna end up being   
      5        like actually like (.) books like you'll probably have a  
      6        book that's (0.6) like xxx (0.4) erm (0.6) Nintendo   
      7        what are they called the little ones (.) ⌈DS'es⌉ 

        8 John                                            ⌊xxx⌋  
        9 John   ⌈yeah⌉  
       10 Elen   ⌊DS⌋  
       11 Sally  ⌈yeah⌉  
       12 Joyce  ⌊you can get⌋ books for them ⌈now⌉  
       13 John                                ⌊yeah⌋  
       14 Elen                                ⌊you⌋ can get ⌈Kindles⌉ (.) ≋  
       15 Sally                                             ⌊mm⌋  
       16 Elen   ≋ they erm they're actually like electronic books (.)  
       17        you can get that  
 

 n the contribution that opens this e ample Joyce says that computers and stuff are 
gonna be er progressing so much that they re gonna end up being like actually like 
books  lines -  ow is actually to be interpreted in this case  ts meaning could be 
e plicated with the paraphrase contrary to what someone may believe, computers are 
gonna be like books  ut this interpretation is challenged by the fact the rejected point 
of view computers are not gonna be like books  has not been made relevant in the 
conte t, either implicitly or e plicitly  Alternatively, it could be hypothesised that 
actually  inde es Joyce s own surprise at this development, but this is difficult to 

et

  

d ermine with certainty   
 imilarly, Elen s contribution in lines  and  cannot be paraphrased by a simple 
contrary to what someone believes, indles are electronic books  Actually  does 



establish a contrast between the proposition that Elen puts forward and some other 
point of view, but it can be difficult to say e actly what this other point of view is  s it 
that a indle is a genuine  or dedicated  e-book reader as opposed to the intendo  
which is just  a handheld game console that can double as an e-book reader  r is 
actually inde ing Elen s own surprise at the fact that you can get electronic books  r 
is it perhaps that Elen by means of actually positions the presence of e-books on the 
market as a fact, and thus rejects or makes irrelevant the idea that this should be a 
future scenario, as implied by Joyce in previous talk   
 t seems difficult to determine the e act readings in these cases  owever, it seems 
that actually in fact maintains a basic polyphonic instruction, whereby the speaker 
establishes a contrast between two positions  he point is that the contrast seems to 
be more abstract than the paraphrase suggested above, perhaps more along the lines 
of the speaker saying   is the case, and this is in contrast to  n the  data, it is 
usually relatively simple to identify  as a specific position or point of view in the 
discourse, while it tends to be more difficult to pinpoint in the e amples from the  
data  owever,  will abstain from making any specific conclusions on this point, 
because it clearly requires more research to establish whether it is justified to 
distinguish between two types of actually, and whether such a difference, if it can be 

st ifferent de ablished, results in d istributions according to language scenario  
 hile the tokens of actually found in the  data seem to be of a slightly different 
nature from the ones found the  data, the tokens of really are very similar  hat is, 
really is typically used to assert the speaker s point of view while at the same time 
instantiating a rejection of another  his is illustrated in the following e ample   

 are discussing what John and ally are going to do for the joint project  n 
previous talk, John has sketched his plan of making a diachronic comparison of the 
same website  n the e tract he e plains the procedure he intends to follow   

 
  (17)  1 John   ehm (0.2) but what I think I'm going to do is xxxx to take a 
        2        printscreen from nineteen ninety five (.)  
        3 Elen   yeah  
        4        (0.3)  
        5 John   take a printscreen from two thousand and (0.2) eight (0.3) 
        6        and then do like arrows and things going to (0.2) like  
        7        (0.3)  
        8 Joyce  ⌈⁇and you'll⁇ explain how why how it di⌉⌈ffers⌉  
        9 Elen   ⌊can you do a similar thing maybe⌋               ((to Sally)) 
       10 John   ⌊yeah⌋ 
       11 Sally                                          ⌊mm⌋  
       12        (0.4)  
       13 Sally  ⌈yeah⌉  

  



       14 John   ⌊you could⌋ do like (.) CBBC and (.) and BBC  
       15 Sally  yeah (.) I wanna compare like  
       16 John   yeah  
       17 Sally  a few because I really don't think it's gonna take too long 
       18        it'll ⌈just be like⌉ er this is different  
       19 John         ⌊no⌋  
       20 Joyce        ⌊n
 
n this e ample, ally uses really in line  as part of an act that provides backing for 

her suggestion that she will compare a few web sites  as opposed to just  and 

o⌋  

  y using really, she underscores her own point, that it is not gonna take too 
long to compare the websites, and at the same time she rejects the opposite point of 
view, that it is gonna take a long time  hus, by using really she effectively stages a 
small dialogue  that supports her suggestion and pre-empts potential objections to 
her plan  n either case, the dialogic space is effectively narrowed down by ally s use 
of really, and John and Joyce are very quick to indicate that they see the situation in the 
same way lines  and  ote that their unison answer  no  in fact represents a 
rejection of the latent point of view that it is gonna take a long time , not confirmation 
of the e plicit point of view e pressed by ally   

Evidential adverbials 

n total, there are ten tokens of obviously in the  data  n all cases, obviously is used 
in conte ts where the speaker can assume that the proposition that comes under its 
scope is non-controversial cf  the discussion of the use of obviously in the  data 
above  A typical e ample from a suggestion act is given in chapter  e ample , 
repeated here with a new number  
 
  (18)  1 Joyce  ehm (.) well I think ⁇like⁇ one of the main jobs obviously  
        2        is ehm to (0.7) to to research what we are dealing with (.)  
        3        and to make sure that we know (0.3) what we're talking about 
        4        so like this whole hypertext and hypermedia thing  
        5        like one job would be to like revie erature 
 
As in the case of e ample  above from the  data, obviously here seems to be a 
strong linguistic inde  of the institutional framework of the interaction  Joyce can 
quite safely assume that the other s will agree with her when she says that one of the 
main jobs is to research what we are dealing with , simply  because reading around 
the topic  is what you do when starting out on a project of the kind the group is about 

r words, it is essentially established as a pragmatic 

w the lit

to embark on here  n othe

  

                                                           
  is an abbreviation for the hildren s  cf  www bbc co uk cbbc  



presupposition in this particular socio-cultural conte t that this is the way things are 
done in this particular socio-cultural conte t, and it is arguably this pragmatic 

 epistemic   presupposition which licences the  stance Joyce adopts by means of obviously
 ike in the  data, the use of obviously is most common in suggestion and backing 
acts  our tokens occur in backing acts, and another four are found in suggestion acts  

he two last tokens are found in a question act and a problem-stating act, but the 
pragmatic function of obviously  remains similar, as illustrated by the following 
e ample from a problem-stating act   
 

(19)  1 Ben  well the f- first thing is (0.7) obviously (.) we need to know  
      2      (.) what types of discussion groups we are gonna use (0.8)  
 

n this case, en states the obvious  by saying that they need to figure out what types 
of discussion groups they are going to study in the project  Again, the epistemic stance 

en adopts here by means of obviously is established on the basis of a fundamental 
norm that is operative in the socio-cultural conte t, namely that projects of this kind 
need data    

Discussion  

he analysis of the epistemic and evidential sentence adverbials in the  data has 
lead to the identification of a range of pragmatic functions which is largely similar to 
the one identified in the  data  n all four adverbial groups, management of the 
dialogic space stands out as a basic pragmatic function of the adverbials, in much the 
same way as in the  data  owever, in the analysis of maybe it was suggested that 
the  speakers may be said to use a particularly pragmaticalised politeness function 
of this adverbial more frequently than the speakers in the  groups, though the 
limited si e of the data material does not allow this to be concluded with certainty  

imilarly, it was suggested that the dialogic adverbial actually could be said to be used 
in a more abstract sense in the  data than in the  data, although it requires more 

  

research to establish to what e tent this hypothesis can be confirmed   
 n the analysis of the E EM  variants of the modal verbs, it was argued that  
speakers generally use a more diverse set of features for the e pression of epistemic 
stance than the  speakers, but that the  speakers, to all intents and purposes,  
mobilise the E EM  modal verb variants in favour of the same pragmatic functions 
as the  speakers  n contrast to this, it does not seem to be the case that the  



speakers use a more diverse set of features than the  speakers when it comes to 
epistemic and evidential sentence adverbials, yet there are tentative indications that 
the pragmatic functions for certain adverbials may vary slightly in the  groups 
compared to the  groups   

10.2 The HAB groups 

n the following two sections, the use of epistemic and evidential sentence adverbials 
in the A  data is analysed  ection  provides a quantitative overview while 
section  focuses on the pragmatic functions of the adverbials  hroughout, the 
findings are related to the analysis of the  and  data above   

10.2.1 Frequency and distribution 

n the A  data, the epistemic and evidential adverbials, including the dialogic 
particles, are more frequent than the E EM  variants of the modal verbs  As stated in 
chapter , the rate of E EM  modal verb variants is  per  words in A  and 

 in A  or the epistemic and evidential adverbials, the rates are  
tokens  words in A  and  tokens  words in A  hus, in contrast 
to the  and  groups, we see that in the A  data, the use of epistemic and 
evidential adverbials as epistemic e pressions is much more frequent than the use of 
E EM  variants of modal verbs  his suggests that the division of labour between 
modal verbs on the one hand and sentence adverbials on the other as epistemic stance 
markers is not the same in the use of English and anish respectively   
 owever, a closer look at the distribution of epistemic and evidential adverbials in 
the A  data across the four adverbial groups identified in chapter ,  reveals that 
the dialogic adverbials including the dialogic particles  account for the vast majority 
of the epistemic and evidential adverbials in the data see figure  n fact, the 
dialogic particles altså, jo, da  alone account for  and  of the tokens in 

A  and A  respectively   
 hus, the difference between the  and  groups on the one hand and the A  
groups on the other is not so much a difference that concerns how frequently the full-

ntial sentence adverbials are used as compared to the fledged  epistemic and evide

  

                                                           
  amely   degree of force adverbials,  claim to certainty adverbials,  dialogic adverbials, 

and  evidential-epistemic adverbials  



E EM  modal verb variants  it rather seems to be a difference that relates to the fact 
that anish has a group of very frequent dialogic particles with epistemic meaning 

nglish does not   that E
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f the dialogic particles are e cluded from the count, the rate of epistemic and 

evidential adverbials in the two A  groups comes to  words and  
words respectively  his brings the ratio of epistemic an evidential adverbials on the 
one hand and E EM  variants of modal verbs on the other in the A  data close to 
the ratio in the  and  data cf   

Distribution of tokens across forms 

igure  shows the distribution of tokens across adverbial forms  he adverbials 
are listed according to adverbial groups, numbered  to  cf  footnote , with the 
most frequent form within each group first, left to right   
 he figure shows that the distribution of tokens across forms is generally quite 
similar in the four groups, and also clearly shows that jo, in both groups, is in a class of 
its own  n other words, the fact that the dialogic adverbials are so frequent in the data 
is largely the result of a very high number of occurrences of jo  owever, the other 
members of the group of dialogic adverbials are also quite well represented compared 
to most of the other adverbials   

  



 ithin the group of force adverbials måske is clearly the most frequently used  his 
resembles the situation in the  and  groups where maybe was found to be quite 

nt compared to most of  the other force adverbials   freque
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Distribution across comact types 

As illustrated by figures  and , the majority of tokens in the A  groups are 
found in backing acts and in suggestion acts, in particular suggestions in the evaluation 
phase  f the tokens in all types of suggestion acts and backing acts are combined, 
they account for  of the total number of epistemic and evidential adverbials in 

A   tokens  and  of the tokens in A   he remaining 
okens are spread out across eight A  or nine act types A   t

 
 

  

                                                           
 he suggestion  category in figures  and  subsumes what is referred to as neutral and 

congruent suggestions in chapter  
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 he overviews presented in figures  and , show that the relatively high 
frequency of epistemic and evidential adverbials in the data is reflected in how often 
the various com-act types contain epistemic or evidential adverbials  As may by now 
be e pected, it is relatively common for backing and suggestion acts to contain an 
epistemic or evidential sentence adverbial in both groups though not initial 
suggestions  owever, in addition to these act types, the overview shows that it is 
also relatively common for a range of additional act types to contain such adverbials  
n particular, this goes for disagreement acts and problem stating acts in both groups 

and question acts, consensus stating acts and e pressions of consent in A  
 

E A A A M E

igure  ercentage of com-acts containing an epistemic or evidential adverbial, A  
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 igure  ercentage of com-acts containing an epistemic or evidential adverbial, A  
 

  

10.2.2 Pragmatic Functions 

his section provides an analysis of the most typical pragmatic functions of the 
epistemic and evidential adverbs in the A  groups  he analysis is ordered according 
to the four groups of epistemic and evidential adverbials identified in chapter  

hroughout, comparison will be made to the analyses of the adverbials in the  and 
 groups  



Epistemic adverbials: degree of force 

he list of adverbials used to specify degree of epistemic force is constituted by ikke 
nødvendigvis  not necessarily , sikkert  probably , and måske  maybe , with måske as 
clearly the most frequent one in both groups cf  figure   
 hese adverbials are mainly, though not e clusively, associated with suggestion and 
backing acts  n A  there are  tokens in total, and of these the majority are found 
in suggestion acts  tokens  and backing acts five tokens , cf  figure  n A  
there are  tokens in total  i  of these occur in suggestion acts and another nine in 
backing acts, cf  figure    
 ike maybe in the  and  data, måske is found in two variants in the A  data, 
i e  a pragmaticalised variant that mitigates potentially face-threatening acts, and a 
more basic  epistemic one that indicates degree of justificatory support and opens the 
dialogic space without necessarily participating in the construction of a politeness 
strategy  n this way, måske differs from sikkert which does not have a pragmaticalised 
variant   
 he following e ample illustrates the use of both måske and sikkert in the data  he 
e ample, which is taken from A , was introduced as e ample  in chapter  as 
an illustration of epistemic kan  may , might   

Jens and Eik are talking about the usefulness of a book that has become available at 
the library  

 
  (20)  1 Jens  det kan også være den kan bruges til noget af det historiske   
        2       måske det ved jeg ikke  
        3       (.)  
        4 Eik   det kan den sikkert jeg kiggede udelukkende på det ideelle  
        5       faktisk ⌈xx⌉ 
        6 Jens          ⌊ja⌋  
        7       (1.2) 
        8 Eik   jo det tror jeg faktisk godt den kan  
        9 Jens  ja 
       10       (0.9)  
       11 Jens  jeg tager (.) jeg henter den 
 
        1 Jens  it might also be that it can be used for some of the historical 
        2       maybe I don’t know  
        3       (.)  
        4 Eik   it probably can I only looked at the ideal  
        5       actually ⌈xx⌉ 
        6 Jens           ⌊yes⌋  
        7       (1.2) 
        8 Eik   yeah I actually think it can 
        9 Jens  yeah 
 
 
 
      10       (0.9)  
      11 Jens  I’ll (.) I’ll get it 

  



Jens  måske in line  seems to be a merger of the two variants of måske outlined above  
n the one hand, it can be seen as a mitigating device that defuses the tentative 

suggestion he makes in line  even further  on the other it can be seen as a basic 
epistemic variant of måske that inde es the fact that he quite simply ventures a guess 
in line  Eik s sikkert in line , on the other hand, is quite clearly not concerned with 
negative politeness  t inde es an open epistemic stance, though it arguably boosts the 
degree of epistemic support slightly compared to måske and thus indicates that Eik 
finds it more probable than not that the book will be useful in the way suggested by 
Jens   
 hus, in both cases we see how måske and sikkert contribute to the management of 
the dialogic space in this case in close collaboration with kan  n the case of måske 
this function can furthermore be seen to be used in the service of a negative politeness 
strategy   
 he use of måske  in the service of a negative politeness strategy is even more 
pronounced in the following e ample  

A  is discussing which comma system to use  he e cerpt is taken from a point 
where the group members have just established how many of them use the old 
comma  and how many use the new  he score is tied, -   

 
  (21)  1 Mads      nu er det så (1.1) to to  
        2           (0.4)  
        3 Josefine  ja  
        4           (0.3)  
        5 Stine     jamen så synes jeg altså måske bare 
        6           vi skulle sætte det gamle 
 
        1 Mads      so now it’s (1.1) two two  
        2           (0.4)  
        3 Josefine  yes  
        4           (0.3)  
        5 Stine     well but then maybe I think  
        6           we should just use the old 
 

n making her suggestion in lines - , tine knows that she will be disaligning with the 
speakers who prefer the new comma, and this can be seen as a motivating factor for 
including maybe  as a mitigating device since it to some e tent allows her to 
accommodate the presence of the position which she argues against   

                                                           
o 

  

 he accompanying phrase det ved jeg ikke   don t know  can similarly be interpreted in tw
w ing o

ive m articular system   
ays, depend n how the conte t is conceptualised   
 here are f embers in the group, but ine says that she does not follow a p
 he use of altså in the e ample is treated below under the dialogic adverbials  



 n conclusion, we may note that if it is indeed possible to trace a dispreference for 
the pragmaticalised variant of maybe in the  data cf  discussion above , this does 
not seem to be e plainable as a transfer feature from anish since måske  as the 

 a pragmaticalised function ianish pendant to maybe  has dentical to that of maybe  
 here are three tokens of ikke nødvendigvis in the data, one in a disagreement act, 
one in a counter suggestion and one in a neutral suggestion  or reasons of space, they 
are not e emplified here  n all three cases, the pragmatic function of ikke nødvendigvis 
is essentially similar to that of not necessarily described in relation to the  and  
groups above  hat is, ikke nødvendigvis allows the speaker to disalign with positions 
e pressed in previous discourse while still leaving the dialogic space sufficiently open 
for the rejected positions to have their place  n the case where ikke nødvendigvis is 
used in a neutral suggestion it is used to distance the speaker from a previously held 
position, which was not directly presented as a suggestion in the discourse   

Epistemic adverbials: claim to certainty

he certainty adverbials used in the A  groups are garanteret, helt klart og helt 
sikkert, though the latter only occurs in A  As in the  and  groups, adverbials 
that help constitute claims to certainty are generally less frequent than the ones that 
e press various degrees of epistemic force but not certainty  n A  there are three 
tokens, two in backing acts and one in a suggestion act, and in A  there are nine 
tokens, four in backing acts, four in acts where speakers e press agreement or consent 
and one in a suggestion act  n all cases, the certainty adverbials can be said to have the 
basic pragmatic function of closing the dialogic space  hus, in a backing act, the use of 
a certainty adverbial inde es that the speaker has considerable justificatory support 
for his or her proposition, or alternatively or additionally that he or she does not 
e pect to be contradicted  his is illustrated in the following e ample which was also 
introduced as e ample  in chapter  

 

 
  (22)  Niels  […] man havde garanteret fået et andet interview  
               ud af det hvis det havde været (0.1) et trekantsamspil 
 
        Niels  […] it had undoubtedly made for a different interview 

  

               if it had been a three-way interplay 
 

n this e ample, which is taken from a sequence where the students in A  are 
discussing their method, iels argues that their research interviews would have been 
different if they had been conducted by two interviewers rather than one  



nterestingly, he chooses to present this point of view under the scope of garanteret 
definitely , although he presumably cannot know this for sure  ther speakers might 

have chosen to adopt a more open epistemic stance to allow for potential 
disagreement in this situation, but garanteret  fits iels  general style of epistemic 
marking quite well  for a discussion of iels  role in the group see chapter  
 As discussed above in relation to the  and  data, the social implications of 
using certainty adverbials depend crucially on the act type they are used in  hen 
used proactively in backing and suggestion acts, they help constitute assertive 
epistemic stances that typically inde  that the speaker has a relatively powerful 
position in the group  et, when used reactively in acts that e press agreement or 
consent, they do not necessarily have a similar inde ical value  n the following 
e ample helt sikkert is used in an act that e presses consent line , and here there is 
no indication that the speaker assumes a particularly powerful role  p until line , 
th   e e ample is identical to e ample  in chapter 

A  is discussing which comma system to use  
 
  (23) 15 Tania  altså (0.4) så det tror jeg også vil være nemmest  
       16        hvis jeg får lov til sådan og sådan nogenlunde at skrive  
       17        efter hvad jeg (.) er vant til (1.0) og så hvis folk  
       18        retter det så lige slette det  
       19 Tine   yes 
       20 Tania  det ⌈tror jeg⌉ er nemmest frem for (0.5) ja (0.5) det tror jeg  
       21 Mads       ⌊⁇ja⁇⌋  
       22        (0.3)  
       23 Tine   ⌈helt sikkert⌉  
       24 Mads   ⌊okay⌋ 
       25 Stine  men så lad os bare sige (.) det ikke  
 
       15 Tania  you know (0.4) so I also think it will be the easiest way  
       16        if I can you know you know write more or less 
       17        like I’m (.) used to (1.0) and then if you guys  
       18        correct it then just delete it  
       19 Tine   yes 
       20 Tania  ⌈I think⌉ that’ll be easier than (0.5) yes (0.5) I think so  
       21 Mads   ⌊⁇yes⁇⌋  
       22        (0.3)  
       23 Tine   ⌈definitely⌉  
       24 Mads   ⌊okay⌋ 

  

       25 Stine  but then let’s just say (.) that right  
 
n summary, it can be concluded that the certainty adverbials in the A  data have the 

same basic pragmatic function as the certainty adverbials in the  data, i e  
closing the dialogic space  owever, as in the case of the  and  data, the social 
value of using the certainty adverbials hinges crucially on the sequential conte t and 
the particular act type in which they occur  



Epistemic adverbials: dialogic 

he dialogic adverbials in the A  data can be divided into two groups  dialogic 
particles and full-fledged dialogic sentence adverbials  he first group consists of 
tokens of altså, da and jo, and the latter of egentlig, faktisk, and selvfølgelig  he 
dialogic particles as a group are very clearly associated with backing acts, mainly 
because the bulk of the jo tokens are located here  owever, as illustrated in figures 

 and  almost all act types have at least one token of dialogic adverbials, and 
this is largely due to the dialogic particles and jo  in particular  he full-fledged 
dialogic adverbials are also commonly found in backing acts, but they also occur 
commonly in suggestion acts and with single tokens in a range of other act types  
 he dialogic particles and dialogic adverbials specialise in managing the presence 
of multiple voices in the dialogic space  hus, as the dialogic adverbials in English, they 
do not merely create a dialogic space which holds more or less room for opposing 
points of view, they actually inde  the presence of other points of view whether 
actual or potential  and evaluate them in relation to the point of view the speaker is 
e pressing   
 A n ructions  s argued in chapter , altså, da and jo carry slightly different semantic i st
Jo carries an abstract polyphonic instruction which can be formalised as I hold  a 
specific point of view (p) and you do not hold nonp, and will therefore not contradict me. 

his means that jo will typically close the dialogic space  his is illustrated in the 
following e ample which is a backing act e cerpted from e ample  in chapter  
 
  (24) 10 Tania     ⌊men⌋ det er jo nok også nemmere at slette et komma 
       11           end at begynde og sætte det ikke  
       12 Josefine  ⌈mhh⌉  
       13 Mads      ⌊ja⌋ 
       14 Stine     ⌊ja⌋ 
  
       10 Tania     ⌊but⌋ it’s jo probably easier to delete a comma  
       11           than it is to start adding it right 
       12 Josefine  ⌈mm⌉  
       13 Mads      ⌊yes⌋ 
       14 Stine     ⌊y ⌋  
 
n this e ample, ania s jo inde es that she does not e pect the others to contradict her 

for her ensuing suggestion that it s probably easier to 

es

when she takes as a premise 
                                                           

 Jo is highly versatile  t occurs in all act types e cept initial suggestions and back-channeling acts  
 here are obviously many things to be said about the myriad of jo tokens in the data, but the 
resentation here is confined to two e amples which represent two central uses of jo in the data  p

 

  



delete a comma than it is to start adding it  his is arguably the prototypical pragmatic 
function of jo in backing acts  his is clearly very useful function for speakers as it 
allows them to specify quite precisely with minute linguistic means how they e pect 
their own epistemic stance to be aligned with that of their interlocutors  hether or 
not the e pected alignment is actually in place, is of course a different matter  hus, it 
is not uncommon to see jo used as a cajoler  Edmondson  ne such e ample 
was contained in e ample  in chapter  

A  is discussing when to send papers to their supervisor, and which papers to 
send  isbet then suggests that they send one part now and another part later  

 
  (25)  Lisbet  vi kan jo også godt prøve at sende det andet (0.9) senere 
                så bare skrive til hende nu at vi sender det her  
  
        Lisbet  we might jo also try to send the other (0.9) later 
                then just write to her now that we are sending this  
 

isbet s way of including jo in this suggestion can arguably be seen as the antithesis of 
the use of the mitigating måske discussed above. As argued in chapter , her epistemic 
stance is relatively open due to her choice of modal verb, yet the inclusion of jo clearly 
modifies this picture, as it helps to narrow the dialogic space considerably  hus the 
stance isbet adopts in  is quite a comple  one that can be characterised as open, 
yet persuasive  
  Altså also closes the dialogic space, but it does so by negating a point of view that is 
implitly or e plicitly present in the discourse, cf  the paraphrase offered in chapter  I 
hold a point of view (p) which negates another point of view (p’)  his is often useful in 
cases where a suggestion or backing act is presented in opposition to a position 
e pressed in previous discourse  A good e ample of this is contained in e ample  
above which is reproduced here for convenience  
 
  [21]  1 Mads      nu er det så (1.1) to to  
        2           (0.4)  
        3 Josefine  ja  
        4           (0.3)  
        5 Stine     jamen så synes jeg altså måske bare 
        6           vi skulle sætte det gamle 
 
        1 Mads      so now it’s (1.1) two two  
        2           (0.4)  
        3 Josefine  yes  
        4           (0.3)  
        5 Stine     well but then altså maybe I think  
        6           we should just use the old 
 

  



n this case, tine s inclusion of altså is arguably motivated by the fact that in previous 
talk, she was among the speakers who aligned positively with the idea of using the new 
comma  hus, the suggestion here represents a negation of her previous position, 

ite of positiowhich was the e act oppos  the n she adopts here   
 n sum, the analyses of altså and måske in e ample  have shown how tine with 
delicate linguistic means manages to reposition herself with regard to the issue under 
discussion by means of altså , and at the same time negotiate the sensitive situation 
of disaligning with the fraction of the group who still prefers to use the new comma 
by means of måske 26 Altså closes the dialogic space, with specific reference to her 

own previous position, and maybe opens it to accommodate the presence of possible 
disagreement  
  As a linguistic device for the management of dialogic space, da can be said to be 
located in between jo and altså  hen speakers use da they assert that they hold a 
specific point of view p  which is in opposition to another point of view p  which is 
often, but not necessarily, held by their interlocutor  y using da speakers typically 
indicate that they e pect speakers who hold the opposite view to relinquish it, but 
they do not negate is straight out as in the case of altså. A typical use of da is illustrated 
in the following e ample  

A  are discussing how they should go about producing meaning condensations  
of their research interviews  n the e tract aro questions a procedure which iels 
and Jens have outlined in previous talk  

 
  (26)  1 Caro  men (.) må jeg lige ⌈må jeg lige⌋ spørge om noget med hensyn ≋  
        2 Lone                     ⌊ja⌋  
        3       (0.3)  
        4 Caro  ≋ fordi jeg for⌈står⌉ (0.2) stadigvæk ikke helt (0.6) 
        5 Jens                 ⌊ja⌋   
        6 Caro  fordi jeg har da lidt svært ved at finde ud af (0.2) præcis  
        7       hvad for nogle emner det er at jeg er helt sikker på vi vil    
        8       bruge i opgaven 
        
        1 Caro  but (.) can I just ⌈can I just⌋ ask about something in relation ≋  
        2 Lone                     ⌊yes⌋  
        3       (0.3)   
        4 Caro  ≋ because ⌈I⌉ (0.2) still don’t quite understand (0.6) 
        5 Jens            ⌊yes⌋ 
        6 Caro  because I find it da a little hard to figure out (0.2) exactly  
        7       which theme
        8       use in the 

s it is that I am entirely certain we will 
report 

                                                           
tin

  

 And there is more to say about the e ample, for instance about es s use of bare just, but this 
is not the place for that  

 Da is most common in backing acts, but e ample  illustrates da in an act that has been coded 
as a problem stating act, because it launches a problem-solving sequence which is not included  



n this e ample, aro e ploits the abstract semantic instruction of da  to present a 
subtle criticism of iels and Jens  proposal  er point of view, e pressed in lines - , is 
that she finds it a little hard to figure out which themes we are going to use in the 
report  et, presented under the scope of da this position is hearable as a rather sharp 
refutation of the opposite claim it is not hard to figure out which themes should be 
used in the report , which has been presupposed by iels and Jens in previous talk  

hus, while arol is careful to present her disagreement in a tentative and polite 
manner note for instance how she asks permission to ask a question in line  the 
embedded da allows her to present an epistemic stance which is anything but vague   
 n the case of the dialogic adverbials as opposed to the dialogic particles , the 
analysis of the A  data resembles the analysis of the  and  data, especially as 
far as selvfølgelig and faktisk are concerned, because the pragmatic functions of these 
adverbials are very similar to the functions of their English translation equivalents, of 
course and actually  hus, selvfølgelig is typically used in backing acts and congruent 
suggestions where the speaker uses its semantic instruction I take it for granted that 
p  holds  to acknowledge the e istence of a particular point of view cf  e ample  in 

chapter  where it is used in a suggestion that aligns positively with a previous 
position   
 he typical use of faktisk has already been illustrated in e ample  above  
 

[20]  8 Eik   jo det tror jeg faktisk godt den kan  
  

      k   yeah I actually think it can 
 

ere, faktisk is used in perfect accordance with the paraphrase of its polyphonic 
instruction given in chapter  y using faktisk, Eik recognises that there is a point of 
view p  and an opposite point of view non-p , and confirms and agrees with p , i e  
that the library book can be used for the historical part of the project  t thus quite 

  8 Ei

effectively closes the dialogic space, by favouring one position over another  
 nterestingly, it seems that the use of faktisk in the A  data e hibits the same kind 
of variation that was observed for actually in the  data  hat is, some tokens are 
very straightforward to analyse, as in the case just above, whereas faktisk on other 
occasions seems to be more elusive  ndeed Eik s first use of faktisk  in the same 
e ample may illustrate this  
 
  [20]  4 Eik   det kan den sikkert jeg kiggede udelukkende på det ideelle  
        5       faktisk ⌈xx⌉ 
        6 Jens          ⌊ja⌋  

  



        4 Eik   it probably can I only looked at the ideal  
        5       actually ⌈xx⌉ 
        6 Jens           ⌊yes⌋  
 

n this case, the paraphrase of the polyphonic instruction cannot be applied in a 
straightforward way because the opposed point of view is not simply non-p  Faktisk 
still establishes a contrast, but it is not simply a matter of p  vs  non-p  nterestingly, 
this implies that if there is indeed a preference for the more specific type of actually in 
the  data compared to the  data as tentatively suggested above , then this 
cannot be e plained as a transfer feature from anish, if faktisk is taken as model for 

  speakthe anish ers use of actually    
 inally, egentlig  actually  represents a dialogic adverbial which is not directly 
mirrored in the  and  data  t is difficult to give a characterisation of the typical 
function of egentlig because it is in fact often difficult to e plicate its specific pragmatic 
function  owever, in several cases, egentlig is used in cases where faktisk would have 
been an alternative, and in these cases egentlig, seems to leave the dialogic space 
relatively more open than faktisk  

A  are discussing the structure and coherence of their report  n previous talk 
Mads has argued that he thinks their structure may be somewhat unconventional, 
but nevertheless acceptable, and he then concludes  

 
  (27) 1 Mads  og jeg tror egentlig ikke rigtig (.) altså som vi er 
       2       kommet (0.2) som vi har arbejdet hen imod så der er ikke  
       3       rigtig nogen anden måde at gøre det på  
 
       1 Mads  and I actually don’t really think (.) you know the way we have              
       2       come (0.2) as we have been working towards then there isn’t 
       3       really any other way of doing it  
 

ere, Mads essentially argues that the report, because of the way it has been created, 
could probably not have turned out much differently even if they had wanted to  ad 
he presented this evaluation under the scope of faktisk he would have activated  and 
rejected  the opposite point of view, i e  that it could have been done differently  y 
using egentlig the alternative point of view is not made relevant to the same degree, 
and hence the dialogic space is left relatively open   

Epistemice

  

vidential adverbials 

Nok and vel are the two only adverbials represented in the data from the group of 
epistemic-evidential adverbials discussed in chapter  n both groups, there is a 
strong association between the epistemic-evidential adverbials and backing and 



suggestion acts  n total, there are  tokens of nok and vel in the A  data   tokens 
occur in backing acts, nine in various types of suggestion acts, and the remaining four 
are divided across four different act types, cf  figures  and   
 Vel is the most frequent of the two in both A  and A  n chapter , vel was 
described as an adverbial that specifies a degree of epistemic support similar to 
sandsynligvis  probably  while indicating that the evaluation which it constitutes is 
made on the basis of premises which are assumed to be available to the hearer as well 
as the speaker intersubjective source  n the e amples in the A  data, vel  is 
typically used in an even more narrow sense where speakers apparently not only 
e pect their interlocutors to have access to the premises of their evaluation but also 
e pect the interlocutors to share and agree with their evaluation  hus, vel is typically 
used in conte ts where the speaker is not merely asking for confirmation of an 
evaluation, but is in fact quite strategically e pecting this confirmation to be given  As 

lsuch, it typically functions to close the dia ogic space   
 A good e ample of vel  is contained in e ample  from chapter  which is 
reproduced here as e ample   

 
(28)  1 Tania     jamen jeg går ud fra at vi ikke skal (0.8) transskribere  
      2           det ((interviewet)) og alt ⌈det der⌉ ⌈fis⌉ ≋ 

        3 Stine                                ⌊mm⌋  
        4 Tine                                           ⌊mm⌋  
        5 Tania     ≋ fordi det (.) bliver for vol- for voldsomt men  
        6 Tine      mm 
        7 Tania     jeg tænker bare at vi kan vel (0.6) bruge det alligevel   
        8           kan man ikke godt ⌈det⌉  
        9 Stine                       ⌊jo⌋    ⌈men det jeg bare ⌈tror⌉⌉  
       10 Josefine                    ⌊jo jo⌋ ⌊men du kan sagtens bruge det⌉ ≋  
       11 Tine                                                  ⌊ja⌋ 
       12 Josefine  ≋ som research ligesom at læse en bog  
 
        1 Tania     yeah but I assume that we don’t have to (0.8) transcribe  
        2           it ((the interview)) and all ⌈that⌉ ⌈jazz⌉ ≋ 
        3 Stine                                  ⌊mm⌋  
        4 Tine                                          ⌊mm⌋  
        5 Tania     ≋ because that (.) will be too exc- too excessive but  
        6 Tine      mm 
        7 Tania     I’m just thinking that we can (0.6) use it all the same 
        8           can you not do ⌈that⌉  
        9 Stine                    ⌊yeah⌋ ⌈but what I just ⌈think⌉⌉  
       10 Josefine                 ⌊yeah⌋ ⌊but you can easily use it⌉ ≋  
       11 Tine                                             ⌊yes⌋ 

  

       12 Josefine  ≋ like research like reading a book  
 

n line , ania argues that the group will be able to make use of a potential interview 
with a news editor, even if they do not transcribe it  nterestingly, she adopts a rather 
ambiguous epistemic stance in this case  irst, she uses vel to elicit agreement from 



her interlocutors that it is indeed possible to use a non-transcribed interview  his 
amounts to a comparatively strong epistemic stance, that does not leave much dialogic 
space for disagreements  owever, in immediate succession of this stance, she 
produces a much more hesitant one by means of an interrogative  kan man ikke godt 
det  can you not do that  which leaves the dialogic space somewhat more open  n 
both cases, ania invites her interlocutors to confirm the point of view that non-
transcribed interviews can be used in the project report, but the two parts of the turn 
constitute quite different ways of managing the dialogic space   
 Nok has two different pragmatic variants in the data, similar to those of måske  n 
suggestion acts, it tends to be used as a mitigating device that takes part in the 
construction of negative politeness strategies  owever, in backing acts, it is typically 
used in a more basic  epistemic sense which is not centrally concerned with the 
mitigation of potentially face-threatening acts  A good e ample of nok s mitigating 
function is contained in e ample  from chapter  

A  are discussing whether they should include the meaning condensations  of 
their interviews as appendices to the report  

 
  (29) 1 Lone      ⌈men⌉ det som jeg tænker  
       2 Caroline  ⌊okay⌋  
       3           (0.4) 
       4 Lone      det er så hvis det er vi tager meningskondenseringerne  
       5           (0.2) som bilag (0.6) hvordan så første gang når vi hiver  
       6           dem ind (0.1) så bliver vi nødt til at skrive noget med vi   
       7           har (0.1) vi har lavet de her interview og ≈  
       8 Jens      ≈ ja (.) vi skal nok have en kort ⌈forklaring⌉  
       9 Lisbet                                      ⌊men det⌋ ⌈kommer⌉ vi jo ≋  
      10 Lone                                                  ⌊ja⌋  
      11 Lisbet    ≋ alligevel til at skrive i vores metode og og i vores empiri       
      12           ⌈og⌉  
      13 Lone      ⌊ja⌋ ⌈men⌉ det er rigtig nok  
      14 Jens           ⌊ja⌋  
      
       1 Lone      ⌈but⌉ what I am thinking  
       2 Caroline  ⌊okay⌋  
       3           (0.4) 
       4 Lone      is so if we include the meaning condensations  
       5           (0.2) as an appendix (0.6) how about the first time we pull 
       6           them in (0.1) then we will have to write something like we    
       7           have (0.1) we have made these interviews and ≈  
       8 Jens      ≈ yes (.) we should probably have a brief ⌈explanation⌉  
       9 Lisbet                                              ⌊but⌋ ⌈we will⌉ ≋  
      10 Lone                                                      ⌊yes⌋  
      11 Lisbet    ≋ write about that in or method and our data section anyway  
      12           ⌈and⌉  
      13 Lone      ⌊yeah⌋ ⌈but⌉ that is true enough  
      14 Jens             ⌊yes⌋  
      

  



n line , Jens makes a suggestion vi skal have en kort forklaring  that is congruous 
with the one one has made in lines -  vi bliver n dt til at skrive noget med vi har 
lavet de her interview  owever, in contrast to one, Jens includes nok as a mitigating 
device, which essentially means that he allows more room for counter suggestions to 
emerge and thus, by implication, does not foist his idea onto the others to the same 
degree as one  nterestingly, when isbet in fact offers a counter suggestion in lines -

, this means that one has to retract quite e plicitly from her position and admit 
that her suggestion was to some e tent faulty line  ja men det er rigtig nok  
whereas Jens can get away with a simple yes  line , because he e plicitly provided 
an out for himself and an in, as it were, for isbet  in line  by including nok  
 he typical use of the basic epistemic nok  in a backing act is illustrated in the 
following e ample where ine is trying to convince herself that the group s report 
hangs together  his little monologue follows a sequence where the other group 
members have been arguing that the report is indeed sufficiently coherent  
 

(30) 1 Tine  det var bare sådan hvis (.) det nu var at den  
     2       den skulle jo gerne (.) virke som en helhed 

       3       men det gør den jo (.) nok også det gør den også 
 
       1 Tine  you know it was just if (.) it was the case that it 
       2       you know it should preferably (.) appear as a whole 
       3       but I guess it (.) also does tha oes that 
 

hen ine uses nok in line three paraphrased by I guess  she is not doing so with a 
view to pursuing a negative politeness strategy  he is quite literally e pressing her 
evaluation of whether the report forms a whole as it should  or not  he first adopts a 
relatively tentative epistemic stance by means of nok det g r den jo  nok ogs    
guess it also does that , and then immediately after a more definite one det g r den 
ogs   it does that , which in effect aligns her with the consensus which has gradually 
emerged in previous talk  hus, while her initial use of nok positions her as a sceptic in 
relation to the rest of the group, the final, non-modified, statement indicates that she is 
ready to put her scepticism down    

t it d

  

10.3 Conclusion   

he conclusion to the analysis of the epistemic and evidential sentence adverbials in 
many ways resembles the conclusion to the analysis of the E EM  variants of the 
modal verbs  hus, the analysis in the current chapter has shown that speakers by 
adopting epistemic stances by means of epistemic and evidential adverbials essentially 



achieve three things  hey either close or open the dialogic space around the issue 
under discussion, they position themselves visàvis the proposition they put forward, 
and thereby by implication align with their interlocutors, cf  John u ois  definition of 

  the stance triangle u ois 
 he analysis has shown that the adverbial groups under study have slightly 
different functions in the data  n all three data sets, the basic function of those 
adverbials that either specify various degree of justificatory support or constitute 
claims to certainty is very similar to that of the E EM  variants of the modal verbs  

hus, in parallel to the purely epistemic modal verb variants, members of the first 
group are used to relativise the status of propositions, and thereby indicate the 
relative openness of the dialogic space  Members of the second group tend to shut the 
dialogic space down, and as such resemble the strong versions of the epistemic-futuric 

nda  purely epistemic variants of the modal verbs   
 he dialogic adverbials, on the other hand, specialise in the management of 
multiple voices in the dialogic space  nlike the force and certainty adverbials they do 
not merely create a dialogic space which holds more or less room for opposing points 
of view  they go one step further and actually inde  the presence of those points of 
view and evaluate them in relation to the point of view the speaker is e pressing  his 
is a specialised function of the epistemic and evidential sentence adverbials which is 
not shared by the modal verbs   
 A similar point can be made regarding obviously,  the single evidential adverbial 
found in the  and  data  As illustrated in the analysis of the  as well as the  
data, the use of obviously is commonly founded on the presence of implicit norms or 
pragmatic presuppositions which the participants all take for granted in the particular 
socio-cultural conte t  y using obviously the speaker inde es these particular norms, 
and at the same time aligns with them  his is also a specialised function which is not 
shared by the E EM  variants of the modal verbs or epistemic adverbials  n 
contrast to the specialised function of obviously, the epistemic-evidential adverbials in 
the A  groups nok and vel  do not seem to have a specialised pragmatic function as 
a result of their evidential nature  n fact, their pragmatic function is quite similar to 

cussed above  that of the force adverbials dis

  

                                                           
 he A  data does not have a group of evidential adverbials, but jo can be used with a function 

similar to that of obviously, though this is not illustrated in the analysis  



  

 n chapter , it was argued that a certain dialectic can be observed in the 
association between the E EM  variants of the modal verbs on the one hand, and the 
acts of providing backing and presenting suggestions on the other  he present 
chapter has established that similar general valences can be observed between 
epistemic and evidential adverbials on the one hand and backing and suggestion acts 
on the other  owever, the analysis has also identified a number of more specific 
associations between specific epistemic e pressions and particular social acts  hus, it 
has been discussed how maybe, måske, and nok all have a particular pragmaticalised 
variant that tends to occur in suggestions that direct the group as a whole or 
individual group members to perform a particular action or adopt a specific approach, 
and it has been discussed how the social implications of using certainty adverbials  
like definitely and garanteret depend crucially on the act type in which they occur  n 
these cases, the mutually constitutive nature of the social  meaning of linguistic 
e pressions on the one hand and the meaning of utterances as social acts on the other 
is brought to the fore   
 n comparing the use of epistemic and evidential sentence adverbials in the  and 

 groups, it was established that there is no obvious difference between the data sets 
in terms of the formal features used with the possible e ception of probably and really 
which are more common in the  data than in the  data  owever, it was pointed 
out that there is a tenuous difference to be traced in the degree to which certain 
pragmatic variants are used in the two data sets  o clear patterns emerged from the 
data in this respect, but it was discussed how maybe seems to have a tendency to be 
used less frequently in its pragmaticalised mitigating function in the  data than in 
the  data, and that actually seems to be used in less abstract variants in the  data 
than in the  data  owever, whether these tentative observations can lead to the 
identification of more firmly established differences remains a subject for further 
research    
 inally, in comparing the A  groups to the  and  groups the use of dialogic 
particles in anish stand out as a very salient difference between the data sets  

owever, interestingly, the anish  speakers do not in any obvious way seem to 
attempt to compensate for the lack  of particles in English, at least not by means of the 
epistemic e pressions under study   



Chapter 11: Functional group roles and epistemic stance marking 

n chapter , it was argued that language practices have the capacity to inde  socio-
cultural information chs  , i e  that the use of specific linguistic forms by 
specific speakers in particular conte ts have the potential to inde  or invoke 
situational dimensions  which carry social meaning  n the previous two chapters it 

has been discussed how the practice of epistemic stance marking by means of 
E EM  variants of modal verbs and epistemic and evidential adverbials is commonly 
associated with specific types of acts in the problem-solving sequence, and it has been 
argued that epistemic e pressions through this association concurrently can be said to 
acquire and contribute to the forming of social meaning   
 he current chapter investigates the e tent to which the patterns of epistemic 
stance marking which individual speakers e hibit can be said to relate to the social 
roles they adopt in the group conte t  his investigation is founded on an assumption 
that linguistic practices have the potential to inde  not merely the social meaning of 
acts and activities, but also aspects of speakers  social identities cf  chs , 
including the locally instantiated roles they assume in the conte t of a project group   
 he dialectic between linguistic practices on the one hand and social roles on the 
other has been aptly summarised by obert urner  who argues that language 
is the medium through which roles are created, and each role in turn shapes the 
language of the person who plays it    n analysing the use of epistemic 
stance marking in problem-solving sequences, it therefore becomes relevant to ask 
how the students  use of epistemic e pressions relates to the roles they assume in the 
interaction, and vice versa  Are specific functional group roles  associated with 
specific ways of using epistemic e pressions, and are such potential relations the same 

  

in the , A  and  groups  
 n order to investigate this, it is necessary to invoke a theoretical framework that 
makes it possible to characterise different types of interactional roles which 
participants may adopt in small group interaction, and devise a method that will 
facilitate the categorisation of the speakers in the , A  and  groups according 
to these role types  his will be discussed in sections  and  After these two 
preliminary sections, the chapter delivers analyses of the functional group roles in the 
si  groups under study, group by group, and relate the functional roles of individual 
speakers to the way they tend to employ E EM  variants of modal verbs and 
epistemic and evidential sentence adverbials as markers of epistemic stance   



11.1 Functional group roles 

tudent project group meetings are peer group meetings in which all members are in 
principle equal  owever, in practice, project groups will often develop more or less 
fi ed social structures in which the members take up and repeatedly enact roles that 
fulfil different functions in the group conte t  hese roles can be called functional 
group roles , because they are created  in  situ and not based on pre-e isting social 
structures like position roles  e g  employer vs  employee  or basic roles  that are 
associated with categories such as gender and age urner    
 ithin social psychology, functional group roles have been studied by means of 
interaction analysis  he most prominent e ponent of this method is obert reed 

ales who developed nteraction rocess Analysis A  in the s and onwards 
ales a, , cf  rey  un olf  -   

 ales assumes that groups have two main goals  task performance and group 
maintenance, and that the interaction and social structures of groups are shaped in 
accordance with these goals as each individual group strives to maintain equilibrium 
between task and relational efforts, which are in constant conflict  eyton  , 
cf  ales , ales  trodtbeck  ome group members will tend to contribute 
relatively more to the task performance of the group, and can thus be said to adopt 
taskoriented roles, while others will be more active in pursuing the relational goals of 
the group, adopting what is variably referred to as maintenance roles, relational or 
socioemotional roles  ithin the two general categories, a number of sub-roles with 
specific characteristics can be identified, several of which e hibit a combination of 
task-oriented and socio-emotional behaviour ales  -   
 n practice, the roles in a given group are identified by analysing the interaction of 
the group following a coding scheme developed by ales cf  table  he analysis 
focuses on the functions of communicative acts verbal as well as non-verbal  rather 
than the actual content of what is being said  ubsequently the results of the coding 
process are interpreted following a specific procedure which places the observed 
behaviour of each speaker along three dimensions  pward-downward which 

more or less dominant submissive, forward-backward characterises the speaker as 

  

                                                           
 A was later developed into M  ales et al. , ales , a theoretical and methodo-

logical package  for measuring group and organisational communication which is used for research 
as well as consulting purposes cf  eyton  all   focus e clusively on the early A which 
laid the methodological and theoretical groundwork for later developments  



which refers to degree of task orientation, and positive-negative which concerns 
cooperativeness and friendliness reisler   relative 

 
 

ocial-emotional 
area  ositive 

reactions 

  hows solidarity, raises other s status, gives help, reward 
  hows tension release, jokes, laughs, shows satisfaction  

omplies     Agrees, shows passive acceptance, understands, concurs, c

ask area  
A  ttempted

answers 

  ives suggestion, direction, implying autonomy for other  
  ives opinion, evaluation, analysis, e presses feeling, wish  
  ives orientation, information, repeats, clarifies, confirms  

ask area  
uestions 

  Asks for orientation, information, repetition, confirmation 
ling    Asks for opinion, evaluation, analysis, e pression of fee

  Asks for suggestion, direction, possible ways of action  

ocial-emotional 
area  negative 

reactions   hows antagonism, deflates other s status, defends or asserts self 

  isagrees, shows passive rejection, formality, withholds help  
  hows tension, asks for help, withdraws out of field  

 

able  ales  categories for interaction process analysis based on ales b   
 

Another widely used classification of functional group roles cf  are   is the 
one proposed by enneth enne and aul heats , which is also mentioned by 

ales as one of the sources consulted in the development of nteraction rocess 
Analysis ales a  i  enne and heats outline a scheme consisting of  roles 
divided across three overall types, viz.  group task roles , group building and 
maintenance roles , and individual roles  see appendi   he first two types are 
immediately comparable to ales  task-oriented and socio-emotional roles, while the 
third does not feature in ales  system  his may be e plained by the fact that 
individual  roles are actually not defined in relation to the group  ndividual roles are 
not member-roles as such  members who adopt individual roles can be said to pursue 

 some individual goal which is not relevant either to the group task or to the 

 

method makes replication 

functioning of the group as a group   enne  heats    
 nlike ales  interaction process analysis, the typology proposed by enne and 

heats is not accompanied by a specific method that instructs researchers how to 
analyse and interpret group interaction to identify the proposed functional group 
roles  n the one hand, this can be seen as a weakness  he absence of a stringent 

difficult, and the absence of a coherent theoretical 

                                                           

  

 he categories appear under slightly different names in later publications e g  ales   
 his could be discussed in ymesian terms as the difference between outcome and goals cf   



framework renders the relevance of the proposed roles relatively unsubstantiated  n 
the other hand, the absence of a unified method and a grand theory can also be seen as 
a strength, in that it allows researchers to develop approaches suited to meet the 
particular needs of their data  Moreover, later research has in fact substantiated the 
empirical validity of the typology proposed by enne and heats, though with some 
modification Mudrack  arrell  
 n my analysis of functional group roles,  have devised an analytical approach 
which combines methodological and theoretical aspects of ales  nteraction rocess 
Analysis with the functional group roles of enne and heats   

11.2 Method 

he method employed in analysing functional group roles in the , A  and  
groups consisted of the following three steps   
 irst, the selected problem-solving sequences were analysed and coded according 
to the model of the problem-solving sequence outlined in chapter  econdly, on the 
basis of this analysis, individual interactional profiles of the participants were 
compiled by adding the number of times they produced an act within each of the 
fourteen act types  n combination, the first two steps constitute what will be referred 
to below as a communicative act analysis, or com-act analysis for short  inally, the 
interactional profiles were related to the typology of functional group roles proposed 
by enne and heats  in order to arrive at an interpretation of the interactional 
profile of each speaker as representing one or more functional group roles   
 he final step required the development of a set of principles that could ensure a 
sufficient degree of consistency in the interpretation of the interactional profiles 
within and across groups  o this end, the act types in the model of the problem-
solving sequences were operationalised, with inspiration from ales  and ent 

reisler s application of A reisler  - , as indicators of either task-
oriented or socio-emotional behaviour, as summarised in table   

                                                           
 his term is inspired by reisler  - , though my com-act analysis, as mentioned in 

chapter , differs from reisler s by being almost e clusively concerned with the coding of verbal 
a

  

cts  on-verbal acts were only coded insofar as their absence would have rendered the interaction 
incoherent  
 Meta-comments are e cluded from the analysis because this category was too heterogeneous to 

yield useful results for the analysis of functional group roles  



 ome act types could be clearly categorised as representing either task-oriented -
acts  or socio-emotional -acts  behaviour, while others were less readily interpreted 
as belonging squarely within either of the two categories and were hence considered 

ated in the middl n of table   intermediate, as illustr
 

e colum

-acts  -acts -acts 
rientation 

phase 
asking question  
making suggestion  
stating problem 

  

Evaluation 
phase 

making s

 

uggestion 
ter-suggestion making coun

backing  
disagreeing  

requesting
accepting 
clarifying 

 clarification agreeing 
back-channelling 

 ecision
phase  

 

stating consensus  e pressing consent 

able  perationalisation of act types as indicators of role behaviour 
 

owever, not surprisingly, given the fact that the sequences selected for analysis are 
problem-solving sequences, the interactional profiles primarily tend to indicate task-
oriented behaviour  herefore, in order to distinguish the functional roles further, 
various types of task-oriented and socio-emotional behaviour were distilled using a 
modified subset of the roles proposed by enne and heats   
 able  provides an overview of the roles which emerged most frequently on the 
basis of the interactional profiles  he first five roles are task-oriented while the 
remaining two are socio-emotional  he first column lists the seven role types, the 
second column provides brief generalised descriptions of each role in the form of a 
modified version of enne and heats  original role characterisations cf  appendi  , 
and finally the third column gives information about the indicators which were used in 

  

identifying the role   
 n assessing the relative degree of frequency of the different act types, the tabulated 
scores cf  e g  table  below  were compared on two dimensions  or instance, to 
determine whether a speaker could be said to e hibit a relatively high score of acts in 
the orientation phase, the score in this cell was first compared hori ontally to the 
score of other speakers in the same cell and subsequently vertically to the speaker s 
own score in the remaining cells  A relatively high score on the hori ontal dimension 
was taken as an indication that the speaker plays a salient role in the realisation of the 
functional role associated with this act type in relation to the group  he proportion on 



the vertical a is was used to assess the relative prominence of this role in the 
individual profile of the speaker  n almost all cases, speakers perform several roles in 

alysed sequences, though typically to different degrees  the an
 

ole haracterisation  
cf  enne and heats  

 

ndicator  
relatively high frequency of 

Initiator
orienter 

nitiates problem-solving sequences by introducing 
new topics to be discussed and problems to be solved  

his may take the form of asking questions, making 
new suggestions or providing a definition of a new 
problem  May also point to departures from agreed 
upon directions or goals, or raise questions about the 
direction which the group discussion is taking  

-  acts in the orientation 
 phase  
 asking question, making 
 suggestion, stating 
 problem  

Contributor  uggests or proposes ideas or ways of regarding the 
problem  his may take the form of a suggested 
solution or some way of handling a difficulty that the 
group has encountered  r it may take the form of a 
proposed procedure for the group, a new way of 
organising the group for the task ahead  

-  suggestion acts 
 suggestion and counter 
 suggestion  

Elaborator  pells out suggestions in terms of e amples or 
developed meanings, offers a rationale for suggestions 
previously made and tries to deduce how an idea or 

 suggestion would work out if adopted by the group

-
 
  backing acts  

Evaluator
critic 

ubjects the accomplishment of the group to some 
standard or set of standards of group-functioning in the 
conte t of the group task  May evaluate or question the 
practicality , the logic , the facts  or the procedure  of 

a suggestion or of some unit of group discussion  

-  disagreement acts  
 and possibly requests  
 for clarification and 
 counter suggestions  

Orienter  efines the position of the group with respect to its 
goals by summarising what has occurred   

-  consensus stating acts 

Compromiser  perates from within a conflict in which his or her own 
idea or position is involved  May offer compromise by 
yielding status, admitting own error, or by coming 
half-way  in moving along with the group  

-  e pression of consent  
 and possibly accepting  
 

Encourager  raises, agrees with and accepts the contribution of 
others  ndicates understanding and acceptance of 

-  agreement acts and 
 backchanneling tokens 
 possibly accepting  other points of view, ideas and suggestions  

 

  

able  ypical functional group roles identified in the data 
 

   
n adjusting enne and heats  typology to fit the data, it was found useful to split their 

composite initiator-contributor  role into two separate roles, namely initiator and 
contributor  his division makes it possible to distinguish between speakers who are 
active in setting the agenda of the discussion in the orientation phase of the problem-
solving sequences, as opposed to speakers who are more active in debating once the 
evaluation phase gets underway  ften, the agenda-setting function also has elements 



of what enne and heats call an orienter role, so for this reason the orienter as 
proposed by enne and heats is divided across two roles, one being associated with 
the function of summing up on discussions and stating consensus which retains the 
name orienter , and the other being associated with the more proactive role of the 
initiator, which is consequently called an initatororienter role  
 he roles in table  are the ones which most commonly emerge from the data  n 
addition to these, it was in some cases found relevant to include two additional roles, 
namely the roles of follower and harmoniser  he follower role is relevant in cases 
where a participant is remarkably silent and or primarily contributes to the problem-
solving sequences by e pressing agreement and back-channelling  he harmoniser, 
who mediates the differences between other members  and relieves tension in 
conflict situations through jesting or pouring oil on the troubled waters  enne  

heats , does not emerge clearly from the com-act analyses  owever, in some 
cases, it nevertheless seems reasonable to assign this role to specific speakers on the 
basis of their behaviour in the group as it transpires from the analysed sequences  
 As indicated by table  and , not all act categories included in the model of 
the problem-solving sequence were considered equally useful in distinguishing 
between the various roles that group members assume  n particular, it was difficult to 
attach a standard interpretation to scores in the categories of requesting clarification, 
clarifying, and accepting  his does not mean that scores in these categories are not 
relevant, it merely means that their interpretation needs to be more fle ible and 
sensitive to the conte t of the particular group  hus, in some cases, frequent requests 
for clarification in  combination  with a relatively high frequency proportion of 
disagreement acts may be indicative of the evaluatorcritic role, but in other cases it is 
not relevant to interpret requests for clarification in this way   
 his proviso raises an important methodological point  nlike the kind of method 
devised by ales, which is quantitative in nature and aimed at statistical analyses cf  
Mc rath  Altermatt , the method employed here is essentially qualitative and 
in part guided by the observer s subjective perception of the functional roles enacted 
in the groups  hus, the com-act analysis functions as a heuristic to guide 
interpretation, not as a categorical method that helps ascertain the e istence of 
particular roles beyond dispute   

  



 inally, it is necessary to consider how representative the functional group roles 
identified below are, or rather, what they are representative of  n this connection, it is 
important to remember that the selection of problem-solving sequences for analysis 
has not been random cf  chapter , and no claim can therefore be made that the roles 
are representative of the groups  interaction in  general  ather, the act-profiles 
constitute generalisations of the roles played by each speaker in the specific problem-
solving sequences selected for analysis  A different selection of problem-solving 
sequences may in principle have yielded different results, though in the majority of the 
cases it seems that the roles identified are stable enough to emerge more or less 
consistently in the sequences selected from the A and  meetings  n cases where 
speakers e hibit markedly different profiles across meetings this will be commented 
on in the analysis    

11.3 Functional group roles and patterns of epistemic stance marking 

he following si  sections - -  present analyses of the functional group 
roles in the si  groups under study, group by group, and subsequently relate the 
functional roles of individual speakers to the way they the speakers tend to employ 
E EM  variants of modal verbs and epistemic and evidential sentence adverbials as 
markers of epistemic stance  he investigation of the individual patterns of epistemic 
stance marking is limited to the speakers  use of epistemic e pressions in backing and 
suggestion acts  

11.3.1 HIB1 

he problem-solving sequences selected for analysis from  constitute a corpus of 
 words  able  shows how the words are distributed across meetings A and  

nd the five group members  a
 

 
Meeting A Meeting  otal 

   n    n    n   
eter    
ouise    

Jesper    
Ernst    
Marie    

otal    
able  ord distribution,  

  



Ernst, Jesper, ouise and eter s contributions account for  of the total word 
count, with an almost equal distribution between the four speakers, while Marie s 
contribution amounts to  of the word total  his suggests that the problem-
solving sequences selected for analysis are dominated by the four first-mentioned 
speakers with the proviso that Ernst has quite different scores in the two meetings  
while Marie assumes a peripheral role in the group  

Functional group roles 

he com-act analysis of the problem-solving sequences supports the impression that 
the analysed sequences are dominated by Ernst, Jesper, ouise and eter, while Marie 
plays a peripheral role  he analysis is summaris  ted in able   
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 able  and simlar com-act tables in this chapter present aggregate act-profiles which 

represent the score across all analysed sequences  Appendi   contains separate tables for A and  
meetings  Major discrepancies between A and  meetings are commented on in the analysis, with 
reference to appendi    



As shown by the table, Marie performs a mere  communicative acts during the 
analysed problem-solving sequences, a large proportion of which are constituted by 
e pressions of agreement, consent and back-channelling  his indicates that Marie 
tends to adopt a follower role in the analysed sequences   
 he com-act analysis also helps differentiate the roles assumed by ouise, Ernst, 
Jesper, and eter  espite the fact that the four speakers account for appro imately the 
same number of words, ouise is markedly more active in terms of communicative 
acts than the three others  his mainly hinges on the fact that she e presses agreement 
more frequently and that she has a considerably higher number of backchanneling 
tokens than the others  hese observations can be taken to indicate that she is 
assuming a supportive role in the interaction which could be categorised as an 
encourager role  imilarly, her relatively frequent e pressions of consent are indicative 

of a compromiser role  n the other hand, ouise is also clearly assuming task-related 
roles in the interaction, most clearly as an initiatororienter, as evidenced by her 
frequent contributions to the orientation phase, but also as a distinct contributor and 
elaborator, though she is not the most dominant contributor to these categories  
 eter, Ernst and Jesper generally have quite similar profiles, though there are some 
important differences  eter and Ernst are active in all three phases of the problem-
solving sequences, though they are most clearly active in the evaluation phase where 
they frequently make suggestions and, in particular, provide backing for their own and 
others  suggestions  heir roles can thus be described as task-oriented, mainly falling 
within the elaborator category, though Ernst also stands out as a relatively active 
contributor  urthermore, Ernst and eter are the ones who most frequently make 
counter suggestions or e press disagreement  his indicates that both speakers 
occasionally assume the role of evaluatorcritic  either of the speakers emerges as 
particularly active on the socio-emotional side, though they can both be seen to adopt 
minor roles as encouragers that complement their otherwise largely task-oriented 
roles   
 Jesper stands out as the participant with the highest number of consensus stating 
acts in the group, which places him in a clear orienter role  n the sequences from 
Meeting , he only has one consensus stating act, but it is symptomatic of his role that 

                                                                                                                                                                          

  

 rey figures give the percentage of the number immediately above relative to the column total  



this act closes a particularly long and difficult problem-solving sequence specifically 
sequence , cf  appendi   is level of activity in the orientation phase is on a par 
with that of Ernst and eter, but in the evaluation phase he stands out by providing 
relatively little backing  his means that his role in the evaluation phase can be 
described more as a contributor than elaborator  n the socio-emotional side, he 

m s re erge  as a relatively active encou ager   
 he distribution of functional group roles across the group members in the 
analysed sequences can be summed up as in table  wo asterisks indicate a 
primary role, a single asterisk indicates a secondary role, and a blank cell indicates 
that the role is not assumed by the relevant speaker in the analysed sequences  he 
relative score on the hori ontal a is has been used as the primary indicator in 

ole should be characterised as primary or secondary  determining whether a r
 

 o e uis e r te Ernst Je r spe Marie 
nitiator-orienter      
ontributor      

Elaborator      
Evaluator-critic      

rienter      
ompromiser      

Encourager      
ollower      

able  istribution of functional group roles,  
 
n summary, the com-act analysis suggests that ouise, eter, Ernst and Jesper assume 

the most task-oriented roles in the group while Marie almost e clusively performs 
socio-emotional work in the group conte t  eter and Ernst are the most active 
speakers in the evaluation phase, whereas ouise and eter are dominant in the 
orientation and decision phase respectively   

Individual patterns of epistemic stance marking 

nterestingly, the functional group roles assumed by the speakers in  can to a 
large e tent be said to correlate with the patterns of epistemic stance marking which 
they adopt in backing and suggestion acts  able  gives a overview of what can be 

 stance styles  in backing and suggestion acts

 

called the speakers  epistemic   

  

                                                           
 he epistemic stance styles  reflected here are strictly concerned with the use of modal verbs and 

epistemic and evidential sentence adverbials  f the investigation had included further means of 
epistemic stance marking, the result could theoretically have been different cf  discussion in    



 he first row specifies how many of the total number of backing and suggestion 
acts which each speaker produces that contain an epistemic e pression, i e  an 
E EM  variant of a modal verb or an epistemic or evidential sentence adverbial  As 
can be seen, there is some fluctuation on this point in the group, but in general the 
speakers all tend to use epistemic e pressions fairly frequently in backing and 
suggestion acts  his reflects the findings in chapter  and  that backing and 
suggestion acts are often as w pist  sta arksociated ith e emic nce m ing  
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able  atterns of epistemic sta ce arking in suggestion and backing acts,  
 

owever, while the speakers all tend to use epistemic stance marking relatively 
frequently in backing and suggestion acts, the distribution of epistemic e pressions 

n m

differs considerably from speaker to speaker  
 Marie, the least task-oriented speaker in the group, is the speaker who e hibits the 
highest proportion of epistemic e pressions that open the dialogic space  As shown in 
the second row of table ,  of the epistemic e pressions Marie employs in the 
data are tokens that open the dialogic space, while only  are tokens that can be 
said to close it  Arguably, this pattern of epistemic stance marking is inde ical of her 
role as a follower in the group, and also to some e tent co-constitutive of this role  he 
generally refrains from making definite suggestions and tends to abstain from 
providing assertive backing  he following e ample is a good illustration of her open 
style of epistemic stance marking   
 

  (1)  1 Marie   but how about the interview guide do we need to (.)  
       2         because he said some things like (0.3)  
       3 Jesper  yeah ≈  
       4 Marie   ≈ do we need to re- re- (0.2) vise it (0.3) revise it (.)  

  

                                                           
 n the basis of the analyses in chapters  and , the following e pressions have been taken to be 

generally concerned with opening the dialogic space  E EM  variants of can, could, may, might 
and would, and maybe, not necessarily, perhaps and possibly, while the following e pressions have 
been taken to be generally concerned with narrowing or closing it  E EM  variants of must, 
should, and will, and absolutely, actually, certainly, definitely, most likely, obviously, of course, 
probably, really and surely  



       5         do we ⌈need to⌉  
       6 Jesper        ⌊we have to⌋ revise some of it yeah  
       7 Marie   yeah ⌈and⌉ maybe I thought some of the things he said (.) ≋  
       8 Jesper       ⌊yeah⌋  
       9 Marie   ≋ might've (.) might just be added (0.7) as a (.) so you   
      10         know so (.) start with er some kind of objective (.)    
      11         discussion about which terms bla bla what do you think about  
      12         them bla bla and then have (0.2) this discussion of (1.0)   
      13         how they really feel about going to RUC or (0.5)  
      14         the things that he suggested with er  
      15 Louise  yeah so it- it will be more subjective 
 

n this case, the italicised words which include the phrase  thought  which has not 
been systematically studied in the present work  all contribute to the opening of the 
dialogic space, and in combination result in a markedly tentative suggestion, which is 
typical of Marie s role  
 n their epistemic stance styles, eter and Ernst e hibit the inverse pattern of 
Marie  more than two thirds of the epistemic e pressions they employ are e pressions 
that close the dialogic space while only about one third are e pressions that open it up  

his pattern of epistemic stance marking seems to go hand in hand with the highly 
task-oriented roles they adopt in the group  As active elaborators, contributors and 
evaluatorcritics they place themselves centrally in the fray of the problem-solving 
sequences, and this is arguably what is reflected in their epistemic stance marking 
patterns  hey employ epistemic e pressions strategically to promote the suggestions 
and ideas they think the group should adopt  he following e ample illustrates eter 
in this role  

ouise has just opened the sequence where  are discussing which language 
they should use for their interviews anish or English , and eter immediately 
proceeds to offer his perspective  

 
  (2)  1 Peter   I think (.) ⁇I'd⁇ still rather do it in English  
       2         because er:m (1.3) we ran into the same problem  
       3         last  year where we had some ⁇Iranian⁇ using Danish   
       4         and it's just (0.4) unless we hire a professional (.)  
       5         translator ⌈to transcribe them⌉ ≋  
       6 Louise             ⌊ha ha we should⌋  
       7 Peter   ≋ we're just gonna lose (0.1) so much of the value (1.0)  
       8         by guessing our own translations or by trying to make our  
       9         own translations so I'd rather still have it in English 
      10 Peter   cause then that's at least ⌈that's what they said⌉  
      11 Jesper            
      12 Janus   I'll be ba

                 ⌊⁇I don't think I'm xxx⁇⌋  
ck in forty minutes  

  

                                                           
 or a typical e ample of Ernst in a similar role see e ample  in chapter , which is taken from 

the same sequence as e ample  in this chapter, and thus provides a striking contrast to Marie s 
open epistemic stance style  Another case in point is e ample  in chapter  Additional 
e amples of eter in a similar role include e amples ,  and  in chapter   



      13 Jesper  ⌈okay⌉  
      14 Peter   ⌊you know what I mean⌋ we are not changing in any way what        
      15         they said that's exactly what they said  
      16 Jesper  mm  
      17 Louise  but I'm I'm ⌈thinking more that⌉  
      18 Peter               ⌊that's the way I feel like⌋  
      19 Louise  I don't know how you used the ⌈interviews⌉ ≋  
      20 Jesper                                ⌊I can't find it⌋ 
      21 Louise  ≋ last year (0.2) but I'm thinking this (0.5) this interview   
      22         is it's not that important that it's word for word because  
      23         we we need to see a pattern sort of  
      24         (0.6) 
      25 Jesper  ⌈mhm⌉  
      26 Louise  ⌊to erm⌋  
      27         (0.4) 
      28 Jesper  you could argue that we have to extract the (.) the essence 
      29         of the (.) interview right  
      30 Louise  we have to er at some point we have to er altå sådan koge  
      31         det ned11 (0.9) anyways  
      32         (0.4) 
      33 Marie   ⌈mm⌉  
      34 Jesper  ⌊yeah⌋ 
 

n this e ample, eter argues that it would be preferable to conduct the interviews in 
English  n the process of making this suggestion, he adopts a comple  epistemic 
stance  n the one hand, he presents his suggestion under the scope of I think  line  
which in this case seems to leave the dialogic space relatively open  his goes hand in 
hand with his contracted hypothetical would in line  which arguably contributes to 
the construction of a tentative stance which in principle allows room for alternative 
suggestions to be made  n the other hand, it is telling to observe how he deals with 
the alternative solution, i e  conducting the interviews in anish  hen spelling out the 
possible problems arising from this approach in lines -  he speaks with full epistemic 
support, confidently predicting by means of the scenario-building gonna that we re 
just gonna lose so much of the value  not I think we might  or maybe we could end 
up  y adopting these different epistemic stances towards the two options, eter 
very efficiently establishes a strong position for himself  is plain dismissal of the 

anish-language option puts ma imum pressure on those supporting this model to 
present counter-arguments, while the tentativeness surrounding his own suggestion 
allows him the possibility of retreat, should it prove necessary   
 Moving on to Jesper, table  above shows that he adopts a very open epistemic 
stance style  owever, unlike in Marie s case, this cannot be taken as an indication of a 

                                                           

  

  you know like boil it down  
 his particular token of would has been coded as volitional, not epistemic, but that does not affect 

the argument that would leaves the dialogic space relatively open   



follower role  he com-act analysis clearly shows that Jesper e hibits task-oriented 
behaviour in the group, mainly as a contributor and orienter, and this means his 
functional role profile to some e tent resembles those of Ernst and eter   
 et, in comparison to Ernst and eter, Jesper is generally more of a mediator in the 
group in the sense that his contributions tend to be designed to bridge various 
positions rather than to favour one position to the detriment of another  is 
contribution in lines -  of e ample  above is a good e ample  n this case, he is 
backing ouise s point, essentially providing a paraphrase of it, but by using the 
epistemic-dynamic variant of could in conjunction with the generic you his argument is 
placed in a hypothetical key which allows space for disagreement, and thus to some 

te ent accommodates eter s position  
 inally, ouise has the most balanced epistemic stance style in the group  As in 
Jesper s case, this can be seen as a reflection of her position in the group which in 
many cases is also that of a mediator, rather than someone doggedly pursuing her own 
agenda  his is reflected in her use of modal verbs and sentence adverbials as 
epistemic stance markers, but also her use of other epistemic e pressions, as 
illustrated in e ample  above where she uses the e pression I’m thinking twice in 
lines  and , possibly to mitigate the face-threatening act of disagreeing with eter, 
but also with the effect of keeping the dialogic space open, while trying to establish a 
position for herself  

11.3.2 HIB2 

As shown in table , the problem-solving sequences selected for analysis from  
constitute a corpus of  words, which is considerably less than , even though 
the total duration of the analysed sequences is appro imately the same cf  appendi  

  also differs from  in the way the words are distributed across speakers  
ith  of the word total, orben emerges as a very dominant speaker in the  

sequences, followed by une whose contributions account for  of the word total  
iddle position with a combined contribution of , rida and enrik occupy a m

                                                           
 or further e amples of Jesper s epistemic stance style and his functional group role see  and 

 in chapter  and e ample  in chapter  which provides an illustrative contrast to orben  

  

 j rbeck and ay  -  present a detailed analysis of how ouise, and in some cases 
Marie, can be said to mediate between Ernst and eter  

 or an e ample of the way ouise uses epistemic e pressions that close the dialogic space see 
e ample  in chapter  



while Mette, Julie and Amira are the least dominant speakers with a total of  of 
al wordthe tot

 

 count   

  Meeting A Meeting  otal 
orben    
une    
rida    
enrik    

Mette    
Julie    
Amira    

otal    
 able  ord distribution,  
 

his simple comparison of number of words per speaker indicates that  e hibits a 
markedly different dynamic in the analysed sequences than  here  can be 
described as a relatively egalitarian group disregarding the silent role played by 
Marie ,  seems to be organised quite differently around two highly active 
speakers and an audience  that contributes only moderately to the interaction   

Functional group roles 

he com-act analysis table  supports the view of orben and une as the two 
most dominating speakers in the group  hey are both highly task-oriented, mainly 
playing the roles of contributor and elaborator as indicated by their high number of 
suggestion and backing acts  oth speakers are also relatively active in e pressing 
agreement and providing backchannels, which can be interpreted as a maintenance 
role, namely that of the encourager, which complements their primary task-focussed 
olr es  

 t also emerges from the profiles, though less clearly, that une occasionally 
assumes an evaluatorcritic role in the interaction, prodding the group to consider the 
implications and problems of the ideas suggested, while orben, on the other hand, 
generally emerges as the one who provides the answers and the solutions or at least 
attempts to provide them   
 rida plays an active task-oriented role as an initiatororienter in the orientation 

m-solving sequencesphases of the analysed proble  his is partly related to the fact 

  

                                                           
 ome of rida s acts in the orientation phase occur in combination  till, she takes part in the 

launch of si  different problem-solving sequences, which is more than any other member of the 
group in the analysed sequences  



that she happens to act as the chairperson in several sequences primarily in the 
sequences from Meeting A , but judging by the rest of the recorded data set, it appears 
to be a role she adopts quite happily irrespective of whether she is the appointed chair 
or not  he number of suggestion and backing acts she produces furthermore suggests 
that she also plays a role as contributor and elaborator in the group, although this role 
is moderate compared to orben and une s activity in the same areas  onversely, the 
considerable number of times she e presses agreement and offers backchannels 
suggests that she assumes a role ou r e e  en of enc rage on th same l vel as orb  and une    
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Even though enrik contributes comparatively little to the interaction, his act-profile 
suggests that when he does contribute, he adopts mainly task-oriented roles   e is 
relatively active in providing backing especially in Meeting  and presenting 
suggestions, though these are minor elaboration and contribution roles compared to 
those played by orben, une, and rida  imilarly, he emerges as a minor evaluator-
critic as  a consequence of a relatively high number of disagreement acts and requests 



for clarification  o clear maintenance role emerges from enrik s act-profile, though 
there are instances in the analysed sequences where he jokes and jests , which could 
warrant a categorisation as harmoniser, though this is not very pronounced see 
e ample  below for an illustration  
 he roles of Mette, Julie and Amira are difficult to characterise on the basis of the 
com-act analysis because they generally produce very few acts  Amira arguably adopts 
a follower role, though her almost complete silence is hard to interpret with any 
confidence  Mette and Julie can also be described as acting as followers due to their 
relatively insubstantial contributions to the interaction, and the fact that they seldom, 
if ever, place themselves in opposition to the others by e pressing disagreement  till, 
they do have a number of task-oriented contributions, Julie mainly in the orientation 
phase, and Mette in the evaluation phase, which merits categorisation as initiator
orienter orienter and contributor elaborator  respectively, though this task-oriented 

yactivit  is obviously at a much lower level than that of orben and une  
 An interesting observation arising from the com-act analysis is that this group 
generally produces quite few acts in the evaluation phase of the problem-solving 
sequences  orben, Mette and rida produce consensus stating acts, but they are 
strikingly few  his is indicative of the somewhat frustrated nature of these sequences 
where the group is finding it hard to reach sufficient consensus and make clear 
decisions  A similar inference can be drawn from the observation that the proportion 
of agreement acts  of the total number of acts  is remarkably and consistently  
low, in fact the lowest of all the groups studied  
 n summary, the various roles assu y t up ers  likemed b
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 t may also be because the sequences selected for analysis are in some cases subsections of more 

e tended sequences, and therefore not concluded individually  et, the pattern observed here 
arguably also applies to the overarching sequences   



orben and une stand out as the most task-oriented speakers in , mainly in the 
roles of contributors and elaborators  rida emerges as a relatively active participant in 
the orientation and decision phases, while enrik plays a minor role in the evaluation 
phase  Mette, Julie and Amira can primarily be characterised as followers  

Individual patterns of epistemic stance marking

As in , the group members who primarily adopt follower roles, i e  Mette, Julie and 
Amira in , tend to use epistemic e pressions that open the dialogic space and 
thereby come to e hibit very open  patterns of epistemic stance marking  his is 
illustrated in table  where it can be seen that Mette and Amira are  
consistent in adopting an open epistemic stance when using epistemic e pressions, 

hile Julie has a few tokens that close the dialogic space   

 

w
 

 orben une rida enrik Mette Julie Amira 
ercentage of A and  

acts that contain an  
epistemic e pression 

       

roportion of epistemic 
e e pressions that open th

dialogic space 
       

roportion of epistemic 
e pressions that close the 
dialogic space 

       

able  atterns of epistemic stance marking in suggestion and backing acts,  
 

owever, table  also shows that in , the open  pattern of epistemic stance 
marking is not e clusively reserved for group members who adopt follower  roles   

irst of all, rida and enrik, who adopt task-oriented roles, albeit minor ones 
compared to those of orben and une, both e hibit patterns of epistemic stance 
marking that are quite similar to Mette, Julie and Amira  econdly, and perhaps more 
surprisingly, the two most dominant speakers, orben and une also e hibit quite 
open patterns of epistemic stance marking   
 hat even the two most dominating speakers in the group e hibit open patterns of 
epistemic stance marking can be taken as further indication of the claim that this 
group is finding it hard to establish clear decisions  evertheless, it is noteworthy that 

 the speaker who has the highest proportion of epistemic orben, despite everything, is
                                                           

ce typically adopted by these 

  

 or an illustrative e ample of the kind of open epistemic stan
speakers see Amira s contribution in e ample  in chapter  

 ee for instance rida s contribution in e ample  in chapter  



e pressions that close the dialogic space  hus, in a group where the general norm 
seems to be for speakers to adopt relatively open epistemic stances,  orben is the 
one who employs relatively most linguistic devices that are designed to narrow the 
dialogic space   
 n many cases, orben in fact speaks with a complete lack of epistemic stance 
markers in situations where other speakers would probably have been more tentative 
or open  in their approach  As discussed in section , unmodalised statements tend 
to e press greater certainty than modalised ones, even when they are modalised by 
e pressions of epistemic certainty cf  alliday  , and yons  -  

his typically means that they leave the dialogic space relatively closed  his is what 
happens in the following e ample  

he group is trying to define what their project is about  n previous talk, rida has 
opened the problem-solving sequence, and then orben, true to his role as an active 
contributor, has launched right into offering his perspective  t takes him about  
minute and  seconds to present his view of things almost in the form a 
monologue, though with brief contributions from rida , and then he asks   

 
(3)  1 Torben  but is is any- is (0.3) that how this project looks to  
     2         everyone  
     3         (1.3)  
     4 Frida   to me yes  
     5 Mette   mm  
     6         (2.4)  
     7 Rune    I ehr (0.4) my mind was (0.6) wandering  
     8         (0.5) 
     9 Torben  oh  
    10         ((Rune laughs)) 
    11 Rune    I'm sorry  
    12         ((Torben laughs))  
    13 Torben  it's okay   

      14         (0.4) 
    15 Torben  but but in short you know what we're trying to do is taking 

      16         (0.5) the (0.3) looking at at the at the identities (0.7)  
      17         four different identities (0.4) and then (1.1) analyse see 
      18         see how they create identities compare them see how they're   
      19         different (0.2) then in the discussion and conclusion (0.2) 
      20         see what methods (0.3) again how what methods are alike 
      21         how they're different and then ⁇in the⁇ conclusion discuss 
      22         (0.2) the forming of identities through neo-liberalism and           
      23         the consequences thereof 
      24         (1.5)  
      25 Rune    yeah that's sounds ⁇pretty good⁇  
      26         (0.2)  
      27 Torben  yeah  
      28         (1.9)  
      29 Henrik  yeah  

                                                           

  

 f  the frequent use of E EM  variants of modal verbs in this group see section  
 or illustrative e amples of orben s use of epistemic e pressions that close the dialogic space 

see e ample  in chapter  and e ample  in chapter  



      30         ((Torben and Henrik laughing))  
      31 Henrik  yeah fuck yeah man  
      32         ((Torben laughing)) 
      33         (0.5)  
      34 Torben  aw some
 

orben s e tended turn in lines -  is conspicuously devoid of epistemic 
e pressions of any kind  e is essentially making a suggestion formulated as a fait 
accompli  he uptake which the suggestion receives indicates that orben has the clout 
it takes to get away with a very direct approach like this  with his contribution 
delivered in sotto voce in line , une seems to e press agreement with the suggested 
master plan  enrik also e presses agreement, albeit in a more playful key which 
could be seen as a counterweight or perhaps a sarcastic comment  to orben s dire 

e  

and rather bossy style in the preceding talk  
 As mentioned above, une s e traordinarily high rate of tokens that open the 
dialogic space is somewhat surprising  owever, if this pattern is seen in relation to 

orben rather than the rest of the group it makes good sense  une is the one with the 
questions and the open suggestions, orben is the one who attempts to tame the 
discussion and propose specific courses of action cf  e ample  above  consequently 

une is the one with the open  pattern of epistemic stance marking, and orben is the 
one with the relatively closed  pattern  hus, orben and une arguably form a sub-
group of their own within the group, and in this dyad, their functional group roles as 

marking cwell as their patterns of epistemic stance omplement each other  
 he following e ample illustrates a typical way for une to employ epistemic 
e pressions in the discourse, and also illustrates enrik in a typical, slightly sarcastic 
role line   
 
  (4)  1 Mette   an explanation to why they have different agendas  
       2         is their cultural background  
       3         (0.4)  
       4 Rune    that's er that's a theory yeah  
       5         but I mean it could be their it could be their  
       6         their erm (0.6) erm (0.7) where they (0.5)  
       7         their family it could be their family it could be  
       8         something withborn24  
       9         (1.5)  
      10 Henrik  it could be something er inherited from the mother  
      11 Rune    yeah 
      12 Henrik  maybe from a poor childhood for sexual abuse  

                                                           
or good 

  

 e amples of the opposing roles of une and orben see e ample  and  in ch    
 or further illustration of une s open style of epistemic stance marking see e ample  in ch  
 Withborn is presumably a direct translation of the anish adjective medf dt  which denotes a 

feature, skill or ability you are born with, as opposed to features and skills acquired later in life  



      13         (0.6)  
      14 Rune    could be either through nurture or nature  
 

une s contribution in line  can be seen as an implicit disagreement with Mette s idea 
e pressed in lines -  owever, instead of e pressing this agreement directly, une 
proceeds  in tandem with enrik  to provide a list of alternative e planations, all 
introduced under the scope of could or maybe  y providing this list of alternatives, 
they indirectly refute Mette s initial suggestion, but they do so without completely 
denying its relevance  hey relativise Mette s suggestion as one possible suggestion 
among several others  t seems to be e actly this urge to relativise positions, 
constantly weighing for and against, which characterises une s role as an elaborator 
and evaluator critic, and which arguably results in his very open style of epistemic 
stance marking   

11.3.3 GB1 

he problem-solving sequences selected for analysis from the  data constitute a 
corpus of  words in total  Joyce, John and Elen emerge as the most active speakers 
in the selected sequences, accounting for ,  and  of the word total 
espectively, while ally is comparatively passive with  of the word total    r

 
  Meeting A Meeting  otal 
Joyce    
John    
Elen    

ally    
otal    

 able   ord distribution,  

Functional group roles 

he com-act analysis of the problem-solving sequences supports the impression that 
the analysed sequences are dominated by Elen, John and Joyce, whereas ally plays a 
peripheral role  Elen, John and Joyce are more or less equally influential in setting the 
agenda of the discussion as initiatororienters, as indicated by their relatively high 
number of acts in the orientation phase  hey are also all discernable as contributors 
and elaborators, as indicated by their frequent suggestions and ample provision of 

  

backing   
 John is furthermore noticeable for his frequent e pressions of agreement and back-
channelling, which in total can be seen as a reflection of an encourager role  owever, 



his number of disagreements and requests for clarification suggest that he also 
occasionally acts as an evaluatorcritic cf  e ample  in chapter  
 Joyce is more active in the decision phase than Elen and John  he can thus be said 
to assume an orienter role in the sequences as she is typically the one who sums up on 
discussions, although the decisions are not necessarily based on her own suggestions  

er frequent requests for clarification also fits with this pattern, because she often 
uses the requests as opportunities to formulate a decision or a suggestion which has 
already been put forward by someone else  ike John, she also emerges as an 
encourager though to a lesser de  gree
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 able  Aggregate com-act scores,  
 
 As an encourager, Elen can be placed somewhere between John and Joyce, as she 
frequently e presses agreement and provides backchannels  owever, on occasion, 
and in particular in the sequences from Meeting , she also acts as the evaluatorcritic 
in the group   

  



  ally adopts a passive role in the analysed sequences  he produces far fewer acts 
than the other speakers, and more than half of the acts she produces are either acts of 
agreeing or back channelling  n this basis, her role can be characterised as follower 
with elements of encourager   
 he distribution ctio oles e su d up as follows   of fun
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able  istribution of functional group roles,  
 
n conclusion, there is a relatively equal distribution of task-oriented roles between 

John, Joyce and Elen  hat is, the roles of the speakers in  are not quite as clearly 
demarcated as some of the roles in the  groups, which can perhaps be attributed to 
the fact that the  groups have longer histories than the  groups, and the 
speakers  roles therefore have had more time to settle or sediment, as it were, in the 

 groups   

Individual patterns of epistemic stance marking 

As one might e pect on the basis of the com-act analysis above, the epistemic stance 
marking patterns of John, Jo nd E re re kab ilar cf  table   yce a len a mar ly sim
 

 John Joyce Elen ally 
ercentage of A and  
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epistemic e pression 
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roportion of epistemic 
e pressions that close the 
dialogic space 

    

  

able  atterns of epistemic stance marking in suggestion and backing acts,  
 

hey all e hibit relatively balanced patterns of epistemic stance marking, though they 
all have a certain penchant for epistemic e pressions that open the dialogic space  his 
preference could be related to the relative youthfulness  of the group  in a situation 
where the speakers are relatively unfamiliar it seems natural , at least in this 



particular socio-cultural setting, that they will tend to watch their step and avoid 
taking to firm epistemic stances in the interaction   
 nterestingly, ally s pattern of epistemic stance marking represents a break from 
what one might have come to e pect from a speaker who adopts a follower role on the 
basis of the analyses of the  groups above  ally is not the speaker who e hibits the 
most open pattern of epistemic stance marking in the group, in fact she is the one with 
the most clearly closed profile  owever, it seems that in many cases when she 
employs epistemic e pressions that close the dialogic space, they are accompanied by 
various other epistemic e pression that counter-act the narrowing of the dialogic 
sp lace  he fol owing e ample may serve as a illustration of this  

he group has been discussion whether the production of the electronic poster  
hyperte t essay is supposed to be a joint task or a job that a single group member 
should handle  n previous talk, Elen has argued that it is a one- wo man job, while 
John has begged to differ  o conclusion has been reached and after a brief e cursus, 

ally picks up the thread  
 
  (5)  1 Sally  I reckon we all gotta work on that ((the hypertext essay)) 
       2        (0.5)  
       3 Sally  just like input the main bits into it we all gotta get  
       4        together and at least establish ⌈what bits⌉ we want in it  
       5 Joyce                                  ⌊yeah⌋  
       6 Sally  ⌈don't we⌉ ≋  
       7 John   ⌊yeah⌋  
       8 Elen   ⌊or like⌋ ⌈physically looking⌉ at it it in saying ≋  
       9 Sally  ≋         ⌊cause we all have to be⌋  
      10 Joyce            ⌊yeah sure⌋ 
      12 Sally            ⌊xxx⌋  
      13 Elen   ≋ I want that changed and stuff like that 
      14        ⌈I see what you mean⌉  
      15 Sally  ⌊yeah I all like⌋ contributing what we ⌈think⌉ ≋  
      16 John                                          ⌊sounds like⌋ it  
      17 Sally  ≋ needs to go into it so it will be group effort anyway 
      18        I ⌈reckon⌉  
      19 Joy   ⌊yeah⌋ 
 

n this case, will  in line  has been coded as a scenario-building epistemic-futuric 
variant, and thus counts in the statistic as an epistemic e pression that closes the 
dialogic space  owever, as indicated by underlining in lines ,  and , this will is 
firmly couched in a number of e pressions that arguably contribute to the dialogic 
space, and these e pressions are not included in the statistic  urthermore, it is 

al affirmative it will be a group effort  as opposed to the 

ce  

interesting to note that the fin

  

                                                           
 Elen s use of could in e ample  in chapter  could be taken as an e ample of this  the same 

goes for ally s could and might in e ample  in the same chapter, and John s not necessarily in 
e ample  in chapter  



introductory  reckon we all gotta work on that  comes after ally s position seems to 
have gained general  consent from the other speakers Joyce in line , John in line  
and , and finally Elen in line  ote that, in contrast to eter s comple  epistemic 
stance marking in e ample  above, ally s use of different epistemic e pressions 
does not target different positions in the discourse with the effect of boosting one of 
them to the detriment of the other  er essential proposition the hyperte t essay 
should be a group effort  both comes under the scope of the strong scenario-building 

Iwill and the more open  reckon   
 n the basis of this e ample, it seems reasonable to suggest that ally s deviant  
pattern of epistemic stance marking may to some e tent be rectified by taking a 
broader range of epistemic e pressions into consideration  owever, widening the 
scope of epistemic e pressions is also likely to affect the patterns of the other speakers, 
so at this stage it must be considered a tentative e planation that awaits further 
investigation   

11.3.4 GB2 

he problem-solving sequences selected for analysis from the  data constitute a 
corpus of  words  en and onna emerge as the most active speakers in the 
selected sequences, accounting for  and  of the word total respectively, 

hile ia is comparatively passive with  of the word total    w
 
  Meeting A Meeting  otal 

en    
onna    
ia    
otal    

 able  ord distribution,  
 

Functional group roles 

onna and en also emerge as the most dominant speakers from the com-act analysis  
onna is quite clearly playing the role of initiator-orienter and orienter, as evidenced 

by her frequent contributions to the orientation and decision phases  he also has a 
clear socio-emotional role as encourager in frequently providing back-channels and, in 
Meeting A at least, also frequently e pressing agreement  he is also active as a 
contributor and elaborator, though the primary enactment of these roles seems to 

  



belong to en, especially in the sequences from Meeting A  n Meeting , onna has a 
more pronounced role as contributor   
 n en s profile, which is relatively stable across the two meetings, almost  of 
the acts consist in providing suggestions or backing, while he contributes fairly 
infrequently to the orientation and decision phases, though he also plays a part here  

o, while he clearly enacts the roles of contributor and elaborator, his part as initiator
orienter is dwarfed by onna  n the socio-emotional side, en adopts an encourager 
role similar to that of onna through frequent e pressions of agreement and 

channeling acts   back
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inally, ia emerges as a clear candidate for the role of follower, as she produces 
almost  fewer acts than onna and en  Moreover, agreement and backchanneling 
accounts for almost  of her acts which suggests that she plays a relatively active 
role as encourager though this is primarily the case in the sequences from Meeting A  

he fact that she has relatively few acts in the orientation phase and only a single act 



of e pressing consent in the decision phase also indicates that she is not playing an 
agenda setting role in the sequences, though she does contribute to the evaluation 
phase in secondary contributor and elaborator roles  
 hus, in summary cf  table , onna and en can be said to adopt 
complementary functional roles in the group conte t  onna specialises in framing the 
discussions as an initiatororienter in the orientation phase and an orienter in the 
decision phase, while en focuses his main activity in the evaluation phase, presenting 
suggestions and providing backing in a role of contributor and elaborator  ia is on the 
periphery of the group, and is mainly identifiable as an encourager and follower  
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able  istribution of functional group roles,  
 

Individual patterns of epistemic stance marking 

As illustrated in table , ia e hibits a markedly open  pattern of epistemic stance 
marking  hus, her way of using epistemic e pressions clearly resembles the way it is 

ed by those  speakers who adopt follower roles like her  us
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able  atterns of epistemic stance marking in suggestion and backing acts,  
 

ia s epistemic stance style means that her way of making suggestions and providing 
backing often looks like this   
 

  

                                                           
 E ample  in chapter  is a further illustrative e ample of ia s epistemic stance marking  

practice   



  

 (6)  a.  we could (.) I could look that up if you want 
 
      b.  we could do it as like a erm power point present- 
 
      c.  could we use (.) oh no that’s politeness never mind 
 
 
As well as being inde ical of her role as a follower, ia s pattern of epistemic stance 
marking can also be seen as co-constitutive of her role as a peripheral participant in 
the group  he use of could and similar epistemic e pression of weak justificatory 
support is not in itself inde ical of a non-influential speaker, but in ia s case it 
appears to be symptomatic of her side-lined position in the group which transpires 
from her interactional patterns, and as such it can be said to reflect and at the same 
time reinforce her role as a marginal member of the group  his process seems to be 
the same for ia as it is for the speakers who assume follower roles in the  data  
 en and onna e hibit more balanced patterns of epistemic stance marking, though 

onna s tends to use epistemic e pressions that open the dialogic space slightly more 
frequently than en  n a sense, the roles and epistemic stance styles of onna and en 
can be seen to be complementary in the same way as described above for une and 

orben  onna is the one who tends to nominate issues for discussion by asking 
question and making open-ended suggestions while en specialises in proposing more 
concrete solutions and providing persuasive backing for his ideas  onna s role in this 
dyad fits well with a relatively open pattern of epistemic stance marking, while en s 
role points to a pattern composed of more epistemic e pressions that close the 
dialogic space  hus, as briefly mentioned in the analysis of e ample  in chapter 

 which is a very succinct illustration of their different epistemic stance patterns, en 
and onna e hibit almost complementary patterns in their use of E EM  modal verb 
variants in backing acts  onna uses relatively weak E EM  variants in backing acts 

 of the time, and the stronger variants which close the dialogic space  of 
the time  en uses variants that open the dialogic space  of the time and variants 
that close it in  of the cases   

                                                           
 E ample  in chapter  is a typical e ample of en closing the dialogic space, while e ample 

 in chapter  is a typical e ample of onna using e pressions that open the dialogic space  
E amples  and  in chapter  are good e amples of how onna occasionally constructs quite 
omple  epistemic stances  E ample  in chapter  is also illustrative of the typical relation 
etween onna and en in terms of epistemic stance marking  

c
b
 

  



 owever, interestingly, while ia s open pattern of epistemic stance marking is 
associated with a lack of influence in the group,  the same cannot be said of onna s 
relatively open style of epistemic stance marking  E ample  in chapter , which is 
repeated here in full for convenience, is a prime e ample of how onna uses markers 
of less than full epistemic support to get her way   
 
  (7)  1 Donna  maybe just cause that's like a really big paragraph that is   
       2        (0.2) maybe  
       3        (1.9)  
       4 Donna  um (0.5) I don't know if we can make it easier to read  
       5        (0.8) 
                ((37 sec. of talk not related to the paragraph issue omitted)) 
       6 Ben    problem is is I can't (0.3) um on here haven't worked out how 
       7        xxx ⁇don't know⁇ if there is a way it can't um (0.4) tap in  
       8        (1.0)  
       9 Ben    it only ever does (.) one single space no matter how much 
      10        you hit it  
      11        (0.4)  
      12 Donna  really  
      13 Ben    ye⌈ah⌉  
      14 Donna    ⌊ah⌋ ⌈xxx⌉  
      15 Ben           ⌊and I⌋ don't know how to do it  
      16 Donna  cause maybe ⌈like make⌉  
      17 Nia                ⌊uh-huh⌋  
      18        (0.7)  
      19 Donna  ⌈try to make a gap between these⌉ a bit more like  
      20 Nia    ⌊like turn it into two yeah⌋  
      21        (1.1)  
      22 Donna  er ⌈different paragraph⌉  
      23 Ben       ⌊yeah I I can I can⌋ I can li-  
      24        ⌈literally I can⌉  
      25 Donna  ⌊so it takes up all of the⌋ space  
      26 Ben    when ⌈you⌉ hit return (.) ⌈it⌉ dou- it dou- it double skips  
      27 Donna       ⌊yeah⌋               ⌊mm⌋ 
      28 Ben    so I xx in theory I can (0.2) do that 
 

his e ample underscores the point made above that patterns of epistemic stance 
marking cannot a priori be taken to be inde ical or constitutive of particular functional 
group roles  atterns of epistemic stance marking acquire their social meaning in 
conte t  

11.3.5 HAB1 

he problem-solving sequences selected for analysis from the A  data constitute a 
corpus of  words in total  iels is the most active speaker across the sequences 
from the two meetings, with an average of  of the word total  isbet, Jens, and 

one constitute a middle group, accounting for between  and  of the total 
number of words, while aroline aro  is slightly less active with an average of  
Eik is the least active speaker, accounting for  of the word total   
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 able  ord distribution, A  
 

he considerable difference in the total word count between the meetings  vs  
 is e plained by the fact that the sequences selected for analysis from Meeting A 

amount to  minutes while the ones selected from Meeting  have a total duration 
of  minutes  he differences which can be observed in the individual speakers  
word count and their relative proportions of the word total in the two meetings is less 
easily e plained  owever, observations of the full meetings indicate that the 
relative ordering of the speakers  aggregate word count as reported in the totals 
column is a reasonable reflection of the general level of activity in the group across the 
two meetings, i e  with iels, isbet, Jens, one and aroline as the most active 
speakers, and Eik as a relatively quiet participant  

Functional group roles 

nterestingly, it turns out that the com-act analysis shows a slightly different picture of 
the roles in the group than might be e pected from the simple comparison of word 
counts alone  one, who is not among the most active speakers in terms of words, is 
clearly the most active speaker when it comes to producing communicative acts  ike 

ouise in , this is partly caused by a high number of agreement acts and frequent 
use of backchanneling, though her use of these acts is most common in the sequences 
from Meeting A  
 till, it is justified to say that one adopts an encourager role in the interaction  n 
the other hand, she is also quite active in the orientation phase, which indicates that 
she plays a task-oriented role as an initiatororienter   he also produces enough 
suggestions and backing acts to warrant a characterisation as contributor though 

ous candidates for these categories, cf  below , and in the other speakers are more obvi

  

                                                           
 aking the nature of the meetings into consideration cf  section  to some e tent helps  

Meeting A is a prototypical group meeting, while Meeting  is better characterised as a joint writing 
session with relatively brief ad hoc discussions, often between a small subset of the entire group  



sequences from Meeting  she emerges as an evaluatorcritic since most of her 
isd agreement acts, requests for clarification and counter suggestions are located here  

 iels is the most dominant speaker in the decision phases with a high number of 
consensus stating acts placing him as an orienter in the group  e also acts as initiator
orienter in the orientation phases, and participates as an elaborator and contributor in 
the evaluation phase though his role as the former is mainly present in the sequences 
from Meeting A, and the latter does not emerge as a very prominent role  y virtue of a 
high number of agreement acts and backchanneling tokens, he also emerges as playing 
an encourager role in the group  
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 he interaction profiles of isbet and Jens are strikingly similar  hey can both be 
described as initiatororienters and are also both recognisable as significant 
elaborators  and contributors  Along with iels, isbet is in fact the most active 
elaborator in the group  At the same time, they also contribute to the socio-emotional 
dimension as encouragers by producing frequent e pressions of agreement and or 

a

  



backchanneling tokens  hen comparing the profiles from Meeting A and , certain 
differences emerge, most notably that Jens  role as initiator-contributor is e clusively 
found in sequences from Meeting , while isbet is generally more encouraging in the 
sequences from Meeting A than Meeting  
 aro plays a modest role in the problem-solving sequences compared to the 
speakers discussed above  he does not register as a prominent contributor, but her 
profile suggests that she is occasionally active as an initiatororienter, elaborator and 
orienter, though in all cases she must be described as playing a secondary role 
compared to other speakers  er relatively high number of disagreement acts and 
requests for clarification can be interpreted as evidence of an evaluatorcritic role, 

 indicatwhile she also scores high on the encourager ors  
 Eik is the most obvious candidate for a follower role in the group by virtue of his 
low number of communicative acts, coupled with a high number of supportive acts 
that point in the direction of an encourager role  owever, his profile also suggests 
that he occasionally takes on task-related roles, most notably as elaborator  n fact, 
with backing acts accounting for one third of his total number of acts, and with a 
number of backing acts almost on a par with the most dominant elaborators in the 
group, he is not the typical follower  
 n conclusion, the various roles assumed by the group members can be summed up 
as in table  
 

  o en iels  isbet Jens a o r Eik 
nitiator-orienter       
ontributor       

Elaborator       
Evaluator-critic       

rienter       
ompromiser       

Encourager       
ollower       

  

able  istribution of functional group roles, A   
 
t is striking to note how all the speakers in this group can be described as 

encouragers  his indicates that the group is generally characterised by a high degree 
of consensus  he table also suggests that the roles in this group are not as clearly 
demarcated as they are for instance in  iels, isbet and Jens are the ones who 
emerge with the most clear task-oriented profiles, but one, and to some e tent aro, 
can also be seen to e hibit relatively prominent task-oriented behaviour   



Individual patterns of epistemic stance marking 

he individual patterns of epistemic stance marking which emerge from this group cf  
table  below  to some e tent match the general trends which have emerged in 

eviations   the analyses of the  and  groups above, but there are also some d
 n the one hand, it is e pectable that iels and isbet, as dominant elaborators and 
contributors in the group, also e hibit relatively closed styles of epistemic stance 
marking  ike eter and Ernst in , they tend to place themselves centrally in the 
problem-solving sequences by presenting suggestions and avidly striving to gain 
support for their preferred ideas, and this typically involves closing the dialogic space 
around the particular positi ey rons th  prefe   
 

 one iels  isbet Jens aro Eik 
ercentage of A and  

acts that contain an  
epistemic e pression 

      

roportion of epistemic 
e e pressions that open th

dialogic space 
      

roportion of epistemic 
e pressions that close the 
dialogic space 

      

able  atterns of epistemic stance marking in suggestion and backing 
 
t is also to be e pected that one and Jens, as slightly less active elaborators but still 

as clearly task-oriented speakers, e hibit more balanced epistemic stance marking 
profiles  hus, like ouise and Jesper in , they often tread cautiously, though they 
can also, on occasion be more assertive

acts, A  

 his approach is reflected in, and in part 
constituted by, their epistemic stance profiles   
 he following e ample, which was first given as e ample  in chapter  is a 
good e ample of Jens and one as relatively open speakers up against  isbet who 
closes the dialogic space  n this particular e ample Jens adopts an open epistemic 

                                                           
 n the basis of the analyses in chapters  and , the following e pressions have been taken to be 

generally concerned with opening the dialogic space  E EM  variants of kunne and måske, nok, 
ikke nødvendigvis and egentlig, while the following e pressions have been taken to be generally 
co  vncerned with narrowing or closing it  E EM ariants of måtte and ville, as well as altså, da, 
faktisk, garanteret, helt klart, helt sikkert, jo, selvfølgelig, sikkert, and vel  

 or illustrative e amples of isbet s epistemic stance marking practices see e ample  in 
ch

  

apter  and  and  in chapter  or an illustrative e ample of iels  way of closing the 
dialogic space see e ample  in chapter   

 or further e amples of Jens and one s open style see e ample  in chapter  Jens   and  
in chapter  one  



stance while one, as noted in chapter , is arguably more assertive, though her turn 
of phrase in line  could potentially be seen as serving to open the dialogic space   

A  are discussing whether they should include the meaning condensations  of 
their interviews as appendices to the report  

 

  (8)  1 Lone      ⌈men⌉ det som jeg tænker  
       2 Caroline  ⌊okay⌋  
       3           (0.4) 
       4 Lone      det er så hvis det er vi tager meningskondenseringerne  
       5           (0.2) som bilag (0.6) hvordan så første gang når vi hiver  
       6           dem ind (0.1) så bliver vi nødt til at skrive noget med vi   
       7           har (0.1) vi har lavet de her interview og ≈  
       8 Jens      ≈ ja (.) vi skal nok have en kort ⌈forklaring⌉  
       9 Lisbet                                      ⌊men det⌋ ⌈kommer⌉ vi jo ≋  
      10 Lone                                                  ⌊ja⌋  
      11 Lisbet    ≋ alligevel til at skrive i vores metode og og i vores empiri       
      12           ⌈og⌉  
      13 Lone      ⌊ja⌋ ⌈men⌉ det er rigtig nok  
      14 Jens           ⌊ja⌋  
      
    

help her close the dialogic sp

   1 Lone      ⌈but⌉ what I am thinking  
       2 Caroline  ⌊okay⌋  
       3           (0.4) 
       4 Lone      is so if we include the meaning condensations  
       5           (0.2) as an appendix (0.6) how about the first time we pull 
       6           them in (0.1) then we will have to write something like we    
       7           have (0.1) we have made these interviews and ≈  
       8 Jens      ≈ yes (.) we probably need a brief ⌈explanation⌉  
       9 Lisbet                                       ⌊but⌋ ⌈we will⌉ jo ≋  
      10 Lone                                               ⌊yes⌋  
      11 Lisbet    ≋ write about that in or method and our data section anyway  
      12           ⌈and⌉  
      13 Lone      ⌊yeah⌋ ⌈but⌉ that is true enough  
      14 Jens             ⌊yes⌋  
 

he interesting point to note here is how isbet almost admonishes Jens and one by 
her use of the cajoling jo in line  his use of epistemic stance marking is in stark 
contrast Jens  use of nok in line  
 hile the patterns of epistemic stance marking e hibited by iels, isbet, one and 
Jens conform quite nicely to what might be e pected, it is slightly surprising that 

aroline and Eik should e hibit so relatively closed patterns of epistemic stance 
marking as indeed they do  n aro s case, her position as a relatively discreet 
contributor to the task-oriented activity of the group might have led one to e pect her 
to e hibit a relatively open style of epistemic stance marking  owever, as illustrated 
by the analysis of her use of da in e ample  in chapter , she seems to have a way 
of sprinkling her otherwise rather innocuous contributions with epistemic trumps that 

ace  hus, aro e emplifies the important point that a 

  

                                                           
 hese trumps mainly come in the form of dialogic particles, jo in particular  



speaker who adopts a relatively unobtrusive role in a group does not necessarily have 
rn of epto e hibit an open patte istemic stance marking   

 ue to his role as a follower, Eik would also have been e pected to e hibit a more 
open pattern of epistemic stance marking than he does  owever, as noted above, Eik  
is not a typical follower because he also assumes a relatively significant role as an 
elaborator  in the group  his goes some way in e plaining his deviant  pattern of 
epistemic stance marking  urthermore, looking at the specific sequential conte ts in 
which he employs epistemic e pressions that close the dialogic space helps e plain the 
pattern even further  A very illustrative e ample of this has already been discussed in 
chapter  as e ample  and again in chapter  as e ample , namely the 
sequence where Jens and Eik are talking about a book that has become available at the 
library, reproduced here for convenience  
 
  (9)  1 Jens  det kan også være den kan bruges til noget af det historiske   
       2       måske det ved jeg ikke  
       3       (.)  
       4 Eik   det kan den sikkert jeg kiggede udelukkende på det ideelle  
       5       faktisk ⌈xx⌉ 
       6 Jens          ⌊ja⌋  
       7       (1.2) 
       8 Eik   jo det tror jeg faktisk godt den kan  
       9 Jens  ja 
      10       (0.9)  
      11 Jens  jeg tager (.) jeg henter den 
 
       1 Jens  it might also be that it can be used for some of the historical 
       2       maybe I don’t know  
       3       (.)  
       4 Eik   it probably can I only looked at the ideal  
       5       actually ⌈xx⌉ 
       6 Jens           ⌊yes⌋  
       7       (1.2) 
       8 Eik   yeah I actually think it can 
       9 Jens  yeah 
      10       (0.9)  
      11 Jens  I’ll (.) t it 
 
n this e change, Eik uses faktisk  actually  twice and sikkert  probably  once, both of 

which are epistemic e pressions that close the dialogic space  owever, the interesting 
point to make is that Eik is not employing these e pressions with a view to persuading 
anyone in this case  he is essentially using them to align positively with Jens, i e  he is 
placing himself in the slipstream of Jens  suggestion  n this situation, the use of an 

ses the dialogic space is very different from, not to say 

I’ll ge

epistemic e pression that clo

  

                                                           
 f course a similar thing might be said of ally in , yet as argued in the analysis of her 

epistemic stance marking profile it seems there are other things at stake as well  



diametrically opposed to, using it in a situation where you are e plicitly countering 
another speaker as for instance when isbet counters Jens and one s position in 
e ample  above  hus, in conclusion it seems that Eik s deviant  pattern actually 
looks quite straight on closer inspection, or at least e plainable   

11.3.6 HAB2 

he problem-solving sequences selected for analysis from the A  data constitute a 
corpus of  words in total  ine, tine and Mads emerge as the most active 
speakers in the selected sequences, accounting for ,  and  of the 
word total respectively  ania and Josefine are slightly less active with  and 

 of the word total respectively    
 

  Meeting A Meeting  otal 
ine    
tine    

Mads    
ania    

Josefine    
otal    

 able  ord di tion, A  
 

ompared to the recorded meetings in their entirety, it seems that the selected 
sequences paint a slightly skewed picture of the group  enerally speaking, ania is 
not a very active participant, so a more comprehensive analysis of the meetings would 
be likely to see ania move even further down the list

stribu

 onversely, a more 
comprehensive analysis of the group s interaction would probably result in relatively 
higher word counts for both Josefine and Mads   

                                                           
 An interesting aside about Eik s pattern of epistemic stance marking is that he very rarely 

includes epistemic e pressions in his backing and suggestion acts  only  of his backing and 
suggestion acts contain an epistemic e pression, which is clearly the lowest score of all the 
speakers investigated here  ndeed, apart from ally  in  at , none of the speakers have rates 
lower than , and most have considerably higher rates  Eik s apparent economical use of 
epistemic e pressions seems to be related to the fact that compared to the other speakers in the 

A  groups he only very rarely uses dialogic particles  his difference might be prompted by the 
fa ect that anish is not Eik s , but it would n ed further work to validate whether this e planation 
stands up to closer scrutiny  

  

 ania s fairly high word is largely caused by the fact that she plays a pivotal role in the first, 
e tensive sequence selected from Meeting A sequence A  

 n the analysed sequences, Mads and Josefine are in a sense only participating part time  since 
they are busy writing project related te ts on their laptops on two separate occasions  



Functional group roles 

he com-act analysis shows that ine s position as the most active speaker as far as 
number of words is reflected in her number of com-acts  er interactional profile is 
clearly task-oriented, and spans a remarkable number of roles  hus, she clearly 
emerges as an initatiororienter, contributor, and elaborator and also stands out as the 
most active speaker in producing disagreement and requests for clarification  his 
indicates that she is not always embracing the emerging consensus, but rather seems 
to be acting as the devil s advocate, the group s evaluatorcritic   
 owever, ine s roles are not equally activated in the two meetings cf  appendi   

hus, she only emerges clearly as an initiatororienter in the sequences from Meeting 
A, while her evaluatorcritic role is confined to the sequences from Meeting  he is 
also markedly less active in e pressing agreement in the sequences from Meeting , 
though her si  acts of e pressing consent are equally drawn from Meeting A and , 
which could suggest that she to some degree plays the role of compromiser in both 
meetings, although she may also itic be cr al  
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 At  in total, the group e hibits a rather large proportion of agreement acts, 
which is relatively evenly distributed across the five speakers  his could suggest that 

A , like A , is a relatively consensus-seeking group where all members are more 
or less actively playing encourager roles  owever, there is a marked difference 
between the two meetings  n the sequences from Meeting A, the proportion of 
agreement acts is  of the act total while the proportion is only  in the 
sequences from Meeting  cf  appendi   his indicates that the sequences from 
Meeting  are characterised by a relatively low degree of consensus compared to the 
sequences from Meeting A  
 tine is the only speaker who has a consistently high proportion of agreement acts 
across the two meetings  ith as much as  of the total number of agreement acts 
produced  she stands out as the most dominant encourager in the group  he 
is also characterised by a relatively high number of consensus stating acts, which can 
be taken as evidence of an orienter role  er number of suggestion acts is relatively 
low, which suggests that she is not a clear contributor, yet, she emerges as a dominant 
elaborator due to her high number of backing acts  
 he profiles of Josefine, Mads and ania are remarkably alike  Josefine adopts a role 
as a contributor and elaborator, with a slight relative emphasis on the former role, and 
though the numbers are small, her three acts in the orientation phase furthermore 
suggest that she is relatively active as an initiatororienter by setting the course for 
new problem-solving sequences  Mads also adopts the central task-oriented roles as 
contributor and elaborator, though his emphasis is primarily on the latter, and he also 
occasionally plays the role of initiatororienter  owever, unlike Josefine and ania, 
Mads  roles seem to be distributed unequally between the two meetings as his roles as 
initiator-orienter and contributor are almost e clusively confined to the sequences 
from Meeting  ania s profile differs from those of Josefine and Mads by having 
fewer acts in the orientation phase, but apart from that she can be said to play similar 
roles  owever, as indicated above, ania seems to play a more active role in the 
analysed sequences than she normally does in the group  n general, ania seems to be 
adopting a follower role in the group, but this is not what emerges from the com-act 
analyses of the problem-solving sequences selected for analysis  

n sum, the com-act analysis of the group can be summarised as follows   
 
 

  



 

  ine t e in Jos neefi M s ad a a ni
nitiator-orienter      
ontributor      

Elaborator      
Evaluator-critic      

rienter      
ompromiser      

Encourager      
ollower      

able  istribution of functional group roles, A  
 

ine emerges as a highly versatile speaker that is very dominant in the analysed 
sequences  primarily with regard to task-oriented activities, but also with respect to 
the socio-emotional side of things as an encourager  tine is similarly noticeable as an 
encourager, and in addition as an active elaborator  Josefine, Mads and ania have 
remarkably similar profiles as generally task-oriented particpants  n the analysed 
sequences, there is no obvious candidate for the follower role  

Individual patterns of epistemic stance marking 

he individual patterns of epistemic stance marking which emerge from the analysis 
of A  cf  table  below  match the general trends which have emerged from 

alyses so far, though there is also some degree of potential deviation   the an
 

 ine tine J  osefine Mads ania 
ercentage of A and  

acts that contain an  
epistemic e pression 

     

roportion of epistemic 
e e pressions that open th

dialogic space 
     

roportion of epistemic 
e pressions that close the 
dialogic space 

     

able  atterns of epistemic stance marking in suggestion and backing acts, A  
 

he relatively balanced patterns of epistemic stance marking e hibited by ania, Mads 
and Josefine match the analysis of their functional group roles quite well   hey 
e hibit clear task-orientation, but their roles are relatively moderate, and arguably 

pattern of epistemic stance marking  epending on the this fits well with a balanced 

  

                                                           
 hapters  and  contain a multitude of e amples that illustrate the two sides of the epistemic 

stance marking patterns of ania, Josefine and Mads, e g  e amples , ,  and  in 
chapter  and  and  in chapter  all ania  e amples ,  and  in chapter  
Josefine , and e amples  in chapter  and  in chapter  Mads  



specific conte t, they sometimes choose to employ epistemic e pressions to open the 
dialogic space, sometimes they use epistemic e pressions that close it down  
 nterestingly, the argument made above that ania s role in the group generally 
seems to be that of a follower is not supported by her pattern of epistemic stance 
marking in the analysed sequences  As a follower, she would have been e pected to 
use relatively more e pressions that open than close the dialogic space, and as 
illustrated in table , this is not the case  his raises the question whether patterns 
of epistemic stance marking are dynamic, in the sense that they reflect the role of a 
speaker on a rather local basis, i e  reflect the role s  which the speaker is enacting 
here-and-now, as opposed to more being more static reflections of the roles that the 
speakers can be said to assume on a global  basis across several meetings  ania s case 
seems to suggest that patterns of epistemic stance marking are relatively dynamic, but 
the question cannot be answered conclusively within the framework of the present 
study, so it remains an interesting challenge for future research  
 tine s pattern of epistemic stance marking seems to fit well with the analysis of her 
role in the group as analysed above  As a primary candidate for the elaborator role, she 
places herself centrally in the discussions of the group as one who frequently provides 
backing whether negative or positive  for the suggestions under discussion, which 
typically involves the use of epistemic e pressions that close the dialogic space, mainly 
jo  cf  section  he following e ample is illustrative of the way tine employs jo 
in backing acts to close the dialogic space  t was first introduced as e ample  in 
chapter , though in a shorter version   

A  is discussing which comma system to use  he e cerpt is taken from a point 
where the group members have just established how many of them use the old 
comma  and how many use the new  he score is tied, -  Mads is in favour of the 
new comma, and so is tine, at least up until line   

 

  (10)  1 Mads      nu er det så (1.1) to to  
        2           (0.4)  
        3 Josefine  ja  
        4           (0.3)  
        5 Stine     jamen så synes jeg altså måske bare 
        6           ⌈vi skulle sætte det gamle⌉ 
        7 Tine      ⌊altså jeg er pissedårlig til grammar⌋  
        8 Stine     fordi at (.) øh at (.) du kender jo også det gamle (0.3)  
        9           altså selvom du bruger det nye ⌈ikke⌉  
       10 Mads                                     ⌊jeg⌋ er virkelig ikke  
       11           særlig god til det grunden til at jeg s- begyndte at bruge  
       12           det nye var nemlig fordi at jeg ikke kunne finde ud af det   
       13           gamle ≈  
       14 Stine     ≈ men jeg siger heller ikke at jeg er god til det gamle  
       15           jeg siger bare altså man kender det jo godt 

  



        1 Mads      so now it’s (1.1) two two  
        2           (0.4)  
        3 Josefine  yes  
        4           (0.3)  
        5 Stine     well but then maybe I think  
        6           ⌈we should just use the old⌉ 
        7 Tine      ⌊you know I stink at grammar⌋  
        8 Stine     because (.) er (.) you also know jo the old (0.3)  
        9           you know even though you use the new ⌈right⌉  
       10 Mads                                           ⌊I⌋ am really not  
       11           very good at it the reason why I s- began using the         
       12           the new was exactly because I couldn’t work out the  
       13           old ≈  
       14 Stine     ≈ but I’m not saying I’m good at the old  
       15           I’m just saying that it’s obviously something you know 
 
n line , tine encourages Mads to confirm what she apparently, at least judging by 

her use of jo, holds to be an uncontroversial fact  that Mads masters the old comma  as 
well as the new  his is quite clearly an e ample of jo being used as a cajoler, as Mads 
immediately precedes to denying tine s assumption lines -  owever, tine is 
apparently not deterred by Mads  rebuttal  she proceeds to making essentially the 
same argument in line - , again with jo included as a persuasive device  he only 
difference is that she changes the pronoun from the specific you to generic you, and 
this, interestingly, makes the use of obviously useable as a translation equivalent  hat 
is, rather than claiming that Mads masters both comma systems, she ups the ante and 
presents it as a generally established truth that the old comma is just something you 
know cf  the analysis of obviously as inde ical of pragmatic presuppositions in chapter 

 n sum, the e ample illustrates how tine s pattern of epistemic stance marking is 
in part fitted to meet the needs of her role as an elaborator, and in part constitutive of 
a particularly closed  way of acting as an elaborator  
 As argued so far, the patterns of epistemic stance marking e hibited by Josefine, 
Mads, ania and tine to a large e tent seem to match and contribute to their 
functional group roles in the analysed sequences  owever, ine s pattern is 
somewhat more challenging for the analysis  ith her high degree of task-oriented 
behaviour, almost across the board, ine could have been e pected to e hibit a pattern 
of epistemic stance marking similar to that of tine  et, as illustrated in table , 
her profile is markedly open, which might seem pu ling  n the other hand, ine s 
pattern of epistemic stance marking can perhaps be seen as parallel to that of une in 

 hat is, like une, ine is a dominant speaker who uses her ample time on the 
floor  not so much to try to determine or influence the course of the group, but rather 

  



to relativise its options and choices  his is neatly e emplified in the following 
e ample, which incidentally also gives further e amples of tine s use of jo  

eading up to this e tract, the group has spent considerable time discussing ania s 
proposal to do an interview with a news editor  ania is keen, but the other group 
members seem reluctant, although no one seems to be willing to kill ania s darling  

 
  (11)  1 Stine  jeg har i hvert fald ikke lyst til at udelukke det hundrede  
        2        procent men øh ⌈men ⁇jeg har det også⁇⌉  
        3 Tine                  ⌊næh men det kan da også⌋ være vi er totalt  
        4        effektive og så bliver rigtig ⌈hurtig⌉ færdige (.) 
        5 Stine                                ⌊ja⌋  
        6 Tine   jeg ved det ikke  
        7 Stine  nej men jeg ved det ⌈heller ikke⌉ det er jo det ≋  
        8 Tine                       ⌊nok ikke men⌋  
        9 Stine  ≋ man ved det jo ikke 
       10 Tine   så  
       11        (0.2)  
       12 Stien  ja 
 
        1 Stine  at least I don’t want to abondon it one hundred 

      2        per cent but er ⌈but ⁇I also feel⁇⌉  
        3 Tine                   ⌊nah but it might also be⌋ that we’re totally  
        4        efficient and finish really ⌈quickly⌉ (.) 
        5 Stine                              ⌊ja⌋  
        6 Tine   I don’t know 
        7 Stine  no but I don’t know ⌈either⌉ that’s the thing ≋  
        8 Tine                       ⌊probably not but⌋  
        9 Stine  ≋ you never know 
       10 Tine   so  
       11        (0.2)  
       12 Stine  yeah 
 
n this e ample, ine first proposes that they might be able to do the interview if they 

turn out to be very efficient  his is achieved in lines - , in part by means of da which 
serves to question the opposite position we won t be efficient  hus, the dialogic 
space would presumably be closed, but ine nevertheless proceeds to opening it again 
in line  by saying propably not , and thereby essentially denying or questioning her 
position four lines above   

  

11.4 Conclusion 

he present chapter has shown that there are certain associations between the 
patterns of epistemic stance marking that speakers e hibit and the roles they assume 
in interaction  owever, the chapter has also clearly demonstrated that it is not 
possible to talk about a simple one-to-one relation between particular functional 
group roles on the one hand and specific patterns of epistemic stance marking on the 
other   



 or speakers who adopt follower roles in the interaction, there is a general 
tendency to e hibit relatively open patterns of epistemic stance marking  et, for 
speakers who adopt task-oriented roles the picture is less clear  ather than being 
associated with a particular monochrome pattern of epistemic stance marking, it 
seems that speakers who adopt task-oriented roles can e hibit various epistemic 
stance marking patterns, and thus be said to style their task-oriented roles in various 
directions  A speaker who adopts an elaborator role can adopt a communicative style 
that generates a pattern of relatively open epistemic stance marking e g  une in , 
Joyce in , onna in  and Jens in A , but an elaborator can also adopt a more 
closed style constituted mainly by epistemic e pressions that close the dialogic space 
e g  Ernst and eter in , isbet in A  and tine in A   

 hus, while specific patterns of epistemic stance marking can be said to carry social 
meaning, yet it is essential to acknowledge that such patterns only acquire their social 
meaning in conte t  Epistemic stance marking invariably has social meaning, but its 
social meaning is variable  Epistemic e pressions acquire their full pragmatic and 
social meaning in a comple  interplay between the meaning potential of the linguistic 
sign, its placement in a particular social activity, at a particular point in the unfolding 
discourse as part of a particular social act, and under influence of the social role of the 
pe s  t cs aker who use  the e pression at hat e a t moment in time  

 nterestingly, the analysis has shown that the relations between patterns of 
epistemic stance marking and functional group roles appear to be founded on similar 
principles in the three data sets  n other words, there is no evidence to suggest that 
the norms of speaking in the  groups on this point differ from the norms that are in 
place in the  or A  groups  f course there are differences between the individual 
groups, but the differences that have been observed are not clearly related to the fact 
that the  groups operate in a lingua franca language scenario while the  and A  
groups represent more homogenous language scenarios  n this sense, it can be argued 
that the  speakers in their use of epistemic stance marking apparently presuppose 
and act in accordance with communicative norms that are largely identical to the 

  

norms that are in play in  and A  groups    
 owever, while the analysis has shown that the norms guiding the use of epistemic 
stance marking may be said to be similar across the three data sets, it has not been 
e plicitly discussed to what e tent the individual speakers in the  groups display 



  

the relevant communicative competence to act in accordance with these norms, and to 
what e tent such communicative competence presupposes a particular degree of 
linguistic proficiency in English   
 he analysis suggests that speakers who are formally less proficient in English than 
speakers who use English as an  do not necessarily have problems in wielding the 
pragmatic and social power inherent to epistemic stance marking  ouise from  
can be taken as a prime e ample  n occasion, she e plicitly struggles with the formal 
code of English, but this does not seem to prevent her from playing a relatively 
dominant role in the group, and e hibit a comple  pattern of epistemic stance marking 
that supports, and in part constitutes, her position in the group   
 n the other hand, there are also e amples of speakers who have a relatively low 
degree of proficiency in English, and who are located at the periphery of the group s 
problem-solving activities  ere Marie from  can be taken as an e ample  n such 
cases, it cannot be ruled out that the speaker s relative lack of proficiency in English is 

ea contributing factor to his or her somewhat sequestered rol   
 et, in sum, the comple ity of the data indicates that it is very difficult, if not 
impossible, to set up a formula that can successfully predict how the language 
proficiency of a given speaker translates to the functional group role that this speaker 
adopts in interaction, and how this, in turn, affects and is affected by the speaker s 
tyle of epistemic stance marking   s

 



Chapter 12: Conclusion 

his chapter outlines the central conclusions of the present study  ection  
summarises the main findings and section  discusses the implications of the study, 
and outlines some perspectives for future research  

12.1 Findings 

he analyses in chapters -  have provided clear, albeit comple , answers to the 
research questions posed in chapter  n the following, these answers will be 
summarised in brief  ection  addresses the general research questions posed in 
section  and section  is concerned with the comparative research questions 
in section  

12.1.1 The pragmatics of epistemic stance marking  

he analyses presented in chapters  and  have shown that the pragmatic function 
of epistemic uses of modal verbs and sentence adverbials is centrally concerned with 
the orchestration of dialogic space  hite  y using epistemic e pressions, 
speakers specify various types and degrees of justificatory support for the 
propositions they put forward, and thereby either open or close the dialogic space 
around the issue under discussion  n doing so, they position themselves visàvis their 
propositions as well as their interlocutors, and thus display their alignment with the 
interlocutors as well as aspects of the wider social conte t cf  u ois   
 epending on the particular conte t, the basic pragmatic function of opening or 
closing the dialogic space may lay the foundation for more specialised pragmatic 
functions  hus, epistemic e pressions can in some instances be said to contribute to 
the enactment of negative politeness strategies, while in other cases speakers can be 
said to use epistemic e pressions with a view to persuading or even manipulating 

  

their interlocutors   
 he analyses have also shown that epistemic e pressions acquire  and help 
constitute  social meaning in interaction, but that the social meanings they are 
associated with and co-constitutive of are variable, dialectically tied to the specific 
conte t of use  or instance, in chapters  and  it was established that epistemic 
e pressions tend to be associated with backing and suggestion acts in the problem-
solving sequences under study  owever, it is not the case that particular epistemic 



e pressions in and of themselves automatically and invariably trigger particular acts, 
or vice versa  et, certain valences  in the sense of chs  seem to be at work to 
the effect that particular types of epistemic stances often, but not always, go together 
with particular acts, which in turn help constitute the overall social activity they are 
part of  
 n chapter , it was furthermore shown that, although there is not a simple one-to-
one relation between particular functional group roles on the one hand and specific 
patterns of epistemic stance marking on the other, there are certain associations 
between the patterns of epistemic stance marking that individual speakers e hibit and 
the roles they assume in interaction  hus, it was concluded that epistemic stance 
marking invariably has social meaning, but that its social meaning is variable  
Epistemic e pressions acquire their full pragmatic and social meaning in a comple  
interplay between the meaning potential of the linguistic sign, its placement in a 
particular social activity, at a particular point in the unfolding discourse as part of a 
particular social act, and under influence of the social role of the speaker who uses the 
e pression at that e act moment in time   

12.1.2 Epistemic stance marking in the use of English as a lingua franca 

As far as the comparative aspect of the study is concerned, it has been shown that 
there are no marked differences between the practices of epistemic stance marking in 
the three data sets under study, i e  the  groups, the A  groups and the  groups  

hapter  gave a selective, comparative account of the way epistemic meaning, as 
defined by oye , is coded in English and anish by means of modal verbs and 
sentence adverbials, and thereby pointed to the fact that the two languages, despite 
some obvious similarities, also e hibit differences in terms of the resources they offer 
for the specification of justificatory support  owever, as shown in the analyses in 
chapters - , these language-specific differences, of which the anish dialogic 
particles form the most conspicuous one, do not result in different practices of 

  

epistemic stance marking in the A  groups as opposed to the  and  groups   
 urthermore, the analyses also clearly showed that the  speakers of anish in the 

 groups do not e hibit any marked characteristics in their practices of epistemic 
stance marking  here are tentative indications that the anish  speakers in the  
groups tend to use a minimally smaller selection of epistemic e pressions than the 



speakers in the  groups, but there is no clear indication that this affects the 
practices of epistemic stance marking in the  groups in general, or the practices of 
individual speakers in particular  o all intents and purposes, the anish  speakers 
in the  groups seem to be using epistemic e pressions in much the same way as the 
English  speakers in the  groups and the anish  speakers in the A  groups  

12.2 Implications and perspectives 

n the introduction, it was stated that the current thesis is the result of an 
interdisciplinary research project that has aimed to contribute to a number of areas, in 
particular the study of epistemic e pressions in English and anish, the understanding 
of the communicative practices of student project groups, and the study of English as a 
lingua franca  n closing the thesis, it seems apt to provide a brief discussion of some of 
the implications which the current study may be said to have for these areas, and point 
to some perspectives for future research  inally, in closing the thesis, it is also 
appropriate to discuss the input the thesis provides to the ongoing debate about the 
use of English in anish igher Education   

12.2.1 The study of epistemic meaning and epistemic stance 

he present study constitutes a carefully conte tualised investigation of the situated, 
pragmatic meanings of epistemic e pressions in English and anish, and as such 
supplements the numerous works on English and anish that approach the study of 
epistemic meaning from a semantic or grammatical point of view  owever, the thesis 
has illustrated that the study of epistemic meaning as an abstract semantic 
phenomenon on the one hand, and the study of epistemic stance marking as a 
pragmatic and social phenomenon on the other, can, under the right conditions, be 
ees n as complementary rather than competing research agendas   

 hus, in the present study, the abstract semantic notion of epistemic meaning as 
proposed by oye  constitutes an essential constant, a tertium comparationis, 
that not only allows a comparison of anish and English as language systems chapter 

, but also, by implication, allows a comparison of the two languages in use chapters 
-  ithout the notion of epistemic meaning and without a solid understanding of 

how epistemic meaning is coded in anish and English, it would not have been 

  



possible to conduct a principled comparative investigation of the practices of 
mepistemic stance arking in the three data sets   

 n the other hand, the detailed study of the pragmatic functions of epistemic 
e pressions and their social meaning feeds back into the understanding of epistemic 
meaning as a functional-conceptual substance domain and the motivation for the 
apparently universal coding of this domain in the languages of the world  oye  
suggests that epistemic meaning represents a cognitive survival skill  and that this can 
to some e tent account for the fact that it is so widely coded in languages around the 
world  owever, the present study has shown that the use of epistemic e pressions in 
the particular socio-cultural settings under study can also  and perhaps more aptly 
be described as a social survival skill  hus, the powerful potential of epistemic 
e pressions to inde  and constitute social meaning can, as also suggested by chs 

, be seen as an alternative motivation for the ubiquitous coding of epistemic 
meaning in the world s languages  owever, rather than seeing the two e planations 
as competing,  venture that they are complementary and mutually enriching  
Epistemic e pressions are essentially concerned with the specification of justificatory 
support, but they are also so much more, and in approaching a full understanding of 
the meaning of epistemic meaning, as it were, we need to take all aspects into 
consideration, no matter how daunting the task may seem  n this regard, it remains a 
task for future research to probe even further into the different ways in which 
epistemic meaning can be e pressed in English and anish to see if the pragmatic 
functions described for the modal verbs and epistemic and evidential sentence 
adverbials are also common to other types of epistemic e pressions, and how they 
interact in language use   

  

12.2.2 Project groups and problemsolving sequences 

he thesis has argued that joint problem-solving constitutes an essential practice of 
student project group meetings  he notion of the problem-solving sequence  has 
essentially been introduced as a heuristic for the comparative analysis, a lens through 
which it was made possible to compare the project groups under study in general, and 
their practices of epistemic stance marking in particular  hus, the model of the 
problem-solving sequence presented in chapter , which draws on methods of 
discourse analysis inclair  oulthard  and theories of communication in small 



groups ales b , constitutes a contribution to the understanding of the 
communicative practices of student project groups, but this contribution has 
essentially been devised as a means to and end  Just as the notion of epistemic 
meaning has been used as a constant in the comparative analysis of two different 
linguistic codes, the problem-solving sequence has been employed as a constant in the 
comparison of language use in the si  project groups under study  As such, the model 
has served its purpose well, and also allowed the development of a method of 
analysing and characterising the functional group roles in project groups  
 owever, in some respects, there is quite obviously room for refinement of the 
analytical model  n particular, it seems obvious that the model would benefit from 
being more closely integrated with the e isting literature on argumentation theory, 
functional argumentation analysis in particular ielsen  Adopting a method 
inspired by functional argumentation analysis would make it possible to appreciate, 
on a more detailed level, how the use of epistemic e pressions take part in the 
dynamic construction of arguments  hus, by using a more fine-grained and rigid 
argumentative analytical model, it would probably be possible to arrive at even more 
delicate analyses of the relation between epistemic e pressions on the one hand, and 
the communicative functions they help constitute in argumentative discourse on the 
other  he further theoretical development of the analytical model of the problem-
solving sequence represents a fascinating avenue for future research   

  

12.2.3 The study of English as a lingua franca 

he central methodological contribution of the present study consists in the 
development of a controlled comparative method for the study of the use of English as 
a lingua franca  n a sense, it is this particular purpose which the other elements in the 
thesis, as discussed above in  and , have been marshalled in favour of  he 
study of E  constitutes a fascinating area of research, but as argued in chapter ,  
believe it is necessary for the nascent discipline of E  studies to come more firmly to 
grips with some of its central notions if the current overwhelming scholarly interest in 
the phenomenon of E  is to result in lucid and illuminating research in the future  A 
particularly pressing point in this respect is the need to recognise the sociolinguistic 
diversity which hides behind the apparent uniformity suggested by the reifying use of 
the acronym E  he use of English as a lingua franca presupposes the e istence of a 



particular type of language scenario as defined in chapter , but other than that, E  
speech events can e hibit almost infinite variation, and this variation must be taken 
seriously in studies of E  interaction   
 ne way of doing this is to see the use of English in an E  encounter not simply as 
influenced by the particular language scenario that obtains in the situation, but more 
broadly as refle ive of the particular social activity in which the use of English as a 
lingua franca is embedded  n the present thesis, it has been proposed that ymes  

 EA  grid can be used as a heuristic in this respect to identify some of the 
salient features of the particular speech event under study  nce a speech event 
profile  of this sort is in place, it becomes possible to compare the findings regarding 
the use of English as a lingua franca in that particular speech event to other speech 
events of the same type, either other E  events, or events with different language 
ces narios, for instance the use of anish or English as a shared   

 nless an approach of this kind is adopted it is all but impossible to approach a 
point where it can be established with any degree of certainty whether there are in 
fact particular mechanisms at work in lingua franca encounters that affect the use of 
language, and, if so, how  ithout a controlled comparative approach it is difficult to 
assess the significance of findings from a given study  hus, in the present study, there 
would have been no principled way of saying whether the use of epistemic stance 
marking in the  groups could in some respect be considered special  or perhaps 
deviant  if the practices of the  groups had not been compared to the practices of 
other groups in similar situations  nly by studying the use of epistemic stance 
marking comparatively in a particular socio-cultural activity was it possible to reach 
the conclusions outlined in section  above  
 n future research, an obvious ne t step would be to single out some of the salient 
variables which characterise the  meetings as E  speech events, and see how it 
affects the findings if these variables are modified one by one  or instance, it would be 
highly interesting to see what happens with the practices of epistemic stance marking 
if the E  project groups under study are constituted by speakers with more hetero-
geneous linguistic and or cultural backgrounds than those e hibited by the speakers 
in the relatively homogeneous  groups   

  



  

12.2.4 The use of English at Danish universities 

n chapter , it was made clear that this study is not intended to answer whether the 
use of English at anish universities is inherently good or bad, nor is it intended to say 
anything in particular about the formal learning outcomes of students who study at 
university through the medium of English while having a different first language than 
English  et the study has provided a detailed account of how English is used as a 
lingua franca in a widespread practice at anish universities, namely project work in 
groups, thereby providing an insight so far unseen into the practice of using English as 
a lingua franca at anish universities  hat the study suggests is that the use of 
English as a lingua franca is essentially without consequence for the practices of 
problem-solving and epistemic stance marking which are essential elements of 
student project group meetings  ormally, the language use in the  groups may 
appear somewhat wanting  in certain respects when compared to the language use 
displayed in the  groups  et, the point is that this is not really a relevant 
comparison to make  Arguably, what matters is what the speakers make of the 
linguistic resources they have available in the situation to deal with the particular task 
they are faced with, and in the case of the groups studied here, the speakers manage to 
make it work quite well  



Abstract 
his h  thesis e plores the pragmatic functions of epistemic e pressions in problem-

solving sequences at student project group meetings, and investigates the e tent to 
which practices of epistemic stance marking in project groups where English is used 

s  ia a lingua franca E  can be said to differ from practices n groups in which the 
speakers use a shared first language   
 he data under study consists of video recordings of si  student project groups  

wo groups from the International Basic Studies in the Humanities , two groups 
from the Basic Studies in the Humanities A , all oskilde niversity, and two groups 
from a module in language and communication at a ritish niversity  he  
groups employ English as a lingua franca, while the A  and  groups employ anish 
and English, respectively, as a shared first language  
 he thesis argues that by using epistemic e pressions in interaction, specifically in 
the form of modal verbs and sentence adverbials, speakers specify various types and 
degrees of justificatory support for the propositions they put forward, and thereby 
either open or close the dialogic space around the issue under discussion  n doing so, 
they position themselves visàvis their propositions as well as their interlocutors and 
display various types of alignment  he analysis shows that epistemic e pressions 
invariably have social meaning, but that their social meaning is variable  Epistemic 
e pressions acquire their full pragmatic and social meaning in a comple  interplay 
between the meaning potential of the linguistic sign, its placement in a particular 
social activity, as part of a particular social act, under influence of the social role of the 
speaker who uses the e pression  he study finds that there are no marked differences 
between the practices of epistemic stance marking in the  groups and the 
epistemic stance marking practices in the A  and  groups  here are tentative 
indications that anish  speakers in the  groups tend to use a minimally smaller 
selection of epistemic e pressions than the English  speakers in the  groups, but 
to all intents and purposes, the anish  speakers use epistemic e pressions in much 

tthe same way and for much the same purposes as he speakers in the A  and  
groups  
 he thesis draws on a number of disciplines, including functional linguistics, 
polyphony theory, sociolinguistics, discourse analysis, and social psychology, and it 
delivers empirical, theoretical and methodological contributions to a number of areas  

 As a study of the situated, pragmatic meaning of epistemic e pressions, the thesis 
supplements works that approach the study of epistemic meaning from a semantic 
point of view, and proposes that the two approaches should be seen as complementary 
rather than competing   y developing an analytical model of the problem-solving 
sequence  the project contributes to the understanding of the communicative practices 
of student project groups and offers a method for the analysis of functional group roles 
in project groups   inally, the thesis argues that it is a pressing issue for the 
emerging discipline of E  studies to recognise the sociolinguistic diversity which 
hides behind the apparent uniformity suggested by the reifying use of the acronym 
E  he use of English as a lingua franca presupposes the e istence of a particular 

type of language scenario, but other than that, E  speech events can e hibit almost 
infinite variation, and this variation must be taken seriously in studies of E  
interaction  he thesis illustrates one way in which this can be done by developing a 

ontrolled comparative method for the study of the use of English as a lingua franca in 
 particular socio-cultural setting  
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Resume 
 denne ph d -afhandling freml gges en unders gelse af brugen af epistemiske udtryk 

ved projektgruppem der, s rligt de pragmatiske funktioner som s danne udtryk har i 
probleml sningssekvenser, med henblik p  at klarl gge om brugen af epistemiske 

dt au ryk i projektgrupper der anvender engelsk som et lingu  franca E  kan siges at 
afvige fra m den hvorp  de bruges i grupper der betjener sig af et f lles f rstesprog   
 Afhandlingens empiri best r af videooptagelser af seks projektgrupper  to fra det 
Humanistiske  Internationale Basisstudium , to fra det Humaniske Almene Basis
studium A , alle oskilde niversitet, og to fra et britisk universitet  -
grupperne betjener sig af engelsk som lingua franca mens deltagerne i de andre 
grupper benytter sig af et f lles f rstesprog, henholdsvis dansk og engelsk  
  afhandlingen argumenteres der for at epistemiske udtryk, i form af modalverber 
og s tningsadverbialer, grundl ggende bruges til at specificere forskellige grader og 
typer af st tte for de propositioner som deltagerne fremf rer, og at de dermed enten 
indsn vrer eller bner op for det dialogiske rum der omgiver de emner der diskuteres  
 og med at en deltager angiver graden eller typen af st tte for et synspunkt, 

positionerer deltageren sig b de i relation til den proposition der frems ttes og 
overfor andre deltagere i situationen, og angiver dermed hvordan han eller hun stiller 
sig i forhold til andre relevante positioner i konkteksten  nders gelsen fastsl r at 
brugen af epistemiske udtryk har sociale implikationer, men at den konkrete sociale 
mening de tilskrives, og til dels giver anledning til, er dialektisk bundet til den konkrete 
brugssituation  en pragmatiske og sociale v rdi som knytter sig til brugen af et epi-
stemisk udtryk opst r i et komplekst samspil mellem det sproglige tegns betydnings-
potentiale, dets placering i en konkret social aktivitet, som del af en konkret social 
handling og under indflydelse af talerens sociale rolle  en komparative unders gelse 
viser at der ikke er nogen udpr get forskel mellem , A  og -grupperne i 
m den hvorp  deltagerne bruger epistemiske udtryk som positioneringsv rkt jer i 
interaktionen  er er en svag tendens til at de deltagere i -grupperne som har 
dansk som f rstesprog bruger et lidt mindre udvalg af epistemiske udtryk i forhold til 
deltagerne i -grupperne, men i alt v sentligt bruger -deltagerne epistemiske 

g e 

  

udtryk p  den samme m de, o  med de samme form l, som deltagern i A  og -
grupperne  
 Afhandlingen tr kker bl a  p  funktionel lingvistik, polyfoniteori, sociolingvistik, 
diskursanalyse og socialpsykologi, og bidrager med empiriske, teoretiske og 
metodiske pointer til en r kke felter   en pragmatiske beskrivelse af de epi-
stemiske udtryk og deres funktion i konkret sprogbrug supplerer eksisterende 
semantiske beskrivelser, og afhandlingen viser at de to tilgange i virkeligheden er 
komplement re   ed at udvikle en analysemodel for probleml sningssekvenser  
bidrager afhandlingen til forst elsen af de kommunikative praksisser som kende-
tegner projektgrupper, og etablerer samtidig en metode der kan anvendes i analysen 
af deltagerroller i s danne grupper   Endelig argumenteres der for at den tilsyne-
ladende ensartethed som fremmanes gennem en udbredt reificerende brug af 
akronymet E  i virkeligheden d kker over stor sociolingvistisk diversitet  rugen af 
engelsk som lingua franca foruds tter en bestemt type sprogscenarium, men bortset 
fra dette f llestr k frembyder E -interaktioner et utal af variationsmuligheder som 
b r tages alvorligt af forskere som har brugen af engelsk som lingua franca som 
genstandsomr de  Afhandlingen giver et konkret bud p  hvordan det kan g res idet 
der udvikles en kontrolleret komparativ metode for studiet af brugen af engelsk som 
lingua franca i en konkret sociokulturel praksis   



A
 
ppendix 1: Notational conventions 

Transcription conventions 

⌈ ⌉  

 

quare brackets signal overlap between two or more speakers  
⌊ ⌋ pper brackets for the first speaker, lower brackets for additional 

speakers   
≋  f a line must be broken before the speaker is finished, the split is 

marked with ≋ at the end of the first line and at the beginning of the new  

 

 
  Sp1:   but honestly ⌈I believe that⌉ ≋ 
  Sp2:                ⌊yeah well I do not agree⌋ 
  Sp1:   ≋ he should win the prize 

≈  atching from one speaker to another no detectable pause between 
utterances  is marked with ≈ at the end of the first speaker s utterance 
and at the beginning of the new speaker s utterance  

 

  
  Sp1:   perhaps we should consider ≈  
  Sp2:   ≈ Sue would be a good candidate I think  
⁇  ranscriber uncertainty is marked with ⁇ on both sides of the unclear 
 

word passage   

xxx 
 

nintelligible word or passage are are marked with xxx  

(0.3) auses are marked by indicating the length of the pause in seconds in 
 

parentheses   

(.) ery short pauses less than  seconds  are marked with a full stop 
 

between parentheses  

((text)) e t surrounded by double parentheses are comments made by the 
 

researcher  

‘text’      e t in single inverted commas indicate that the words are read out loud 
from a written source 

 

 
 
Other notational conventions 

[4] n chapters -  square brackets around the number of an e ample 
indicates that the e ample has been introduced earlier in the same 
chapter, i e  in this case  indicates that the e ample is repetition of 

 

e ample  in the same chapter  

paraphrase E tracts from interactions in anish are provided with line-by-line 
paraphrases in English in a greyish font colour immediately below 
the anish original

 

  



Appendix 2: Information sheet 

General information concerning recordings that will be incorporated in the database of the Centre 
 Cultural and Linguistic Practices in the International University. for

 

You are being asked  to participate  in  the audio‐visual recording of a particular activity which you 
engage  in  at  Roskilde  University.  This  information  sheet  tells  you  about  the  study  you  are 
participating  in, how  the recordings will be carried out, and how  the data will be used and stored 
after the recordings are completed.  
  

Centre for Cultural and Linguistic Practices in the International University, CALPIU 
CALPIU  is  an  international  research  centre  which  has  been  established  by  researchers  at  the 
department  of  Culture  and  Identity  at  Roskilde  University.  Currently,  the  Centre  includes  35 
researchers from Denmark, other Nordic countries (Norway, Sweden and Finland), and beyond (UK, 
Australia and Japan). The purpose of the Centre  is to coordinate Danish and  international research 
into  the  cultural  and  linguistic  consequences  of  the  internationalization  processes  currently 
underway in universities and other institutions of higher education around the world.  
 

The CALPIU database 
The recordings you participate in will be incorporated in the CALPIU database. All research projects 
carried out by members of CALPIU are dependent on this database which consists of recorded and 
transcribed interactions gathered from many areas of university life, e.g. lectures, student meetings, 
conversations between administrative staff and students etc.. The database is mainly based on data 
collected at Roskilde University, but  it also  includes  similar data  collected at other universities  in 
Denmark and abroad.  
 

How are the recordings carried out? 
The procedure of the recordings is very simple. A member of the CALPIU research team will put up 
a number of microphones and one or more video cameras in the setting where you are carrying out 
the activity which is to be recorded, and then you will simply be asked to go about your business as 
usual. All participants in the study will also be asked to fill in a questionnaire about themselves and 
their background. 
 

Recordings are confidential and participation is anonymous and voluntary 
All  material  gathered  during  the  study  will  be  treated  as  confidential  and  securely  stored. 
Furthermore, participation  in  the project  is anonymous. This means  that  in  subsequent use of  the 
material your name will be removed where used and if relevant your comments will be adjusted so 
they cannot be attributed to you. You are free to withdraw from the recordings at any time without 
having to give an explanation. 
 

What happens to the recorded material?  
 

Audio files:    After the recordings are over, the audio files will be archived, transcribed and 
incorporated into the CALPIU database. Members of CALPIU will be able to use 
the audio material and the transcripts for research purposes and subsequent 
publication.  
 

Video files:  Video files are archived and will only be made available for other bona fide 
researchers given your explicit permission on the consent form.  
 

Online database:  We would like to make the audio files and transcripts available for research 
purposes via an online database. On the consent form you should indicate 
whether or not you agree to your material being used in this way. 
 

  



Appendix 3: Consent form 

Centre for Cultural and Linguistics Practices in the International University (CALPIU) 
 

Material gathered during this research will be treated as confidential and securely stored. In subsequent 
publications or use of these recordings your name will be removed where used and your comments 
made unattributable. 
 
By signing this consent form you agree to the activity you participate in being audiotaped and 
videotaped and to these recordings being used for research purposes (in accordance with the conditions 
outlined above). You also agree to the audio files and the transcripts of the recordings being archived 
and used for research purposes by researchers at the Centre for Cultural and Linguistic Practices in the 
International University. 
 
Please answer each statement concerning the collection and use of the research data.  
 

1) I have read and understood the information sheet.  Yes 
 

No 
 

2) I have been given the opportunity to ask questions about the study.  Yes 
 

No 
 

3) I have had my questions answered satisfactorily. Yes 
 

No 
 

4) I understand that I can withdraw from the recordings at any time without 
having to give an explanation. 

Yes 
 

No 
 

5) I agree to the video files (in accordance with conditions outlined above) being 
archived and used by other bona fide researchers. 

Yes 
 

No 
 

6) I agree to the transcripts (in accordance with conditions outlined above) being 
made publicly available for research purposes via an online database. 

Yes 
 

No 
 

7) I agree to the audio files (in accordance with conditions outlined above) being 
made publicly available for research purposes via an online database. 

Yes 
 

No 
 

 

I (the respondent) agree to these conditions: 
 
Name ______________________________________________  
(Please use CAPITAL letters) 
 
Signature _______________________________ Date _______________  
 
 
I (the researcher) agree to these conditions: 
 
Name: JANUS MORTENSEN 
 
Signature _______________________________ Date _______________  
 
 
Feel free to contact me if you have any further questions.  
 
Janus Mortensen 
PhD student 
Centre for Cultural and Linguistic Practices in the International University 
Department of Culture and Identity 
Roskilde University 
jamo@ruc.dk  
+45 4674 2942 
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QUESTIONNAIRE (DK) 
 

The information given in this questionnaire is confidential and will be securely stored. Your answers 
(except to the questions marked in grey) may be included in anonymous form as background information 

in the electronic corpus of spoken language which will be compiled on the basis of the recordings you 
participate in. 

 
Name: 

 

Email: 
 

Phone: 
 

House at RUC:  

Name and number 
of your group:  

 

Age:  

Gender:  

Native language(s):  

 

What’s your educational background? 
(Please state the name and location of the relevant schools and educational institutions) 
 

Primary education: 
(Folkeskole) 

 

Secondary education: 
(Gymnasium, Handelsskole…) 

 

Higher Education: 
(Videregående uddannelse)  

 

What’s your mother’s 
occupation: 

 

What’s your father’s 
occupation: 

 

Where did you grow up? 
(Country + region or city) 
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What languages do you know apart from your native language(s)?  
Please characterize your reading, writing and speaking skills in the respective languages on a 
scale ranging from 1 to 5. 1 corresponds to ‘poor’ and 5 is ‘excellent’. 
 
 Language: Reading skills: Writing skills: Speaking skills: 
 
1)  
 
 
 
2)  
 
 
 
3)  
 
 
 
4) 
 
 
 
Describe your experience in using these languages as an active means of communication: 

 
1) 
 
 
 
2) 
 
 
 
3) 
 
 
 
4) 
 
 
 

Have you lived abroad for periods longer than 1 month where your daily language 
was different from your native language?  
 
 Country: Daily Language: Length of your stay: Purpose of stay:  
 
1) 
 
 
 
2) 
 
 
 
3) 
 
 
 
4) 
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HIB1

Meeting A 

Meeting B

roblem solving sequence 
topic keywords

A ow do we get informants at dagogik

uration 
mm ss

hen do we conduct the focus group interviews

A hen do we recruit informants

A

A

hen do we recruit informants from our own house

A

s that too late

hen should the focus group interviews take place

an we have the sales speech ready by hursday

A

A

A

A

o should we strive to present the sales speech for 
our own house hursday

nterview language - anish or English

hould we revise the interview guide

equence egin time
mm ss

End time
mm ss

oes delivering the sales speech presuppose in-depth 
knowledge about qualitative methodology

hat do we have to do today

hat should Jesper do when he is away

30:35Total duration
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HIB2

Meeting A 

Meeting B

hould we change the research question

uration 
mm ss

A

hould we phrase it differently

hat is the content of the question  art 

A

A

A

A

hould we wait for orben

hat is the content of the question  art 

ow do we phrase that

ow do we include the culture history 
dimension  art 

s it a discourse analysis we want to make

hould we look into the social implications

ow do we include the culture history 
dimension  art 

ould we like to cover history culture

equence egin time
hh mm ss

A

A

End time
hh mm ss

roblem solving sequence 
topic keywords

Total duration 31:23

ut where are we going  s culture necessary
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GB1

Meeting A 

Meeting B

hat about the literature review

s it academic enough

o what s the master plan

hat are we going to write in the conclusion

s making the electronic poster one job  art 

A ow can we split the jobs between us  art 

o we have to do a presentation

A

A

A

A

iterature review continued - how are we gonna 
report the plan to our supervisor

hen do we e change papers

30:43

roblem solving sequence 
topic keywords

Total duration

equence egin time
hh mm ss

A

hat are ally and John going to do for the 
electronic poster

hould we have a joint navigation layout

hould we all have a page of definitions

hat are we gonna talk about today

hat are the individual reports going to be about

ow can we split the jobs between us  art 

s making the electronic poster one job  art 

ow do we use e amples legally

hat jobs do we need to do  art 

hat other jobs do we need to doA

A

A

hat does the question mean

A hat jobs do we need to do  art 

A

uration 
mm ss

A

End time
hh mm ss

hat do we have to produce at the end

oes Joyce have enough work to do

an you think of any good websites that have 
changed over the years
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GB2

Meeting A 

A

A

A Are we clear on what we re doing

Meeting B

s this link alright

hould we hyperlink the summaries

ow many links on the title page

s hyperlink one word

o what s the plan

ave we got enough slides

an we break up this paragraph  art 

s this how we want the poster to look

hould we link references

hat are we doing today

an we break up this paragraph  art 

ow do we coordinate the rest of the day

uration 
mm ss

A

equence

hat should could the project be about

A hich theories could we use

A

A

A

A

Are there other groups we could look into

hat is the end-product going to look like

hat is the format

ould we make it look like a forum

ow many links do we need

ow are we gonna find up to date literature

here do we find support groups online

hat should be included on the - M we hand in

egin time
hh mm ss

End time
hh mm ss

roblem solving sequence 
topic keywords

hould we state how many e amples we ll use

ould we use acebook

Are there any famous e amples of cooperation

Total duration 30:36

hat do we write in the brief statement of focus

oo many slides

A

A

A

A

A

ill there be a big difference between chan and 
support groups

A

ow do the variables relate to cooperation and 
competition
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HAB1

Meeting A 

A vad skal vi skrive i metodeafsnittet
What should we write in the method section?

A vad er vores metode
What is our method?

A vor kommer vi ind i opgaven
Where in the report do we come in?

A ar vi en analysedel i opgaven
Do we have an analysis section in the report?

A kal vi lave analysesp rgsm l
Should we set up analysis questions?

A vad er forskellen p  analyse og diskussion
What's the difference between analysis and discussion?

Meeting B

r vi et afnist om direkte vs  repr sentativt demokrati
Will we have a section about direct vs representative democracy?

kal vi bruge den her biblioteksbog
Do we need this library book?

Total duration 30:12

vilken skrifttype skal vi bruge i rapporten
Which font do we want to use in the report?

egin time
hh mm ss

End time
hh mm ss

roblem solving sequence 
topic keywords

kal de vedl gges som bilag
Should they be included as an appendix?

vad er polyarkisk demokrati
What is polyarchich democracy?

vordan g r vi videre med meningskondenseringerne
How do we continue with the meaning condensations?

kal vi bare sende det her til hende s
Should we just send this to her then?

vorn r skal vi sende papirerne til vores vejleder
When should we send the papers to our supervisor?

vordan introducerer vi meningskondenseringerne  
How do we introduce the meaning condensations?

vilke emner vil vi bruge
Which themes do we want to use?

A

A

A

vordan laver vi meningskondeseringerne  
How do we make the meaning condensations?

A kal vi lave en meningskondensering mere
Should we do an extra meaning condensation?

A

uration 
mm ss

A

equence

vad skal vi sende til vejlederen
What should we send to our supervisor?

Er lobbyisme hemmeligt
Is lobbyism secret?

vordan laver vi underoverskrifter
How do we make subheadings?
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HAB2

Meeting A 

Meeting B

vordan skal vi pr sentere fakta om aviserne
How do we presents info about the newspapers?

31:10

vordan g r vi det klart at det ikke handler om den 
enkelte journalist  art 
How do we clarify that it is not about the  individual 
journalist? Part I

vilket komma skal vi s tte
Which comma should we use?

equence egin time
hh mm ss

End time
hh mm ss

roblem solving sequence 
topic keywords

vad skal vi have lavet i dag
What do we have to do today?

A

A

uration 
mm ss

A

A

kal vi lave et interview
Should we make an interview?

vordan g r vi det klart at det ikke handler om den 
enkelte journalist  art 
How do we clarify that it is not about the  individual 
journalist? Part III

vem g r hvad
Who does what?

kal medieetikken ind tidligere
Should we mention media ethics earlier?

an der v re diskussion af medieetik i v rdi-
grundlaget
Can we discuss media ethics in the section about 
our basic values?

Total duration

vordan g r vi det klart at det ikke handler om den 
enkelte journalist  art 
How do we clarify that it is not about the  individual 
journalist? Part II
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Appendix 6: Benne and Sheats’ functional group roles 

Task roles 

nitiator-
contributor 

uggests or proposes to the group new ideas or a changed way of regarding the group 
problem or goal  he novelty proposed may take the form of suggestions of a new group 
goal or a new definition of the problem  t may take the form of a suggested solution or 
some way of handling a difficulty that the group has encountered  r it may take the form 
of a proposed new procedure for the group, a new way of organi ing the group for the 
task ahead  

nformation 
seeker 

Asks for clarification of suggestions made in terms of their factual adequacy, for 
authoritative information and facts pertinent to the problem being discussed  

pinion seeker Asks not primarily for the facts of the case but for a clarification of the values pert
to what the group is undertaking or of values involved in a suggestion made or in 

inent  

alternative suggestions 

nformation giver ffers facts or generali ations which are authoritative  or relates his own e perience 
pertinently to the group problem   

pinion giver tates his belief or opinion pertinently to a suggestion made or to alternative 
suggestions  he emphasis is on his proposal of what should become the group s view of 
pertinent values, not primarily upon relevant facts or information  

Elaborator pells out suggestions in terms of e amples or developed meanings, offers a rationale for 
suggestions previously made and tries to deduce how an idea or suggestion would work 
out if adopted by the group   

oordinator hows or clarifi
ideas and sugge

es the relationships among various ideas and suggestions, tries to pull 
stions together or tries to coordinate the activities of various members  

or sub-groups   

rienter efines the position of the group with respect to its goals by summari ing what has 
occurred, points to departures from agreed upon directions or goals, or raises questions 
about the direction which the group discussion is taking   

Evaluator-critic ubjects the accomplishment of the group to some standard or set of standards of group-
functioning in the conte t of the group task  hus, he may evaluate or question the 
practicality , the logic , the facts  or the procedure  of a suggestion or of some unit of 

group discussion  

Energi er rods the group to action or decision, attempts to stimulate or arouse the group to 
greater  or higher quality  activity   

rocedural-
technician 

E pedites group movement by doing things for the group performing routine tasks, e g , 
distributing materials, or manipulating objects for the group, e g , rearranging the seating 
or running the recording machine, etc   

ecorder rites down suggestions, makes a record of group decisions, or writes down the product 
of discussion  he recorder role is the group memory  

 

  



  

Group bu

Encourager 

ilding and maintenance roles 

raises, agrees with and accepts the contribution of others  e indicates warmth and 
solidarity in his attitude toward other group members, offers commendation and praise 
and in various ways indicates understanding and acceptance of other points of view, 
ideas and suggestions  

armoni er Mediates the differences between other members, attempts to reconcile disagreements, 
relieves tension in conflict situations through jesting or pouring oil on the troubled 
waters, etc  

ompromiser perates from within a conflict in which his idea or position is involved  e may offer 
compromise by yielding status, admitting his error, by disciplining himself to maintain 
group harmony, or by coming half-way  in moving along with the group  

ate keeper and 
e pediter 

Attempts to keep communication channels open by encouraging or facilitating the 
participation of others, or by proposing regulation of the flow of communication we 
haven t got the ideas of Mr   yet,  etc  or by proposing regulation of the flow of 
communication why don t we limit the length of our contributions so that everyone 
will have a chance to contribute , etc  

tandard setter or 
ego ideal 

E presses standards for the group to attempt to achieve in its functioning or applies 
standards in evaluating the quality of group processes or applies standards in evaluating 
the quality of group processes  

roup-observer  
ator comment

eeps records of various aspects of group process and feeds such data with proposed 
interpretations into the group s evaluation of its own procedures   

ollower oes along with the movement of the group, more or less passively accepting the ideas of 
others, serving as an audience in group discussion and decision   

 
Individu

Aggressor 

al roles 

may work in many ways defiating the status of others, e pressing disapproval of the 
values, acts or feelings of others, attacking the group or the problem it is working on, 
joking aggressively, showing envy toward another s contribution by trying to take credit 
for it, etc   

locker ends to be negativistic and stubbornly resistant, disagreeing and opposing without or 
beyond reason  and attempting to maintain or bring back an issue after the group has 
rejected or by-passed it  

ecognition-
seeker 

orks in various ways to call attention to himself, whether through boasting, reporting 
on personal achievements, acting in unusual ways, struggling to prevent his being placed 
in an inferior  position, etc  

elf-confessor ses the audience opportunity which the group setting provides to e press personal, 
non-group oriented, feeling , insight , ideology , etc   

layboy Makes a display of his lack of involvement in the group s processes  his may take the 
form of cynicism, nonchalance, horseplay, and other more or less studied forms of out of 
field  behavior  

ominator ries to assert authority or superiority in manipulating the group or certain members of 
the group  his domination may take the form of flattery, of asserting a superior status or 
right to attention, giving directions authoritatively, interrupting the contributions of 
others, etc  

elp-seeker Attempts to call forth sympathy  response from other group members or from the 
whole group, whether through e pressions of insecurity, personal confusion or 
depreciation of himself beyond reason  

pecial interest 
pleader 

peaks for the small business man , the grass roots  community, the housewife , 
labor , etc , usually cloaking his own prejudices or biases in the stereotype which best 

fits his individual need  
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